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TOXICOLOGICAL TESTS FOR TIE ILYGINNIC 

RATING OP SIJB8TANCES IN WATNR 

G.N.Krasovsky 

In the USSR, to prevent and limit the contamination of wa.-

tet sources with chemical compounds, the sanitary regulations 

for the protection of bodies of water are based on maximal allo-

wab].e concentrations (MAC) of substances in water. 

These values serve as guidelines in controlling disohargee 

of harmful components into water reservoirs, allowing, on the 

one hand, to ensure the safety of water supply sources, and the-

reby of drinking water, and to maintain optimum conditions es-

sential for the economic and domestic water management (reorea-

tional, sports, sanitary and household), on the other. 

The principles and methods of toxicological temt, used for 

the substantiation of MACa for new chemicals both in drinking 

wster and in open reservoirs, are essentially the same. Yet, to 

double-check the hygienic rates applicable to watex, the impact 

of hazardous substances on self-purification (BTC 5  or ETC20 ,. the 

rate and mineralization pattern of organic substances) must be 

taken into account. 

An integral part of this methodological system is made up 

of epiderniological studies which are used, when posaible, for 

the purpose of more accurate defining individual ratings and math-

ly for checking the reliability and improving the elaborated 

experimental system of establishing MACs. Such a harmonious com-

bination of the two main approaches to the determinatidn of 

safe concentrations of substances in the environment is in tune 

with the leading principle of Soviet medicine - the principle qf 
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pzeventioi the observance of which calls for evaluating the 

toxicity and hazards of substances before their wide-aoale intro-

duction into industrial and household use. The practical reliza-

tion of this methodological premise proved possible owing to the 

active utilization of the principles of experimental modelling 

of intoxications on laboratory animals, in combination with the 

methods of prognostication of the toxicity and haiards posed to 

man by obemical pollutants in water. 

The following stages are •nvisagsd when carrying out these 

experimantai studies of acute (the establishment of the median 

lethal dose), sub-acute (specifying the cumulative properties 

and the toxicodynanice of the compound concerned), chronic (a 

six-month experiment) and long-term (gonadotoxic, embryotoxio, 

mutagenlo, carcinogenic, allergic and atherosclerotic) effects. 

In some specific cases the skin-resor'ptive effect and specific fea-

turse of tranaforniation of the ooapound* in water are •tudisd. 

aima the £cut !sat and _VrqlMtIgg ite Results 

An acute test undertaken within the sanitary-toxicological 

investigations and aimed at the rating of harmful substances 

in water reservoirs, allows to obtain information essential 

for resolving the following tasks. 

Establilbing the toxicity of a tested substance and 

obtaining the preliminary information on its toxicodynamica. 

A comparative evaluation of toxicity of several sub-

stances with similar pby.ioo-chemical properties or conditions 

of application. 
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Determining the specific, sex and age sensitivity of 

laboratory animals to the effects of harmful substances. 

Revealing tentative dose levels in an experiment'for stu-

d71.ng the ctmiulative properties of a substance and also for iden-

ttfytng the doses, subject to double-checking in subacute and 

chronic tests. 

8ubatantiating the possibility of abandonin.g chronic sani-

tary-toxicological tests for some substances with low threshold 

values in regard to their organoleptic hazards. 

It is advisable to begin the sanitary-toxicological program 

with an acute teat even when the literature provides data on the 

extreme toxicity of the substance concerned. The results obtained 

provide an idea about the purity of a sample of tested substance 

and its chemical stability. 

The upper toxicity va].ues, such as M 100  (the least dose cau-

sing the death of all the test animals) and D1 (maximal toleran-

ce dose) are not definite enough. 

The experimental determination of DL, which is the most 

essential values, is obtained roliwing two iCatS - the tentS-

tive and expanded ones. 

Once the toxic1y of a test substance is unknown, we re-

coqend to begin with acute preliminary tests, afised at the 

tsutattvs determination of lethal doses. For this purpose, dop 

differing by one order of magnitude (for example, 10, 100 and 

1,000 mg/kg) are tested on one or two albino mice or rats. For 

double-checking the severity of the substance toxicity five 

° or six successive doses are tried, each larger than the preceding 
0 
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one by 50-100 per cent; all of them are tested on one animal. Of 

importance is the fact that the doa, found in the course of a 

preliminary teat should occupy an the intermediate position on 

the scale. The least dose whose injection caused the an.imals 

death, may be regarded as the tentative median lethal dome. 

The full-scale teat is staged on albino mice and/or albino 

rata, in which 5-6 doses of the eubatance are examined. Bach 

selected dome is teated on 6-10 animals. 

The number of animals in a group and an interval between 

the domes largely depend on the method of etatiatioal calculations 

used further on. 

Since all the comparative statistical iiethods are similar 

in accuracy and information retrieval potential, preference should 

be 	given to the least labour-consuming methods. 

If the need arises to teat the comparative toxicity of meva- 

ral chemicals with a similar action m.chanisa, it to advianbie 

to use Leaohfield and Wilkoxon's method of analymim (D.J.Pinnsy, 

1952). This method provide, an objective evaluation of the com-

parative toxicity of substance, when the straight line, of the 

effect, plotted on'a graph, run parallel. 

To save the number of teat animals (particularly such am 

rabbits, oats and monkey.) for determining the comparative ape-

olfic, sex and age sensitivity of laboratory animals to the action 

of a chemical we recoemi the methods of D.J. Pinney (1943) and 

also the one-point method of Van der Waerden (1940). 

With the one point one can calculate not only the EL value
50  

but its mean error as well. 
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More reliable DL50 
 values may be obtained in a small number 

of animals by the method of 3 or 2 points. This envisages the 

testing of two doses selected, so that the effect (percentage of 

dead animals) in one case would be under 50 per cent and in the 

other over 50 per cent. If the third dose in taken for the test, 

it shouJd occupy an intermediate position. In this range of 

doses the dependence of the lethality percentage (Y) on the dose 

(x) practically always appears as a straight line and is describ-

ed by the equations Y - Al + B, where A is the angular coeffici-

ent, B is the free member (B.M.htabsky et al., 1980). Their 

values are found by the formulas 

Y- ax 
a a 	 b 	I , where x, and x 2  

xi 

are the values of the two marginal test doses, YI  and Y are 

the lethality percentages, corresponding to these doses, n is 

the number of doses tested. Then eubstituted one by one into the 

equation ( x ___L ) are the y values equal to 50%, 84% and 
16% to find x (XXL, DL84  and DL 1 6). The values of 6' and m 

are calculated according to the following equations 
DL84 DL16  

- 	and m - -i-' where N is the mum- 
2 	 ber 

of animals in the groups in which at least one animal died or 

survived. 

When using the method of two points, the calculation tech-

nique may be simplified as suggested by B.M.Shtabsky and co- 

° workers (0980) by using the equations 

(D 

2-2 
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Y-y1 	x - xl  

- Y l 	x2-xl  

To enaure comparable results one ehould take for the teat 

young eaxually nature anlinala (malee or females)s inloe weighing 

16-20 g; rate weighing 16-20 g; rats weIghing 150-250 g, gunlea-

pigs weighing 350-500 g; rabbits weighing from 1.5 to 4  kg. 

Test substances are introduced into the empty stomach In 

water solutions, vegetable 011 1, egg yolk and/or a solution of 

dimetbyl suiphoxide, and also in the form of oil emulsions or 

starch suspensions; Different doses of the substance should be 

administered to the animals in solutions of the some conoantra-

tionand, desirably. In optiinua voltunee making up 1-1.5% of bo-

dy weight, i.e. 0.2-0.3 ml for mice; 2-3 ml for rate; 4-6 ml 

for guinea-pigs and 25-40 ml for rabbits. 

In acute tests the administration of substencea or their 

solutions with irritative, as well as strong acid or alkaline 

properties should be avoided, lest this results in an erroneous 

conclusion during the comparative evaluation of the toxicity 

of several eubatancee and in determining specific sensitivity, or 

the wrong choice 01 doses for subsequent sanitary-toxicological 

experiments. This Is why in a munber of oases it is advisable 

to administer such substances in 1-2 per cent solution of starch, 

or in oil. 

In somp cases one may put to the test neutralized aolutionn, 

on condition that the structural part of the molecule determining 

the substance toxicity is not destroyed or altered in the process 

of neutralization. 
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In all the tests the control group should be given equi-

valent Volumes of the solvent. 

Occasionally, in acute tests, one has to examine substances  

of low toxicity which, upon a single administration of the inaxi-

mal poJ.ble doses, do not cause the animals' death. In these 

oases the following d.vioe may be rscomaended. The maximal silo-

wable concentration of the aubstance is administered in a volume 

making up to 5  per cent, and for oil solutions up to 2 per cent 

of body weight, with an interval of at least 1.5 hours between 

adjiUnistrationa. By such fractional administration several tens 

of grams per Kilogran body weight may be administered in the cour-

se of 6 to 9 hours. 

In an acute teat the animals should be observed for at least 

10-15 days. 

In observing the test animals one should pay attention to 

the animals' behaviour and development of intoxication symptoms. 

Additional information on a substance cumulative properties after 

an acute test, may be obtai.ned by applying a method suggested 

by B.V.3htabsky (1973). 

The acute test may provide primary information on the 

character of the substance effect. 

A more accurate evaluation of the cumulative properties 

of substances during acute teats may be made with calculation 

the sdv.re.ge  time of death of the anifliSis !T (GJ.Kraaoveky, 

1982). 

In some cases, when studying substances of low toxicity, 

it may be zecoended to carry out some biochemical examinations 

following a single administration to the animals of the maximal 
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possible quantity of the substance. The results may be additio-

nally used for evaluating the toxicity when planning a chronic 

experiment, when selecting the most sensitive species of labora-

tory animals. 

When the tentative 0L50  value of a toxicant for which the 

Cl.50  value (median lethal concentrations upon inhalation of a 

eubstance) is known, the following equation may be used (GJ. 

Krasovaky, 1969) 

logDL50  a 0.5 logCL 50  + 2.55 

In some cases the determination of the MAC does not necessi-

tate a chronic experiment, and a study of the acute toxicity will 

suffice. This conclusion is based on our analysis of accumulated 

materials on the hygienic rating of harmful substances in water 

reservoirs. It was established that the ratio of D1 50  to the marl- 

isal non-effective dose of the chronic experiment 	) for 
the most of the substances studied, even in cases o 	extreme 

variants, does not exceed 200,000-500, while the ratio of DL 50 

to the threshold concentration in influencing the sanitary con-

dition of the reservoir - 100,000. However, for many substances 

the ratio of DL 50  to the threshold concentration, according to 

the organoleptic criterion, reached one and even several million. 

This in why it is not necessary to conduct a chronic experiment 

for low- and medium-cumulative substances in which the DL
50 
 ratio 

to the threshold concentration, according to the organoleptic 

criterion, reaches 0.5-1 million and higher, while MAC may be 

recended at the level of the threshold concentration according 

to the organoleptic criterion. 
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Thue, given the obeervance of a number of conditions for 

carrring out an acute test, it is possible to obtain comparable 

data and, therefore, to raiee the &cientific atandarda of toxico-

logical examinatione for eatabliehing MACa of aubtaneea in wa-

ter1 

Cumulative Propertie8 of Subetanoen and Effects 

on the Bodi in aJacute Teat 

A aubacute teat makea it poesible to obtain information for 

resolving the following queatione* 

8tuding the degree of cumulative properties of a sub-

atance. 

Revealing the functions, organs and systems of the body 

ao.t vulnerable to the test substance and its toxic action mocha-

ni—. 

Obtaining the data subetantiating necessary conditions 

for chronic sanitary-toxicologioal experiment (eeleotion of 

docec, teats). 

In some oases when the toxiood'namica of a eubEtance is known, 

one maq carry out, instead at the subacute teat, some brief teats 

for e.tabliehing the degree of oulative properties of a subatan-

cc. T..ta are beat carried out on the same animal species for 

which the chronic experiment is planned. 

Punotionsi indloatore may also be used to asee.o the cula-

tive properties of substance. (GJ. Xrs.ov.ky  et el. 1970) when 

at least three doses of the substance are tested the difference 

between them being 5-10-fold (for example, 1/10, 1/50, 1/250 of 

DL50
). If the resulta of acute test, and calculation of 3T 50  place 
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the substance among compounds with pronounced cumulative prope.-

ties, the aelected doses should be 1/250, 1/1000, 1/5000, etc. 

The experiment should last not lea. than 20-30 days. In the 

enimals of all groups, the controls included, after teking the 

background indicators into account and adainistering the selec- 

ted doees of the substance, changes in these indicators are ober-

ved on the 5th, 10th, 20th and 30th days of intoxication. It 15 

advisable to carry out each examination 2-4 hours after the sub-

stance regular administration. 

The test being over, the minimal effective (threshold)ctose 

of the substance is established for the conditions of this aub-

acute teat (B.M.5htabgky, G.NJraeov*kyet al.11 1979). For assay-

ing the cumulation by this method, and assessing the degree of 

hazardh the following scale may be used (1) substances with the 

ratio of the DL50  value to the established minimal effective dose 

of up to 10 should be regarded as low-cumulative; (2) medIan-

cumuatiye - up to 100; (3) highly-cumulative - up to 1000 and 

(4) super-cumulative - up to 10,000. 

in advantage of this method of evaluating the cumulative 

properties of a substance in the possibility to select with 

greater accuracy the tent doses for a chronic experiment, and, 

in particular, a tentative value of the threghold dose. The mini-

mal effective dose which may prove close to the threshold one in 

a chronic experiment for low- and median-cumulative properties, 

will be by nearly one order below the threshold dose established 

in a cumulation test. 

When a new substance has to be studied, and its action to 

practically unknown or hardly known from the literature, the dura- 
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tion of the subacute teat should be prolonged to 1.5-2 months, 

so that more can be learned about the toxicodynamica of the nub-

stance by administering high quantities and varying the tests. 

This makes it easier to select the most sensitive teats for using 

in a chronic experiment. 

The end goal of a chronic experiment in to reveal the maximal 

non-effective dose of a test substance, with account of which the 

maximal allowable concentration (MAC) is recommended. 

Laboratory animal species most sensitive to the test sub-

stance should be used for the experiment. In case of pronounced 

luterspecies differences in the sensitivity of laboratory ani-

male (more than five-fold) or when the animals' biological feat-

urea prevent or make difficult to utiline teats for studying some 

specific function (for example, determination of vitamin C in 

albino rota, study of the conditioned-reflex activity in guinea-

pigs and rabbits), it is advisable to carry out a chronic experi-

ment in the laboratory animals belonging to two different speci-

es. 

When aelecting donee It in advisable to use the method of  

calculated predictions of chronic toxicity parameters. 

Depending on the degree of the substance cumulative proper-

ties, 3-4 doses (concentrations) should be tested, the difference 

between them being 5-10-fold. 

When using rate a chronic teat should last at least 6 months. 

when using guinea-pigs and rabbits - at least B months. 

Tent methods used in a chronic experiment, should be selec- 

o ted with account of the literary data on the toxicodynamics of the 

CO to 

3-I 
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test substance, and also on the subacute test recuats. It is 

important to use tests which integrally reflect the body function 

tests of the conditioned-reflex activity, the body immune-biologi-

cal reactivity, and its endocrine function, etc. Tests to study 

the body functions specifically affected by the teat substance 

houlcI also be applied. 

Useful for detecting the minimal effects of pollutants among 

non-specific indicators are tests of the behaviour reactions and 

the conditioned-reflex method. 

It must be stressed that in most oases only the use of a com-

bination of integral and specific indicators, aimed at the all-

round study of the body reactions at different levels of its 

organisation, allows to reliably establish the threshold and 

subthreshold concentrations (doses) in a chronic toxicological 

experiment. 

Indicators of the body state and of its individual function, 

are determined at least once a nonth,wfXh empty stomach in the •oz-

ning, one hour after the administration of the substance t..t 

doses. The frequency of testø depends on the specific featur.i of 

the function being investigated. 

In oases when the chronic experiment is practically over, 

yet the degree of toxic effect remains unclear, or when changes 

observed earlier in the process of exposure have disappeared, 

functional load tests may be reoc.nded. The mostly used !unc-

tional loads, aimed at studying •oonstant 5  indicators, are the 

galactoss tol..rmnce test, the sodium benzoato test, tests 

with the administration of Bengal rose, vegetotropic substances, 

studies of the RCG and BEG reactivity curves, eto. 
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However, the majority of recomiiended functional loads are 

nonspecific, inducing functional strain of a number of systems 

or organs. 

A specific load with the test substance proper is free of 

such shortcomings (GJ.Krasovsky and A.A.ltorole'v, 1969). LoadIng 

with the substance should be used at the end of a chronic experi-

ment on all test animals, exposed to intoxication with various 

doses of the test substance, Including the controls. 

This dose of the substance ahoul.d produce its effect only 

during the first hours following its administration. The recommen-

ded load dose may approximately be from 1/5 to 1/100 of the test 

substance DL50 , depending on its cumulative properties. The 

effect of the selected load dose should be recorded every hour 

for 3-4 hours, giving special attention to the degree, stability 

and direction of the changes in primarily those indicators which 

proved the most sensitive in the chronic experiment, or whose 

changes during the preceding period of the experiment were doubt-

tul. 

The data obtained in a chronic experiment should be subjec-

ted to statistical treatmeut for establishing the significance 

of the changes found in the functions under exemination. 

Par from every experimental material obtained should be 

subjected to statistical treatment. For example when there is a 

close approximation of the arithmetic means (M) of the control 

and of the test, 8tatistieal treatment of data is not needed, 

since the validity of differences between the test and control 

co figures may be assumed beforehand. 
0 

(0 

3-2 
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By observing these recommendations in chronic experiment, 

the maximal non-effective dose (MMD) can be determined suffici-

ently accurately. By comparing the MMD with threshold effects of 

the teat substance on the organoleptic properties of the water 

and the sanitary conditions of the reservoir, it is possible 

to determine the recommended MAC value and the critical indies.-

tor of hazardneee. 

Unlike labour hygiene, ooncentmtion rates for the environ-

ment are elaborated on the basis of several indicators of hazard 1  
for example, two such indicators are used for drinking water, and 

three f Or water reservoira* the organoleptic, general sanitary, 

and toxtoological indicators. It takes a comparatively short 

time for the experimental substantiation of the threshold values 

of the first two indicators (a few days or 1-3 weeks), so that 

it is not necessary to resort to rapid methods for thea. At the 

same time, they are the ones, which in most cases determine MACs. 

For example, the ratings f or 60 per cent of substances already 

studied have been established according to the organoleptio 

criterion of hazard; moreover, for most compoundR the gap between 

the threshold concentrations by the first two indicators and the 

safe levels by the toxicological indicator of hazard is, as a 

rule, considerable and may reach from 1,000 to 10,000 times and 

more. 

8o the variants of methodological techniques for hygienic 

rating of substances in water were elaborated with all this 

in mind, and generalized in a step-by-step rate-setting chart 

(G.N.Xresovsky, 1977). 
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he coaponente of a atep-by-etep estabilabnent of hygienic 

MACB are a wetbodological chart and the hazard claasification of 

eubatanoea for detexmining the neceasary and uufficient acope 

of inveetigationa. 

b1e 4 

Subetancea C1a.aifioation According to hazard in a 

Step-by-Step Zatabliabnent of MACa 

Order of substance Criterion Class of hazard 

hazard evaluation first second third fourth 
(extre- (highly (hazer- (moderat.- 
eely hazer- dotaa) ly hazer- 
hazer- doua) doue) 
doua) 

IIJC/TCorg 1 1-10 10 

MNC/TC5oa 1 1-10 10 

2 	Ml0,aaJl 0.001 0.001-0.1 0.1 10 	10 

106 106 105  io-io 10 

4 	TDJID gen 
1 1-10 10-100 100 

The chart provides for the broad utilization of estiation 

methoda at each step. We regard the reau:Lta of the prediction of 

chronic toxicity parameters derived bv calculation methods to 

be an additiol safety criterion. 

The application of the step-by-step rating allows to slash 

the tl.iee of MACs substantiation by 10 to 20 tImes for 50-70 per 
cent substances. 
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EXPRIS TOXICOLOGICAL TESTS OF WATER POLLUTANTS 

LI. Zhold.kova 

At the preeent time systematic sanitary monitoring of water 

quality is carried out predominantly with the help of a whole act 

of chemical nethodn of testing. 

The use of physico-chemicul methods if justified when pota-

ble water is drwn from subsurface aquifers, particularly through 

artesian wells which supply water of stable composition (if con-

fined water is not polluted). In this ease it is practicable to 

determine the water's ingredients in spot or periodic teste, 

while current monitoring will concentrate on those chemical fan-

tore which are regulated by the existing potable water quality 

standrd. 

However, in certain cases there may occur changes in the 

confined water's chemical composition and the deterioration of 

Ito irmally stable quality as a result of unexpected pollution 

by agricultural chemicals, fertilisere, seepage from the nearby 

parbage dumps, etc. Such occurrences may call for express methods 

of identifying the haraful ohemical substances polluting the 

water. 

When open bodice of water are used as sources of water 

supply the health-haaard problem is even more complex. The che-

slcl composition of their water is liable to considerable va-

riation. In addition to such inevitable factors affecting water 

composition as seasonal and climatic variations, there are 

a number of man-made causes. According to the findings of a WHO 
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pane]l, or experts (1970), water bodies are being intensively pollu-
ted not only in the industrially-developed  but also in the 4eve104-

ing countries. 

The need to monitor the chemical composition of open water 

bodies stems also from the fact that most of the substances it 

contains pass tbrough.modorn water treatment facilities aireost 

unchanged. 

It should be pointed out that the existing standards cover 

only a limited number of chemical ingredients. For example, the 

US etandarda provide for the control of 30-40 indices, the WHO 

standards include a slightly larger number of indices, while un-

der the USSR law 30 substances are subject to regulation. In COn-

treat, the natural chemical components of water alone include 

between 60 to 90 elements in the periodic table 1  to say nothing 

of numerous compounds whose concentrations and combination ratios 

may differ greatly in every region. 

The exact amount of chemicals diecharged into the environ-

ment is difficult to estimate. For example, according to Ameri-

can data, between 200 to 400 compounds of industrial origin may 

be discharged into water bodies and find their way Into drinking 

water. It would be wrong, however, to conclude that all tap wa-

ter is certCin to contain hundreds of substances, although the 

presence of many of them in drinking water is quite likely. 

For •xample, 12 organic substances have been found in tap water 

in five American cities. 

Along with the permanent causes of water pollution there 

exists a danger of sudden drastic water quality changes exempli-

fied by etorm run-offs which contain fertilisere and peeticide., 
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or brought about by induetrial accidehte an a renult of highway 

or railroad accidenta in the vicinity of ',,ater bodlea, an well 

an a reault of accidenta on inner wnterwaye which are a000mpa- 

nied by massive diecharge of petroleum products, toxic chemicals, 

atc. Thtraethyl lead may find its way into water bodies as a re-

eult of unauthorized and uncontrolled washing of tanks and other 

containers used for the storage and transportation of gasoline. 

In summary, there is a danger of both one-time "fleeb" polluting 

discharges and permanent inputs of non-natural chemical compounds 

into water bodies used as sources of potable water. This calls 

for two types of controU systematic control over substance which 

as a result of toxicological taste have been shown to permanently 

reside in water and control over new chemical factors. 

The presence of unidentified hazardous factors could be 

promptly ascertained, though only approximately, with the help 

of bio-assaye. Certain public water-utilities have tried to con-

trol Pap water quality using aesays of fish, other aquatic life 

and planti placed in aquariums through which tap water is conti-

nuously pumped. At the same time biological control methods have 

a number of drwback. For example, the use of just one type of 

blo-assay does not assure sufficient reliability of control, be-

cause the sensitivity of aquatic life to different groups of 

eubetancee differs from -species to species and from class to 

class. 

Water quality control based on the lethal effect on aquatic 

life is not reliable enough, since concentrations toxic to it 

frequently and to a considerable extent exceed the safety levels 

for man. 
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In addition, low-intensity chemical factors bring about the 

impairment of aquatic Life only after a certain period of time, 

which rules out the use of biological testing as an expres me-

thod of water quality control. Bio-assay methods cannot be used 

to control all water quality indices, for example its orgenolep-

tic properties. The following data may be used to illustrate 

these observations. As a rule, lethal concentrations for flail 

(V.V. Metelev at el.) and harmless long-tern levels for man do 

not coincide. * number of substances (nitrites, calcium salts, 

lead, etc.) kill fish in concentrations which are 100 to 10,000 

times greater than the hygienic MACe, whereas it takes a concen-

tration of cyanidee equal to one-fiftieth of the MAC to produce 

the same effect. This means that in a number of oases the dio-

very of a lethal effect on aquatic life will be made only when 

the pollution has already reached a level hazardous to man. In 

other cases, the lethal effect on aquatic life may result In 

an unduly pessimistic assessment. 

With a view to elucidating the possibility of using lower 

animal species as targets for biological testing in predictions 

of toxicity to higher animal species and man, G.M. Krasoveky et 

al. (1973) carried out a comparison of lethal amounts for diffe-

rent animal claBes and species. The comparison has shown that 

there Is no mathematical correspondence between chemical toxic I-

ties for man and bacteria (aquatic saprophytes) in terms of BCD-

the correlation coefficient is 0.15. The values of 1DL 50  for rate 

and CL 50  for fish have been shown to correlate but weakly: the 

e correlation coefficient in 0.49 ±0.68. lbs correlation coeffici- 

ent for rate and Daphnia, obtained on the baia of the toxici- 
tD 

4-I 
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ties of 49 eubetances, was 0.525 10.125. it is characteristic that 

certain substances were hihly toxic for aquatic life and little 

toxic for ,uainmals, whereas veetotrophic cornpound, certain nai 

cotics, and other substances hi6hly toxic for man and higher arii-

mal species, produced practically no effect on fish and iaphnia. 

The role of the stage of philogenetic develoçeient in sensitivity 

to toxic substances is further proved by the folluwing series of 

correlation coefficients between toxicity for rate and those for 

a group of other vertebrates - fish 1  amphibia, birds, cats and 

mefl 0.490; 0.619; 0.821; 0.905; 0.861. A higher degree of corre-

lation night be obtained in the investigations of Individual 

classes of subatancee taking Into account the mechanisms of their 

action as well as In the comparisons of the data obtained under 

standard conditions. For example, H. Konemann found the CL 50  for 

the guppy (Poecilia r-eticulata) under standard conditions - sta-

ble temperature, hardness, aalt compoeltion, etc. - of wOter qua- 
N 

lity. We have caspared Konemann'a data with a minimum ineffective 

dose (MED), a threshold dose (TD) and the DL 50  values determined 

by us on the basis of the standard methodology. The analysis of 

toxic effects of 17 chlorine derivatives of bensene on white 

rats and I ish has produced the following dependable equations: 

ig DL50  - 0.21 lg LC 50 p + 3.06 r - 0.85; a - 0.18 	(1) 

ig MD 0.59 ig LC 50  + 3.07 r . 0.74; s 0.77 	(2) 

ig TD • 0.62 Ig LC50 p - 2.31 r a 0.79; a . 0.74 	(3) 

The second series of 15 eubstancea included xylol isomers 

and chlorine derivatives of toluene, an well as halogen-substi-

tuted aliphatic compounds, Including esters, in other words it 

was structurally inhomogoneous. The equations in this group do 

not have the necessary level of confidence: 
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ig bL50 	0.17 Ig L0 50  + 2.79 r 	0.47 a 	0.54 	(4) 

ig MbD 	0.37 ig L0 50  - 2.79 r = 0.60 a = 0.70 	(5) 

ig TD 	0.15 ig LC50 - 0.91 r = 0.35 a = 0.68 	(6) 

The aggregation of the substances in the first and the se-

cond groups into one series did not produce a sufficiently high 

level of confidence either. 

It follows that significant correlations between toxicittes 

for aquatic life and mammals can be obtained for structurally 

close compounds. However, it Is seen from the above equations 

that the toxicological parameters may differ by 2-3 orders of 

magnitude. 

The conclusion is that attempts to use just one species of 

aquatic 11fe one tissue culture or one species of microorganism 

(e.g. B.thyphy murlum) for blo-assaym are hardly justified, 

whle a system of bio-assays taking Into account Its Sensitivity 

to different classes of substances would assure a much more re-

liable biological control. 

In summary, the existing biological methods permit integ-

ral assessments of hazardous changes in the chemical composition 

of water, white chemical analytical methods are more reliable 

for the identification of individual pollutants. However, health-

oriented Interpretation of chemical measurements can be based 

only on the existing maxtinwu allowable concentrations (rAc) for 

man. 

It takes several skilled toxicologists two or three yeals 

to come up with scientifically substantiated maximum allowable 

concentrations. That is why, when there is no time for a coup-

lete health-oriented toxicological assessment of a substance, 

4-2 
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one needs a est of prompt and economical methods of predicting 

its toxicity and safe levels for the biological and physical oh-

jecte of the environment. The most economical solution is the 

adaptation of other countries' official safe levels to the ob-

jeotives sought by one's own country. If the two countries use 

identical basic principles and methodologies for the elaboration 

of safe levels, they may be adopted without any modificatione. 

The research carried out within the CMEA framework is a good 

example of such common use of date. At the initial stage the 

specialists from the OMNA member-states agreed on common metho-

dology and requirements to be met by chemical toxicity studlee 

and the elaboration of MACs for aquatic life and plants. This 

was followed by the practical use of the MACe developed by some 

CMhA members by other member-states in their sanitary legisla-

tion. A similar example is provided by the WHO standard of po-

table water quality which was arrived at after the analysis and 

generalization of several countries' experience and the final 

discussion and adoption of the standardised values by a panel 

of experts. 

It has been shown that the indices of approximately 70 sub-

stances figuring in the US drinking water standards can be used 

to improve the corresponding USSR standard. Similarly, a number 

of indices produced by Holland and Norway can be used for the 

purpose. This goes to illustrate the point in certain cases sefe 

levels produced by one country can be transfered into the legis-

lation of another country without any modifications. However, 

it is better to adapt these standarda to the national legisla-

tion in the light of accumula.ed experience. Investigations car- 



ned out in Professor G.N. Kraeovskys laboratory have shown that 

even in caeee when the methods used to produce safe levels do not 

quite coincide, it is possible to use correlatlon-regreaaion ama-

lysie to determine a pattern which governs possible adaptations. 

it has been shown, for example, that the most reliable equations 

are produced on the basis of comparisons of toxicity data between 

groups of structurally similar compaunda. As a result, subsequent 

studies were aimed at correlations between toxicity indices ob-. 

tamed in the elaboration of the MACs of chemical diutante in 

atmospheric air, the air of the working cone and open water bo-

dies, along with Weet German and US MACe, for the substances mak-

ing up two eufficiently etudied groups: aromatic hydrocarbons 

and fat-containing amines - a total of 36 aubstancee In a num-

ber of equations it has proved to be possible to use West German 

MACe for the air of the working zone. Per example, the following 

equations were obtained for fat-containing emines: 

ig DL50  2.695 + 0.339 Ig West German MAC 	(7) 

r 	0.881 	p 	0.01 
DL 0 

lg TU 	- 2.62 + 0.605 x Ig Weet German MAC 	(8) 

	

- 0.549 	 (p W 0.01) 

In a majority of cases the correlation coefficients calcu-

lated for the totality of the two groups of substance did not 

reflect their actual inter-dependence within each group, which 

Seems to be due to the different toxic effect mechanisms ob ben-

zene and aminee. 

The prediction of MACs in water on the basis of the stan-

dards established for other environmental objec'ts presents a par-

ticular intereet, since it is based on materials which have the 
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greatest relevance to health. For example, formulae b&ed on 

MACs of the air of the working zone make it possible to calcu-

late such chronic toxicity parameters as the overall toxic eff-

ect and the long-term (mutagenic, gonado- and embryotoxic) eff-

ects. This can be i].lustrated by the following equations: 

ig MED = 0.60 ig MAC 	- 1.31 	 (9) 

n=133 	r..0.55±0.06 	t.7.6 

ig PD w 0.74 ig MACw - 0.37 	 (10) 

n a 122 	r - 0.9 ±0.073 	t = 8.1 

where: 

MAC 	- is the MAC of substances in the air of the work- 

ing zone. 

Modern toxicology USSO mathematidal computations based on 

the blolo&ical and phyeico-cheinicai properties of substances. 

Since the toxicity and the reliability of predicted values are 

not one and the same thing, their choice should be dictated by 

the objectives pursued. For example, it has been shown by Lyub-

1mm et al., G.N. Krasovsky et al., and A.I. Zholdakova and 

others that mathematical correlations between simple phys1co-

chemical constants and the toxicity of substances is not suffi-

ciently trustworthy, since the constants do not reflect the 

characteristic features of the mechanisms of intake acd the 

substance's action upon Its entry into the digestive tract. 

t1oleeular constants seem to be the most acceptable, since they 

characterize the structural peculiarities of cheaical copound. 

The search for correlations between the r.anttude of tox-

ic effect and the chemical structure is subatantated and Ioi-

cal since it is precisely a combination of several molecular 
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parameters and their Interaction that largely determine the subs-

tances' mechanism of action and the degree of toxicity. 

Shitekova et al., 1973, succeeded in using such physico-

chemical constants as Taft's coefficient, the dipole woment, the 

ionization potential and polarizability in the predictions of 

IACB in winter. However, all equations thus obtained were derived 

on the assumption of the correlation between the iA0e ii one of 

the constants under study. We can hardly agree with the correct-

nasa and credibility of this method of derivation, since it is 

by far not in all oases that toxicity is determined by just one 

phyalco-chemical factor. 

Correlating biological, activity with a group of molecular 

constants sugested by Hanach (1976) aeema more reliable. 

Another approach to the prediction of the toxicity and he-

card of chemical pollutants of water consists In the combined 

use of a short-term toxicological experiment and a computational 

procedure based on equations. 

Several equations have been suggested to calu1ate the MkD 

and the ID of substances on the basis of DL 50 : 	- 	- 

ig M1.D - 0.90 x ig DL 50 - 3.60 	(ii) 

n a 260 	r-0.52 

lg Tb = 0.99 x ig Lb 50  - 2.b3 	 (12) 

n= 236 	r=O.55 

lg o.Fb 	0.86 x ig tL 0  - 3.602 	(13) 

n . 30 	r . 0.973 

However, the equations sie applicable only to moderately 

cumulative substances, since they take into account only one of 

the chrr±lc toxicity componenta - the value of acute toxicity. 
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The second component which greatly influences the MED of the chro-

nic experiment - the cumulative effect of substances - is not inc-

luded in the equations. This makes it obvious that the equations 

predicting the MED on the basiS of 01, 50 cannot be used directly, 

solely on the basis of the results of acute experiments. The 

equations' accuracy and reliability may be greatly heightened by 

an additional experiment consisting in repeating the ad.ministra-

tion of a substance with a view to identifying Its cumulative 

effect, accompanied by determination of its adjustment coeffici-

ents whose magnitude is proportionate to the magnitude of the 

cumulative effect. It must be noted, hwever, that the time re-

quired for the computation of the corresponding MED estimate inc-

reases to 1-4 months. 

Used for assessing cumulative effecte of the substance dir-

ectly on the basis of the acute experiment data was the average 

extinction time of animals (aquatic life) suggested by B.M. htab-

sky as a parameter characterizing the cumulative effect. A method 

of computational and graphical determination of average extinc-

tion times ET 0  corresponding to DLcn was elaborated and a corr- 
' 

elation between this index and the 	assessment of cumu- 

lative effect (G.N. Krasovsky at al.., 1976) was found. 

Our data show that intercomparisons of different forms of 

correlation is productive in few cases only, since making a mo-

del more complex does not always result in a hither confidence 

level. Our investigations have confirmed the assertion made by 

E.I.Lyubllna (1979) to the effect that as far as toxicity para-

meters are concerned (DL 50, MED., etc.) logarithmic dependence 

In preferable, since the simple mathematical averaging of these 



parameters reaults in greater errors in the case of the most toxic 

substances which are also the most relevant in the discussion of 

health problems. 

It should be pointed out. however, that the indiscriminate 

use of even the most refined mathematical methods may still re-

suit in errors, because the logical links between the parameters 

under study should remain the overriding principle in the deve-

lopment of new formulas. 

An example of such indiscriminate use of mathematical mc-. 

dels can be provided by the search for the correlation between 

the smell and the toxicity of substances, the smell and the mole-

cular mass, as well as by attempts to compute toxicological para-

meters on the basis of MACa in water which are normally based 

on one of the following three indices of harmfulness the orga.-

noleptic, sanitary and toxicological. 

turing the last few years different authors suggested 400 

mathematical equations to be used to compute a variety of toxico-

hygienic parameters and the number is oontinuing to grow. 

With a view to establishing a definite order in the use of compu.-  - 

tational methods we have developed the following guiding princl-

pies: 

. The principle of logic, according to which those predic-

tion methods are to be given priority, is based on in-

dices which are linked by direct, logical and pathoge-

nic dependence. 

2. The principle of comprehensiveness in the use of compu-

tational equations according to which a computation of 

a chronic toxicity parameter should be based on the use 
KD 

5—I 
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of several equations (not less than 2 or 3) including 

different constants and indices. 

The principle of preference which means that whenever 

there is extensive infonuation on a substance and a poe-

aI.bility of calculating its chronic toxicity parametera 

on the basis of many constants and indices 1  the ones to 

be preferred are those whioh are more reliable and re-

levant to health, in the following order of preference: 

physico-ohemical conetants - toxicometrio indices (DL 50 , 

CL500 bT 50) and MACe in other environments. bquations 

for individual classes of chemical compounds are to be 

given preference. 

The principle of a stage-by-stage approach according to 

which the reliability of prediction increases as new 

information on the subject is emaeed in the following 

sequence: physico-ohemical constants - culative aff-

ects - the reulte of subacute experiments. 

The principle of limitation which means that the levels 

of substances with possible long-tells effects safe for 

man cannot be deduced from indices describing general 

toxic effects. Predictions of safe levels of such sub-

stances should be based on equations using MACe in 

other environmental objects or threshold doses found 

in the course of express experiments taking long-i cr51 
effects into account. 

The principle of optimization which meane if the re-

sults obtained with the help of three different equa-

tions are close to one another, the smallest one is to 
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be used; if two of the values obtained are too divergent, 

none of them can be used and the prediction experiment 

is to be continued until 2 or 3 convergent values are 

obtained. 

7. The principle of correspondence which means that the pre-

dicted valu'o degree of precision should correspond to 

its purpose. For example, in a chronic experiment doses 

are to be selected on the basis of the equations with 

limited precision and reliability 1  whereas the predic-

tion of levels safe for man ehould be based only on the 

use of high-precision methods. 

The use of express methods of health-oriented regulation 

is both necessary and poa1ble since it is booed on a solid oo.i-

ant tfic foundation. 

The problem 0 the prompt development of health etandntrds 

should not be reduced to the prediction of time-weighted avernen. 

ioe use of the latter in justified iii certain instances only: at 

initial research and development stages, during feasibility stu-

dies, prototype testL3, etc., with a view to determin1n the re-

quired sensitivIty of the analytical methods to water quality 

control objectives or to replacing pIocess aubotancee by less 

hazardoue ones. 

A generalized Scheme of stage-by-stage regulation of sub-

stances in water using several methodologies has been suggested 

(G.N. Kraaovaky, 1 977). 

C 

to 
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ethodologLcal Aspects Of ?oxicologIeal Reeee-ch 

into Desalinated teter Quality E,aluetioh 

Desalination may involve a change in water*e  etate of 

aggregation or do without it. 

!iimoae Lav21ein a ohane in weter'o otate.df aaare-

aatton. 

This group of methoda (freezing and eapeotaily dietilla-

tioit) is characterized by profound structural changes of en-

ter, including alteration of its gee, macroelenient, mioroele-

mont, organic and microorganism content. 

D i s t 1 1. 1 a t 1 o a. The sum total of tranaformationa 

to which they are subjected makee dietilletea produced by in-

duetre1 desalination plente the pooreet sort of freeh water 

from the hygiene point of view. It has been shown that comp-

letely salt-tree and weakly mineralized (up to 100 ag/i) de-

salinated water to phyeioiogtcally unwholesome in its salt 

content; its coneumption results In a deregulation of the wa-

ter-ealt balance. its other negative effects Including in-

creased ezcration of water, mo-celled "leachthg' or certain 

salts from the orgmnL 	(primarily electrolytes - Na, K, 

Cl and Co), excessive strain on the water-salt hoinnoetneim 

regulatory aystems (chengen in electrolyte concentrations 

in the blood norum, water-space ratio and the pituitary -ad-

renal function), destructive changes In the geetro-Iiitasttnal 

mucous membrane, changes In the secretory function and the 

muscular tension of the stomach, no well as lower capacity 

to quench a thirst. (18, 14, 7, 1, 16). 



Absence or low levela of herdneae ealte, p manly ccl-

ciuzn 1  in decalinated water, have the effect of changing the 

phoepboruu-oaloiva exchange towards the reduction of bone 

tissue minersl saturation, depletion of calcium, reduced ac-

tivity of alkali phophte in blood aerum and alteration 

of the thyroid functional etate. According to M.F. Stiff 

(1971), the reduction of bicarbonate hardness of water may 

heighten the toxio effect of copper and some other elements. 

The addition of 1.5 og. aquiv/l of calcium to deeelinated wa-

tsr pallietes the changes. The addition of 1.5 mg.equiv/l of 

calcium accompanied by bringing water alkalinity to 0.5 mg. 

equiv/l (B003  - 30 mg/i) improves desalinated water's taatø, 

sharply reducea its oorroeivity and incresees quality atabi-

ii ty. 

Distillation largely removes most of the mioroelementa 

from water. At the some time, dietilled water may have ele-

vated contents of certain microelemente (bromine, iron, cop-

per 1  nickel and manganea.). Studies have shown that bromine 

may produne elgetficant biological ,ffetsi it can affect 

the central nervous eyetcm, enayme systwa., blood composi-

tion and a number of important functions of the organism. 

An important characteristic of the distillation process 

is that it puts up a berrier in the way of organic po].lu-

tents. Depending on the quality of crude water, oxydisabili-

ty may be reduoed by a factor of 3 to 10. Cancerogenic sub-

atencee are completely removed by bigh-tempereturediatilla-

tion. On the other hand, the so-celled iight organic nb- 
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stances which have boiling points below 1100C, bbild up in 
it in concentrations higher than those in crude water - an 
example is pollution with phenola whoee concentrations in 

distilled water may be a factor 1.5 or 2 higher than in 

crude water (15). 

It was shown that organic Igipurittes of diet 1usd wa-

ter were mostly wade up of methanol-soluble subetanoes (a 56 

per cent), including oxygen-containing OneS, many of which 

are natural components of sea water (plancton degradation 

products, 'vital activity products of higher marine vegeta-

tion and animals). The asoond group (6 per cent) compri-

sad pollutants whioh had entered sea water with industrial 

and domestic sewage (for example, dtergenta) Substances 

of groups III and IV were present In InsignIficant amounts 

(btwn 1 end 2 per cent) and comprised mainly oxygen-

cont.nining polar compounde. Group VU wan reprented by  

phenolS ( 	6 per cent) and Group VIII (= 28 per cent) - 

by neutral compounds mostly organic substances of oil ori-

gin (3). 

Among other major sources of pollution of the finished 

product are reagents and polysere used as technological or 

atructurl materials (water-repelling heat-transfer agent 

piping of heat exchangers, anti-corrosion linings and anti-

scaling oompou&Is). 

?rea de.alinatJ.o 

This group of processes makes it possible to obtain de- 
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palinitad water of any level of ailnerelizatton, depending 

on the extent of ice waehing-ott. The efficiency of deua-

unction also dependa on the ice oryatellization rate which 

dete.raiInee the eLze and quality (purity) of ice oryeteie. 

The preltninnry data obtained on the biological proper-

tiea of deaailnnted water of different atruoture (6), along 

with nuneroua data reported in literature on the revoureble 

effect of thaw wbter on a living orgcnlen (4) provide evi-

dence of the edvaritegoe offered by freea denalinetion in 

this reupeot. 

A characteriatic feature of the frceze-deaalinetion 06-

thode to that they tend to pollute deaslineted water with 

cooling egenta. Their reaidual corcentrationa in deaalina-

ted water aivat not be more than 0.2 ag/i for buttlene and 

10 ag/i for freon-12 and treon-22. 

£eaibrane and 	Proceuoea 

This group of methode Is chercoterized by partial deua-

linetion, with the exception of ion exchange which may be 

used in induetry for deep deeslinatton of water. Their use 

doee not involve any change in waterSa  atate of aggregation. 

1 a o t r o d i a i y a i a. Deacitnation efficiency 

of the aethod Is directly proportionate to the current den-

aity and the duration of the tieealination cycle, it alec do-

penda on the membranea' aelectivity, the degree of minerali-

lotion and the coepoeltion of crude water. 

6-I 
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Elnotrodlelynle mPrp1y reduc.'o (by epproxirlrntAly on 

heif) the contDnt of mont common orgenlo lj,ipuritics - petro-

mum producta, cnnc,rognnic nnd enrfeoQ-nctive nubntncm, 

and rmovm 30..35 per cnt of phenols. 

R r v e r n n o e m o n 1 o. Dnenlinntlon Affloloney 

of reverne oamonlo is directly proport1on.te to the mn,nbrs-

flee mclect1'vity, while plent produoti1ty is lnv.'rsely pro-

portlonntp to it. 

A mpnoiflo fenturn of this group of methods is not only 

the hiph deonilnetion .fficipnoy but also the high (much hi-

ghor than in the one' of mleotrodlnlysle) degrct' of rmovel 

of organic Impuritins and microorgeniemas even with mrmhrn-

ties selectivity of 70 per cent with rnnpcot to Ne, 01, re-

erae onnioste resovrs 52, 6A and 70 per cent of petro1et 

products, cncorogenio and seirfece-notitig, nubstenoes, rem-

peotively. 

1embrne methods are not efficient enough In remo1ng 

such biologicelly ective microelwento as bromine and boron 

which mey have a number of negative etfotgS generel toxio 

(affecting hydrocerbon metabolism end enzyme eyeteme), embryo-

toilo, ponadotoxto and terretogenlo effeotu. In spite of the 

feat that, with initial bromine and boron concentrations in 

sea meter of 60 and 4.5 pg/I reepeotltely efficiency, Of 

their holdbaok by Plectrodislysis is 97 and 60 per oent re-

epeotively, the two elements' residuel conoentrettoits in 4.-

me11nated water (1-2 mg/I) are still much higher than e.g. 

Soviet hyginle standard& for bromine and boron - 0.2 end 

0.5 .gJl. 
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iinoe eleotrodialyaim and reverea oemoeta inetalletioiia 

ooaiaiofliy u s e polymere as irparmeable aembranea, underlying 

and auppQrting metertala and dralnagea, individual organic 

ubntancoe weuhed out of theae materiale may find their way 

into deeal.inated water. 

An invoetigatlon of moet common polymer meteriele (Lo-

nite 1  membrsnee, racetyicelluloae, nylon and polyamid tilmo, 

polyvinyl chiorid plamtic myplast, paronite, etc.) has ehown 

thrt Pt the initial etege of the cteue).lnntton plente opera-

tion inaiffielant washing of filtering end atructural mete-

riala, ma well.. as accelerated deetruotion of certain poly-

met atructuraj materlaim after prothnged use may introduce 

certein chemicalu an well ea unidentified organic matter 

Into demalinated water. This may negetively effect organo-

leptio and biological propertlee of deselineted water. 

Thie aekee it nacemmary, firM, to waeh unpolymerized 

organic eubetancea off polymer materie3.e, end 1  ancondly, to 

control their remiduel oontent in doaelinated water. AcoH-

ing to some data obtained in the USSR, this latter uhould 

not be in excean (depending on the polymer meteriale ueed) 

of 0.1  mg/I for atyrena, 0.01 mg/i for epichlorohydrin in 

the cauc of electrodlalyaee, and of 0.4 mg/i for dimethyl-

acetamide, 0.01 mg/i for torwaldeh,yde, 1 mg/i for phthnlio 

said and 0.001 for phenol in the cace of reverae camosic. 

1 0 a a x c b a a g e. The  method can be used for me-

lective removal or replacement of individual emit Lone (of-

teeing, calcium, eniicbment). 

.0 

6-2 
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It has been netebliehed that the oompleteeeen of the 

exohenge inoreeeee with wilenoy or with the Increepe of 
etomic number. Ion ezohenge deneitnetion Is noteble for it 

high efficiency, of iron and nitreten removel. 

A ecricue drwbeck of Na- cetion water eoftening is 

the high alkalinity of water. In vto end In vitro etudies 

(2) have ehown thet elevated alkolinity of drinkIng water 

deregulatea the acidelkali balance and the water-ealt cx-

oheiage. As a coneequence, bicerboneta content of water 

ehould net be in exoeoe of 6.5 mg. equiv/l (400 mg/i), and 

eodlwe content a not in axcene of 700 mph. Water alkali-

nity May be reduced with the help of lime pretreatment, as 

well as combined or prrnllel H- and Necation exohenge. 

It ham been aetebitehed that lonitee normiJly conteth 

unpolymarited meatIer and produote of mccomp"nying. reeotloiis 

end, in the ocee of polymer egning - producta of their mis-

etruotiont phenol, atyrnee, tormeldehyde, etc. As e conee-

quenoe, initial end prolonped use of ion-exohenge reein 

(everr'gn lifo time of lonitee Is between I and 5 yenra) may 

reeult in a deterioration of weter'e organoleptio proyerti-

em (aimiell, thtn) and Inorenned oxidebility. Laboratory mini-

mela have been ehown to be negati,ely effected by water de-

elineted with ineufficlentl3' clean lonitee. (1), 3). 

Comparimone of different deaalination methode ehould be 

bamed on all-rmiund evaluations of reagente at the etage of 

laboratory mimeemement of lnduetriel prototypee which mom-
4e as necessary etage the etudy of the reactant'. possible 
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influence on water's blologloel properties with a view to 

detprmininFr, the nature end degree of their potential heaz'd 

for equatic orgenisrs (including microflore) and warm-blood- 

ed pnIinls. aboVe 
In such studies it is useful to take into nocount th 

apeciflo prop.rtIes of water desalinuuted by different me-. 

thode end the poesible trenefornuntions of reactants during 

the desslinntion procese. This can be done on sceled-down 

models of dasellnntion plants. Toxicological esneuseicnt of 

reactents crc cerried out on wsric-.bloodcd animals, normally 

in sciute, oubscute .and chronic experiments (lasting 10-12 

months) with eocount taken, depending on the biological pro-

perties, of possible long-term effecteu gonedotoxtc, embryo-

toxic, mutapenlo, cruncerogenic and allergenic ones. 

Health seseemnents of structural and taohnologIcFll ma-

tertl, mainly pol'aere, are also based on the above coast-

derettone. At the same time they must include the whole ran-

Re both known and un!d,nttfid substances which may be 

leached from polymers after their degradation by prolonped 

use or es residues of unpolyizierized initiel products. This 

coils for additional investigations of levels and migration 

rateff of individual organic substances and comb1ntione of 

them peseing from polymers to aqueous environments both un-

der extraction conditions and in the course of aodel experi-

ments. Total carbon, polar and uripolar hydrocerbon content, 

permenganate and blohromatio o*idi.ebility, rates of bioche- 
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Ltcl and chemical oxygen uptake are emong major direct Lad 

indirect integral indicatora of water pollution by organic 

mu bet ance 8. 

It to believed (11) that health aeeeeemente of atruc-

tural and technological meterlela are primerily deaigned to 

determine and regulete permienible levele of migration of 

hezardoun chemical subetancee from then into water environ-

meat. Bearing in mind the variety of fectore which may In-

fluence the levela and ratee of migration of chemical eub-

atancem from etructural and technological meteriale into wa-

ter (epecific area, time of contact with water, temperatur., 

mineral content, pH, weehing time, etc.), prompt, accurate 

and cowpreheneive health asueeswonta of theee meteriala can 

be obtained with the help of mathematical modelling of nul-

tifeotor experimentu. 

The above cheracteriatice of dea1jnetiøn technologioe 

and quality of deaalinated water have led to a need to work 

Out additional criteria, Indexee and etandarda of water qua-

lity. 

According to the national, Buropean and international 

standards the traditional indaxem of freeh water quality 

include fitt of all salt, microelement and microbial corn-

poeition, while existing etandarda for potable water quali-

ty are primarily beaed on the higher (znaxiniuni pertuiemible) 

limits of the indexee which era aought to be regulated. It 

is theec main indexes whose choice is dictated by the requt 

teinents of the exiutiag standards that underlie the univer- 
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aelly recognized criteria of potable water quelity* good or-

genoleptic properties, hnrlean chemical compoeltion end api-

demiological nnfety. 

In nanearmento of dne1ineted water quelity, greet nig-

niflcance to Also attached to such indexea no organic met-

tar content, the etruoture of water moleculam, deuterium cOo-

tent and certain charnoterintice of the microbial compomiti-

on of e&lt wetpr (including ace and ocean water). 

Theme Indexpo, along with the preceding group of onee, 

call for the use of such additional quality criteria (16) 

ce phyeIo1oionl wholenomen'ee and etebic quality. 

So the quality of d4salinoted potable water not only. 

muet arimwnr to a epecifto etendard used by a country (inter-

national, luropean or national as the case may be), but also 

most a number of other hygiene raquiromento which are deter-

mined by the epsoif to features of technologice used for the 

1e.alitrntion of ealt and bmackieh wetere. 

- minimum neoeeeery level of elnerelisotion - 100 ugh, 

- optimal minerellmetton limits oft 
- ohioride-suiphete watera - from 200 to 400 mg/i, 

- h.ydrooarbonete wetare - from 250 to 500 mg/I, 

- maximum permissible elkaitnity of water - 6.5 ug. 

equ tv/i, 

- minimum oeoeeoery alkalinity of water - 0.5 mg.equiw/2, 

- mini.om neoesosry water hardness - 1.5 .g.equivhl, 

- rtitimuu calcium øontant - 30 ugh, 
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-. boron content - not in exceue of 0.5 mg/i, 

- brosine content - not in exceSs or 0.2 rag/I. 
- temperature of water supplied to the consumer - not 

higher than 25°C, 

- sodium content - not in excesa of 200 rag/i. 

Whenever it Is necessary to control the content of a aura-

ber of other micvoeleoente in desalinated potable water,one 

may be guided by their mazisaura permIssible concentretione used 

In the USSR (see Table 1). 

All the above-mentioned conaideratione helped to reveal 

the following basic peoulieritlee of the biological activity 

of desalinated drinicing waters 

- While controlling the macro- and microelement oorayo-

ition it is necessary to conduct an input-output analysis 

in order to determine the relative role of the studied ele-

ments entering the organism with water and food and then cx-

orated. aesides, the difference ratio between the etudied 1.-

vale of exposure should not exceed a factor of two and the 

test period should last at leaet 0-12 raonthe. While plann-

ing a teat it is reaeonable to apply a systems approach and 

to model different asusoe ptibilityN etates (atherosclerotic 

cardioseleroeie, anyocardial infarction, renal insufficiency, 

etc.) in order to verify the mechanism of revealed biologi-

cal effects; 

- While asassaing the impact of reagents and different 

chemical substances contained in the original water on the 
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?able I 

Naximum Per*IuoLble Coaoentration (I'P0a) of Selected 

0beiLol glemante In later Bodjea 

Slament  ?lireahold concentration 
- 	 (ag/i) aCectjna 

organoleptic water body' 
propertlea 	eanitary re-entratL- 

gibe 

Subthre- 
ehold 

—toxicolo-. 
doaL oon.t 

MPC 

/1) 	I - 

ariu_w Be 4 10 50 4 
B.rillLum - 0.01 0.0002 0.00%  

Tungetan 16+ 6 0.1 I 0.1 

Cobalt 00 2+  1000 I 3 I 

Molybdenum Mo 10 5 0,5 0.5 

Niokel N12+ 50 0.1 I 011 

iiver Ag - - 0.05 0,05 

Strontium Sr 12 >400 7 7 
Atoinony 8b3+ 0.6 0.5 0.05 0.05 

Sb6  0.6 0.5 0.05 0.05 

Tellurium - Te2 - 001 0.01 

1e44  1.5 0.1 20 .0.1 

Titanium Tj' 4,5 0 1 1 20 0.1 

Sources PDK vrednykh veechcheat v vode vodoyomovZ 

SSSR J  1973 (PCe of haro_iful aubetanoee in water bodlee, the 

USSR Mjnjetxy of Health, 1973). 

7-I 
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quality of deeel1sated weter, It Is neoeeenry to tab, into 

account a poeetbillty of a radical change In their toi[eo-

dynamic propertine no a recult of a chemical treneformetton 

or a fractional diviolon (especially in ceac of high-tempe-

rature diattlietton). for thin purpone teote muet be conduc.. 

ted in oonditlone cloac to the technological oneel 

- In all tante with polycomponent oompoun4a (naline acm-

poeltion, polymer nttarialn, complex reegente, etc.) It I. 

neoeeenry to take Into account the complex effect of mixtu-

rem of chemical mubetanoem (elemente) on the orgeniam (for 

inatanoc, cobalt and nnleniiim reduce the amount of mgneei 

tim 

 

and copper in the myocerdinmi mngnneium providea protec-

tion from the toxtolty of lithium on the one hand while its 

abortege, on the other, encouragea the precipitation of cml-

oium in the arteriem calcium blooke the abaorption of cad-

alum and iced 1  etc.). In this connection it Is rea.onably to 

aimultaneoucly use both epecif to And Integral biological 

teotp, eapeclelly general and apeciflo funotional leedel 
- Whenever a pomitive remult In obtained after teuting 

a technology of water deeellnatlon. It Is by all meene em- 

oeaaery to keep on checking In future the health of the pub. 

lie who ucea this wi' tar as potable water. 
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TOIICOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OP WATER QUAlITY 

RESULTING PROM ITS THRZATMENT AT WATERWORKS 

N .Ye .Mikbailovnky 

In recent yearn an ever greeter attention of invectigatoro 

has been drawn to the problem of .tudying the influence of ma-

ter quality on public health manifeeting itself an the no-cal-

led long-term chronic effects - i.e. the growth of oncological 

and genetic morbidity. A number of inventigators believe that 

the ourrect difference in the incidence of cancer in different 

regions, countries pnd even within one country can be associa-

ted with the .tiological faotore of the enviromnent, i.e. oh.-

sical carcinogenic nubstanoen of natural and technogenic origin 

(Higginnon, Callum, 19761 Heath, 1978). 

The chemical substances to which the increasing incidence of 

various forms of malignant noopleams in attributed include a 

vast group of halogen-containing compound. (HCC)s chloroform, 

dichlorobrcmo-m.than. • dibrcmochloro-me then., tetrachiorea thy-

lane and others, very frequently found in drinking mater. The 

pmnnenoe of tbee co.pound* in drinking water is caused either 

by their formation in the coarse of water chlorination at the 

wstsrworks treatment plants or by the pollution of water bodies 

with a.eage eater containing these substances as a result of 

chlorination for the purpose of sewage water decontamination, 

or s.c result of industrial use and production of ECO. 

the proble. of RCC formation, in particular the formation of 
trihslc.sthsaes () in the couree of water chlorination 

first attracted public netio• in 1974 following the appearance 
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of papers by Rook end Belier who denonstreted that chlorinated 

drinking water contains a considerable proportion of cblcrofori 

and other THU. 

Although low-molecular organochlorine eubetancee had been 

previously detected in natural water (e.g., Carbon tetrechiori-

do and dichioroethane), Rook was the first to relate the con-

tent of THU in d..rinking water to the process or its chlorina-
tion. He detected ThU in the chlorinated water of the Rhine 

used for Rotterdam's water supply. The water contains a large 

quanti.ty of fulvic aoida and humin baeoH and In chlorinated 

beyond the inflection point. According to his reaearoh, the 

Content of ulorofora reached 100 jg/kg, and that of other MOO 

ranged from 5 to 25 jgJl. 

In the name year Bellar with co-workers developed a techn.t-

quo making it possible to quantify the amounts of volatile HOC 

to within a few nanograms. They confirmed the presence of THU 

in chlorinated tap water. The highest THU content (37-10 /l) 

was found in drinking water pumped from eurfaoe water bodies. 

These compounds found their way into the water as a result of 

its chlorination, and the main factor responsible for their 

formation was the presence of free chlorine in the water. 

In this connection oerioua concern f or the health of the 

people was aroused by the report of Harris and Page (quot. 

from karx, 1974) who found cancer morbidity and mortality among 

the population of the US state of Louisiana using chlorinated 

water of the Missiesippi as the source of their water supply 

to be 15 higher than cancer mortality of people living in 

the sane state but using ground wster. In consequence, a wia- 
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pioicn was voiced that poasible organic pollution of the Missi-

asippi river may nerve as the etiological factor responsible 

for the higher cancer morbidity anong Louisiana's population. 

This assuniption was confirmed after the finding of 66 organic 

oceipounds including HCC in the drinking water of New Orleans 

such as carbon tatrachioride, chloroform, chioroethane, d.ichlo-. 

roetban., etc., with the chloroform concentrations reaching 100 

g/l. In vivo experiments showed this chloroform to be quite 

an active carcinogenei prolonged chloroform exposure to doses 

of 50 and 100 mg/kg produced frequent (up to 57 per cent) for-

nation of h.patooeUular carcinomas in niice, and of thyroid 

cancer and renal epithelial tweore in rate (Page, Saffioti, 

19761 Cantor, Mc.Cabe, 1978; Conanadi, 1978). 

A oharnoteristlo feature of this study, which hightened well 

the interest in the water chlorination problem, was the disco-

very of the fact that the 11CC content in the chlorinated drink-

ing water of New Orleans water-supply was several times as high 

as that in the untreated water of the Mississippi. 
The report of Barn, and Page was the first in the aubsequ-

•nt series of epidemiological observations aimed at ascertain-

tag the correlations between malignant neoplastia morbidity and 

water Chlorination. the results of these etudtee are presented 

in the papers by De Rouen, Diem (1977), Buncher at el. (1977), 

Cantor .t al. (1977, 1978), Muller (1978), and othefauthora 

who analysed possible correlations between cancer mortality 

among the peopl. of 932 districts in the U3L and drinking water 

chlorination, with due attention to the impact of socio-.00no-

ate and demographic factors as well as the extent of industnie- 
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lisation over the period of 1950-1977. As a result, positive 

correlations were ascertained for the tumors of the urinary 

bladder, the brain, kidneys and rectum. In the opinion of Bun-

char at al. (1977), drinking water chlorination in the Ohio 

river basin is the cause of at least 50 lethal cases of cancer 

per. year. 

To exclude the possible impact on cancer mortality of carcino-

genic conpounda unconnected with the water chlorination process, 

all water-supply sources were investigated to find out whether 

they contained possible corcinogenest arsenic, cadzaun, lead, 

nickel, etc. In no case did the amounts of these substances in 

water exceed their maximum permissible concentrations (MPC), 

nor were any correlations establishod between their concentra-

tion and cancer mortality. This study in by itself of no small 

importance In terms of checking the reliability of the hygienic 

ratings recommended for the chemical substances recently suapso-

ted of acting as potential carelnogenea. These data, although 

produced by a mingle study, indicate that the content of the 

above substances in drinking water at the level of, or below 

their IAPC can obviously be regarded an oncologically safe, in 

other words, the maintenanoe of hygienic MPG for suspect card-

nogenea is one of the major factors preventing the possibility 

of tumor formation provoked by these substances. 

Analyia of the above oncoepidemiological studies reveals a 

geat similarity in the results of the investigations perfor-

med by different authors, and also suggests that the mortality 

levels dna to the cancer of the urinary bladder and the gastro-

enterio tract presently observed in the USA is directly aseoci- 

ated with drinking-water chlorin&tion. Investigations performed 
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by Muller (1978) led the author to the conolueion that water 

oblorinatioai in Geriaan3r cauaea a certain increaje in the mci-

dance of gaetroenteric cancer. Theee obaervatione increnue the 

probability of the ageunptionu that there act uilly uziete an 

interdependence between water chlorination and the rink of can-

cer worbidity among the people expoaed to this water for a long 

t ilLS. 

Indeed, the reaulte of nweeroue recent inveetigationu indica-

ts that in coneerueuce of the interaction between chlorine and 

the oaanic eubatencea polluting the water of natural and techno-

ganic origin, a considerable nuieber of 11CC are formedi the car-

cinogen.ic activity of some of then hau been already ectabliched 

and that of the othere is etill being etudied. 

In canplen of drinking water obtained by iaeanc of eurfece 

water chlorination the naziinun detected TL concentration anounte 

to 850 (Mg/i, and that of chioroforn - 815ig/l. 

It in practically inpoacible to d.ternine the average concen-

tration of theee ciibctancee in water from the data publiched by 

different anthore; one can, however, may that most of the tected 

drinking-water neaplec have THU coacectrationc of the order of 

100-300 tg/l. bouldea chloroforlL other eubetaucec werci bronodi-

chioronethane (zlnuza Concentration 270 (.ig/i), d.ibronochloro-

aethane (184/1) bronotorn (92(ig/l). In chlorinated arte.iaa 

water eamples the content of T1IM is aarked.ly lower - up to 12 

pg/i. Along with highly volatile 11CC having only 1-2 carbon 

stone to the molecule, chlorine a.ronstic conpounda and pectici-

d.c have also been found in the drinking water. 

The MAXimum levele of 11CC content in water are by more than 

8-I 
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2 ordere of magnitude lower than the MPG for certain .ubatane.., 

.etablinhed, an a rule 1  on the bm of the organoleptio indica-

tiono of harafulnoan. Therefore, the problem of .tu4ying the 

general toxic propertien of 11CC in not a tank of primary impor-

tance. At the canto time, the abnpnce of odour in drinking wa-

ter, which indicatee that the content of theee nubetanoen in it 

in below MPG, doen not completely guarantee its cafe uce. This, 

an was already noted, in proved by epidemiological obeervetione 

revealing an increace in the oncologival morbidity when chlori-

nated water containing halogen-nubetituted hydrocarbons is u..d. 

Iron this followa the neoennity of revining the exietlng MPG 

of 11CC and elaborating MPG for other mubetancen in this eerie., 

with an emphaaie placed on studying bisetomogenic and mutagenic 

activity. 

It has been eatablinbed in a number of etudie., some 11CC, in 

particular, trichioros thylene, dibrcmochloropropsne, te treohlo-

rophenol hydroxide, polychiorinated biphenyle, manifest embryo-

toxic effect, including t.ratogenio properties (Dorf.u.11.r et 

*1., 1979; Rudic, Newacme, 1979; Regglani, 1978; Tenanbito, 

1977). Par from enough work, however, ban been carried out in 

this direction for one to arriv, at any general concluiiona 

and extend them to cover the whol• 11CC group. I.',ertb.le.., the-

ci finding, have to be taken into account in elaborating the 

hygienic ratings for the above eubetanc.s in the water of re-

servoir.. 

Research re.u]ts show different content levels for the ecas 

hslog.n-aubstituted sbntanc.e found in ohlorinat.d meter. This 

1s due to diff.r.nt cause., som* of which have been aecert*in*d, 
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wb.ils othere require verification. In particular, in water cblo-

rination the intanaity of trihaloeiothazie foruationu from natural 

water hualo conpounde In deturainod by the concentration of the-

ae ornnic eubetancee and their qualitative coupoeition 1  pH 

and to of thp mediva, the nature (fern) or the duainiecting 

agent, C1 2-C ratio s  etc. (Criatinafl et a1. 1  1910; ILorrie, Baum, 

1978). 

£ broad epectruie of HOC found in drinking water and an more-

see in the inoid.noe of carucer, cauaed by its conauntption, rul-

es the qusation of whether it in chlorination that actually le-

ada to the apearence of carcinogenically active eubetancee in 

the water. One can give a pocitive anuwer to this quention only 

after proving the carcinogenic and unutagenlo properttea of the-

as gubetancea in in vivo exparimente. Invectigators in nany 

oountri.a are looking for unawera to theae queetione. 

Chloroform, whoce carcinogenic propertiac have already been 

umentioned, and dichioroathane are anong the beat atudied in 

this reepect. 3coree of papera have been devoted to utudyio 

the carcinogenic and nutagenlo activity of dichioroethane (Ran-

nung, Renuel, 19771 Maltoni, 1977; Viola 1  Caputo, 1977;  Baithnan 

et .1., 1979; Parker at ul. 1979; Lamb at al., 1979 and otbera). 

An a reau].t of these atudlee, deepite some failuree in inducing 

tumors in experimental e.niaala, it waa etabliahed that when 

adminictered izthalatorily and intragnatrically, d.ichloroethane 

in doasa from 25 to mg/kg induced tumora of the pregaatr*a, 

lunga, apleen, wammnary gland and uterma in 6-36% of the experi.-

mental rate and aloe. The tumore were r.pr.cented by highly 

6-2 
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malignant hepato- and adononarcoetan, adenocercinonce and piano-

osliular forme, 

Bleotomogenie activity has been ancertained in hexechioroben-

acne entering the organiem of Swine mice with feed (Cabral at 

.1., 1979), trichl.oroethane, tetrachioroethane and hexachioro.-

thano (Parker at ol., 1979), tetrachiorophenol hydroxide (Reggi-

eni, 1978) and other HOC. Of no email importance is the fact 

that a number of etudine have entabll.ehed a direct carcinogenic 

effect of some 11CC (chiordene, penta- and heptachior) on the 

human organiem (Infante at al., 1970). In apite of thin, feet 

the data available today are an yet innufficient for the final 

conclunion on the extent of carcinogenic hazard of HOC proeent 

in drinking water. 

8ince the cleenicel teohniquee of anoertaining the oroino-

genie activity of chemical eubatancee in vivo experiaanti are 

labor coneuming and, more importantly time-connuming, while, 

at name time, the interrelation between the carcinogenic and 

the mutagenic effeota can be regarded an a firmly entebliehed 

fact (the data of different authorn ehow that out of all invs.-

tigated carcinogenic nubatancee more than 90% .anifeet clearly 

•xpreened mutogenic propertien (Deseree, 1978), many of HOC 

have been tented for their mutagenicity with the help of fact 

bacterial teute. Per inetanc., Gogelman and co-workers, who 

studied in 1978 the wutagenic effect of tatrapenta- and hewn-

ohlorodjenes on LCo1I-12 in the pr.nence or ebnanc• of micro-

nosal activating system, entebliehed a high frequency of direct 

mutations of renietanc. to 5-methyltriptophane and back nuts-

tione from arginine euxotrophity to prototrophity. In the Aese 
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tests mutagenic activity was revealed for numeroun reprenentuti-

wee of chloropthanen j  chioroethylenee, ohiorobutadienee and 

other HCC (flartch et al., 1979;  Rannung, Reniel, 19771 Infante, 

1977; Simon and Tardiff, 1978). Theoe authors exeznined the 

mutagenic activity of a ntncher of halogen-eubatituted hydrocar-

bone fond in chlorinated drinking water, uning the Amen tent 

with or without wioronomal fraction. It turned out that 7 out of 

the 9 known carcinogenee had autagenic activity (vinyl chloride, 

winilidene chloride, trichloroethylene, 1,2-dichioroethane, brcmo-

form, methyl iodide and bin (2-chioroethyl) ether) 1  an well as 
• number of couipowlde whoee carcinogenic activity was not etudi-

•d or not aecertuinad (bromodichioromethane, dibromochlorouethsn., 

methyl one chi oride, broochlorowe thane, 2-chioropropane and 

others). 

Since the identification of HCC present in water appeare to 

be an extremely complicated taek the quention arines of how to 

a....s the degree of carcinogenic hazard posed by the whole ran-

go of chemical substances formed in water chlorination and iso-

lated from water through concentration. Such inveetigations have 

a mmber of advantages becaus, they make it possible to esti-

mate the combined affect, the carcinogenic and the 00-carcino-

genic action of subetances at the name tine. 

In this connection, the work of Loper with co-author. (1978) 

is of considerable Intereut. From drinking-water emaplen of .5 

large U3 cities extracts of residual organic .atter were obtai-

ned, which were tested for wutag.nJ.oity in the Amen tent and by 

the tissue culture method. Mutagenic activity was found in all 

the extracts obtained from all the samples of 5 water-supply 
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ajatuma, -with the upontaneoua level of mutageneala on diff•rent 

8aimonella culturea exceeded 10-fold or ieee. One eeaaple Out 

of 5 tranaforaaed the VALB/3?3 cell culture, producing celia with 

a propenait3r for tumpral growth. The reaulta were identical even 

if Water ea*uplea from the anne water-supply ujetem were taken 

within the interval of 2-3 montha. The reaultu of this inventi-

gation open up new aspects in estimating health baard for the 

population from organic pollutants of drinking water, including 

HCC. 

Apart from direct biological effects (nutagenlo, carcinogenic, 

•mbryotoxic) associated with water chlorination, there exists a 

real danger of pubilo health being indirectly affected by chlo-

rination, e.g., beceuee of the appearance of chlorine-resistant 

bacterial and viral forms (Bates at al., 1977; iloebn it al,, 

1977 and others). 

Different authors have discussed the two most probable meoha-

miens of the appearance of chlorine-resistant forms I - eeleo-

tion of a resistant eubpopulation among the parental clones 

and 2 - direct inutagenic effect of chlorine on the induction of 

resietant variants. The greatest significance of these works 

geecie to lie in the fact that, in the course of adaptation to 

chlorine, changes are taking place in such pheuotypic charac-

tez-ietice as the al-ne and shape of plaques, the morpboloi and 

Yirulence of viruses. These changes can have serious consequeu-

cea for the health of the people if large grOUps are exposed 

to such resietant forms found in drinking water ready for con-

aumptiou (McDermott, 1975 Van der Velde. 1973). Appearance of 

chlorine-resistant forms among the pathogenic bacteria of the 



intestinal group can reduce the nignificanco of B.Coli an a 

health indicator and create a threat of aquatic epidemic out-

breaks of infectious diseases of non-viral, etiology. 

noreover, there exist convincing data indicating that 11CC 

formed during chlorination may constitute a health hazard for 

the population via their inclusion in the trophodynainic chain, 

e.g., algae (plankton) - crustaceans - fishes - man (Erb at a).. 

19701 Ericeon, 1980 and others). The content of 1100, in particu 

lar, of certain pesticide., polychiorinated biphenyla, in the 

flesh and liver of fish go up as high as several isiligrensteo/kg 

of the weight of fish, depending on the value of ootnnol/weter 

partition coefficient (chiou at al., 1977, Olson et a.., 1978). 

That such a possibility exists has been convincingly proved by 

a wpoolfl of a misber of orgenocKlorine compounds, with poly-. 

chlorinated biphanyle among then, discovered in the subcutane-

ous fat of the inhabitants of Greenland and Denmark and the 

establishment of a correlation between their antounte in the 

fatty tissue and their levels in the fish eaten by the people. 

Also of interest is the fact that the content of chlorinated 

hydrocarbon, in fish, algae and plankton is closely correlated 

with their oontent in benthic dapoeit. 

Antong possible consequences of water chlorination are the 

unfavourable effects of active chlorine and a nber of chic-

rine-substituted hydrocarbons upon aquatic flora and fauna 

(Dickson at ii, 1977; Toots at *1., 1977; Cherry at al.1977; 

Zricson and Freeman, 1978; Zrooks and 3eegert, 1918, and 

other.). The impact of chlorine on higher 4quatio organinis 

(fish..) has manifested itself in different biological effect.; 
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branchidi hyperplaaia and the awelling of lamellar •pithelial 

odin, deterioration of cardiac activity and hyperventilletion, 

foruation of complex behavioral reactione, changee of habitat 

ai-eee, ice, of ability to gather into ehoala (Heath, 1977, 1978 

Greev et al., 1978; Larric et al., 1978; Bogardua and Rote., 

1978). 

The data preeented above are quite eufficient to regard the 

problel of drinking-water chlorination as an independent, inpor-

tent and complex one within the general teak of producing ants 

water. 

Having aummed up the above account one can arrive at the con-

cluxion that the general objective in nolving the water chlori-

nation problen in the exclu.ion of unfevouzable effecte on the 

health of the population, i.e. the poanibility of canceroue 

and other chronic dineanee being cau.eed by the conaumption of 

drinking water containing )ICC. 

The attainment of this objective in poanible, provided a 

number of probleme are nolveds 

To further atudy the mechanism of 11CC fornation in drink-

ing water when it 1s decontaninated with chlorine, which naksa 

it neceneary to elaborat, highly nenaitive phyalco-chemical 

nethoda for the identification of the compouxi4n foraed. 

To inveatigate in depth drinking-water quality in water-

aupply ayetane, in order to identity the range of producta for-

nod in the couree of chlorination and their actual concentreti-

one in water, depending on the amount of hunia and organic co.-

pounda. 

To arrange and order the information on the biological 
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activity of chlorinated products, including the data on their 

toxicity 1  oarcthog.nic and autaentc activity, stability in 

eater, capability of affecting the or€snoleptio properties of 

water end the aquatic .coloical sy.tens. 

4. To dren up a priority list of ornoohlorine oocpounds 

for subsequent toztooloic-hyi.nio .iorobiologtcsl and soolo-

gical study with the sta of establishing their maximton purwis-

sible cono.ntrstione. 

In conclusion it should be emphamised that the reprecentati-

ye* of publio health bodice together with engin.•rs and teohni-

eLena will have to a *01we a host of probleas ss.00iated with 

est•r enpply on a oas.-by-cas* basis and relativ, to the local 

situation. Irr.ep.otive of the outoowe of the above studies, 

in the Zinl analysis oitiaenm aust recsive high-grade water 

w..ting the drinking water standard. If such a standard is not 

available recounendatione for the quality of drinking water sho-

u14 be enforced. 

9-I 
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tO1IC ITT AGECMNT OP 14 ITROGN-CCNTAINlNG 

SUBSTANCES IN TJR1ZS OP WAT1IR HYGIENS BTANDABD6 

(IN PELATIOI4 TO APPLIOArION OP YETILIZ13S) 

L .T. Vaupukovitch 

Identifying and abating the harmful effecta of nitrogen-

containing oubutances on human health is a necooaary element at 

environmental uanitation. Such substances as nitrates, conatitflt-

ing a rogular component of potable water 4  are introduced into 

it primarily by way of water runoff from cultivated and fertilir.-

ed lands, as well me by communal sewage. 

In real life, both nitrates and nitz'iteo are normally found-

in water. Their relation in water bodice depends upon the acti-

vity of nitrite- and nitrate-forming beaters. 

A substantiation of preventive measures ensuring the sani-

tary protection of wimter bodios requires the ectab1itment of 

hygienic r*tingn for acceptable levels of nitrog-oontathing 

compounda in water. Since nitratee are unually accompanied by 

nitrites, it is Appropriate to inCludes hygienic rating for 

the total content of thene nitrogmi-oonteining substances into 

the standard of water quality. 

The fact that these substances are not equivalent intoxi-

city levels, while having much in common in terse of their to-

xic effect neohanimma, means that their oomnparative toxicity co-

efficient ahould be found. Several approaches were used to this 

end. 

1. By mining the relation betweenDI-
20 

 values. This factor 

varies over a wide range,from 10 to 30 timomi for teat animals and 

from 6 to £44 times for man, this beirg, apparently, accounted 

for by differ once in aie, ocx and conditions of toot animal 
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keeping (191 21). 

By collating allowable daily doses. According to YAO-. 

WHO data, a daily nitrate dose in sian's food diet should not 

exceed 0.5 mg and that of nitrate — 5 ug, i.e. the factor of 

ttfrarence In their toxicity is equal to 10. 

By comparing maximum allowable concentrations of aitri-. 

tee and nitrates. Njtratea are rated it a level of 10 mg/i (7). 

There is no nitrite rating for drinking water in the UEB Na-

tional standard. The toxicity of nitrates Is known to depend on 

nitrites, which are directly responsible for the path ogenesia 

of methemoglobineuiia and adverse health effects. Hence the need 

for otudisa to be conducted to eutabliab a maximum allowable nit-

rite concentration in water which pernitted us to reCcjivaend a 

suitable concentration at a level of I mg/i by the toxicological 

criterion of harmfulness (I 5). In establishing the maximum 

allowable concemtrdtlon it was found that, apart from the sys-

tealc effect,nitrlte also has a Conadotoxic effact occurring at 

higher levelo of expoure with concentratlono of 5 mg/I, decreas-

1mg the spermatozoon count down to one third. 

in our studies (9)  an attempt was made (in eatablluhlng 

such optimal conditions for tumour formation as the use of non-

vitaniinlzed food and of a very sensitive animal species — white 

rats, optimum relation between secondary amine (5 tug per litre 

of proline) and nitrite (0.05 tug per kg of animal weig±t in 

terms of nitrogen) — to test the tumour inducing capability of 

nitrate, rated at the recommended level of I ug,/1, over a two-

year experimentation period. According to theoretical ealcula-

tions, a daily dose of 0.05 tug/kg of nitrite may, under opti-

mum conditions, torn 1.2 6 of n1trosaine (17), and, acconi,ing 
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to Drukerem dota (18), a minimum doae of jAtrosamine, capable 

of gonnrating a tumour at the end of the life-opan in rate, is 

75 g, i.e. 75 tinc'o highrr. 

Conaidering that the effect of the carcinogenic doee doom 

not practically differ with the apecies, it may be aoimed that 

threnhold dooeo, inducing twnoure in vn.rioue apeciom of mamnaim, 

including man, are flab oloan to each other. Hence, the recom-

mended hygienic ntardan.1 for nitrite rated at a level of I mg,1:, 

may be nuf a in tenro of the carcinogenic effect. Naturally, for 

safe levelo of nitrite to be apecified 1  data need to be accumu-

latod from epideinialogien). atidiam on oncologica]. dineaoea among 

thoea connuming nitrite- or nitiate-polluted water (20). 

Thus, according to the relation between the maximum allow-

able 000ent,rntion of niLrites, eatabliahed at a level of I mg4 

(5), and that of nitrates (10 mg,1, (7)), their toxicity differs 
by a factor of 10 thun permitting us to augest the following 

formula f or rating the total level of nitrites and nitrates in 

woteri 

01 + 	- I or11  01• O 	10 (I), 

where 0. in nitrite ooncentratioul 02  is nitrate coneentration . 

in mg/I (5). 
A powible miraulIzioouo exposure to nitrogen- •oontaining 

eubutanona from different media nocenattatee the establishment 

of hygiene-boned prinoiplee and methodn for rating a maximum 

perutionibla load (UPL) an an integral criter&on of errvironmontel 

quality (15). 

The maximum pormianible load was determined by eatnbliah-

mg the relative biological mctivity of mubotoncen, introduced 

into the ol'[eJLioo from di['ferent media (6) and tdJng account 
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of the fact that the toxicity of even one substance, thtroduo.4 

into the organ len with water and in a bound f era with food, aay 

be varied (13). 

At the firut stage of est*bl±shlng the saxinuin prsiaulble 

lo&d of nitrites and nitratee, contained in water and food in-

geeted by ann 1  the aaximum allowable daily doee of nitrate for 

adults was rated at a level of 200 ag NO3  per day (or 45 iag in 

teilias of nitrogen), l.a. 4 aglkg of nitrate in terse of NO3 , a.-

suwing man's weight to be 50 kg (12). The eciontifio validity 

of this dose, as well as its pounible treatnent as a mexisausi 

non-effective (subthretho]4) dose, is confirmed by WHO'S reco-

sneMatione (WHO series of technioal reports No. 228, 1 963, . 

85) where the value up to 5 ag/kg in terms of NO 3  is given as  

an absolutely allowable man's daily dose. Taking into account 

the calculated coefficients of comparative biological, activity 

(K equal. to 0.8 and K 3  equal to 10, characterizing the coanpara-

tii'e toxicity of nitrate, ingested with food and water, and nit-

rites and nitrates in food, reepectiveli ,13)), a general forvau-

in was deduced to calculate the aexinum allowable daily dose 

(MADD) (10), 
P 

MAIJD 	' + 	iw + Fi . 	(2) F  2 
where IADD u 45 sag in terse of nitrate nitrogeni 

are total nitrate and nitrite concentrations 
TIDE iiid T2DR  

(in sag) in nan's daily food ration in terms of nitrogeni 

and TZW  are reapeotive concentrations of nitrate and 

nitrite (In sag/i) in water; 

3 Is an adult's daily water consumption (1)j 

F, F2 , 73  are factors of comparative biological activity. 
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Eubutituting the value of factors, we derivei 

45 m 	
+ 40 12DR + 3 011 + 10 T2W) 	(3) 
0.8 

Upon the nijeplest nathenatical transformation the equation 

taken the follaixig fora 

?1Dk+40P2+2.4(1w+10T2w)a36 	(4) 
I 

The euggostod equation (3) provides the basin for a ample 

calculation of allowable anounta of nitrogen-oonta.tning sub-

utance, to be ingested with food, thus permitting the organi-

ted population contingents to sake up a nitrite— and nitrate- 

nete diet by varying composition and volume of constituent 

foodstu.tfn for consumption. At the uawe time it opens up a po-

unibility of establishing permissible residual equwitttt.a on a 

regional basis (13). 

In calculating the maximum permissible load of nitrites 

end nitrates for children under scholl age, tlr value of naxi-

mum allowable daily dose may be determined from the child's 

weight and a relatively kigher consumption by children of botI 

water (twice as such) and food (twice as much) conpared to that 

of adulta per one kilogram of weight (11). Consequently, in 

computatioiie of the maximum allowable daily dose, it is expe-

dient to make use of the value equalling 0.225 ag/k (45 zag 

50 sg s 4 = 0.225 ingfkg) by introducing a corroction factor - 

4 into the equation. 

It should be noted that equation (3) is applicable for the 

determination of safe concentrations of nitriten and nitrates 

with respect to the adult population living in temperate dma-

tic and geographical sonea. In southern regions, the water con-

aumption factor is increased by 1.25 tines (zone III) and 2.1 

'0-I 
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timea (aone IV), cow3idering a variable pattern of water con 

eumption in different climatic and georaphica1 reiona, i.e. 

for zones III and 1V 1  ttead of the daily water conoweptiom 

factor equalling 3 it is appropriate to apply the factors 3.75 
and 6.3 reapectively. 

L real life, whatever the environmental medium (water, 

foodatujf a, air) of transference of toxic substances, exposure 

patterns may quite often ausume an intermittent character. This 

in accounted for by watur and food being taken at interyale and 

polluted to a variable decree. &pecific modes of water conoump-

tion and specific conditions of work are additional factors 1  

contributing to varied effects of chemicals on health. 

The lack, in water h'giene, of clear—cut quantitative me-

thoda for aaaeaaimg these exposures prompted u.s (8) to develop 

criteria e4 methodø of aaaeualng the tatei'mittant effect of 

Bubbtancas through the application of isoeffective doue—rate 

Of the EDN + M type,calculeted by using the probit—analysia zae-

thod on the basis of the dose—effect relaticu. High—cumulative 

(sulfidophos) and low—cumulative (nitrate) chemicals were used 

as model substances ta'ough their intoruittent and continuous 

peroral introduction in permanent and variable concentrations 

to white rats. To ensure comparability of experimental reeults, 

provision was made for maintaining the equality of doaaa 1  accu-

mulated over similar periods of exposure (a weeklong cycle) un-

der variable conditions of i.ngeation of the chemical compounds 

under study. 

These invetiattonu (B) permitted us to sueet the toliw-. 

ing criteria for coapurifl dirrer ant modes of cxpoau.re to chui-
cal substanuesi 1) the study of intoxication dynamics with re- 
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gard to the chosen tenporal cycles and the asoesoment of the 

relationship between the toxic and compensatory proceesesi 

2) the application of isoeffoctive values of the M type 

computed after a regular cycle of exposure, for quantitative 

eo.parleon of intoxicstlon severity in the cane of different 

odee of exposure to chemical. substances. 

It is noteworthy that research-based retinLs for appro-

priate levels of nitrogen-containing compounds in water are 

usually established on the basis of the healthy organism model, 

disregarding the patbogenetic factors of diseases - the role of 

intestinal nitrate-reducing microflora, i.e. collibacilli, puru-

lent staphylococci and other microorganisms. 

An increase in the toxic effect of nitrates through their 

•or• intensive reduction by the gastroenteric tract's microflo-

ra was observed by us (2) in modelling dyspepsie in tent animals. 

The increased toxicity of nitrates, in cases of their be-

ing ingested in combination with Looli (2), may hygienically 

be treated no a risk factor, capable of agravating the patho-

genesis of intoxication. Consequently, the acceptable levels of 

nitrates in water should be primarily determined for groups of 

persons with diopeptic di8tUrbances. 

In recent years, the hygienic rating of nitrogen-containing 

aubetsncee has become even more complicated because of their. ye-

asible impact in combination with pesticides which are being 

used in ever increasing smotmis due to the intensive ebemicalin.-

tion of agriculture. 

Our experiments (n.) included the comparative atudies on 

assessing the combined toxic effect of fertilizers and peetiet-

des using the nitrite and sulfidofos model, as against their in- 

10-2 



dividual effects, by collating the valuea of inoeffoctive do-

eon of the EDN±M type, calcu)ated by the probit-ena1yija method 

on the banis of the doce-effect relation and regiotering the 

count of mothemoglobine and cholin eateraee activity in the ant-

maiB' blood. 

The development of quantitative criteria to senese the com-

bined effect of fertilizera and peaticidee permitted us to re-

commend that toxicological studios be conducted on the bnoto of 

the principle of isoequivalence of their biological activity. 

In this CaSO a quantitative aaueosmont has to be ieade with due 

regari for the results of studying the substance's toxic effect, 

analyzed not by a aingle temporal point but by registering the 

phaeea of the toxicodynemia process evolution. 

Hygienic requireuientn stipulate an allowable concentration 

of a chemical Bubstaflee in water boctiee as being not only safe 

in terms of health effects, but also an leaving the organoleptio 

proportion of water intact and having no effect on the sanitary 
conditions of water bodlea. Impairment of ennitery conditions 

also impedes the procean of natural self-cleaning of water in 

renervoirn, thuo leading to constraints in terms of household 

and recreational water uses. That in why provision in made for 

studying effects of harnlul aubatencea on the BOD and mitrifice-

tion process. However, the negative conequencea of water reser-

voir eutrophication caused by nitrogen-containing biogenous sub- 

stances should alao be considered. Hutrophication is responsible 

for the deterioration of the organoleptio properties of wnter 

the accumulation of toxic products (nuøh as cyanidee) and other 

factors which have squired alarming proportions in neveral water 

reservoirs throughout the world and generated in advers, impact 



in terma of water supply and household and recreational water 

uses. Consequently, reducing the level of biogenoue nitrogen-

containing substances in water would also be beneficial from 

the hygienic standpoint. 

According to IJB studies, the ecological rating for Inorga-

nic nitrogen is fixed Aba level of 0.3-0.5 mgI (24). With xe-
ference to this country, tbeee values have probably to be treat-

ed as tentative and requiring correction considering the nitro-. 

genfphosphorua relation for water and the regional features of 

water reservoirs. Thua, depending on the use of a water reser-

voir (type of water use), the following ratings may be taken 
for reference (Table 1), 

Table 1. Ratings for nitrogen-containing substances 

containing 
8ubBtOflCea 	 hygienic 	fishery 	ecological 

1itrogen of 
nitrites 	1 	0.02 

itrogan of 	 0.3-0.5 
nitrat. 	10 	9,1 

h*onia 	2 	005 

When a water reservoir caters for several Users, a ].easer 

value should be taken for reference (3). In doing m,, it would 
be possible to ensure the preservation and rational use of water 

in r.oervoira. The practica.l application of such a scale ce rat.. 

ings will perait us to fornulate more stringent requirenants 

with regard to the dispose.l into water reservoirs of both indust-

rial effluents and rain water flooding croplands. 

These data make it clear that hygienic problene caused by 
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the app'ication of nitrogen-containing fex-tilizera, require a 

coprehenaiVe study. It in primarily necesaary for safe hygie-

ne standards to be raco!nmcnded enouring a healthy environa.ent 

in the interests of the present and. future generations, an well 

an £ or the develoaent of scientifically substantiated perioda 

and ratea of application of mineral fertilizers which are major 

sotircee of wnter pollutants by nitrogen-containing substances. 
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P1CULIAPITIFE OP PDXICOLOGICh.L 

ASSESSEINT OP AIR POLLUTANTS 

M. A.Pini.gin 

ThTROUCT ION 

The atmospheric air hygiene as a scientific discipline 

1s relatively young oompared with other hygienic sciences. 

However, in recent years, it has gained much prominence due 

to the increasingly acute problmn of atmospheric air pollution 

control. The emphasis laid on the hygienic regulation of the 

allowable content of air pollutants, as a scientific basin for 

remedial and preventive neasuree, in of primary importance for 

the development of the atmospheric air hygiene. 

At present, the MACs cover 256 ohemical compounds and 

the combined effect of 43 mixtures, consisting of 2, 3 or 4 

• ubet enc em. 

The hygienic regulation of the MACs in the air environ-

ment is baaed on the experimental study of their biologic*l 

effect, i.e. the toxicological anmeasment which is quite dim-

tinct from the assessment of pollutants in water bodies, in-

dustrial premieee, etc. 

The peculiar features of the principles, criteria and 

methods of assessing noxious substances in the atmoaphere of 

counitiea are determined primarily by the atmospheriC p01-

lutante' impact on the environment and the people'i comfort, 

and the possibility of its round-the-clock and long-term impact 

on the population, including its most vuLnerable groups (child-

zen, the aged and the weaI). 

II-' 
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The regulation of the allwab1e content of chemical 

agents is bOsed on the concept of thresholds in their action 

though the thresholds (concentrations) themselves are relati-

ve and are determined by many factors both physical (the ag-

gregate condition of the subataxce, the environment, the re-

gins, the duration of exposure, etc.) and biological (the 

physiological condition of the organism, age s  pathw*.ya., and 

others) in nature. 

The numerous pointa that have to be taken into account 

when regulating a gien substance determine the need to apply 

the principle of a limiting indicator. The principle requires 

that regulations be carried Out on the basis of the most sen-

sitive indicator. Tbu, for instance, if the odour of a •ub-

stance is perceived in concentrations that do not have a noxi-

ous effect on man and the environment, then regulations are 

based on the olfactory threshold. If the substance produces 3 

harmful effeat on the environment in concentrations that are 

smaller than those that could affect man, the threshold of it 

influence on the environment serves as a guidelin, for regula-

t ions. 

The diati.nct nature of the hygienic assessment of atne-

spheric pollutants is also conditioned by their extreme varia-

bility in time and apace which is due to various cauleBi un-

equal consumption of fuel, different intensity of road traffic, 

the nature of a technological process, methods of utilization 

of different substances (periodic use of pesticides), different 

efficiency and reliability of gee purification systems, etc. 

Concentrations are heavily influenced by meteorological 

conditions that determin, their transfer and dispersion in the 
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•i. The poewibility of a eharp inoreaee in conoentrationa 

is eepecially great during temperature ivei'eiona. If the in-

vorsion layer is eituated above the etac, and air is inter-

wixed below that level, this createa conditione for a rapid 

dsecend of the emiasion etrewn towarde the earth'a eurface. 

The aot.icyolonlc weather, charactórized by very weak winda, 

cain, and deacending air cUrrents (eapecially in autumn and 

winter), may produce a atable layer of deep invereion above the 

itac. 

With an inveralon layer above the etac, the maximum 

ground-level concentration, which is poseible under normal 

conditlone, may increace two-fold. iJader eepeclally unfavour-. 

able conditiona, when an inversion layer of aevurel hundreda 

of aetera and with a mean temperature gradient of 3 to 4 0C 

per 100 metere forming above the ataot, coacentrationa may be 

5 to 10 or 20 timea higher than the normal maximum concentra-
tion (M..Berlyand, 1975). 

Thie hat of cauaee of draetio cgea in uurfaoe concen-

trationa by no meana exbeuata the diveraity of their variabi- 

lity. The conetant modification of concentratione is Quo to 

conatant changea in the direction of wthda and their force. 

This exphaina the eubatantial Qifferencee between conceatra-

tiona iceaauzed in the same point but at dferent times and 

under different conditiona. That was why, when V.A.Ryazanov 

(1952) was formulating the basic principlas of regulating at- 

moapheric pollutants, be pointed out the neceeaitj of uethg 

CD 
the term "concentration" with the indication of the period for 

which the analytical data were outaivads momentary, average 

values for 24 houxa, average monthly values, etc. liencu 1  the 

11-2 
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norgatjv, values - MACa - should be dirferont in terms of time. 

As the e.ot of a noxious substance varies both with its con-

centration and the duration of exposure 1  concentratioms which 

are sate if inhaled over a short period may grove duneroua 

over a more prolonged period otintislation. For eubsta.x&cse 

poaaeasiLg a general toxic effect with a marked cumuletivs im-

pact, the MACs should be formulated in the light of the pro-

].oned periods of their measurement (24 hours, a month, a 

Due to substantial variability 01 the content of &ubstsn-

ccc in the air, the averac concentration over a ions period 

is no guarantee that the amount of the substance during a 

short period will not exceed the acute impact tb,resh4d. The-

refore, the average concentrations should be supplemented by 

the limits of their fluctuations, i.e. the maximum allocable 

etule or tp5U  concentration. Thin should first of all apply 

to substances with a pronou.noed IrritatinjS effect on aucous 

mbrenea and substances posueosio6 a atrou6 Odour since no 

prolonged uxj,oaure is nueuad for the perception of the odour or 

irritation of mucous mranes. 

It follows that Xor uvery substance pollutin tS the atnoephe-

rio air it is necessary to estubiib short-term i&&Ca to prevent 

rufLex reaotions of man (perception of ouou.r, changes in thø 

braie bloelectrical activity and the eye's sensitivity to 

libt, etc.) and lon-tsrtu XLCa to prevent the reuorptive er-
fect (enera1 toxic, carcenobenic, mutagenic, ctc.). 

Concentrations whose oumnulativu frequency is equal to 70 

pr cent oftun correlate with the mean arithmetic concentration 

ever the prjod of observation (e.g. a year). Therefore, the 

5ver6 yearly conceutretiun as a mean arithmetic value is has-

o virtually omsthgle couceLtit1ons purt of w1iich (up to 70 
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per cent) are lower and part (up to 30 per cent) higher than 

the wean concentration. That is why an aaauaament of the degree 

of air pollution ahou)..d take into account not only abeolute 

valuee but the probability of their occurrence as well. Hence 

the need to regulate the probability of cozicentrationa which 

are the aene or lower than ainle MACa (M.A.Pinigin 1979). 

It was in the lihL of the above that the fo1Lowin defi-

nition of an MAC wee formulutadi "The maximum allowable con-

centration of a noxiouw aubatance in the air is S. niuxiwum con-

centration which is related to a certain mean period (30 wini-

tea, 24 boura, a month, a year) and which, at a regulated pro-

bability of its occurrence, doua not produce a direct or mdi-

rect harmful effect on man and his progeny, or Lower hie capa-

city for work, or affect his pbyaical wuU.-bein. 

2. ASHSSME.T OF AlJ P0LLUU.1 111S IN TEJiS 01 fkLIH EFIWT 

Ol HUMAN REFLEXES  

I 

A peculiar aepect of the aaeuaamtt of the biolical ef-

rect of air pollutanta 18 primarily the atudy of their impact 

on aan'a aenaory functiuna. 

As the atudjee of air pollutenta' e-frect on reflexed pro-

reaeed, it became clear that their eubeeneory (zion-identifi-

able by odour) concentrationa are not indifferent ror wan and 

way, over a abort period of inhalation, generate functional 

Chauses in man'a mccLiuziiem of vietom and the cortex. 

Thu cbanua, which are a reeponee to the impact ci coo-

cezitratioxzd Lower than the tb.reeLzold concentratiozia in tercia of 

odour, were uaed to uuhetanLite iinle .iACe for wan.y air vol-

1 ut ante. 
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Uowever, the elaboration of formulae using a Certuth coef-

ficient that ensures a transfer from the threebold of the odour 

to the one-tae MAC, ,aade It neceseary to develop a theoretical 

baaiu for determining aateti Lectore. In this reepect, aLtptu 

wra made to apply a probabilistic approach to the etermixaati-

on of the threahold of an indefinite odour of substances. Dr. 

Andreyeaheva's analysis of the results of aeterminine theshold 

and ineffective concentrations of different au6atLwcuB sLiowed 

that it would be advieable to use the method of eamplin to se-

tablish threshold concentrations. It was also established that 

the curves of "concentration - effect, in terms of olfactory 

reactions, had different inclinations on the probabilistic 

6rid. This enabled the researchers to taclv the classification 

of ouToetancea' hazard in terms of olfactory reactions. 

A scale of differentiated safety factors has been deve-

loped in accordance with the proposed classification of air 

pollutanta in  terms of the olfactory reactions provoedby 

them. This is undoubtedly only the beginning CI the utilizati-

on of the probabilistic approach to the aesesement 01 air pol-

lutants' effect on nazi's olfactory system. Its continued appli-

cation will ensure a more substantIated approach to the deter-

miziation of single MACe (20 to 30 minutes), to the assessment 

of the substances' combined effect, and the degree of actu.al 

pollution of the air, taking into account human olfactory reac-

tiozis. 

Studies of the ties existing between human olfactory reac-

tions, and the physical and chemical properties and the struc-

ture of the substance, deueru specie), attention. In particu-

lar, a certain interdependence was identified between the per- 



ception threshold of the odour of beozene derivatives and 

the nature and number of substituted groups. (Dr. Andreyeshe-

ye, 1978). 

Therefore, the study of the influence of air pollutants 

on human olfactory functions has determined the peculiarities 

of the toxicological research therein. However, studies of the 

renorptive (general toxic) effect of the chemical agents that 

pollute the air also possess some peculiar features compared 

to the study of the resorptive effect of substances used in 

industrial toxicology. 

3. PECULUJUTIES OF TOXICOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF AIR 

POLLUTANTS EN TERMS OP TIlE RSORPPIV1 EFFECT 

Studiei of the reeorptive effect of subatancea that pci-

lute the air are distinguished by the fact that their impact 

on the organism is assessed through the most sensitive meth-

ods determination of threshold concentrations on the basis 

of Cflf concentrations, and chxonic experiments with animals 

using continuous (3 to 4 months) inhalation poisoning because 

in human set1ennnte man may be exposed to the continuous im-

pact of air pollutants. 

Different physiological, biochemical, histochemical, 

morphological and other indicators are used as criteria of the 

biological effect of sir pollutants in these tents. Iloreover, 

the threshold conoentrations are believed to be minimal con-

centrations that produce changes in the functional condition 

of the organism and its vital organs and eyntema that go 

beyond the limits of their normal physiological fluctuations 

as evidenced by data on the original state of test animals and 

the control group. 
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Much importance is attached to chronic changes in the 

higher nervous activity of animals produced by inhalation of 

toxic substances. To assess the functional state of the oortex 

the Soviet hygienists and experts on communal toxicology resort 

to'studies of the conditioned reflex activity, the interrele-

tions between antagonistic muscles, and the latent reflex time. 

Some experiments are devoted to studies of the cholinesterase 

activity and of other enzymes, the ratio of protein fractions 

and the amount of the 511 group in blood, the content of vita-

ml.na 0, B and B2  in organs and tissues, excretion of copropor-

phyrin, and many other highly sensitive indicators. The accumu-

lated material Shows that a prolonged exposure to smell concen-

trationa of air pollutants results in non-specific changes in 

the central nervous system, the blood system, the enzyme sys-

tem, the vitulin system, and so on. Hoeever, in recent years, 

methods that demonstrate embryotoxic, gonsdotoxio, allergenic, 

blastomogenic and other specific effects of chemical pollutants 

have gained much currency. 

Thus, in recent years, there have been researches in the 

toxicometrics of air pollutants. The toxicometrica of air pol-

lutants is based on researches in the nature of the interde-

pendence between the time that certain toxic effects make th-

eelveo felt and the level of continuously inhaled concentra-

tions, i.e. the concentration - time interdependence (M.1.Pini-

gin, 1976). 

The research showed that continuous inhalation of differ-

ent substances (acroleine, benzene and its bomologues, carbon 

oxide, sulphuric gas, nitrogen dioxide, ozone and others) pro-

duces a "concentration - time" relationship, both in terms of 
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acuts chronic effects (lateral po*ition, nort.lity of animal.) 

and pb.y.ioJoical, Ojochemical and patbOorpboloioaL cbazie. 

(tie rsverii ratio of cbro.xis of antaonietic muec1.e tb4 

Ugrogate threshold indicator, the activity of obolineateraso 

of the w4olk bJ.00d, mathemoglobiLemia, 000wnuloinemti, 

Jsuopeni., tbrombooytopenic  purpura, roticulocytooti, lower 

con.umption Of oxygen, sensibilization of the oraniem, vascu-

lar and distrophic noditicatione of tbe ti..u.*, etc.) in the 

fore of a hyperbole which on a logarithmic arid could be .p-

proxi.stsly represented by line, of diffvrw.t inclination,. 

In accordance with the equation of the Line y.hX-B, the 

.mpirical expression of the 500ncentration - tins" dependence 

can be written in the generaL wsyi Its C a 16 Co.  t 

where C is a concentration which procucea a toxic effect with 

l.a time Tj C - a concentration which ptoduc.. the ., .rr..i 
within the time •ua1 to the adopted time unIt (an hour, 24 

hours)1 c& - arqle of inclination of the line tOwards the 

abscise. Since the Line goes upwaras and to the Left s  the angle 

of inclination lie. between 90 0  end 1800. 

Since the "concentration - timee curves are an integral 

reflection of the toxicodynamica of a substanc, and the organ-

ian's ability to offiet it& vtfvct, the parameters of thee. 

curves (the angle of inclination ano the tangent of the angle) 

nakr it possible to determine be hazard of the substance, the 

greater the ta.ngezit of the angle, or the smeller Lbe angle, 

the lees dangerous the substance is, iica the duration of the 

c perioø during which the affect is felt increases .igniiicantly. 

The coove ciabSXIicaLjou character jze suostances in terms 

ol the canger of chronic intoxiation, anO, all oer conditions 

12-I 
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being equal, shown that the more dangerous the substance is 

the lower the threshold of its chronic effect. The compirisons 

undertaken demotr&ted that the class of baz..rd of s  subatan- 

ed established for continucue inhalation remains unchanged for 

its intermittent inhalation. This made it possibl, to include 

in the list of MACs for atmoepheric pollutants the classes of 

hazard corresponding to the classes adopted for the eane pol-

lutents (substances) in industrial toxicology. 

Since under real conditions there may sometimes be a 

sharp increase in the ooncentrationa of air pollutanto and a 

danger of acute unfavourable effecta (e.g. and irritating if 

feot exacerbation of a chronic disease, etc.), this generates 

the need to olaasify these substances in terms of a de.nger of 

nan's acute reaotions provoked unuer their impact. In this 

case, the above classification is replaced by its opposite. 

The classijication of the substances' hazard in terms of 

the "concentration - time" curves was also used to substentis-

te the scale of aafety  factors" used to establish avsrag. 

yearly MACe. The lowest isfety factor of "s" is situated on 

the border of moderately and highly hazard substances (the 

arigis of inclination of the "concentration - time" curve is 

1)7° ). Starting from this point the values of the s.f .ty fact-

or go up to and over 25 since there is an increase in the dan- 

.r of cbronio effects, on the one band, and acute effsota, 

on the other. A special monogram makes it possible to determi-

ne more differentiated safety factor.. 

The basics of the toxicology of sir pollutants with 

tinuous sifect elaborated in recent years made it possible to 

suggest an socelerated method of detsrmthing kJLCI for differ-

ent chemical agnt5. 
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Tha, the average yearly MAC is dateruiined on the bauia 

or the re.ulte of a cbrouio animal experiment. The allowable 
frequency of concentratione at the level and below a eing].e 

MAC is deterrcj.ned on the bSaia of this concentration and the 

value or a ethgle MAC (20 to )0 ininutea). In practice, to ee-
tbliab a aingle MAC for a given aubatunce at the level higher 

than its average yearly MAC meana to allow the occurrence of a 

single concentration which is higher than the average yearly 

MAC, the diiferenca being equal to the ratio between the aingle 

MAC and the average yearly MAC of the aubetanca. For example, 

in the case of benaene, the ratio Is 115, sulphuric gas - 

1110, and nitrogen dioxide - 1i2.1. 

The existence of single MACa, that are higher than average 

yearly MACa, ratees the need to establish allowable frequenatea 

of concentrations at the level, and below, single MACe. Without 

this limitation the existence of concentrations at the level of 

a single MAC over a proloned period will result in the level 

of an average concentration over this period that might .xcer 

the level of the average 24-hour MAC, end, conaequentl, in 

danger of resorptive effects In the •bstnce of the danger of 

reflex reactions. 

It followa from the above that the allowable frequeney of 

concentrations at the level of sin6le MACs regulated on the be-

ais of reflex reactions, muat be introouced in order to prevent 

reaorpive effects produced by a prolonged impact of a substan-

ce. Our research has shown that the allowable frequency of con-

centrations should be determincd with account taken of not only 

interaittent (icete) action but continuous action as soil, 

when concentrations equal to a ainle concentration will exist 

12-2 
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a certain period of time. It was established that in 

the case of a continuous action the frequency of conoentrat-

ions at the level of a single MAC, and higher, is limited by 

the p.oulia.rities of •ubstances belonging to Class IV of h*-

Lard since they create the highest danger of sout. •ff.ct., 

and in the case of di.orete action - the peculiarities of 

action of the iub•tanoe. of Class I of hazs.rd that have marked 

cumulative properties. For the preotical purpose, of detsrmizi-

ing the sdrnissible frequency of concentration* at the Level of 

single MACe, a apsoiül scale was suggested which regulate, this 

ValU, in accordance with the ratio b.teesn a aingls and the 

average 24-hour MAC 1  determined for a given subt.no, in so-

cordanos with its reflex and z.iorptiv. effeoti. For example, 

with the ratio b*tween thas. concentration. •qual to 1*10, the 

admissible frequency of oonosntrationu at the level of a single 

MAC, and bigb.r, should not exceed I per cent. 

To determine the allowahie frequency of oonc.nbrabions at 

tho level of a sthgl. MAC, and higher, use e.s madis of the re-

aults of research in the rssorptive affect of aub.t..nc.s during 

discrete and oontlnuoua inhalation. 
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M.P. D,nitri.y 

METHODS OP AIR MID WATER O!MICAL ANALYSIS 

IN COIUNA L TOXICOLOOV 

Ourrant problems of communal toxicology cannot be eolved 

without carrying out effective atudiec on the chemiatry of 

stacophere, water bodies and other component, of the environ-

ment. Such reeearoh in primarily required to obtain conprehen-

cive information on the quality of the environment and the 

progre.aee occurring in air and water. The principal objectiven 

of inveetigation in. communal toxicology ares to elaborate 

adequate and accurate methode of chemical reoearoh, to develop 

a theory of the ohemloal progreas in the environment, and to 

eolve phyeioo-ohemioal hygienic probleme. It in also neceoaary 
to work out new and improve the preaently available eanitary-

ohemiaI methods of toxicant determination to be used not only 

in eoientifio reeearoh but also by medical collagen, epideato-

logical etatione, hylrometeraorologioal enrvie, and bydianto 

oheiniltry laboratortee at induetrial enterprieee. The tanka of 

ohemiete working in communal toxicology also involve direct 

hygienic .tudi.. (Q.I.Sidoenko M.P.Dmttrtev, 2916). 

The urgenoy of thene probleme can be exemplified by the 

control over environment pollution in the areae occupied by 

modern induetrial oomplexes releaeing acoree and even hundrecie 

of varioue toxic eubetanoea into the environment. Coneequently, 

the most eigntftcant reaultu in this field have been obtained 

in elaborating the chemical methods with the use of ga chrome-

tography, maee epeotrometry. ohromato-maee apectrometry, opec-

trophotome try, polarography, ohemiluaina,cence, radioactive 

ieotope.. and I-ray fluoreacence.in particular. In developing 
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gae chroinatographia aethodu of arailyeie einphaaie iu being 

placed on einultaneoua highly eensitiye and aeparate lateral-

nCtton of nuaeroue toxio couipounda, belonging to the ea&ne cla.. 

and having eiiniiar phyiiioo-ohemioal proiartieu 1  agninut the 

background of a complex "bouquet' of aaeooiated eubetancee. 

Conventional aethode used for a chemical analyis of complox 

mixtures of toxic aubetancee are noneelcttye. 

Gas chromatography finds an over increasing use in the 

analysis of both air and water. The isoin advantage of this 

metbode is the poeiiibtlity of separating a mixture or uubat.n-

Gee into individual compounds. Of great importance is the fact 

that analysis can be performed relatively fast, The logarithm 

of retention volume for most eubstauoea is approximately pro-

portional to the ratio between the boiling temperature and the 

temperature of the column, e*preesad in adeolute degree. (0 

determine the sensitivity of the analysis it is convenient to 

use the ratice between the degrees of Ionization of substances, 

when these ratios are eLoilar for different cleeses of subetan-

cam and chromatograph detectors. For carbonyl compounds the 

degree of ionieation rises aharply with an incraae in the new-

ber of carbon atoms, while for all hydrocarbons it is a value 

of the sane orderof magnitude and is close to 3•19• 108  x./ju,g. 

Of great importance is the method of sampling for gas-

chronatographic determination of toxic eubatancee in the atmos-

pharic air or in the air of residential and public buildinga 

aince sample collection entaile the concentration of toxicante. 

Methods have been elaborated to collect samples into cooled and 

uncoolad tubee on polymeric sorbents and into absorbers with 
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poroue niernbrnnee, followed by introlucing the liquid eamplee 

into a ohromatograph (M. I.Thnitrtev, V.A.Miehtohikhln, 1980). 

Some of the methocle are not Jevoid of dieadvantaga (as applied 

to certain apeoifio conditione) and, therefore, find only a 

11iiiti application. For inntanoe, when liquid eolutionn (from 

abeorbere) are introduoo1 into a chrometograph in the amount 

of no more than 1-5)11, the main part of the eample is bet 

(with larger oampleo gaa-ohromatographio neparation is impon-

nible). This method is only effective for the eubetanoen with 

eufficiently high MAO (of the order of 0.05-0,5 mg/ma , depend-

ing on the ohronntqgraph eenaitivity). The procedure cannot 

be widely app Lied to take eamplee in the field when use in 

made of 000].ing agente, euoh an ltquified gaeee, dry ice or 

liquid mixturee. Moreover, such eampling technique requirea 

preliminary drying of eamplee and, therefore, aebection of 

optimal drying aente. 

Most effective I. the direot eample collection into tn-

000led tubea. If, however, they are filled only with a conven-

tional etationary phaee, ceneitivity of the aubeequent gee-

ohromatographio determination may prove ineuifioient. To con 

niderably extend the lint of eubatanoce whooe gae-okiromato-

graphic analyeie can bp performed with cemplea collected into 

uncooled tube., a method has been developed of concentrating 

the eamplee on low-polar polymeric poroun norbent.. The epeot-

(to eurface of a typtoal hydrophobic eorbent of this type - 

polyoorb I (copolymer of etyrene *ith divinyl benzene) amount! 

to 200-250 na2lg, while that of firebriok or chromonord does 

not exceed 4-8 m2/g. The tim to determine the retention volume 
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can be eignifioantly reduced if the weasutements are sade at 

high temperature. The obtained retention volume valmee (macb-

lug 2 id for ciecans) show that field eanplthg on be perfor-

med with the help of polymeric sorbente without any cooLing 

genta. The time of storing the collected e&iplea In sampling 

tubes Is virtually unlimited. 

Addition of liquified gasses to the eamplea, already 

abcrIcd in the tubes, to be analyted in the laboratory raieC 

considerably the separation efficiency when a condenser is 

used. Direct connection of the tube with polymeric sorbenti 

to the gas chromatopraph results in a considerable blurring 

of chrosiatographia peaks, oftused by a substantial increaae of 

the elution time owing to large specific surface of ourbenta. 

Ohromatographic separation is most effective if the surface of 

the stationary phase is not expanded at all in addition to the 

gaa-chrolmatographi.c column1 i.e. when the sample tube with a 

porous sorbent is replaced by an unfilled one (condenser). 

The eubstancee to be determined are transferred into the 

cooled condenser with the help of a carrier gae, electrioal 

oven, and feeder cock. Complete desorption of the uubatances 

into the condenser at the carrier gas flow rate of 0.1 1/mm 

takes place within 20-25 minutes. The use of the condenser 

results in a complete ueperation of the substances, cba.reote-

riatic of a given chromatogrephic column. 

Naturally, if the ckironiatograph sensitivity is high 

enough, the collection of samples into unnooled tubes with a 

conventional phase or into absorbera fitted with a porous 

membrane can also be optimal, which makes It ponsible to die- 
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pur8e with cooling mixturea altogether. iniupling into liquid 

solutions also has some advantagee, ainoe in this onac the 

ouji,itogra1n ic not affeoted by oxygen 1  wethae, oondaiiaed wa-

ter vapoure, or carbon dioxide. Gaa-watogrnfio tuethode are 

also efteotij in determining individual eubetaaoea in complex 

.ixtureo, when thiir identification and unalyate are of para-

munt hygienic aignificance. Typical uJUthple8 of euch appi.ifi-

oattona include the development of methode to iutenine hydro-

cyacto acid, dioyane, tetreethyl lend, nitrio oxilo, methanol 1  

vinyl chloride, phenol, carbon morIOide, carbon Jinulfide, 

nicotine, caffeine, and other uubetnoe. 

In e1itton to gue-chruantugiuphy, also quite effective 

are paper, thin-layer and liquid chruthatography. The oLrowto-

graphic analyate efficiency caA be appreotably vaieei if it is 

preceded by performing the chemical reaotiorie upeciflo for the 

group of comipoiin1e to be determined (1.A.k'intginia, 1983). 

Intandive reauaroh has also been carried out in the field of 

eanea epectronetry and ohroaiut-mnaaa epeotromuetry of environ-

mental pollutante. M.aeu epeotromaetry is one of the most advan-

ced and univereal typee of the present-day phyatco-chemical 

aAalyeia. Among the main adyantegee of the method are it 

high speoifioity and aeativity, a poieibillty of direct 1dm-

tification of unknown compounds, and automatic recording of 

the data obtained (h.I.Keda, 1981). 

Speotrophotometric methods of inveetigatton are also of 

great ectentific and practical importance, as they make it 

possible to obtia infomiati.on on the structure of molecules, 

the mech&rUsa andrateof analytical chemical reactions, and, 

therefore, on the content of toxic aubatancee in the analyaed 

i3.- I 
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samples. The most effective is epsotrophotonetry based on the 

absorption of eleotromagnetic radiation. The resolving power 

and informative value of the gpectra depend to a considerable 

extent on the energy range or radiation wavelengths 1  the pro-

perties of determined aompouada apd the physico-ohelLical pro-

assess taking place. 4hen radistion is absorbed in the ultra-

violet and visible regions, the absorption is meinly due to 

the electron excitation of the outer shells of atoms and 

molecules. Infrared radiation exclts the vibrational le*ls 

of molecules. Radiation absorption in the microwave and radio-

wave regions leads to the excitation of the rotational levels 

of molecules, to an increase in the energy levels of nuclear 

and electron spins, thereby enabling the WMR and the 9FR 

spectra to be obtained. Spectrometric methods are effective in 

determining the main inorganic air and water pollutants. 

Considerable possibilities are ofered by the ohemilumi-

neacence methods. With the help of chemiluminesoenos are eff so-

tiely doterminedi nitric oxide and dioxide (after oonverted inh 

oxido)1 ono(by its reaction with ethylens), and many other 

substances. The use of a gae-chromatographio column and a 

chemilusineeoent detector with ozone enable the deteotin of 

an i.mliinited number of unsaturated organic compounds reacting 

with ozone. Thø use of gas chromatography raises considerably 

the analysts specificity. The interfering action of associated 

substances can in this oae be completely disregarded. At the 

sane time, the sensitivity of a chemiluml.nesOeElt ohromatograph 

is 103_106 timse higher than that of a ohromatograph with a 

flame-ionization detector. that is why the use of the ohemi- 

luminescent ohromatograph makes it possible te determine most 
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Of the inorganic aubetancee at oonoentrattone aignificantly 

lower than MAC, without any preliminary condenaation of swap-

lee. Thia, in its turn, inorenees appreciably not only the 

aeneitivity but also the accuracy and the rapidity of analysis. 

Radiological reothoda of investigation are also very pro-

aieing. With the help of radioactive indicatora One can Un-

ambioguously eatablish the dietribution of toxio substances in 

the organism of experimental animals, to follow up the tranepat 

and localiastion of these chemloale (0.I.Yurasova at al., 1960). 

The use of radioactive isotopes and radiation also raiee aub-

atantially the specifity of physioo-ctiemioal analysie and in-

creases considerably its sensitivity. Thus, an increase in the 

ionization lavel of the tested sample in the detectors of gas 

chromatographe ueiiag radioactive eouroee (electron-capture, 

argon or belium-ionieation detectors, etc.) raises coneiderab-

ly the eensitivity and specificity of determinations. Some 

radiological techniqueB, e.g. the method of neuron activation 

analysis, are up to now considered to be unaurpeesed in sensi-

tivity and reliability. Special reference should be made to 

the highly promising fluorescent I-ray - rediome trio d.ter.tna-

tiori of heavy natala, since this method is baeed on using 

radioisotope sources with a very low activity and readily avai-

lable portable apparatus. 

Of great importance in coumiunal toxicology to the design-

ing of the equipment used to analyze atmospheric air, air medium  

of premises, and water. ThuS, the chemical lumin.eceno, analyser 

of ozone in air, using the reactien With ethylene, has a higher 

aenaitivity and specificity an compared with all the .xieting 

to 
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ozone analyzero. A portable eutomati.o ozone analyer where 

rhodamina C 19 used as chemliwninophore has a aenoitivity of 

and weigha not more than 4 kg. Te eanaltivity of the 

method tnoreauea 43-70-fold if ozone reacto with rhoiwnins 

aotivatecl with gwn arabic. The interfering action or nitrogen 

oxidee doec not exceod 0.35-0.15 per cent. The principal purpoee 

of the portable analyzer in to control the ozone content in the 

atmoapherlo air and in aircraft oabin. The ooulomnetrio 0 one 

analyzer (with oodium bromide used as lectrolyte) has an 

iniignificait background ourrent aeneitivity of aru].yoi. Is 

of the orier of 1 1ag/m. Ozone conoentration to directly pro-

portional to the electric currant Induced in the ooulornetrlo 

cell. when a cylinder with oxygen (inetead of one with ethylene) 

ani a caltbroted ozonizklr are connected to the chemilumlneeoent 

ozone analyzer (U iing the reaction with ethylene) the tastr-

meat nervee as an automatic analyzer for nitric oxide. If the 

inetrunient in additionally equipped with a converter of nitric 

dioxide into nitric oxide, it can atmultaneouely determine the 

awn total of nitrogen oxidee. The ohemilumina900nt analyzer to 

aloe uuod as the detector in a ohemtlweineooent chromatograph. 

A portable inetrument has bcmn developed for the letermination 

of total organic submit,nceo In air, baead on a flame-ioniza-

tion tetactor and air purification device. If the chromato-

graph is equipped with a methanator (converter of carbon mon-

oxide in.o methane), it can be used as a highly aenaitive and 

puoifio analyzer of carbon inonoxl'Ie in air. Determination 

eenmmttivity atnunta to 0.05 rrig/mn. A go analyzer and an auto-

muatic mitation for Integrated InvcntimiLiona of the atate of 
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air medium and indoor air exchange have been 1ooined, baaed 

on infrared-photometric determination of carbon dioxide. A 

diffunion of preuet conoeritratiuna in the range of J.O1-1.O 
and higher hao been devtilopod and euccenetully used in hygienic 

invoettgution, long with levicee for the eampliag of atmo-

pheric air followed by its concentration, and for the concent-

ration of toxic oubetaaoen from water. 

Along with apeciflo determination of individual aubotan-

oee, of great methodological importance to alno the development 

of group inlicatoro or inIioea of ovoratl eiviroimental pollu-

tion, and of methoda for their rneaaurornont. The use of rnaee 

epeotrorretry ad ohromato-maoe epectrometry for the analy8is 

of toxic eubotancee in air water ahowe that In many canoe the 

environment is olmultaneouoly polluted with ecorea and even 

bundrede of toxio eubotanoeo of approximately equal hrgienio 

etgnifioanoe. At the earire time, the data of such v.naiye are 

not infrequently used only for aubeequent oalculatibn of the 

overall and the hypothetical pollution indicee. It has been 

found that the anne data can be also obtained by meane of rapid 

determination of an overall pollution index, aince a clear-out 

correlation to uoually traced between them (Yu.D.Gubernoky, 

f.r.DmItrioy, 1981). A number of such overall inIicoe have 

been euggeated recently. Oharacterietto aepecta of their appli-

cation and determination can be examined in detail so exempli-

fied by one of them - the ozone intox, earving an an overall 

indicator of air pollution. 

Ozone to known to 1e;rade inteneively in the air, oxidia-

lag the majority of inorganic poilutanto: ftrJThOnia, nitric oxide, 
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eulfu.r dioxide hydrogen eulfide, alciebydes, alcohols, amines, 

meroaptanea and numerous hydrocarbons. Ozone disentegration in 

the couree of its intereotion with all the pollutante mainly 

followe the scheme of bimolecular reaction. 3ince the over-

wfteliping majority of the rate conetbntb of reactions between 

diverse pollutants and ozone are unknown, it is desirable that 

the value of the ozone index be expressed in terms of Only One 

substance, for which this rate constant has been determined 

with high accuracy. Moreover, it is important that this eub- 

stance should be widely ocouring convenient to handle in expert-

monte, and also be contained in the air as a pollutant among 

other eubetncee. Hexene-1 was selected as such a 
the rate constant of its reaction with ozone is 
.96.106  om3/mole.s (which corresponds to 1.19.10 2m/eg.min). 

The ozone pollution index thus refleote the overall concentra- 

tion of all-the--pollutants in the tested air sample by their 

reaction with ozone in terms Of bexene. Since all the Ubta-

cee reacting with ozone in the air are pollutants, the ozone 

pollution index directly characterizes the purity of air the 

lower the inc1e, the lees the pollution. Expressed numerically, 

the ozone index is equal to the calculated bexens concentration 

which would lead to the same rate of ozone disentegration as 

the total number of pollutants contained in it. Experimental 

determination of the ozone dose not present any difficultiee, 

since it is only necessary for this purpose to have an ozonizer 

and a device or a method to measure the ozone concentration. 

The optimal duration of the ozone index determination is 15 

minutes. The value of the ozone index also sakes it possible 

to obtain the overall of the hypothetical pollution indicea. 
Along with the ozone index, other group indicators of air 
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polluLion have been developed: the total content of organic 

carbon and photooxidants, the nitric oxide oxidation rate, the 

cerbonyl, ionic and cherailwninescent indices. The total content 

of organic carbon is directly determined with the help of a gas 

chromatograph having a flame-ionization detector and oharaote-

rizea air pollution, primarily with hydrocarbons. The total oon-

tent of photooxidante simultaneously oharaoterized air pollu-

tion with nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons, as well as the 

intensity of photoohernical reactions. The nitric oxide oxide-

tion rate is an indicator of the development of photochemical 

reactions, particularly of the moment of a sharp rise in ozone 

oontent. The carbonyl index shows that the air contains the 

produota of incomplete fuel combustion. The ionic index (the 

ratio between the concentrations of heavy and ltgbt ione)ref-

leota the overall air pollution, while the chemiluminesoent 

index - the total content of unsaturated compounds, nitrogen 

oxideA or products of photoohemloal reactions. The application 

of organoleptio indioatorn of air pollution Is effective in 

some oases. The use of group indioatore is also expedient in 

wuter knalysis. Oxidizability is the beet known of these mdi-

cators. The index of total organic carbon content is uoual].y ,  

determined to aesess organic pollution of water wtth the help 

of a gas chromatograph or a portable analyzer. The use of the 

ozone index is also quite promising for the integrated water 

analysis. As in the case of air, determination of individual 

substances is important for water analyei as well (Tu.V.Novi-

koy, et al., 1981). 

i.ow-temperature fluorescent spectral analysis has been 
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uucoeeuft].ly applied to determine polycyolio aromatic hydrocar-

bone: benz(a)-pyrene, 1,2-beazanthraceno, and 1,12-benzpyrllene. 

When frozen to the temperature of liquid nitrogen 1  eolutionv of 

polyoyclio aromatic hydrocarbona in normal paraffins have quasi-

linear fluoresoonce spectra, apeciflo for indiviival ouboLanoos 

and cioeely approximating the atomic spectra. Therefore, the 

method is not only highly aenaltive (its uensittyity is uf iie 

order of 0.1 ng/inl) but aLjO highly specific. The aiantage 

of atomio-aboorptton analy sis lies in its high sensitivity, ue-

lectivity, rapidity, and accuracy. The application if nonflame 

atomization methoda, graphite celia with a temeratura of 

2500-2600 0  in partioular, makes it poistble to increase sub-

stantlally the eenaitl.vtty of the analysts. Lead, cadmium, 

manganeee, nickel, calcium, magnesium and many other heavy 

metals are determined in water by means of atouuia-abaorption 

spec trophotometry. 

Precise determtiiation or trace ioetals can be Siso perform-

ed with the help of newtrOnaotivation analysis. Pest eamplee 

are exposed to neutron radiation in portable neutron mu.ltipliera 

or in nuclear reactors, with nuclear reactions resulting in the 

formation of radioaotive isotopes. Comparing the ratioaotivity 

of semples with standards one can determine the content of 

analyzed metals with a sensitivity reaching 0.1-1.0 pg. 

An inøtrumental method of heutron activation is used to determine 

aluminum, barium, calcium, chlorine, potassium, magnesium, 

sodium, strontium, and yanadium. Neuron activation method with 

radtocbeimioal separation, using cliethyl dithiocarbamates of 

different metals, is more effective to determine cojper, nolyb-

denum, cobalt, iron, zinc, and arsenic. Chromato-inass apectro- 
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etry is the ioet up-to-date nithod of unique potentia1itie. 

It is •tfeüttvely used to analyze ohiorinated hyclroOarbonc, 

sroiactio oornpounde, naphthene, terponee, iiad other aubetanoce 

in water. Thus, the precent-day nothode or ohenloal uaalyai 

make it poeeible to oontrol air and water pollution with high 

•eneitivity, reliability and rapidity. 

14-. I 
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TUMITY A88E2? OY HO1J8iOLD chJQA1 

.I.Voloehche1ko 

Household chemioalu (BC) are widely used throughout the 

world. 

Punctionally HO can be .ubdivl.d.d  as follow. 

I. Detergents 

Bynth*tio detergent. 

Heavy duty detergents and water softener. 

Blsching blueiug and .tr.ohing agents 

8hampoos 

Bath shampoo. 

Heavy duty detergents to remove dirt from hsavily soiled 

band., vehicles etc. 

Ii.. Cleaning agents 

Cleaning egents for kitchen utensil.. 

Carpet and rug cleaners 

01..., ceramic, and ohm. cleaner. 

4, Cleaning agents for precious metal., cOpper etc. 

III. fitain remover. 

IT. Polish.. 

Purniture polishes 

floOr polishes 

Car polishes 

T. ?oilatries 

Hair sprays 

Deodorants 

'Vi. Adhesive agent. (glues, sealant., 

putty) 

14-2 
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Thinta and varnishes (varnieheg, paints, •ol,.nte) 

Leather and chamois care articles 

11. Household aerosols 

Insecticides and pesticides 

Herbicides 

XII • Photo-chemicals 

1111. Mineral fertilizers 

XIV. Other household chemicals (plasticin., ski wax, 

candles, dyes, coniferous bath extracts) 

Synthetic detergents (SD) a000Unt for a major portion of 110. 

Surface active substances (SAS) and synthetic detergents are 

basically treated as possessing mild toxic properties. Their me-

dian lethal doses for white rate range from 1.500 to 20.000 mg/kg 

applied perorally and 2.500 40.000 and more mg/kg if applied 

outaneously. (O.I.Volonhcbenko, at a].., 1977; V.A.Pokrovsky st 

ci., 1975, etc.). 

Caeo of poisoning at homa with household chemicals have been 

described in the literature. (I.P.Zainotayev et al., 1978, ste.) 

Analysis of queatioruaires oiroulated among the oitienm 

suggests that the use of a powdered synthetic detergent for 

household needs may result in contamination of the ambient air 

with SD aerosols. We have asoertained a brief presence of deter-

genta in the air of non-living quarters in apartments where 

synthetic detergents have been used. The maximum content of 

anion surface active substances (SAS) in the air did not exceed 

0.12 mmglc3 . Migration of surface active substances in the air 

space of living quarters depends on the microclimate. Air cir-

culation and relative humidity bring down surfactante' concen- 
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tration in the air space of the 1J.ving quArtere. (0.XJoloahoben- 

ko at al., 1979). 

we have aecertained the presence of anion SAS on the walls, 
floor and bathroom fi2turen following the use of 3D, their aaro-

net not exoeeding 0.4 g/eq  cm. Residual 8A8 up to 9(tig/aq cm. On 

the skin of human hands were determined following contact with 

the water solution of detergents (O.I.Voloehchenko at el., 1 979) 

Z,8.Markovn and A,j..Sautin (1979) have aetabliehad a direct re].a-
tionehip between the residual detergents on the akin of the bands 

and the 3D concentration, temperature and exposure time. 

The latent danger inherent in the use of household chemicals 

(RC) packed in preenurized cane lies in the posaibility of pci-

.onoue subatanoen' arriving into the human body parorally or 

through the akin and the mucous iccabranee. 

People may be exposed to detergenta in their own bases, but 

also as a result of environmental pollution. We believe (O.I.Tolo-. 

ehohenko, 1979, 1981) that in the context of the wide use of do-

targents for household neede the predominant pathway for 8A3 and 

other oomponenta of synthetic washing powders is through the akin. 

Degreased skin is partioularly susceptible to dermatitis that 

develope in persona whose akin is overly sensitive to chemicals, 

including detergents. An important factor here is represented by 

the time lipids take to regenerate and the active skin reaction 

(pH) takes to return beok to normal following exposure of the akin 

of the hands to household solution of SD. Apart from degreasing 

SAS's cause denaturation of the skin. Changes have been identifi-

ed in the akin rnl.crocirculatory systems, and disruptiod in the 
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cellular u].traatruoture and intercellular contact atruoture. 

Deapite the fact that in the preeent-day houcehcld the akin 

in the main pathway into the human body for 8A8, and mindful of 

the wide use of detergente In many householda, even though on a 
'Very email ecale, oognieant of the poeeibility that they may find 

their way into drinking water and food we could reueonabiy suppo-

se 	people may be wide open to an intricate integrated and 

combined impact of the detergente' baeio oompcnente on the human 

body. In the future etudy, thic problem will be both urgent and 

appropriate in the hygiene and toxicology of houcehold ohemicala 

(O.I.Voloahchenko at al., 1961, I.V.Uudry, 1980). 

THE PROGRAMkE FOR THE TOXIOOLOOICLL AND ffLGikNlC STUDY  

OF HOU3iOLD GRICAL 

Depending on the formula of * bouaehold chemical and cods for 

its application the etudy of e poueible adveree impact on the ha-

man body involvec application to the akin, introduction into the 

etomach or inhalation by teet animale of a preparation diluted to 

recommended concentration. 

8inoe bonuehold chemical affect in one way or another most 

people, doeee and coneentrationc of experimental chemicals sxoe.d 

the recommended doaea and concentration, by a factor of 2-4, to 

enaure a eafety margin. In chort term experimenta lethal doces 

and median lethal dose, for teat animale are determined following 

a one-time expoenre to the chemicals in quection, which are intro-

duced into the body in different ways. The aniwa].a are monitored 

for overall condition and body weight for 2 weeks. The control 

animala are exposed to the solvent internally or by external ap-

plication. 
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It is recommended that the cumulative properties of chesiloal 

preparations should be studied involving the same type of test 

animals as ones used for the acute experiment. The cumulation 

ooeffioient in calculated from one Of the methoda developed by 

U.S. Kagan, 1974, Q.N.Kra.ovaky, 1971 and others. 

In staging a ohronio toxicological experiment it is expedient 

to recommend a number of biochemical 1  physiological, histologi-

cal, radiological and hematologtoal research techniques. 

Taking a000unt of the hygienic importance of akin exposure 

to SÃO the research programme should include the study of akin 

permeability to major detergents. 

To predict a possible adverse effect of syntbetio detergents 

on the human body it Would be advisable both to look into their 

allergenic, autagenic, carcinogenic, teratogen.ig effects and to 

simultaneously study the functional condition of the skin of hands 

at direct contact with detergents water eolution. 

HOW TO DWrEIUIXNE TOXICITY PARAMETKR3 1011 hOUSEHOLD OHiII- 

CALS IN ACUTE EIIKRNEHT INVOLVING DIPP1ENT PATHWAYS 

In.formation as to DL for SD and 5A8 is important both in
50 

scientific and practical terms. Median lethal doses and oonosn-

trationm are necessary for incisive toxicological research into 

new chemical. (cumulative properties, tentative threshold doss., 

t*nttiv* safe exposur, levels). 

To arrive at DL different statistical data prboeaaing tech-
50 

nique. have been put forward. (M.L.Belenky, 1963). More complete 

information related to parameters of eubstancee' acute toxicity 

can be furnished by probit-analysis proposed by Lesch.fteld and 

Wilcoxon. To arrive at DL50  of chemicals a technique proposed by 

B.B.Prozorovsky (1960) is also  widely used. 
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An acute experiment is conducted by a one-time introduction 

of a houeehold chemical into the body of a teat animal through 

different pathwaya (cutaneoue application, oral applicationa, 

inhalation). 

,Ths fundamental indicator for baaardoua propertiea of chemi-

cala affecting a living organiem at high doea (or conoentretion.) 

is repreaentad by the DL and its error. At the earns time the50 
need ariaee for the study of other parametere of acute toxicity 

1 	DL 
- 	p 	the function of the inclination angle 
DL50 	16 
8 (I.V.8anotaky, N.P.Ulanova, 1915). To •valuate the conbined 

and complex effect of surfactants on the human body the classical 

technique of 1we and Yinni (1952) can be uaed, or the technique 

Of Pinni modifted by Yu.8.Kagan (1973)1 Y.I.8vatkova at ml (1981) 

etc. 

- 	*ATERIAL ACOULATION OF ftOUSIOLD O}&ICAL8 $ DTEOTION 

AND GRAVITY 

The accumulation problem conatitutee one of the most urgent 

onea in the present-day hygiene and toxicology. The environmen-

tal faotora may have dtf:terent impota depending on their struc-

ture. 

There are two methode to aeeeea accumulation that are moat 

widely used. One is baeed upon a regular (daily) introduction 

into the teat animale of equal doaes, representing a certain 

proportion of DL50 (L.I.Hedved at al. 1968). The other technique 

known as the aubchronic toxicity teet is baaed upon a gradual 

increase of the preparation doe, (Lim at al., 1981). In both 

cases the cumulation coefficient (I) can be calculated as the 

ratioz 
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(a) 

DL50 	(I) 

Anion and non-lonogenic SAS and SD incorporating them poaseas 

distinct cumulative properties. Sy -nthetic detergents show a 10-

war cumulative capability than surface active subetancee.. For 

surfsce active eubstanoee and synthetic detergents the cumula-

tion Coefficient ranges between 5 and 6 plus. 

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO TIlE EBTAHLISIWlT 0? 

THRESHOLD DOSES FUR HOUSEHOLD CHKICA1S INVOLVI]JG 

THE EHTJ.RE SET OF TOXIOGWGiCLL AND OTREH INDiCATORS 

OP THE ORGAJISH 

The chronic sanitary and toxicological experiment must fur-. 

niab an answer as to the natuxe of biological impante and me-

ehanism of action of household chenticalo which will make it 

possible to arrive at the threshold doses and concentrations. 

Although each SAS is characterized by its own distinctions 

in interacting with the organism, it Is possible to Identify' 

organs most vulnerable to these substances and synthetic wash- 

ing powders utilizing them. The organs include the liver (O..I.Vo-

loshobenko et al., 1977), the intestinal tract and stomach 

(T.V.Baba&zhanova, 1966) form blood elements (Ya.Y.Gaziiitkevitch. 

T.N.Bozheskova, 1975)  and the nervous system. The impact of SAS 

and detergents may frequently result in hyperphospholipaemia, 

hyperholiaterinaemia and other metabolism diaturbancea in the 

body of animals (O.I.Yoloshchenko et al., 1961). 

For the chronic experIment (6 months) the following indica-

ID tors may be recommended for investigation. 

15.- 1 
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- phyeiologioal indicatorot the animals' capacity for wOrk, 

suiiwiation threshold indicator, different tests characterising 

the higher nervous activity and behavioural responses of the 

animals, their WOG and EBG. 

- hematologica]. indicators (erythrocytea, leukooytee, heemog-

lobin) 

- biochemical Indicatorst total albumin of blood serum, phy-

eioochemioal properties of blood albumins in terms of specific 

weight, albumin fractions of blood serum, temperature resistance 

of blood serum albwsine, albumin in urine, urea in blood and 

urine, cholesterol in blood serum, total blood lipids from the 

gra'vidimetrio technique, - lipoproteides, free and total chole-

terol in the liver (the Sperry - Web tec)m1.qu), glucose in blood, 

g2yaogen in the liver, pyroracsuiic and lactic acid, choline as-

terase, catalase and peroxidase of the blood, auccinate dehydro-

gsnaae, alkaline phosphates., transeminase of the blood serum, 

etc. 

By the harmful exposure on the animal body the threshold do-
ses of anion and non-ionogenio surface active substances range, 

in the case of cutaneous applications, from 10 to 100 mg/kg; 

synthetic detergents - from 20 to 100 mg/kg and more (0.T.Vclo-

shohenko at el., 1981). 

A certain measure of importance in charsoterising the adver-

se effect of surface active substances and synthetic detergents 

is attached to the chronic exposure zone determined from the 

ratio of the acute over chronic exposure threshold. The wider 

the zone, the more hazardous the substance, because there is a 

possibility of chronic poisoning at low doses. 
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To establieh LimOb  the results of the ohronio experiment 

should be statistically processed using 3tudeit's criterion. 

The integrated and combined effects of the surface aotive sub-

stances on the body can be assessed using the technique of Z.D. 

Zlatyev at el. (1977), g.Z.Bru.gkina (1978), L.A.Timofeyevakaya 

NJ., Melnikova (1980), V.].8vatkov at al. (1981). 

Major attention is given to the testing of household chemi-

cale under natural condition. i.e. in the course of 20-minute 

long contact between the skin of human hands and water solution 

of the detergents. In this study, one of the most important fac-

tors is skin degreasing, pH and total aminoacids on the skin. 

The p11 level after a 20-minute long hand-washing in a synthetic 

detergent must be back to normal 1-1.5 hours following the con-

tact. The total lipids on the bands' skin usually go doen 25-45 

per cent as compared to the original level and 3 or 4  hours after 

recovery to the original level (0.I.Voloshchenko et al. (1977). 

The concentration of total aminoacids on human hands in in-

vestigated for several days after the experimental exposure. It 

has been noticed that even 72 hours after contact with a nynthe-

tic detergent the total aminoacids do not get back to the origi-

nal level. The recovery level may range from 75 to 92. 	Hi- 

gher pH of the hands's skin and lower lipids and aminoacids 

on the skin of the palms and forearms result in deteriorated 

ekin condition. To prevent dermatitis the recommended concentra-

tions of detergents should not cause vigorous degreasing or 

higher active reaction of the skin. Cream for hands should be 

appUed f1lowirig oontct with solutions of synthetic detergents. 

k 

Y-2 
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ASSk8ILEMT AND DEGREE OP Ai.LRGIO, MUTAGNXC, CARCINOGENIC 

AND THRATOGRNIC EPPECT OP H0USOLD CHIIOAL8 

(the Example of Synthetic Detergents) 

Surface active substances and synthetic detergents may cause 

allergenic reactions if absorbed by the skin, thus promoting al-

lergenic contact dermatites and general symptoms of allergy. 

Surface active substances possess threshold allergic doses 

that are 2 to 3 tines lower than the threshold toxic doses, and 

for synthetic detergents they range from 100 to 100 mg/kg. 

Delayed effects of household chemicals impact can be grouped 

together in the following manner: embryotoxic and teratogenic 

impact, mutagenic impact and its implications for the offspring, 

possible carcinogenic effect on the organism. 

Literature suggests that certain surface active substances 

(linear alkylbenzolesulphonate) if ingested, increase morbidity 

of test animals in embryo, (Palmer, 1975). 

To give a hygienic characteristics of surface active substan-

oes and related household chemicals widely used for household 

purposes in the human environment In low or eublow amounts, in-

formation is necessary on their possible mutagenic effect on the 

organism. 

The study of carcinogenic effect of surface active substan-

ces, detergents and other household chemicals is as important as 

the study of these substances' toxico-dynamic and sensitizing 

properties. Early detection of carcinogenic substances among how-

eehold chemicals, synthetic detergents, etc. with a subsequent 

ban on their production, will have a major part to play in pre-

venting malignant tumors. 
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3ulphanel N1'-3 and Synthanol-DS-10 (35,36) have been descri-

bed in the literature as promoting induced chemical carcinogene-

ala. (Yu.I.8akharov et al., 1973, A.V.Sinlgina, Yu.I.Sakharov, 

1974). 

Suiphanol chloride and primary sodium alkylaulpbate did not 

experimentally prove to possess carcinogenic properties at con-

centrations or doses to which people are in fact exposed while 

using synthetic detergents in the express (sebaceous gilaiul sup-

presslon) test or chronic experiments involving cutaneous appli-

cation of the surface active substance on mice. At the saae tine, 

co-carcinogenic impact of suiphanol chloride has been establish-

ed If it is cutaneously applied at a concentration which is by 

an order of magnitude higher than the actual concentration that 

can be observed under household conditions. (N.Ya.Yanysheva at 

al., 1982). 

Therefore we should amplify the importance of studying pos-

sible delayed consequences of surface active subtances and 

their impact on the human organism. 

The last decade has seen increased production of detergents 

including proteolytic enzymes. Addition of enzymes to synthetic 

detergents make them more effective as washing preparations. 

These chemicals do not affect the pit and lipids of the akin 

as drastically compared to enzymaleas synthetic detergents. De-

tergents with enzymes have a negative effect on the human skin 

because instead of proteolytic enzymes they are made with a com-

bination of different anion surface active substances and other 

components. In putting together new formulas, account must be 

taken of the proportion of anion and non-lonogenic surface active 
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eubetances in the detergent, which may result in synergism or 

antagonism in the effect of detegrents belonging to different 

olave, not only in terms of their o1ean41g -properties, but 

also in terms of their impact upon the skin's functional proper-

ties. 

Having penetrated the body synthetic detergents may be deposi-. 

ted in certain organs and systems and play a role in the dieba-

lance of the endogenic surface active substances in the organism's 

internal medium. The problem is of current interest and may have 

theoretical and prctioal significance. 

TOXICITY A8 TEE NUMBEN ONE aRITION IN HYGIENIC 

RB8TRIOTIONS ON HOU&ENOLD CHLIQALS 

The scientific and technological advancement has engendered 

a major challenge faced by preventive medicine, a task of study-

ing the enviounental factors for purposes of hygienic assess- 

ment, hygienic classification and standardization of raw materials 

and manu.factured articles, hygiene-oriented restrictions or 

reductions in the intensity of adverse industrial or household 

impacts on the human body. 

One marvels at the eternal truth of N.S.Pravdin's words, 

who saids "The scientific might ... of toxicolo' can be found in 

the triad* of clinical, hygienic and experimental studies" 

(I.V.Banot.kj, I.N. Ulanova, 1975). 

The toxicology of household chemicals is included as a sec-

tion into general hygienic toxicology which studies the Interec-

usa of household chemicals with the organism of man and animals. 

Ita fundamental task lies in establishing latent and overt hazards 

inherent in SAL SI and other products Used as household items 
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and in varioue aectore of national aooncey. 

Hazard repreaented by chemical preparatione in not only Un-

deratood as chemicale' capability to oauae acute or chronic pot-

eoninge, but also as their eelectivity in affecting organs and 

pbyeiological syateme, particular linka in the iaetabolic chain 1  

and to alter the body'm reactive response., blaatoaogsnio, carci-

nogenic, embryotoxic, teratogenic and mutagenic properties of the 

factors in the envirouaent (Yu.SJagan, 1981). 

Therefore it can be safely stated that the eatab].i.hment of 

toxicity represents the fundamental criterion in restricting or 

regulating household chemicals for hygienic reasons. 

We have flu-nished information as to the toxicity pasmeters 

of household chemicals, the methodological approachee to arriving 

at the threshold dozes of exposure to household ohemioala in'vol-

ving the toxicological and other indicators of the organian. Syn-

thetic datergente have been used as an example to evaluate the 

allergenic, mutagenic, caroinogeni- and teratogenic effect of  

household chemicals. Toxicity has been discussed as the baetc 

criterion for restricting certain household chemicals of hygienic 

reasons. 
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PRFICTION OF THE TOXICITY OF S1JSTANCE8 

N. A. Egorova 

Our investigations have reads it possible to ascertain the 

mathematieal dependence between the indices of chronic toxicity 

(maximum non-effective dose (MND) and acute toxicity (DL) 

and the chemical structure of some groupe of eubatances derira 

bives of benzene, phenol, phenyl urea, aniline ethers of fatty 

acids, aldehydes, ketonea, amino compounds of the fatty series. 

The initial data on toxicometric parameters have been taken 

from 8oviet works on bygienic standardization of substances lin 

water, and only those compounds were chosen for investigation 

for which the chronic test MND values had already been establish-

ed. The following parameters were used to characterize the struc-

tural peculiarities of substancest octanol water partition coef-

ficient (P), Eansch'e hydropbobity constant (lr), molecular ref.. 

raction (eR), Harrmett'e electron constant (5), electron constant 

for sliphatlo compounds ( c5), Taft's eterie constant (E H ) 

/Handeoh et al., 19731  Jaffe,  1953 Taft, 1956). 

The initial data were analyzed on a computer, coefficients 

of binary and multiple correlation between the toxicity indices 

and the physico-chemical ccstants were calculated for each 

group of substances with a similar chemical Etructure. It was 

also determined whether the dependence of toxicity parameters 

on the hydrophobic properties of substances (P,Jr) Is of a para-

bolic nature. The corresponding regression equations were ob-

tained. The beat equation for each group of substances was chosen 

on the strength of two criteriam the highest correlation coeffi-

cient (R) and the lowest standard error of determination (S). 

Indicator coefficients (I) sere introduced into 
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the equatione characterizing the contribution of individual 

eubatituent groupe to the overall activity of the molecule of 

a certain chemical compound. 

In at4ythg the depebdences of Chronic toxicity indices 

on phynico-chenilcal coflatants aesociated with the molecular 

structure of subatancea, the following reaulta have been ob-

tained. 

For benzene derivatives; 

ig MND = 0 .230  (19P) 2  - 2.180 lgP + 0.640 1 + 1 .014412 + 2.C3 

	

n = 16 	K = 0.893 	S = 0.505 

where J, is the indicator coefficient characterizing the 05 3  

group contribution to the overall activity of chlorine- and 

nitro derivativee of benzene, 12 is the indicator coefficient 
characterizing the contribution of hydrocarbon substituentS to 

the activity of bensene derivative molecules which do not con-

tain chlorine- or nitrogroupe. 

For phenol derivativee the following equation proved to 

be the most suitable: 

ig MND = 0.176 lgP + 0.466 	- I.967J,0 - 2.907ics - 

- 1.225101 - 	53ortho - 0.530 

n=23 	E=0.909 	5=0.577 
where CL  are the Indicator coefficieta for ubtitu.- 

	

2 	3' 
ant groups in the phenol molecule, lortho is  the indicator 

coefficient for subatituente in ortho-position. 

In the group of aldehydes, ketonea, and ethers of fatty 

acids the interrelation between the chemical structure and 
CO chronic toxicity was expressed by the following equation; 

ig Mlfl) = 1.24225 2 + 4.2349 - 0.08o6 - 2.048 31 - 

- 1.816 	- 2.949 

16-I 
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1312 	R0.952 	5.0.391 

where 3 3L  in the indicator coefficient for coepound.s having 
double bonds in the eolecule, 32 	the indicator coefficient 

for ..thyl ethers of fatty acid., a1d.hyd•s, and ketones con-

teining a beneene ring in the eolacul.. 

For phenji urea derivativee the beet equation was ig MED. 

- 0.097J( - 0.5906' + 0.173 & + 0.132E .- 0.888 + 0.232 

	

• 10 	R - 0.654 	8 • 0071  

where J, is the indicator coefficient for aubetances baying 

01130 and 110 group.. 

MRD dependence on the cheelcel atructure of ealno coa-

pounda of the fatty eerie. was .zprenaed by, the following pa-

rabolic equetioni 

ig MND -0.030 (ig P)2  + 0.611 Ig P - 0.725 	+ 0.709 

- 0.724 1 - 1.728 

	

n - 14 	R • 0.8' 	B • 0.429 

hers 	in the indicator coefficient for digubatitut.d and 

ia000spouzida. 

For aniline derivative, the following equation was calcu-

lat.dt 

g IM • 2.974 Ig P - 2.070 . 6' - 0.234 	eR + 0.962 

- 3.141 3 - 5.122 

	

1I 	11.0.973 	8.0.373 

where J, i the indicator coefficient for aniline CR3  - den-

vetivee. 

It proved i.poaatble to aecertain the interrelation bet-

ween the UND of aliphatic and cyclic hydrocarbona and their 

chenical atructure, evidently because of the insufficient num-

ber or eubetancea taken for analyeie. 
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The obtained equations expressing the dependence of ILND 

on the physico-chesical constant a had the following statiatical 

parameterst correlation coefficients 0.85-0.973, scan ration 

between theoretical and axp'riseuta]. values 2 .3-3.8 and only 
for one out of the 98 substances the MND tbeoretioal/tprD exp.-

riiiantal ratio was equal to 12. 

To increase the information conVent of the sathemajoal 

model used in our investigations the combined Hansoh - tree - 

Wilson method was used, which made it possible to calculate 
the toxicity parameters of substances with a higher accuracy 

than that of Hanach's olasical method. 

It should be noted that even for the same group of chemi-
cal co*pounde the equations characterizing chronic and acute 
toxicity are different. This may be explained by the action 

raeohanisa of a substance for a single ad.iniatratjon 1ff feting 

fro* that for a chronic intake by the organism, The poasibi Ltty 
of considerable differencei in the onures of acute and chxoni 
intoxications was pointed out by K.A. Lazerey an far back as 

1938. That is iy at the present stage of inquiring into the 
"structure - activity-" problem it should be regarded as Justi-
fied to elaborate the calcuiatipn methods oaly as applied to 

individual groups of chemical compounds with a similar struc-

tu.re. 

THE R]8ULrS OF ACU '1CPWRXNTS USED TO PR)ICT  THE CHRONIC 
TOXICII'T OP SUBSTANCES 

In the dove lopment of the thory and prctiee of e4Je.. 

tag the acute effect of subetoncee remilttazg from their pco-

longed intake by the organism in snail doses, investigators 

have repeatedly resorted to acute experiments on animals. 

16-2 
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Indeed, a single administration of substances in large doses 

lethal for animals does not bake much time and resources but 

gives one a sufficient].y clear idea of the nature and intensity 

of the substance's toxic action. The median lethal doses, TTh 50, 

obtained from such experiments, serve as reliable boxicornetric 

parameters that can easilj be used in calculations for a ten-

tative assessment of chronic toxicity levels for different sub-

etaI1CSB. Several attempts have been made at ascertaining the 

mathematical dependences between the maximum non-effective doe 

(MffD) of a chronic test, or directJy the MPC, according to the 

toxicological indication of harmfulness, and the DL values 

for eubtences studied by epecialicts in the field of water 

hygiene /8.D. Zaugol'riikov et al., 1978;  G.N. Krasovsky et al., 

1979/. We, in particular, previously proposed the folloedn 

equat1on to calculate MND from DL5& 

lg M!D = 0,88 ig PL - 3. 54 

n M 260 	r = 0.529 	s=1.061 

The results proved to be both reassuring, since they mdi-

ated the existence of a Correlation between the acute and 

chronic toxicity indices of substances, and disappointing, since 

the ascertained correlation proved to be poorly pronounced, and 

the equations derived from it produced a considerable error and 

did not allow a reliable determination of the M1TD value. The 

insufficient accuracy of equations used to calculate MD from 

DL may be due to the fact that median lethal doses take care 

of only one aspect of the substance's action - its toxicity, 

iile chronic action includes not only toxicity but also the 

cumulative action of chenical compounds. enoe, the uiisetisfac-

tory eccuracy and practical inapsliccbility of such equations 
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in calculating Mlt) for high-molecular compounds, lb ensure 

greater accuracy provided by equations it is necessary to 

introduce a component accounting for the cumulative action of 

substances. Information on the degree of a substance's cuwki-

lative action can be obtained from the acute test itself. 

For instance, B.M. Slatabsky /19?41 proposed to use to this end 

the median lethal time of animals in an acute test. The pre-

requisites for using a time parameter to assess cumulative 

properties are provided by the observations made by experi-

menters-toxicologists over many ysersi as a rule, the later 

animals the after the administration of lethal doses of a sub-

stance, the more pronounced are its cumulative properties. 

For example, after a single administration of highly cumulative 

m.erci.c'y in doses close to DI 	animals die 7-10 days later, 

i.e. after the interval necessary for a specific lesion of 

renal tissue, the so-called "corrosive sublimate of the kid-

ney". Under the eUect  of lethal dcses of weakly cumulative 

organophoephorus compounds, e.g., sethylacetophos, the ani-

asia the within the first day of intoxication. It remained 

uric lear, howe ver, 'ahab the best way to characterize the time 

parameter was and how to calculate the median lethal time for 

animals in an acute test. The classical method of determining 

the median lethal time of animals using probit-analysia 

'M.L. Belenlky, 1963/ gives the value of the median lethal 

time only for one of thu administered doses close to DL. 

In this case the information carried by the acute test is not 

completely utilized as no account is taken of the varia-

tions of the time parameter, caused by the individimal sensi-

tivfty of animals to the substance in question. 
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ibis caused the need for our own method to be elaborated 

for determining the median lethal time of animals, which was 

done as follows. As the starting point the table of frequency 

of animal deaths in an acute teat kr days and hours of obser-

vation was taken. From its data we calculated the median lethal 

time for each administered dose, taking into account the varia-

tions in the lethal times associated with the individual sen- 

sitivity of animals or their resistance to the substance studied. 

The calcule ted median lethal time values for each of the admi-

nistered doses of a substance are plotted in a double logarith-

mic scale and then approximated by a straight line. From the 

point on the etra.tgbt line, corresponding to DL, a perpen- 

d.toular is dropped onto the i-axle, and the value of TL- 50 
the median lethal time resulting from the median lethal dose 

is determinqd. For example, the results of an acute teat on 

white rats with 2,3,6-trioblorotoluene are an follows (Table 1). 

The me&tan lethal time of an.ipaals for each of the administered 

doses I. calculated by  multiplying the number of animals by the 

corresponding lethal time, followed by summing up the obtained 

valuea and dividing the sun by the number of animals that died 

from the given dose of a substance. The ?L values and the doses 

tested in the experiment are then plotted (Pig. 1) and approxi-

mated with a etraight line. From the point on the straight 

line, corresponding to DLV,, a perpendicular is dropped onto 

the X-smis. The point obtained in the sought TL  equal to50 
56 hours. 

The method recommended makes it possible to determine 

1'1 with the fullest possible utilization of the acute test 

data, The TL  value is an integral Index and takes into account50 
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Table 1 

Data of an acute best on white rate aith 2,316—triohloro-' 
toluez 

Doses, 	Lethal time, houis 
Medi8n lethal time for gig/kg 	

- % 

number of dsad animals 	 50 

6000 	5 1 	 (24x5+48x1)s628 

5500 	2 2 	 (24x2 + 48z2) z 4 w 36 

500) 	1 1 1 	 (24+48+72)1348 

4500 	 1 1 	 02 + 96) i 2 a 811 

4000 	 1 1 	(96 + 120) 1 2 108 

3000 	 1 	1441 11114 

	

- 	 6000 	 M150 *480Omg/k 

CY 
,o00 

'4000 

43 

m 

0 3000  

	

30 	50 	70 
LT 90 
	150 

o  
4' .4 

	

.LI1 	 lethal time of animals (hour.) 

Fig. 1. Determination of Pt50  from the lethal doses vs. 

animals' Lethal tides plot 
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the biLlie paraiseter variations associ,ited with animals' indivi-

dual (higher or lower) sensitivity to the action of a substance 

administered in doses lower or hiier than the median lethal 

dose. 

A method of the quantitative determination of TL can
50 

be used for evaluating the informative significance of this 

parameter as the one characterizing the cumulative properties 

of a substance. For this purpose 34 substances have been se-

lected in accordance with the following criteria ( -i) availa-

bility of the MND of a chronic beet for white rats; (2) aval-

lability of the DL for white rats; (3) lethal time of animals
50  

in an acute teat, registered precisely by days or hours. The 

median lethal time of animals, TL50 , was deteriulned using the 

elaborated graphical method of calculation. The data were ana-

lyzed on en "ES-1033" computer. The correlations between M1flD, 

the DL/MNI) ratio, proposed as a parameter characterizing the 

cumulative properties of a substance /G.N. Kraaovsky et al., 

19761 and TL, )  were evaluated and the correspoading correla-

tion coefficients (R),regression equations, mean errors of re-

gression equations (B) were cm1culated. The logarithms of MN!) 

mg/kg, DL ag/kg, 
7L50 
 hours and DL50 were used in cal-

culations. Since the first analysis of the initial data show- 

ed that some substances (chlorine derivatives, phenols, ben-

sane derivatives) differ from the others in the degree of their 

cumulative properties manifestation (the DL/1Nfl ratio), in-

dicator doefficients were introduced into the equations, equal 

t, I for the above chemical compounds and to 0 for all the 

other substances. 
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As a result of the investigations the following regreesion 

equation has been numerically solved 

ig DL50/WTh = 1.935 ig TL + 0.61 J - 1.203 ja - 1.388 J3 + 
+ 1.608 

n=34 	R=O.882 	80.472 

.h.re 1 1-3 are the indicator coefficients for the following 

compowid8 

- aUphatic hydrocarbons with 2 Or more chlorine 

atone in the uioleCulCi 

-2 - 

13 - nibro. and hydroperoxide compounds of benzene; 

a is the number of substances. 

A h1I correlation coefficient of equation I indicates 

that there is a clear-cut interrelation between the degree of 

the cumulative action of substances and the values of enimals 

ceedian lethal times. The mean rstio between the theoretical and 

experimental values is 3; only for one substance 1  cnethackiloro- 

iooyaflte, it is 11. 

Fo predict the chronic toxicity of substances from the re-

suits of noute tests the following equation was derivedt 

ig MND = -1.936 19 iir 	1.074 Ig DL - 0.566 	198 12 l 

1.383 I j
-  1.901 

34 	R = 0.925 	S 

where i-3 are indicator coefficients oimiLar to j 	 In •I- 
1-3 

tlon 1. 

the meen ratio between theoretical end experimental vaLiie 

of RIND determined by Eq. 2 is 2.9; only for a mall number 

o ocbstmc 	it ranges between J  and 6. Fox metachioroiso- 

I?- I 
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cysnabe the ratio is equal to 10.7 0  which may be die to the 
fact that structural specific features were ignored when the 

equations were derived,becauee there were no compounds of a  si-
ailar chemical structure among the mibstancea taken for the ama- 

lysi B. 

Simultaneous use of I)I, (taking care of the first conpo-
nent of obromic effect - toxicity) and LT, characterizing the 

cumulative action of substances, i.e. the second component of 

ohrceiic effect, permits the MND value to be calculated with 

sufficient accuracy. In this Ones indicator coefficients are 

very useful as they help inolude the specific features of the 

cumulative effect of some chemical compoundain the equation. 

The equations for predicting MN!) of a chronic teat from 

and LT values, as well as UL/MND ratios with respect50  
to LT can be recommended to be used for hygienic standardiza-

tion of substances in water. They are obtained in a short-

duration and not too laborious acute experiment yielding an 

accurate and reliable toxicometric parameter I/1. The accuracy 

of determining the median lethal time of animals depends 

entirely on how thoroughly the times of animal deaths in the 

experiment are registered by the experimenter. LT is easy
50  

to calculate and the information derived from this parameter is 

quite valuable since determination of LT5. seems to be the simp-

lest and rather an accurate method for assessing the cumulativt 

action of substances. 

Regrettably, in recent years researchera have not given - 

the time parameter in an acute experiment the attention it de-

serves. This makes it difficult and even inposible to use the 

results obtained for predicting the cunultive and c.ronio taxi- 
city of sbtances, 
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CAIUIrION M!TITODS FOR RXJULA1TNG 
CHEMICAL ANaJP1rn1C AIR POLluTANTS 

L. A. Tepikina 

1. Introduction 

In view of the 5teadily extending range of chemicai.e used 

in industry, agriculture, and at home, it is becocing import-

ant to speed up the evaluation of their toxicity and the so-

tablishment of tentative safe exposure levels. This has to be 

done in order to obviata the disproportion between the increas-

ing rnaber of new chemicals applied in industry and the real 

posatbiUties of studying and hygienically rating them. One of 

the most promising ways to rseolve the problem is to develop 

a mathematical method that pezte prediction of the safe con-

centration of air-borne pollutante on the basis of short-term 

txpericente and the We established for other environments 

(air of orking zone, inland waters) as well as from the phy-

sA-dIeIeical properties of the chemicals. 

its theoretical principles of applying calculation methods 

for predicting the toxicity of substances from theIr phymico-

chemical properties have been set forth by the prominent Soviet 

toxicologist N.Y. Lazarev Lii. 
In later years, Leningrad toxicologists have been systeen-

tically trying to elucidate the relationship between the mdi-

ostors of biological ictiviy of substances and their physico-. 

chemical properties 2, 31 
At present, a wealth of data are available concerning 

the calculation-based rating of hartnlul oubctaiices in working 
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zone sir (2,3. 4 ,5,6 ,7,8,9]. atmospheric sir, and inland eaters 

j1O, 11, 12, 13]. 

Most of the calculation methods rely upoira common prin-

ciple, sanely, finding correlations between the entablishel 

values specified in hygienic staMarde and various phynico-

chemical and biologica]. parameters. The calculation methods of 

rating quinteseentialize years of practical experience in hy-

gienic standardization. Naturally, calculation methods are not 

an adequate substitute for experiuntal substantiation of MACB, 

especiall.y as regerds eubstnces exhibiting specific and remote 

effects (allergenic, embryological, mutagenic, etc.). 

Thus, the calculation method-a for establishing hygienic 

rates may be classified as 1ollowe 

establishment of safe exposure levels based on toxico-

metric parameters and found- in short-term experiments; 

rating based on the MACs established for other environ-

mental conditions.; 

rating based- on the pbysoo-che.ical characteristics of 

che!ajcals. 

2. Methods of Finding Appropriate Foraulas for Calculating 
Certain lbxicometric Parameters of Harmful Substances 

The current iy existing methods of ca]culaUng the fSL 

of harmful substances are based on a correlation betwei their 

toxicity parameters, noneffective concentrations (MAC), and- - 

physino-chemical properties. Here, a logarithmic form of corre-

lat ion between the resultant and factorial Indicators, such as 

Log p = a0  + a1  log x 

or 	log p = so 
a 

+ 
a1 Log x1 
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is primarily used in the case of a sultiple correlation, wbl.ch, 
according to some researchers, is reasonable in view of "the 

logarithmic dependence of the effect of poisons on their dosa-

gee or concentrations". 

Another reason why the use of logarithmic correlation 

formulae has been successful may be the usual consequence of 

"rectification" of any curve representing the nonlinear rela-

tion between resultant and factorial indicators In the logarith-

inic space. 

In this case, the correlation coefficient (1) will increase 

as the relat&onhip of interest approaches a power function, 

often reaching high value. Ho'vever, since no studies have been 

conducted, to the best of our knowledge, with a view to find 

an optimal oorrelation, it is still questionable whether the 

logrithsic for's is the best for a given pair of, indicators. 

In the litratura, one can find some instances where other 

correlation forsules are used, altboui nothing is said about 

their advantages over the alternatives. For example, Th.S.Ka-

gas recommends the following formula for pesticides: 

y = a0  + a 1x 

which is essentially a linear regression equation. 

This is to say that taking the logarithm of the parameters 

to derive the desired fora of correlation is not a universal 

eolution and that each individual case requires proof that the 

forsula chosen for calculating the TSL is the best among 

the examined ones. Therefore, our work [iii-] has involved, 

primarily, development of a wtbod for selecting the best 

formula and the algorithm for handling the numerous routine 

operations inevitable in this proceos. 
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While determining the appropriate form of correlation be-

tween sequences of empirical data (in our case this role will 

be performed by given values of toxicometric indicators of the 

substances), the following equations are usually considered in 

viaw of their uses straight line; exponential, poser and semi-

logarithmic function, hyperbola, parabola, etc. To stand8rdize 

the process of determining the coefficients of the Vquations 

the initial data are transformed in such a may that each parti-

cular equation acquires a form of a linear regression model 

15,16,171 . In this case, we somehow enlarge the list of for-

Eaulas (to ten) due to the transforcimtion applicable to all as-

quencee of data considered herein (Table 1). 

Selection of the best form of correlation mong the examin-

ed Ones is far from being simple due to certain peculiarities 

of the initial data whith essentially affect the validity of 

the dispersion esimates the most f portent of which are the 

followingi inhocuogeneous distribution of the indicator values 

within the area under examination (Btratifioetion), ambiguity 

among the values of the indicator taken as a dependent vari-

able (resultant) with respect to the definite value of the in-

dependent variable (factorial), etc. {iS]. The traditional ins-

thod of "deleting" suitable values of toxicometric indicators 

and VACs of the substances from the initial list of data was 

found to be incorrect, 	r such an approach cannot be consider- 

ed objective, even though the selection criteria were previous-. 

ly  formulated, and, therefore, it can lead, in principle, to 

the establishment of selection of any correlation given a 

priori. For this reason, according to the method recommended 

herein, the criterion for selection is based on the comparison 
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Thble 1.  !L'y.s of Correlation ?ormulaa 

Rlenentary function Reduced (rectified) form of 
eleuientary function 

1. Straigilt line 7 	j3 0  + 	J3 1x 
y=a0 +a1 x aj 

2 zponentia1 function log y 	+  filx 
yao +a 1oga0 j 0 	1oga 1 j 1  

 Senilogaritbaic runotion y 	 + J~ i log x 

y=a0 +a1 logx a 1 i 

 Po*.r function bog Y 	JO 	 Log x 

loga0 =J 0 	11=fi1 

5 Parabola 7 = Po 	+ 

y.a0+a1x+a2x2 J0 	a,2J 0  3 1 	a2 f 

6. and its y = J30  + J31vr; 

7 = a, + a 1 yi' a, 	fl0 	= fil 

'varietiee 

y=a0 +a1 x +a2  

typerbola 

7 z .-; ;- - 

and Its 

y = a, + a 

rietiee 

x 
% + a 1 x  

V? J02  + J1 V 
% 	J0 	11.1  = 2J() J.1 a2 	P 

+ j3 1x 

so  = Jo 	a =J 

y = Yo + 

a0  =P
O a 1  = 

1 	J 	1 i- 	lx 

a0 	a l  =.f1 
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of the total number of validity evaluations of the formulas 

given in Thble 1, that is, the estimation of the wot resultant 

(as regards the standard deviation criterion, 	 min  - root- 

mean-square deviation of calculated indicators from the initial 

ones in the normal, untransformed space) and the most reli-

able (using Fisher's F - criterion) mathematical model. A 

additional evaluation, one can consider the correlation coeffi- 

cient (R and its estimation from 5tudent' 	and the error 

involved in determination of the regression coefficient ( A b), 

As a rule, these estimates undergo simultaneous changes. In 

other words, the uiaxinnini correlation corresponds to the best 

estimates. Howevur, certain distortion of the arrelation es-

timate is observed in a number of cases. Thus, for example, 

the maximum correlation corresponds to such a form of corre-

lation which doss not have the maximum estimates with respect 

to 31)- and F-criteria. This can be attributed to both the 

above-described peculiarities of the initial data and the ef-

fect of the calculation scheme, name]yi calculation of the 

formula coefficients is based on attainment of the SDin - 

criterion to transform the calculated data from the experi-

mental, initial ones, while the validity of the mathematical 

model thus oht'ined is evoluated by comparing the initial and 

calculated values of the indicators. In this case, the model 

usiDr, the SOmj_ criterion should be preferabLy selected, for 

we primarily are interested in attaining the least deviation 

of the calculated data from the initial ones. In more cotaplicat-

ed cees of deviation, which at the same time are less frequ-. 

i ent, a non-forual selection based on the same practical prim-

Iple is 1sr riblr. 

ll 
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Lfl view of the above, the following procecture for select-

ing the sepirical formula can be stated 

For each type of transfornation, calculate the coeffi-

dents a and b of the fox'cmulas, determine correlation coeffi-

cients fl, the value of Student's TR- criterion for estimation 

of R,  Ab - evaluation of the error involved in determination 

of the coefficient Ab. 

Detex'iaine the calculated values of the resultant mdi-

cators according to each for.ula. 

3• Determine the the values of SD and Fisher's F-criterion 

according to the calculated and initial resultant data. 
.. Wake sure that the optisal formula has been selected 

with reference to the .inimua SD in the sequence obtained. 

As a rule, numerous calculations required by this method 

exclude any manual operations. Therefore, a special progrwame 

using Fortran language was elaborated to provide the necessary 

data for speedy and efficient selection of the formula which 

can be the best ameng the listed ones. If necessary, the list 

of formulas given in Pable I man be expanded in case of appro-

priate modification of the programme. There is no need to ab-

solutize any data found with the aid of the above-described 

method. These data can be correlated if the initial parameters 

are added. The programme can be repeatedly eppued for efficient 

examination. 

The method and the prograimne were used for determining 

the correlation between certain toxicometric parameters and 

MACn in various environments as well as for establishing the 

calculation formulas for the TSEL of atmospheric air pollutants 

on the basis of MACWE  depending on the hazard class of the sub- 
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stence (Table 2). 

Table 2. Results of Establishing a Correlation Between MACad  
(average daily) and MAC (in the air of the working 
zone) for Substances of Haaard ClasS 2 (n = 56) 

Correlatton 
type 

For- Coefficients 
Kula 
t)5 	a 	b 

R SD F 

y - 	i 1 -0.0:35 0.0603 0.7.23 7.68 0.211 59.1 plO.001 

logy - 	x 2 -1.990 0.1000 0.508 4.33 0.204 29.1 p.0.001 

y- 1 09 x 3 0.14 0.215 0.426 3.46 0.276 12.0 p0.01 

log y-log x 4 -1,730  0.456 0.380 3.04 0.308 3.22 p < 0.1 

- x 5 0.087 0.045 0.677 6.76 0.201 29.8 p<O.00i 

y - 6 -0.132 0.197 0.590 5.37 0.246 28.9 p<.O.00I 

i/ 	- 7 0.015 0.155  0.589 5.36 0.250 8.37 p<o.00i 

Table 2 shows that with respect to the total aznt of es-

tinstes the priority should be given to formulae 5,2,1; the 10-

garttiio fora of correlation was found to be lees precise as 

regards the tID criterion. 

The results of the seerch for the calculation forau.las of 

TSL have convincingly shown that at the present level of our 

knowledge concerning the toxicity of chesicals we cannot con-

sider one or another forn of correlation between such and such 

tocicouitric indicators to be optimal. This caris that in each 

specific care we should select such a formula which can be con-

sidercI the best approciaition to the unknown correlation be-

tweert ;he indicators under eanination. 
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J. Methods of Establishing Tentative Safe Exposure 
Leiels of Atmospheric Air Pollutants 

The tentative safe exposure lavel (TSEL) is a provisional 

hygienic state standard specifying the maximum allowable con-

centrations of a pollutant in atmospheric air. 

The TSL is a parameter used in preventive sanitary inspec-

tion for timely identification of the requirements to the health 

protecting proo.duies to be carried out as well as for debermj.a-

ing maximum allowable emissions (MAE) into the atmosphere by 

industrial enterprises. 

The TSJ are determined by calculations based uponi toxico-

metric parameters of substances and MACs in other environments ;  

physico-ohemical conatente. 

towever, if no toxicity data are available, the TSEL Cannot 

berecouimended after calculations based only on the physico-

chemical parameters of a substance. In this case, reference 

&hould be made to the toxicity of compounds with similar physico-

chernioal 'nd biological properties. 

The T8L cannot be established for substances exhibiting 

a potential hazard of remote effects (carcinogenic, mutagenic, 

embryo- and genodntoxic, etc.) if the toxinometric paraweters 

and MACs in other environments have been defined without account 

for these effects. 

3.1. Prediction of TSEL from Toxicometric Paranieters 
and MACs in Other Environments 

Equations have been derived for rating pollutants in at-

wosphez'ic air, based on a correlation between the short-tine 

IUC (MAC5t),  average daily MAC (MACad)  and some parameters of 

reflex and toxic effects of substances. Yu.A. 1rotcv 227has 
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established a correlation between MAO and olfactory threshold 

or threshold of action on the bioelectrio activity of the brains 

log MACSt = 0.96 log x - 0.51 	(3.1) 

where xi is the olfactory threshold (uig/is 3); 

log MAO 	= 0.93 lOg X2  - 0.45 	(3.2) 

where x2  is the threshold of vjsua]. sensation (mg/a3 ); 

log MAC 51  = 0.97 log x3  - 0.23, 	 (3.3) 
where x3  is the threshold of bioeleotrio activity of the tsain. 

Tu.A. Krotov [22] has also proposed a foraula for calcu].at-

ing the average daily MAC fron average lethal concentrations 

(LO 	in uig/liter)
50  

log MACad = 0.58 log LC - 1.6 	(3.4) 

at n = 59, R 0.68, and SV  0.68. 

M.M. Kochanov and co-workers {2] have established a rather 

close correlation between MACad and average lethal doses (LD 50 

with ingestion of g/kg of the substance) and concentrations 

(W50 , mg/lite.r)i 

log MACad  -0.7 + 1.7 log W50  - 0.8 log LD50 	(3.5) 

Most of the calculation formulas have been derived through 

the establishment of correlations between MACs in atncspheric 

air and in the air of the working zonewa 
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Table 3.1. Calculations Fortaulas and their Statistia1 
stiaates 

ouroe, 	Foraula 	n 	R year 

Y..I.ynu 	log MAGad  w -2.16+0.68 log KAO 	 30 	0.69wZ  at al. [ 2419 	 (3.6) 
1969 

A.O.Loyt at al., 
25], 1971 	log MAC 	-2.0+0.86 log MAC 	0 	0.65 ad 	Wa 	

(37) 

Tu. LKrotov 
1 22 1, 1975 	log MAC &d -17762 log MAC Wa 	75 	0.70 

V.0. Ashke- 
nazy at al., 
261, 1977 	log MACad = -1.74+0.53 log MACWZ 	89 	0.61 

It can be seen that the Loraulas are closely ainilar and 

the coefficients of the equations differ within the error of 

bheir determination. 

We 271 have also established a correlation and derived 

correlation £oxaulam for We in various environments. In par-

bloular, the foLlowing forisulas can be recosmended for atmos-

pheric air 

TSMLt (mg) - (0.110 - 0.0654 /j)2 	(3.10) 

at n = 117, R = 0.76, SD 	2.31, F = 76.1, and p<0.00I. 

TSTLt (mg/a3 ) - 0.0351 - 0.827 MACt r 	(3.11) 

at n = 81, R = 0.71, SD 	1.16, F = 6 1.3, and p ( 0.0001. 

Analysis of the general correletion between MACatm  and 

MACWa reveals a striking difference between the extreme number 

in the series, reaching several orders of magnitude. For exan1, 

MACWa of dichlorofluoromnethane, hazard cloo 	, ir 3000 m/m, 
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while MACad  of beneopyrene, hazard. class 1, is 0.1 1ig/i0O .3. 

Therefore, since any aathectatical foraula (fo'reulas 3.1 and 

3.10-3.11) permits calculating the average data in a series, 

the T3HL calculated using all the above foniulas may be over-

estimated for substazes of hazard class I and underestimated 

for those of hazard class 4. 

The following formulas may be recoended for calculating 

the TSHL of pollutants in at.ospberic air [14] 

Hazard class  

log TSELata  -0.641 + 1.35 log MAC CZ 	(3.12) 

at n = 14, H = 0.91, SD = 0.01, P = 9.2, and p (0.05. 

Hazard class 2 

TS!La = (0.097 + 0.0445 MAC,,) 2 	(3,13) 

at a = 56, R = 0.68, SD = 0.201, F = 29.8, and p ( 0.001, 

or log TSELata -1.99 + 0.1 MA0,, 	(3.14) 

at a = 56. In this formula, at the same SI) and at F = 29.1, 

the correlation factor Is lower (Ii = 0.51). 

ilazard class 3 

Here, the correlation between the parameters of interest 

was found to be below average (H = 0.39) with statistical esti-

sates of low reliability because of data stratification. For 

this reason, the forraula cannot be recoasended. 

Hazard class 4 

TSHata = (0.112 + 0. 0649VMAC5) 2  JJ 	 (3.15) 

at n = 21, H = 0.71, SD = 5.66, F = 17.3, and p ( 0.01. 

It is known that the most exact reliable equations are 

those derived for groups of chemical couipounda with similar 

phys±co-chernicel prorerties and lzLological activity. We 27,28 
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have derived formulas for gom groups of chemical compounds 

as we ll. 

For pldehdes and ketonea 

TSK~Itm  a 0.0189 + 0.00165 MAC,,  

at n = 8, R = 0.96, SD = 0.037, F = 68.0, and p <0.001. 

TSLa - -0.078 - 0.000033 LD50 	 (3.17) 

at n = 7, R = 0.59, SD = 0.065, F 18.7, p<0.05, and 

LD50> 250 mg/kg. 

log TSLatm = -2.14 + 0.00015 LD50  

at a = 7, B = 0.61, 6!) a 0.075, F = 7.48, p s0.05,  and 

LD5()  >250  mg/kg. 

log TSBL8 	= -2.34 + 0.0000132 LC50 (mg/rn 3 ) (3.19) 

at n = 7, R  0.92, SD = 0.04, F = 28.7, and p < 0 .05. 

For aromatic hydrocarbons of the benzene series: 

log TSLatm  -1.88 + 0.22 LC
50 
 (mg/liter) 	(3.20) 

at a = 17, B a 0.6, SD = 0.144, F = 2.32, and p < 0 ,05. 

log TSr atm  -1.74 + 0.625 log L050 (gfkg) 	(3.21) 

at n = 24, 2 = 0.6, SD = 0.124, F = 2.31, and p < 0.05. 

TSELtm = (0.122 + 0.00588 MAC WZ) 2 	(3.22) 

at a = 26, 2 = 0.66, SD = 0.098, F = 8.98, and pKO.001. 

For metals: 

TSELatm = -0.00036 + 0.0000159 LD
50 
 (mg/kg) 	(3.23) 

at a = 11, 	= 0.79, SD = 0.01, F = 14.5, and PKO.05. 
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8atm = 0.00104 + 0.00327 IWD (ag/kg) 	(3.24) 

at n 

	

	ii, R = 0.99, SD = 0.0025, F = 337, and p <0.001. 

For inorganic vpoura. gases
, 
 and aez,osols 

TSILt = (0.162 + 0.127 -  v-  LC 	 (ag/lite0 2 	(3.25)
50  

at a = 12, 5 	0.6, Si) = 0.4, F = 3.59, and p<O.05. 

= (0.07 + 0.017 Lia0a) 2 	(3.26) 

at a = 12, 5 = 0.7, SD = 0.368, F = 14.91, end pc 0.05. 
TSELt = (0.112 t 0.0268 MA0 5) 2 	(3.27) 

at n = 19, 5 = 0.7, SD = 0.27, F = 5.83, and  pKO.05. 

For orgnophosphorus pesticidest 

log TSEIJatm  = -1.79 • 0.693 log MACWZ 	(3.28) 

at a = 8, R = 0.54, SD = 0.006, F = 2.58, and p .. 0.05. 

TSELatM = 0.00249 + 0.0125ii 	 (3.29) 
at a = 9, 5 = 0.79, SD = 0.003, F =10.5, and p < 0.05. 

3.2. Calculation of TSB1. Dased on Phaico-Cheajoa1 
Properties 

For predicting the TSL of atmospheric air pollutants, 

ample physico-chemical constants (boiling point, molecular 

weit, density, vapour pressure, etc.) are used. 

Proceedthg from analysis of the correlation between short-

titne MACs of 25 benene derivatives and their molecular weight, 

1. ;. Andreyeahcheva 20] has recocmnended a formula for cal-

cuiatin he TSEL,t  of organic substances with molecular weights 

ranginC from 32 to 330 
jo y 	-3 lo x +14.75 	 (3.30) 

at n 	25, H = 0.937, and 	0.024, where log y is the
xy 

I9 I 



TSELat  in ag/in of the organic substance, and x is the molecular 

weight (MW). The following coefficients (K) suet be used in the 

cab ulations: 

K = 1.0 for MW from 17.0 to 199.9 9  
K = +2.0 for MW from 200.0 to 264.9, 

K = +3.0 for MW from 265 and above (up to 330), 

K = -1.0 for MW from 70.0 to 44.9 1  

K = -3.0 for MW from 45.0 to 32.0. 

N.G. Andreysahoheva has also proposed a formula for calcu-

lating the P8L, from the boiling point (b.p.), of substances 

with boiling points ranging from 20 to 3150C: 

log y a -5.6  log x +11.2 	 (3.31) 

at n = 25, Ii - 0.978, and S - 0.011, where log y is the
37 

of the organic substance (/m3) and x is its b.p. in 

00  at 760 mm Hg. 

flte following coefficients are involved in the calculation 

of log yi 

K a +1 at b.p. 27000, 
K a -1 at b.p. from 770C, 

K = -2 at b.p. from 60 0C, 

K = - 3 at b.p. from 480C, 

K = - at b.p. from 350C and below. 

N.G. Lndreyeahcheva has also recommended forraulas for cal-

culating the PSL of benzene deriatives from the saturated 

vapour density at 20 00, refraction index, molecular refraction 

and density. 

In recent years, prediction of toxicoinetric parameters has 

been based on, along with the usual physico-cheutical constants, 
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calculated parameters of the electron. etructure of eLeoules 

(energy levels, atomic charges, bond orders, etc.), an well as 

the physico-cheinical properties Cloaelr associated with the che-

mical structure of molecules (dipole moment?;(5 , the sum 

of Hasmett' a 
5I 
 -constants 	d. , the eucs of nuclear quad.rupole 

resonance (NR) increments; etc.). 

M.L. Kraeovitmkeya and co-workera [21] have found a close 

correlation between the above properties of bronobenzene p0-

lysubstituents and acute toxicity indicators (average lethal 

doses gt ingestion - LD) and intraperioneal admini8tratinn  

(LD50jp ) The investigators have shown that the predicted 

parameters differed from the experimental onee by a factor of 

1.3-1.5. 

This approach can be used for predicting toxicity and 

hazard of newly synthesized chemicals as well an safe exposure 

levela with the aid of the known formulas including acute 

toxicity parameter6. 

In conclusion, we should like to emphasize again that the 

equations employed for establishing tentative safe exposure 

levels must be derived with due aocount of the biological aspects 

of the phenomenon under investigation. Therefore, formulae based 

on the toxicometrio parameters and MACE of chemicals should be 

used in the first place. Equations based on physicochemiCal 

properties may serve 80 a reference in determining the toxicity 

and hazard of the synthesized compounds. 

cc 

Co 
CD 
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KNVIR0NBTAL POLVJTION AZW 0RQAI8 OP AQUATIC 

BIOCOILMUNITIES 

O.P.Pilenko 

cotoxioology involvea a broad range of independent eaten-

tifia problema. Prominent among them is reaearch concerned 

with the coneequencea of water pollution. The effect of toxio 

pollution on aquatic organlenae and water ayatena is atudied by 

aquatic toxiooio 	j7j with a view to drawing up reconmendatilrie 

for their coneervation and/or management. 

On the nasete aide, man can pollute water bodlea apecial-

j to control noxloua hydrobiont apeciaa. The llabjJ.itjea in-

clude: 

- the iomediate threat to human health or well-beIng pc-

aed by direct deterioration of water quality; 

- reduced production potential of water bodtea 

- downgraded quality of commercial. organiameç 

- aecondary deterioration or water quality as a rewult of 

diaruption of eelf-purificatIon nyaterne of water bodina and 

the natural traneport pathwaye of eubatancee. 

Plenty of data illustrating the scope and ecale of hydroe-

pheric pollution are Cited in the literature. Around 40,000 

aubetancee are being used today acrose the world. Yet, only 

a few of them are manufactured in large quantittee. It is 

estimated that the annual output of 1500 chemical producta 

in 500 tone, that of 100 products in 5000 tone and of 50 

products 1,000,000 tone t 11. 
cc 	Introduction of pollutants originating from rocks and 

authi pogenI aourcea in the cause of primary p01 1.UtIrn. The 
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major sources of anthropogenio pollution include (in decreasing 

order of importence) mining, domestic effluents, power indus-

try, chemical, petrochemical and gas industries, metallurgy, 

etc. 

Ecological d.isturbancen linked with ancecaloua reproduc-

tion of some hydrobiont groups cause the built-up of the pro-

ducts of their vita], activities and subsequently the secon-

dary pollution of water bodies. 

Under the impact of physical and chemical factors and 

live organisms substances entering a water body are usually 

subjected to various transformatiOns. 

The concentration of a substance in water is expressed in 

mg/l andjig/l, and in bottom sediments and organi ems - in mg/ 

kg end Jcg/kg. In addition, researchers abroad express concen-

trations in 5parte per million 5  (ppm) or 5parts per billion' 
(ppb). 

$ubstsncee may enter a bydrobiont via its respiratory 

and digedtion organs and through bodily covers. The uptake 

intensity depends on the substance' a solubility in water and 

in fats and on its affinity to the biosubstrate molecules. 

Upon penetrating the external barriers the substance passes 

into the blood and tissue fluids and spreads across the tis-

sue. The capability of a substance for deposition in tissues 

may be quantified by several coefficients. Of these, the coe-

fficient of concetration or accumu! Ation (Kc or Ka) repre-

sents the ratio of the subetance t  s quantity contained in the 

organimn or individual tissues to the concentration in water. 

The distribution coefficient is the raU of the substance' a 
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amount in tissues to its amount (concentration) in blood. Ores-

tar deposition of a substance in a particular tissue is contro-

lied by concentration selectivity. 

An ecologically important index is the coefficient of blo-

potentiation - the ratio of the substance' a emounta in the pre-

dator victiuni tissues. When the ratio exceeds I the substance 

is accumulated up the trophic chain. The property is usually a 
feature of lipophilic substances or those having affinity for 

some chemical groups of biomoleculea. Bio-potentiation is ha-

zardous both to ecosystems and humans consuming contaminated 

food. The rot as for a substanc& a travel and cwiversion in wa-

ter are exemplified with mercuty in Fig.l. 

In determining toxic concentrations causing a particular 

effect on hydrobionte, distinction is made between active con-

centrations (AG), effective concentrations (1C) or lethal con-

centrations (1.0). The impact level is defined as deviation of 

an index from that of the control ui per cent age tense; an de-

viation from the thiti3l number of individuals; or from the 

share of individuals In whom a specific effect is induced. The 

concentration effect varies over time. Consequently, when in-

dicating concentration values causing a certain effect, it is 

necessary to specify the period within which the effect mani-

fests itself. For this reason, the concentration causing the 

death of 50 per cent of organisms within 96 hours, for exp-

le, is written as 1.050  within 96 h or LC. 

The values commonly used to describe a substance' e toil-

city are LCo, LC25, 1.050,  and L1100. 
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Of the entire range of toxic egenta likely to enter water 

bodlea in effluente, waehoffe or atmoepheric fallout, aped-

al attention should be paid to oil products, heavy.metala, 

pesticides, and polychlorinated biphenylsl. 

The total amount of oil pollution in the world ocean Is 

estimated by various authors at 3.26 to 25 mIllion tone annually 

[2. ?or example, in the Torry Canyon accident alone in 1967 

119 thousand tons of 0.11 were spilled off the Cornwall voset. 

011 is a mixture of components which, upon entering water, 

beginge to degrade. The light fxaotiona become airborne while 

the heavy ones sbttle down to the bottom coveri.ug the ground 

and sedentary aquatic organiomo. The half-life of oil In sea 

water at 10 0C Ic about 1.5 month s  at 1-2000 about 20 days, 

and at 24-300C up to seven days L61. The soluble fractiono of 

oil include components poein.g aeriouc hazard to watCr Inhabi-

tents, such as 3,4.-benzo(a)pyrenes, benzanthracenee, etc. Sur-

iival of adult hydrobiotita may be uffocted by a fraction of 

docimala of mg/i. The number or commercial organisms Is seve-

rely reduced by oil slicke. The consequences of the Torry Cm-

nyon accident could be felt off the Cornwall' a coast for more 

than two years 1163. 
The application of surface - active agents to fight oil 

spills is ecologically harmful. The agents merely emulsify 

oil and Increase the watex'-aolubility of its fractions. Their 

use may prove particularly hazardous in land-locked seas and 

lakes. Smulsification deters v1til1tion of oil fractIons 

and jlowa dowr istozifleation. 
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High ratee of naturel water pollution by metale have can-

sad not only ecological disruptione, but slac human loesea 1 131. 
The primary biological hazard is posed by heavy matale (den-

sity over 5 g,Ain3 ) like mercury, copper, nickel, cobalt, lead, 

zinc, tin and cadmium. Given proper conditions, light metals, 

for ezemple, aluminum, may become highly toxic to hydrobionts. 

8ince metals proper cannot be destroyed by biogenic and abioge-

nic factors, their volatilization (mercury) or burial in the 

bottom sediments are viewed as a detoxifying process. 

The eolubi].ity and biological 1.mpsot of metals are affect-

ed by the presence in water of other ions and compleforming 

agente. The agents like hymic acida increase metal so]iibility 

and their accumulation by bydrobiouts. 

Higher temperaturea and oxygen &efioiency lower pH and 

water hardness increase metal toxicity. Metal deposition is 

greeteat in the kidneye, liver, be-  - tissue, apleen, and cer-

tain glands. Here, metals combine with the lipoprotein ztruo-

tura of membranes and the aulfbydryl groups of proteins. Cer'-

tain metals like cadmium may compound with proteins to form eo-

called metal thi.oneine*, with a molecular weight around 10,000. 

Metala impair behavioral reactions, fertility, and phyeiO-

logical functions of hydrobiouto. Some organic metal compounds 

are especially toxic. Prom the viewpoint of their toxisity for 

bydrobionts they can be reeented in the following zequencet 

Hg) Cd e Cu> Zn> P Co Cr) La) Mn a Fe ' Ba. 

qcide Mke a aizeable contribution to the overall 

toxic pollution of water bodies. About 1000 ohemicale of 10,000 

tade marks are currently produced in the world. Mnvironmental 
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parejetence of peatloidee and toxicity of their convereion pro-

ducte are the factore taken into conbideration in their dave-  

lopment and recommendatione for ue,. Organochioric and mercu-

ric compounda ehow the higieut build-up capability 'via trophic 

linke and environmental perai8tence. The DDT build-up capabili-

ty via links of the trophic chain may be illuetrated by the 

data for South Plorida/9/. The total DDT contente, i.e. total 

quantitiee of DD, DDD and DD (in 	weree 0.02 in water, 

7 in periphyton, $ in macrophytee, 16 in aedimente, 23 in cray-

fich, 352 in alligators, and 16,500 in egge of predatory birds. 

Pesticides interfere with the activity of enaymee, mem-

branous structures and permeability, particularly in 018 cells. 

£ temperature rise generally increases the toxicity of orga-

nophoephorue compoundS, endrin and toxaphene but reduoee the 

toxicity of DDT and metoxychior. This exmuple shows that there 

is no definite dependence of aubetancee' toxicity upon tempe-

rature. 

Ø.yohlorinated biDhanYle (I'OB) have,until recently, been 

widely Used in industry no dielectrics, braking fluids and 

plaeticisere. They are, in effect, mixtures of two-cyclic com-

pounds saturated to varying degrees by chlorine. These coispo-

unde proved quite persistent and capable of building up along 

the food chain. The POE built-up rateereach the va1ues of 

10-0. The PM concentrations in eanplee taken form the 

lisoongin River bacin (USA) were up to 56ju49/1 in effluents, 

61 mg/kg in bottom sediments and 90 mg/kg in fish fl2J. IPish 

fry had 4.6-8.8 mgfl POD on the 60th day. ?iah larvae 	are 

susceptible to 0.1 ag/i POE. 
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Apart from these principal groups, attention of toxicolo-

giete is presently drawn to synthetic surface-active eubetenoes, 

water chlorination products, waetee of certain chemical produo-

tion facilities, and radioactive eubetancee. 

3tudles of the combined action of several substances is a 

special research problem. In practice 1  the combined effect of 

ions of several substances manifeate itself normally more often 

than do the effects of individual substances. Possible combi-

nations of toxic effects include antagonism (mutually weakening 

effects), eynergism (the summary action is slightly weaker than 

the sum total of individual effects), add.itivity (the summary 

effect amounts the total of individual effects), and sensitiza-

tion (mutual potentiation of individual ion aotions)/5/. De-

pending on the ionic composition, various forms of interaction 

may reciprocally substitute for one another. 

Diagnosis of hydrobiont intoxications employs a variety 

of Indices. 

The relative value of theae Indices for survival of orge-

niame or commimitiee may be different. It is quite impractical 

to attach Identical importance to all credible changes in any 

functions. Considering this all indices may tentatively be 

divided into the main biological itidicee involving ouch pro-

perties as survival, growth, fertility and quality of progeny 

and secondary indices involving all other properties. The use-

fulness of secondary indices is eubect to their proven quali. 

tative or quantitative linkage with the main indices. The isp-

pact of a substance on characterizing the organism, a population 

21-I 
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a popuJ.ation or a community is the measure of its toxic action. 

As the notion and characteristics of a normal" state of an 

organism have not yet been determined, its state or the index 

value in a model experiment may be taken as a guide. Such in-

dices as modified gas exchange, growth rate and food intake 

are also important. These indices are reflected in some way 

or another in metabolism. Growth related metabolism is refer-

red to as plastic metabolism. It includes the growth and re-

newsl of tiesues and the dep3eition of reserve substances. 

Locomotion-related metabolism is referred to as energy 

exchange. The part of matter and energy that goes into the 

reproductive process is called reproducti vs metabolism. 

Unfavorable environmental factors effect primarily plas-

tic metabolism. The energy exchange may even increase in this 

case. Being dependent on plastic metabolism, reproductive meta-

bolism is eeily affected. When plastic metabolism is inhibit-

ed all the matter assimilated by an organism is expended to 

support its vital needs and functions. In most cases toxic 

exposure retarde growth, irrespective of higher food intake. 

?ormation of reproduction cells is inhibited. 11ltimately, it 

results in lower productivity and size diminution of a popula- 

tion. Impairment of plaetic metabolism may reduce the organism' a 

tolerance not merely to anthropogenic factors but also to na- - 

ture). exposures. 

Consequences of a disrupted biochemical process may cause 

structural or fUnctional impairments. Some of them are used 

as indices of a particular type of impact. Behaiioural and 
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reflex reactions are also affected in a rather conspicuous and 

tangible manner. 

Analysis of toxic effects on aquatic organism is compli-

cated by polymorphims in their development. In such cases, dif-

ferent growth stages have to be studied separately. On the 

whole, early development stages in bydrobionta are more sue-

ceptible to exposure. In fish, this sensitivity increases in 

the following sequences ad.ults - roe - fry. The relative tole-

rance of roe is attributed to its retarded metabolism and spe-

cific permeability. Phenol sensitivity, however, grows with 

age. In embryonal development, young and adult individuals go 

through sensitive or critical stages. 

Adaptation of hydrobionts to toxic pollution has to be 

discussed with special reference to the diversity of its mani-

festatiossi there are many ways in which organisms interact 

with their environment or respond to environmental changes. 

Adaptation is defined as an organism' a adjustment to exter-

nal stress producing factors in order to abate the stress. The 

chemical composition of the environment Is one of thae fac-

tors. An organism may adapt itself to a modified chemistry of 

the envoronment within a broad range of values, with the ex-

ception of environmental changes brought about by natural Ce-

lainities and certain anthropogenic impacts. 

Although the possibility of adaptation has been proved its 

mechanisms and effectiveness remain unexplored. Generally, 

incresaed resislonca of a population or of individuale to toxic 
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contamination involves a sacrifice of valuable properties of 

aquatic organisms, causing, for example, a drop in fertility or 

unit size of a population. We are 1  therefore, unable, for the 

time being to count on the ability of the biocenosas in the 

water bodies to adjust to environmental contamination. 

The ultimate goal of aquatic toxicology is to investigate 

the toxicological implications of pollution for aquatic commu-

nitise. It is the survival of aquatic communities through maintm-

ining good water quality and commercial preductivity of water 

bodies that mattere to man. 

Preservation of water quality is assured by almost all hyd-

robionts, yet the ma.jor burden of water bodieo.-aelf-purifica-

tion devolves upon groups of becteria,f'ungi,protozoa, algae, 

and filtratore - crustaceans and mollueca. 

In terms of productivity, the group of vegetative orga-

nisms (algae and higher aquatic plants) is singularly impor-

tant. Although some species in the group cause enough trouble 

by their developmental outbursts and floroecence, the group is 

nonetheless essential as a food source for all other hydrobi-

oat groups, notably heterotropha including feed and commer-

cial organisms. 

The various groups of aquatic organisms show well-establ-

ished nutritional or tx'ophic interrelations, representing a 

complex yet well-balanced system. Toxic agents are capable of 

causing a substantial restructuring o the ecosystem. 

Elimination of species or of their groups most sensitive 

to a particular exposure usually occurre as an initial step of 
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a biocenoaja trnaforatjon. hventually, these transformatione 

load to the degradation of aquatic ecosystems. 

Thus we sea that aquatic toxicology has to deal with to.-

xlc effects of a large number of pollutants on specific func-

tions of different aquatic species and on entire blo-conmuni-

ties. Such a wide spectrum of goals necessitates employment of 

a great variety of research techniques. The choice of a method 

depends on the index to be studied. 

Toxicity estimation may require employment of "instant" 

methods. One such technique is the "first teat" suggested an  

early as 1913 / 3/ adapted later for tether purposes(oJ. The 

test procedure is as follows: 

Six fish or 10 invertebrates are placed into a glasavess-

el with a solution of a toxic substance or diluted effluent. 

The frequency of solution replacement is dictated by the sub-

stance' s stability or volatility. Records are made of survival, 

lethal times for 50 and 25 per cent of the organisms and their 

behavior (air swallowing, movements, turning to one side or 

overturning). The invertebrates used are Daphnia, Cyclopide, 

and Oligochaete. The surveillance periods are 5,  10 and 20 

days. 

Results from acute experiments are only a source of data 

for estimating toxicity and forecasting possible effects of 

chronic exposures if a quantitative link between them is found. 

Credible inferences with regard to toxic effect can only be 

made on the basis of prolonged experiments with chronic expo-

sure to agents. 
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The chronic inveetigation procedure raquiree the use of 

eample organi.mna from different groupe of blo-coTnaunities at 

different development levels. The samples must be either pure 

cultures or thoae kept in the laboratory for two weeks before 

the experiment. The experiment involves several Concentrations 

or dilutione differing from one another by a factor of 5 or 10. 

The main procesees or groups of organisms under study are 

as followsi 

Self-purification. The overall activity of bacteria, 

fungi and protozoa Is estimated. The bottlea holding a toxic 

agent dissolved in 150 ml of river water at different concen-

tratione are kept at 200.  After, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 and 20 

days concentrations of 0 
2'  ammonia, nitrites and nitrates in 

the samples are measured. The difference between the initial 

oxygen concentration and any other eubeequent concentration 

is a measure of biological oxygen demand (BOB). Usually BOB on 

the fifth day (BOD5 ) is used as the Index. After filtration 

through filter No.2 direct count of cells is made according 

to the Razumov method. 

Primary output. Green algae are grown on TJepensky*  a 

•ed,ium (Chiorella and Scenedesmue) and blue-green algae on 

Pitzger&,d' a medium (Microcyatia) in a lumlnoetat at 3000 lx 

in 300 ml bottles. After 1,3,5,7,10, 5,20 and 30 days the cell 

eount is made in Goryae s chamber. The cells are evaluated for 

colour, condition, photosynthesis and respiration in Warboir' a 

apparatus, and the quantity of chlorophyll A and B is measured. 

Hi,mer plants (duckweed and waterweeci) are grown under the regu-' 

lar ineolaticn conditions in 150-200 ml dishes 	i 	iitei- 
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five bite of a plant. Measurements of the shoots and root-

let& growth as well as of the le3lght and nu1rer of blades are 

made every S days over a 30 daya period. 

Lower heterotrophe Ten Daphnia are placed into glass 

bottles with 200 ml solution. solutions are replaced every two 

or three days. The semplea are fed daily with yeast or chlorel-

la. Daily ease esements are made of the number of live and young 

specimens, of eggs in the hatching chamber,,of ephippia and 

shed carapaces. The sane applies to subsequent generations. Be-

sides the initial generation, the first litter in every genera-

tion is kept wider observation for thirty days. All subsequent 

litters are removed. Daphne propagate mainly by rerthogeneaia. 

Under unfavourable conditions ephippia appear from which males 

are batched. For Daphnia, the factors to consider are size, 

oxygen consumption, and cardiac rhythm. 

For pond snails, ese factors Pre survival and reproduc-

tion; for bivalvular mollueca, survival and behaviour. 

For chironoinid larvae, account is taken of their survi-

val, pupation, and emergence of imago. 

Higher heterotropha, including long-lived fish spe-

cies, are studied etabe- by- stage. Mgg fertilization is estima-

ted in dishes. Two to three hours later the formation of em-
bryonal disk and the onset of fra.nentation is observed under 

a microscope. Fertilization percent age Is assessed by the 

formation of 4 to 8 blastomerea. During the development period,, 

the dates to be recorded include the emergence of the gastrula, 

the onset of cardiac output (rhuthm), hatching, survival of 

larvae, et art of active feeding, and appearance of maif or- 
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nations. 

Survival of small fry along with their general condition, 

pattern of movement and responses are recorded during 25 days. 

In this year's brood, thuir nutrition, respiration, growth, 

and increment of dry matter are watched for 30 days, as are two 

blood characteristics - blood count and hemoglobin content. 

Even from this general account it should be evident that 

the propoeed methodology is complex and labor-consuinihg. Toxi-

city assessment under a full-scale programme takes, on average, 

three months. Two trends In aquatic toxicology methods have 

presently emerged. On the one hand, attempts are being taken 

to simplify and accelerate the procedure for obtaining respori-

se withoit detriment to reliability. On the other, increasing 

attention is being paid to standardization in order to assur€ 

comparability of results obtained under different conditions. 

Each system of water use has ite owneet of regulatory 
requirements covering a broad range of different indices which 

include maximum permissible concentratloas (MPO) for various 

substances. The most stringent demands are posed by the healts 

and fishery stand.ards. Theirh are lower than those for other 

types of water use. In the USSR the fishery MPCa have been de-

veloped for more than 300 substances. With a few exceptions, 

fishery IIPCs are lower that health MPCBv 

The limiting index in the fishery MICe is toxicity under 

prolonged exposure. Organisms with short life-cycles provide 

an apportunity for evaluating long-term toTic effects. In the 

final enahyais,  the fishery UPOs are meant to preserve biologi- 
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cal communities of water bodies rather than individual orga-

niems. The *PC tbrehold for commercial fisheries is establish-

ad at a deviation of major biological indices by more than 25 

per cent. Experience has shown this level of deviation from 

the oontrol to be the lowest statistically significant level 

for many indices. Not only does this curb inhibition, but also 

it curbs stimulation of some organisms. Stimulation of the 

growth of, say, blue-green algae or weedy organisms is obvious-

ly useless and even bazimiful 

The toxicity of a substance for which a fishery MPC has 

been established, is to be evaluated according to the above 

full-scale programme. The results are tabulated as shown in 

Table 1 (4/. The table gives maximum permissible conoentrations 

for every index. The limiting index is the one the maximum per-

miesible concentration of which is the lowest. Such conoentra-  
- 

tion is taken as the MPC. 

Comparison of selected fishery MPCa used in the USSR and 

the criteria recommended by the US Snvironnaental Protection 

Agencylijis presented in Table 2. The bioaasaye technique is 

introduced to perform current toxicological evaluation of wa- 

ter quality. The system is based on registration of hydrobiont& s 

primary response to toxic impacts. In fact, the technique in-

volves the substitution or a biological object for an analyti-

cal indicator. In any case bicassaying is no substitute for 

standardization but only a complement to it. 

Development of bloassaying and etandardizatioh methods 
CO 

is a scient1fi chlenge. On the one hand, xro 	low 
L) 
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lialte may lead to Unwarranted bee of financial and manpower 

reaourcee. On the other, If the requirenente are not atringent 

enough pollution may trigger ohaxigee in bi000muuinitiea that 

can not be now properly aeeesaed, but which are certain to be 

harmful to men in one way or another. 

This abort review of the atate of the art of protection 

of living organia.a in water bodlee againat toxic pollution 

ahowa that quatic toxicology is the most thoroughly explored 

area in eootoxioobogy. The approachee, concepta and methoda 

of aquatic toxicology may be used as a baeie for advancing 

other fielde of •cotoxicology and can contribute aubatantially 

to medical tocicobogy. Our efforte in the field are primarily 

prompted by the deaire to protect human health and eupply hu-

man need.. 
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Table 1 

Permiaaible concentratione of thrimethy'lttnchlloride 

(P101), thriethyltinchioride (TEOX), thripropyltinchlo-

ride (TPOI) and trianiinotinchloride (Tà.0I) for hydrobionta 

(mg 1) from4] 

Group a Organimna Indicee and Dura P1011 TEOX fF01 TAOX 
tion of xperi- 
ment 

Bacteria Saprophy- Number of 8ypro- 
tea phites celia 1 - 20 	0.01 

BPN 1 1 20 	0.001 

Nitrifi- Formation of NO2  1 0.3 0.01 0.001 
oatora "-" 	NO3  10 0.3 0.05 0.001 

Algae 	 Je1le, quantity 

1 (30 daya) 0.2 0.03 0.005 0.01 

Macrophytea Water- Plant eurvival 
thyme (30 daye) 	2 	- 	- 0.001 

Increment in 
lenght 	0.01 0.3 0.005 0.001 

Formation of aide 
aproute and total 
lenght 1 - - 0.001 

Formation of root a 
and their lenght 	0.01 - 	- 	0.0001 

Duckweed Survival (26 dae) 2 	- 	- 0.1 

Reproduction 	2.0 0.03 0.01 0.001 

Roota, quantity 	1 	0.01 0.01 0.001 

Total roota length 0.1 - 	- 	0.0001 
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Daphnia Survival (30 dare) 0.01 0.01 0.001 0.0001 

Reproduction 

age 0.03 	- 	- 	 0.0001 

Pertility in 

three genera- 

tiona 0.01 0.01 0.001 0.0001 

Oru.taceaii Molting (Shed ca- 
rapacea) 0.01 0.01 0.001 0.0001 

Size fluctuation 0.01 	- 	- 	 0.0001 

St rapt ocephalue 

Surviva]. (30 dee) 0.02 	- 	 - 	 - 

Reproduction age 0.01 	- 	- 	 - 

Mumber of laid 

egga 0.01 	- 	- 	 - 

Percentage of 

birtha 0.01 

Fieh 	Leuoaapiva d.eltnea- 

tue 
8urvival (30 daa) 

Carp Suriiva1 

This year a brood 

(80 daye) 
Weight change of 
two-year dde 
(120 deye) 

Perch 	Embryonic itate 

Survival of pre-

larva 

Mutilation of pre-

larva 

Grotndling Embryonic atate 

0.1 	0.1 	- 	0.001 

0.05 0.01 0.01 	- 

1 	- 	- 	- 

1 	1 	- 	0.01 

0.5 	0.1 - 	0.001 

0.1 	0.1 - 	0.001 

5 	0.1 0.01 	0.01 



Survaval of pro-
larva 

lultilation of 
pro- larva 

Maximum permlaalble concer-

tration (MPC) 
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1 	- 	- 	0.001 

05 - 	- 	0.001 

0.01 0.01 0.001 0.0001 
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Table 2 

Certain quality criteria for water eugeated by the US 

Environmenta]. Protection &.gency in reopect of hydrobionte 

and the U8SR fiahery MkCs (m 1) 

x - eea environment. 

OgflJ•td aubetwicee f us criteria 	f Soviet MPC' a 

Xnoran,to 8ibatancee 

1 Ammoniuin 	0,02 	0,00B-1,2 (ite- 
pending or the 
ant one) 

2 Iron 1 0.05 

3 Cadmium 4.10"'-0.012 (d.e 0.005 
pending on water 
hardneae) 

4 Copper 1/10 of L0 9-6  for 50 0.001 

local aenaitive 
apeciea 0.005x 

5 lickel 1/100 of LC 	fOr 0.05 

local aeneitive 
apeciee o.01x 

6 lercury 5.10 0.001' 

7 Lead 1/100 of LC- for 0.1 

local eeiiaitive 
speciee 0.01' 

B Thilow phoephorou.e 16 4  0 

9 Chlorine 0.002-0.01 0 

10 Chromium - 0.001 Cr+ 

11 Cyanidee 0.005-0,1 0,05 

12 Zinc 1/100 offor 0,01 
local aendtive 0 
$pecie 
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Organic Substances 

13 Aidrin 3.10r,6 o 
14 DDT 1o6 o 
15 POB 106 o 
16 Thenola 0,001 0,001 

17 011 and Lubricente y'loo of LC 00001 

for local aen- 
eitiv. ep.oiee 0,01' 

23-I 

cj 
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METtiUDS OF EVALUATION OF POLLUTANTS EP'ECTS 

ON EOLOU]OAL ENVIRONMENTS 

V.N. htaxinov 

Experimental investigation of oombined effect of pollutants 

upon any biological systes can be thought of 38 studying the fun-

ction of several variables. Pollutants or toxl.cants should be 

considered as independent variables or factors; their levels 

should be varied according to a certain plan; and the system's 

response to this pre-planned combination of factors is usually 

described by a response function. The principles governing the 

conduct of multi-factor experiments are well-established (Nsli-

mov, Chernova, 1965; Adler at al., 1976) and their detailed 

presentation is the subject of a special lecture oouree. 

The multifactorial experiment carried out according to 

a statlatically based plan can provide an answer to the question 

whether the effect of toxicanta or pollutants upon a biologioal 

system is aditive or non-additive. This remains valid, however, 

only as long as the combined effect is described in terms of just 

one factor of a given biological system. Clearly, when the in-. 

pact of several pollutants on an ecosystem is studied in its en-

tirety, the effect of each one can be described as a whole set 

of parameters each of which represents the response of a single 

ecosystem element (a population, trophic or topic group, etc.) 

to changes In pollution levels. It is imperative, therefore, to 

come up with a cumulative index which would combine individual 

cc responses of the ecosystem components into a single indicator 

of It state. 



There are presently over a dozen different systenie used to 

deec ribe natural water quality with the help of hydrobiological 

indices, in fact, every European country uses its own system of 

water quality evaluation based on data of hydrobiont communities 

in various water bodies (Woodywies, 1981). It ought to be stress-

ed right away that, wI?enever water quality needs to be assessed 

irrespective of the requirements of specific usera, it is the 

gtats of an aquatic ecosystem that is actually evaluated, though 

the concept is not clearly defined as a rule. A closer scrutiny 

of the systems and methods used to evaluate the status of aquat-

ic communities makes it obvious, first of all, that the great 

majority of them are based on relative abundance data of parti-

cular species or their groups in the ecosystem. In other words, 

the state of an ecoeyatem  is characterized using the species 

composition of the communities that Inhabit it. 

unotional characteristics data, such as productivity, das-

truction, and the circulation rate of biomass and biogenic ale-

mente in an ecosystem are much lees used. The reason in that 

we still measur, not the values we need but those which lend 

themselves to measurement. For exejnple, abundance of fish in 

water bodies, i.e. popul&tions of particular fish species has 

thus far defied exact et1mation. Accordingly, the evaluation 

of water bodies for fish productivity relies exclusively on fish 

catches - although it has been known for a long time that the 

make-up of fish populations dIffers wiuely from the size, age 

and species composition of the fleh catchable with modern fish-

ing. 
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Here, incidentally, lien the difference between the experi-

mental and modelling approachee to the studier of econyst ems. 

odel-building aiways aeswaee a dependence between the raise of 

processes and controlling factors, yet in most canes there enema 

to be no way of measuring the rates experimentally. All we can 

do, in effect, in to estimate the numbers of species in a water 

body, chiefly of small animalS (plankton and meiobenthos) and 

mioroelgan. All the remaining values used in ecology have to be 

computed from the inputs of estimates thus obtained with the help 

of inicromodele such an e.g. those describing the dependence of 

the breathing rate on body weight or exponential dependence of 

growth rate upon time. It seems, that primary productivity and 

respiration are the only exceptions being determined in bottle 

with chemical methode. however, thls too, amounts to the use of 

micromodels, not mathematical but mechanical, no to speak, since 

the bottle with plankton-containing water is called to serve as 

a model of the plánktonic community in the water body of jute-
rent. 

This in exactly why plankton or benthon data or biomean 

data derived from them are preferred in deriving most of the in-

dices that describe the State of aquatic systems, for they are 

the most reliable and readily determinable indices. 

Another characteristic of all the systems and method, used 

for ecosystem statue evaluation is that they completely ignore 

statistical estimates. Nor has the problem of reproducibility 

and accuracy of such evaluations ever come to be debated until 

recently. The firt steps in this direction were made only in 

1 977 during the USS1-UK research programme in the river Trent 
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basin (Pretwell, 1981). This odd state of affairs can partly be  

explained by the fact that many of the indices or parameters now 

in use have been originally intended for the purposes other than 

evaluations of the state of ecosystems. Such are, e.g., widely 

known and frequently used diversity indicea (Fisher at al., 1943, 

Ito Arthur, 1 955, Maz'galef, 1957). 

In his time A.Thieneman (1926) pointed out that any detari.o-

ration of conditions in a water body must bring about a reduction 

of biological variety which he viewed simply as the number of 

species living in the water body. His thinking was quite simple: 

in good conditions all the species inhabiting a given biotope 

live and reproduce; a worsening of the conditions causes the most 

sensitive species to die out or migrate. This means once the 

speci.s have grown fewer in number, this has been brought about 

by deterioration of the environment. Regrettably, for all its 

simplicity, this line of reasoning Is far from indisputable. To 

begin with, if some species disappeared from the community this 

can only suggest that these species above have been negatively 

affected, not that ecosystem as a whole has deteriorated. For 

example, increased salinity in a large river estuary following 

river flow regulation was shown to sharply reduce the diversity 

of the parasitic fauna of fish and birds there - but can it be 

looked upon as unfavourable for the estuarine ecosystem as 

a whole? 

On the other hand, a large body of data is now available 

suggesting that diversity indices are much too insensitive to 

the c.anges in AlIturel water quality. Without going Into detail, 

let us refer to one statement from an article by W.M. Brown who 
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is an experienced specialist with the Water Research Center, Great 

ritain. He said that it would be wrong to aejme that a single 

factor or a group of closely related factors such as e.g. water 

chemical properties can be the only determinant of the "biotic 

state" of ecosystem diversity at a given time; a reverse prooeus, 

i.e. using a certain measure of community diversity or the pre-

sence of certain species as an indicator of eater quality as  

affected by pollution seems also unwise and unconvincing at best 

or erroneous at worst (Brown, 1977). 

Another group of indices used to assess the impact of pollu-

tante upon aquatic ecosystems, but not intended for the purpose, 

are similarity indices They were suggested as a measure of simi-

larity in the descriptions of communities or, simply put, lists 

of species. Their application to ecosystem status evaluation also 

relies on a fairly simple but not too pursuasive logic. Comparison 

of species composition in samples collected from two different 

sites in a water hody and discovery of differences in certain 

indices are viewed as an indication of changes of the ecosystem 

etatu. If, in so doing, the two sites also differ by the level 
of pollution, it is deduced that the changes so identified are 

due precisely to pollution. Thus the similarity index whose nag-. 

nitude is by definition a measure of similarity between two desc-

riptions comes to be actually used as a measure of variation in 

the community etatus under the action of pollutants. 

For the approach to be valid at least two conditions have 

to be met: first, the observed changes must be proved to be 

brought about by pollutants 1  and, secondly, that the variation 

of the species composition muot be proportional to pollution le- 

vel. 
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Though both these requirements are far from being trivial, neither 

has been experimentally verified, to The beet of my knowledge. 

To this it must be added that such use of similarity indices po-

ses the problem of their reproducibility and aewdtivity, i.e. 

the matrology problem. A simple example will suffice to demons-

trate its importance. 

We had at our disposal a body of data concerning the spe-

cies composition of phytoplankton, derived from two river lengths 

up-. and downstream of a pollution source. At each stretch several 

parallel samples were taken so so to permit comparison of simila-

rity of the samples collected at the same site with that of the 

samples derived -from different sites. Clearly, the divergence of 

the similarity index from unity or total coincidence of the spe-

cies lists for samples taken at one point, can be attributed only 

to random errors in the sampling method, non-uniform phytoplank-
ton 41&tribution in water, and errors in estimating the number 

of cells (when the similarity index accounts for species abun-

dance). 

Amongst similarity indices, very frequent use is made of 

lereneen's index: 

20 

where: 

o - is the number of species coumon for both descriptions; 

a - is the number of species in the first description; 

b - is the number of species in the second description 

For the sample collected at the same river length (parallel 

easplee) the range of Serensen'e index values was from 0.52 to 

0.92 with 95 per cent of the total of over 100 comparisons fall-

1mg within the limits from 0.58 to 0.82. On the other hand, for 
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the samples taken at different sitas and known to have different 

species composition, owing to the river's significant pollution 

dcwnBtreain of the pollution source, Serenaeu's index values rang-

ed from 0.38 to 0.62 and 95 per cent of the values occurred within 

0.40 to 0.58 (see Table 1). 

Equally popular among ecologists is 0hekaroveky's index, 

an analog of Sorensen' a one but taking into account the abund-

anne of each 01 the species in the description: 

OZK. 2 
	(n1; n2)min 

where: 

N 1  and N 2  - are total nwnbera of individuals (celia, ape- 

oiiaen) of all the species in the first and 

the second descriptions, respectively; 

(n 1 ; 11 2 ) 	- is the sum of the least numbers of each of the 

apeciea in the descriptions under comparison. 

the similarity (or rather, dissimilarity) between the pa-

rallel samples was characterized by Chekanoveky's indax values 

ranging from 0.58 to 0.62 (95 per cent of the values within 0.60 

to 0.80), whereas for the samples taken from different sites the 

index took on values from 0.28 to 0.62 and 95 per cent of them 

were within 0.30 to 0.58 (see Table 2). 

The divergence of the similarity index value from unity in 

parallel samples, due to errors in estimating the species number 

and abundance, can be termed a Systematic error, by analogy with 

the well-familiar metrological concept applied to any measuring 

instrument. Eecauae the entire variation seal, of Sorensen's and 
CO 

Ohekanovsky's similarity indicee fits between 0 and 1 we obtain 

) a eystemaic error of the indices as degree-of-pollution measures 

24-I 
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representing on average 30 per cent of the entire scale. This alone 

18 enough to call into question the suitability of similarity in-

dices for estimating changes in natural ecosystems. Let us add 

that we performed a detailed analysis of eleven different simila-

rity indices described in the literature and found no significant 

advantages in any one of them either in the size of systematic 

error or in the sensitivity to species composition variation. One 

more reservation is In order: all these estimates are strongly 

dependent on the number of organisms (phytoplankton cells in this 

case) counted during the determination of the species compoeition 

In the exemple just diecussed their number was 500-800 cells per 

semple, which is no different from their usual count during rou-

tine processing of phytoplanktonic samples. An increase of the 

cell count to 1500-2000 reduces the systematic error of the simi-

larity indices to 10-15 per cent, a gain that hardly offsets 

a tripling in the amount of work involved in processing the plank-

tonic samples. 

Let us consider an index originally designed for water 

degree-of-pollution asesement based on the status of aquatic 

communities. This is the Pantle-.ukk saprobity index most common-

ly used in the USSR (Makrmsbin, 1974). It uses the so-called in-

dicator organisms, with primary emphasis given to water pollution 

by organic substances. Data on the occurrence rate of the orga-

nisms in water bodies with different pollution levels are used 

to derive the so-called eaprobic valenc of an organism, S i . 

When a sample is found to hold 'n' species with saprobic valen- 

des S and relative abundance h 1 , the saprobity index is defined 

as the weighted averege 
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h81  
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Frequently, abundance is measured in points whereby a rare 

occurrence rate in a sample is taken to be equal to I point 1  fre-

quent occurrence - 3 points and massive i1itxibution - 5 pointa. 

there are also more refined evaluation systemB, based on the 

share of a given species in the total number of organisms in the 

Bample. It is sometimes suggested to employ species numbers as 

a measure of abundance. However, this Is not always possible, 

as e.g. in dealing with periphyton or zoobenthos. Then a eapro-

bity scale is introduced, as follows: S • 1.0-1.5 for oligosap-

robic waters; 1.5-2 for cL -mesosaprobic: 2.5-3.5 for 1P -meso- 

saprobic; 3.5-4 for polysaprobic; and 4.0-6.0 for eusaprobic. 

As experience in handling the system grew, its inadequa-

cies became increasingly wident. The main one is its low sensi-

tivity to ecosystem changes which may be brought about not only 

by increasing organic matter contents, but also by inputs of 

quite different pollutants, e 1 g. heavy metals or other toxicants. 

For example, the aamples we have used in our metrological study 

of similarity indices had saprobity (determined from the species 

composition of the phytoplankton at the polluted river length) 

equal to 2.02 on average, ranging between 1.98 and 2.05 in pa-

rallel samples; at the stretch where water was known to be clean 

and suitable for drinking saprobity averaged 2.01, i.e. it hard- 

ly differed frorn saprobity at the polluted reach. It is to be 

recalled that even in terms of similarity indices the two areas 

were quite different In their phytoplanictonic species composi- 
Q 

ro 

242 
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it seems to be generally impoaible to describe water as 

"aood" or "bad" unlee its Uses are considered. Hence are the 

widely different quality indices for different typea of water 

use. The choice of indices will also vary a great deal. For exa-

znple, watør euitability for irrigation emphasizes primarily to-

tal salt concentration, alkalinity, and ratio of individual 

cations. By contrast, water quality evaluation for use in paper 

industry attaches much greater importance to such indices as 

color index, concentratione of suspensions, iron, organic matt-

er, etc. 

With the set of water quality indices having been precisely 

determined, we can on the basis of the afure ipdices formulate 

a generalized criterion expressed by a single number. Most fre-

quently the o-called "desirability function" (Adler et al., 

1976, iitaximov, 1977) is usea for the purpose. The principle of 

plotting of this function implieS that each individual indies 

yj  is attributed conventional value di  varing from 0 for quite 

unsuitable value y to 1 at value y1  which meets the requirements 

of "ideal" quality. Generalised desirability D is calculated 

then as the mean geometric value from desirabilitiec d i : 

D-Jd1 dd5  

Let us illustrate the point On the example of the data from 

P. Woodywiss' article (1977). His work compares estimates of 

a biotic index made at different lengths on the river Trent and 

some of its tributaries with the values of essential hydroobemi-

cal indices estimated at the same way stations. Woodywies found 

good correlation between water quality evaluation in pointe of 
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the biotic index (iron U to 10) and certain hydrochemical indtceo, 

such as perTnangancte oxydability, dissolved oxygen concentration, 

and anmonium nitrogen content. Upon averaging-the values of the 

indices for each of the observed biotic index values obtained 

over five years of surveillance, Woodywise discovered that every 

value of the biotic index had a corresponding value of each of 

the above indices goneequently, it is safe to assume for the 

Woodywiss biotic rutthg of 10 (the highest quatity), to be cor 

relative with desirability d 1 	1.0 when every specific value 

of any one of the hydrocheniical indices has, juxtaposed to it, 

the desirability value equal to the appropriate rating reduced, 

by a factoi of 10. If, for exampie an average five-year aeononium 

nitrogen concentration of 3 mg/i was observed in the water with 

the biotic index of 4, the concentration can be assigned a de-

sirability value d = 0.4. The same reagnitude of desirability can 

be set for permanganate oxidability equal to 8 mg/i and the dis-

solved oxygen concentration of 7 mg/i. Using this principle as 

a guide and the graphs from Woodywies' paper as a basic input, 

we plotted graphs for the conversion of natural values of selec- 

ted indices into their desirability values, assuming desirability 

d • 1 for dissolved oxygen concentrations above 11 mg/l and zero 

values for pensanganate oxidizability and water concentrations 

of ammonium nitrogen. Under the approach, "ideal water" would be 

one that is oxygen-saturated and free from organic compounds and 

reduced formS of nitrogen. This assumption of course is fairly 

arbitrary but then it is common practice in constructing a ds-

airability function to choose natural vaiuee which are consider-

ed to be a "inattainable ideal" as the unit of desirability. 
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We have computed specific deatrabilities fr 49 stations 

from the Woodywias' data. Generalized desirability D values cal-

culated from specific desirabilities and multiplied by 10 were 

found identical with the Woodywies index in 34 cases and only 

in four instances did the desirability diverge from the index 

by more than two units. This in a very satisfactory data fit. 

It would be interesting to compare the values of particular de-

airabilities for each of the three indices of our choice with 

the value of the biotic index. Despite a clear-cut linear rela-

tionship between these values, as was to be expected from the 

method of their balculation, a more than two points difference 

is found in 10 cases if water quality is described by dissolved 

oxygen concentration alone in 9 cases if evaluated from ammoniuin 

N concentration data and in 8 cases if the permanganate oxidabi-

lit3 desirability values are used. One should evidently concur 

with Woodyisa in that the links between the bitic index and 

selected hydrochemical data are hardly reliable evidence. This 

is not, however, because the links are indirect in the character, 

but because 'well-being' in an aquatic environment "as seen" by 

the hydrobionts and its degree as defined by the biotic index 

depend on a broad spectrum of abiotic factors present, whereas 

a more or less close correlation between a factor's level and 

the state of the biocenosis exists only for each one of them 

taken singly. In essence, the advantage of the desirability fun-

ction amounts to its ability, when actually applied, to estimate 

precisely an aggregate of factors and thereby to yield a more 

accurate assessment of the ecosystem status than would be con-

ceivable with each factor taken separately. 
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Table 1 

Variational Series for Sereneen's Ind 

Index value for 	Similarity in- 
parallel samples Frequencies 	dex values for 	Frequencies 
from one river 	parallel earn- 
site (midclaesea) 	 pies from two 

different river 
sit as 

0.525 1 0.375 2 

0.575 B 0.425 22 

0.625 27 0.475 50 

0.675 63 0.525 52 

0.725 37 0.575 30 

0.775 14 0.625 6 

0.825 1 - - 

0.875 1 - - 

0.925 1 - - 

Variational Series for Ghekanoveky'e Index 
'b 	2 

Index valuea for Similarity in- 
parallel samples Frequencies dex values for Frequencies 
from one river parallel sam- 
site (midclasaee) plee from to 

dJ.fferent river 
sites 

0.575 1 0.275 1 

0.625 11 0.325 1 

0.675 0.375 9 

0.725 66 0.425 25 

0.775 41 0.475 44 

0.825 5 0.525 50 

- 
- 0.575 23 

- - 0.625 9 
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ENVIHONMENTAL POLLUTIONi ITS ECOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES 

AND MONITORING 

F. Ye. Rovineky 

The laat few decades saw the emergence of a global concern 

about the protection of human health and nature from the adver-

sa effects of economi activities. At the beginning, attention 

was focuased on industrial workera who constituted the most vul-

nerable group. Later on, attention was increasingly paid to 

consequences for people and the environment in the vicinity of 

pollution sources. There was a growing awareness of the fact 

that the scale of the impact was constantly growing and assum-

ing international proportions. 

To manage the problem it is necessary, first of all, to 

identify souxces of pollution, estimate their scope and aize, 

and understand the pathways of pollutants Into the environment. 

For ease of diacuseion, it would be advisable to separate 

the vast diversity of enthropogenic pollutants into three lar-

ge groupsi 

- gaseous eubatancee that enter the environment to act 

there primarily in the gee phase; 

- heavy metals, i.e. chemical elements with a heavier-than-  

sodium atomic weight and a apecific weight of over 5 g cm; 

- organic substances, i.e. products of processed natural 

organic substances or synthetic products; many of them do not 

exist in nature and natural systems have not therefore become 

adapted to them in the course of evolution. 

The first group of aubstances includes sulfure dioxide, 
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nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide,fluoridee, chlorine, hydrogen 

sulfide and ozone. Closely allied to this group are emissions 

of duet Which exist in the atmosphere for a long time as suspen-

ded particles. 

During 1970-1980 the world' e total emission of SO 2  increas- 

ed 1.4 to 1.5 times, at the annual growth rate of 5 per cent, 

and amounted to over 150 million t/y; for 1102  the figure was 27 

million li/y and for dust - 83 million t/y. 

Automobile transport plays an important role in the total 

atmospheric pollution. The world' s 200 million or no care relea-

se more than 200 million tons of co annually. In the USA, 75 per 
cent of the CO pollution Is associated with automobile trans-

port; in Europe the figure is somewhat lower - 25 to 50 per cent,. 

The world' s total annual discharges of Cl and Br are esti-

mated at 4200 and 117 thousand tons respectively. 

The second group of pollutants - heavy metals - includes, 

by definition, over 70 elements. However, considering the M&P-

nitude of their anhropogenic influx and the sh 

in natural media and food chains, some 10 heav 

that pose the greatest risk - Hg, Pb, Cd, As, V 1  Sn, Zn, Sb, Cu, 
Mo, Co, Ni - and some other metals. Of theue only the firSt four 

are of particular importance for the biosphere and man because 

of their universal distribution. Though equally toxic, the other 

elements have a more localised negative impact. 

The burning of foell fuels, such as coal, petroleum pro-

ducts, etc. , for energy production is one of the most important 

cq  anthropogariic sources of heavy metals in the envl.ronment. Ernie-

siocs from thin source are much larger than releases itedistely 
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associated with the mining of heavy metals. For Hg, A, Cd and 

Co, for example, this excess is 3 to 8 times. 

The main source of Pb emissions into the atmosphere are 

exhaust gases. Some 10 to 15 years ago the Pb content in petrol 

amounted to 0.5 - 0.8 gil, with up to 25 per cent of the world 

Pb production going there. From the exhausts, about 80 per cent 

of lead passes directly into the atmosphere, generally in the 

form of fine particles less than i 
	

In size, that enter the lunge 

and are deposited there. Today in most countries the Pb content 

in petrol is 0.15 g/l, yet motor transport still accounts for 

over 90 per cent of the total Pb pollution. Since the 1920' s more 

than 5 million tons of Pb have been released into the atmoaphe-

re. 

A substantial additional influx of Hg results from such 

"innodent" activities as land plowing, stripping and mining ope-

rations and drilling that enhance natural Hg diffusion through 

the earth' e surface. This alone has doubled and tripled the 

amount of Jig released into the atmosphere from the earth' s in-

tenor,  

In the firet group of pollutants it is necessary to examine 

organic eubstancee of anthropogenic origin. Phase are, primarily, 

petroleum hydrocarbons, various pesticides and, above all, the 

moat pereistant orgenochloric compounds (DDT with its metaboli-

tee, RCCII and others).; polychlorobiphenyls (P03), 3,4- benzpyrene, 

an active carcinogen; and some other emica1s. 

DDT applications have started to rapidly multiply since 

1940 when its strong insecticidal properties were recognised. The 
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total amount of DDT used until 1970 is estimated at 2 to 4.5 

million tons. In 1970-1973, by the time the adverse consequen-

ces of DDT had come to light, its use was banned in some count-

rise (the USSR, Sweden, Finland, etc. ) and heavily limited in 

others (the USA, Brazil, etc.) DOT is still used in India, Egypt, 

Pakistan, Israel, Italy, Greece, Spain and countries of the sout-

hern hemisphere. 

Over a thousand different pesticides are 	produced in the 

world, and 300 of them are most widely used. Their production 

totals over 130 million tons a year. Until 1970, the United Sta-

tes produced we thirds of the world' e DDT output and exported 

more than 10 per cent of the amount. 

• 	Petroleum products and their derivatives constitute anot- 

her important source of organic pollutants, with oil processing 

and petrochemical industries accounting for more than 90 per 

cent of their emissions into the atmosphere. However, there are 

ti1l no estimates of the total world emissions. The hydrosphe-

re auffers the worst from this kind of pollution. In 1970-1975 

six to ten million tons of petroleum products went annually into 

the World Ocean, with 10 per cent contributed by the influx from 

the atmosphere. 

3,4-benzpyrene, a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, is et-

rongly carcinogenic. It is formed during various thermal treat-

ments of organic materials and incomplete fuel combustion. It 

has not been possible so far to assess its total •anthropogenic 

release into the environment but there is no doubt that ben.zpy-

rena is permanently present in the atmosphere, sweet and sea we-

icr, soil and food. 
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There is no doubt that envoronmental po1lutin has a di-

rect and negative impact on human health. Different pollutants 

enter the human organism in different ways,  affect different 

organs and tissues, and generate a wide range of diseases and 

changes in human behabiour. The most vulnerable groups are child 

rem, the sick and the aged. 

Acute respiratory diseases are caused by sulfur compounds 

(SO2 , H2 O4 , sulfates) present in the polluted atmosphere of 

many large cities. Prolonged exposures to even relatively low 

concentrations of 50 increase mortality rates among cardiovas-

cular patients. the effect of NO2  changes also the repirstory 

functions of the lungs. CO has an especially noxious effect on 

humans. Upon entering the blood stream, it blocks the transport 

of oxygen by forming a compound with hemoglobin - carboxyhemoglo-

bin. A 2-5 per cent concentration of this substance In the blood 

produces st'able disturbances of psychomotor functions, 10 per 

cent seriously hinder the oxygen supply, and 40 per cent and 

more result in a coma and death. Compounds of F, Cl, HOl and a 

number of other substances produce a strong irritant effect on 

the mucous tissue of the eye and respiratory organs. Prolonged 

exposures reeult in pneumonia, bronchitis and other diseases of 

the lungs. A specific type of air pollution Is photochemical 

smog. 

Heavy metals that enter the human organism with air, water 

and food also have a highly toxic effect. Pb affects mainly 

the nervous and hernogenic systems as well as the gastroenteric 

syst rn Cd intr'ce also entails serious consequences 
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The influence of excessive amounts of Pb and Cd on the fre-

quency of cardiovascular diseases has been intified although 

its mechanism remains unclear. As, Or, Zn, Cu 1  Ni, Se, Ba and 

many other ma tale also pose health hazards and are present in 

excessive amounts in the environment, human Organs and tissues 

In the vicinity of relevant Industrial facilities. 

Organochloric and organophosphorus pesticides enter the 

human organism mainly with food and water. As I)DT progresses 

along food chains its concentrations begin to grow and the human 

organism gracllay accumulates these compounds, mostly In fatty 

tissues. 

Benzpyrene is one of the most potent carcinogens emitted 

Into the environment by anthropogenic sources. Exposure results 

in various forms of cancers skin and lung cancer, cancer of the 

digestive tract and other internal organs. 

Nitro2oamineo form another grr'ip of carcinogens that are 

virtually absent from nature. They are formed directly in the 

stomach when nitrites react with different amine derivativea. 

Nitrites enter the human organism with food (food additives) and 

primarily with water. 

Compared with the impact of pollutants on humans, the ef-

fect of pollutants on the environment and animals (including 

test animals) Is not so clear although many effects are indis-

putable. 

The SO2 
 damage to the green parts of plants has been known 

for a long time. It consists mainly in Inhibiting photosynthe-

gig. With high concentrations of SO 2  in the air (above 0.5 ppm) 
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necrosis taea a relatively ehort time to develop in leaves 

and plant growth is retarded or completely arrested. Sulfur 

compounds are capable of accumulating in tissues and interfering 

with enzymatic activity. The impact of 802 on higher vegetation 

is traceable even at relatively low background 802 concentra-

tions in the air (about lOjug m 3 ). Direct damage to plants from 

nitrogen oxides is normally observed only in cases of their 

high concentrations In the air, as in highly IndUstrialised 

areas. A considerable injurious potential for plants inherent 

in fluorides and chlorides causes necrosis and chiorosis of 

leaves. The impact of HP on vegetation Is significantly multipl-

ied in the presence of H 2SO4 . Co is low-toxic to plants. Among 

the gaseous eubetanoes, oxidising agents 0 3  are capable of inflic-

ting the greatest damage. Plant damage becomes substantial al-

ready at 0 concentrations in the air equal to 0.16 mg m 3 . 

The imact of air pollutants e*tends also to agricultural 

crops and cultivated plants. US estimates put the 	annual da- 

mage to agricultural crops at 85 million dollars, of which 78 

millIon dollars is accounted for by the action of photo-oxi-

dante, including 40 million dollars in losses of cotton yield, 

and 34 million each In losses due to the effect of 802 and 

fluorides. For ornamental plants, the damage amounts to 46 mil-

lion dollars, of which 43 million is attributed to photo-oxi-

dante and 3 mIllion to 802• 
Heavy metals affect plants primarily by hurting their 

root syatem. Exceeeive concentrations of heavy metals (Pb, As) 

in sails, for example, near mining and metallurgical plants, 

impede natural recovery of the vegetation cover. Pb, A, Cu and 

Co salts and those of other metals are cripnhlo of redutrig or 
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even inhibiting root growth. 

Different plant species show different sensitivity to to-

xic exposures. Coniferous trees, for example, are almost twice 

as sensitive as decidous species. Mosses and lichenc exhibit 

extraordinary sensitivity. That is why the variety of lichens 

has been drastically red1oed in cities and their en'vtron. 

In addition to lend vestation, pollutants affect aquatic 

vegetatiç)n, As with lichens and mosses, algae accumüate toxic 

substances such as heavy metals, DDT, PCB and othere. Even neglt-

gibly low concentratione of these toxicante are enough to eupp-

ress photosynthesis and growth in algae Petroleum hudrocarbona 

are very strong toxicants of this kind. The sensitivity of al- 

gae species to the impact of petroleum productS may vary by a 

factor of several thousand - an effect closely related to pri-

mary produetivity. 

Toxicity of pollutants also harms animals and birds as 

well as the inhabitore of fresh and sea water, In •ot cases, 

this occurs through the accumulation of the toxicants in the 

organieme. The higher a given species is located in the trophic 

pyramid, the larger, as a rule, the accumulation of toxic sub-
etanceo and the stronger their toxicological effect. 

A specific type of toxic environmental impact comes as a 

consequence of the formation and fall-out of acid rains. Tinder 

norma] condition, their pH content is about 5.3 to 57. Obser-

vation data over the past decade frmm North America and Western 

Europe suggest a marked shift of the index to the acid area 

The rohl3 have, on the averege a PH close to 4 but there era 

ci 
L) 
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some with pH of 2 to 3, The phenomenon is caused by the conver-

sion of 802  and NO2  into the corresponding acids. The processes 

take place in the atmosphere with the result that acid rains 

fall out far from the emission sites of sulfur and nitrogen 

oxide a 

The ecological consequenoes of chronic acid rain precipi-

tation vary a great deal. This phenomenon is associated with the 

observed slow-down of forest growth and, in some cases, even 

their direct injury. Toung plants are particularly vulnerable 

to acid rains. Revy influence of acid reins has been register-

ed in aquatic ecosystems. 

Any assessment of the state of the environment should be 

based on some criteria that oharacterise its critical or per-

miasible states. Maxitmam allowable concentrations (MACe) of 

noxious substances in the natural media, that are developed 

chiefly in relation to humans, constitute today the most wide-

ly used single criterion for assessing the quality of air, fresh 

and sea water 1  and soils In some countries such indicators are 

called environmental quality standards. Irrespective of the 

limiting toxicity factor of a given substance (toxicological, 

sanitary or organoleptic), its MAC is based on the concept of 

creating the moat favourable conditione for the life of a given 

organi em. 

What is normally meant by an MAC is a concentration of a 

chemical compound whose daily impact on the human organism over 

a prolonged period of time does not cause any pathological chan-

gee or diseasee as detectable by the available methods, and 
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does not disturb maxi's biological optimum (e.g the appearance 

of unpleasant odours or other undesirable organoleptio charac-

teristics of the air and water). 

At present, the Soviet Union has MACe for 145 substances 

and their 20 combinations in the atmosphere; for almost 500 

eubstancee in the ewater used for dringking and economic purpo-

see, and for 32 eubatanoee in sea water. In addition, NACe have 

been esthbliehed for 60 substances in the ewater of fresh water 

basins and seas used for fishing. 

Most countries have instituted national systems for moni-

toring the state of the environmethal and speolal government agen-

cies have been set up to formulate policies and carry out speci-

fic activities. 

The Soviet Union has set up and operates its National Ser-

vice for Surveillance and Monitoring of the Level of Pollution 

in the Natural Environment and Early Warning of Abrupt Changes in 

the Pollution Levels. With the enhancement of measures designed 

to protect the natural environment in the USSR and to manage 

its natural resources, the role of information about the state 

of the environment becomes increasingly important. Monitoring 

environmental, pollution and discharges and setting etandarde for 

pollution sources cnnstitute at present the principal realistic 

instruments for regulating the state of the natural environment 

and reducing its pollution. 

The Sovet Jnion'o National Service performs the functions 

and fi.)rli t.bo hjeotives f a nation-wide system for nonito 

- 	in 	i.'1trriI':i 	 U " i nn. Its principal goRls i.nclude: 

c-i 
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- surveillanceand monitoring of the level of pollution in 

the atmosphere, inland waters and seas, and soil, according to 

physical, chemical and bydrobiological parameters, with a view 

to ascertaining the distribution patterns of pollutants in time 

and apace, assessing the state of the natural environment, aM 

identifying the sources of pollution 

- providing agencies and organisationa concerned with sys-

tematic and urgent information about changes in the levels of 

environmental pollution and with forecaete and warnings about 

possible changes in these levels. 

Such information provides the basis for preparing materials 

needs for environmental protection and management of natural 

reeou.reeal for designing industrial plants and hydroengineering 

projects; for urban planning and locating large industrial and 

agricultural complexes. 

In addition to its network of Observation etatione located 

in the areas prone to ismiediate anthropogenic impacts, the Na-

tional Service includes base and regional stations responsible 

for background observations in regions to which pollutants can 

spread only because of their global distribution (base stations) 

as well as in intermediate regions where pollutarita arrive by 

way of local migration (regional etations) 

Thus, structurally, the National Service incorporates the 

following eubsyetemei monitoring of pollution sources; monitor-

ing of air pollution; monitoring of i.iland water pollution; no-

nhtoring of sea water pollution; monitoring of soil pollution; 

and background monitoring (biosphere reserves, and regional and 
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base stationeL 

Inland water pollution (rivers, Lakes and water 'øaervoirs 

is closely linked with the problem of fresh water supply. It is 

no secret that in a number of countries, and in some regions of 

the USSR, there is not enough fresh water for agricultural and 

indutria1 uses, and, in some capes, for coaannity services; 

in this situation the problem of water quality assumes special 

importance 

At present, the stationary observation network comprises 

4,000 points covering over 1200 bodies of water acrosa the USSR. 

Soil and sea pollution monitoring covers respectively all 

major agricultural sones and inland seas and the seas adjacent 

to the USSR. 

In conclusion, it is necessary to euphasise that a drastic 

reduction of toxic emissions into the environnt, followed by 

their total elimination, in the only effective way to combat en-

vironmental pollution and offset its adverse ecflnomic consequen-

ces. This is also imperative for the management of natural resour-

ces, because many substances are now a valuable resource whose 

importance is growing due to the depletion of intheral resources. 

Their diffusion in the environment represents not only a risk for 

human health and nature but also a waste of the world' s wealth 

The ways to abate the emissions are well-known. In a longer 

term, one of the ways will be a transition to low-waste and non-

waste technologies. This is a radicsl, though rather costly, 

enterpriae Prior to that,it would be wise to systematically 

monitor the state of the natural envirowent and impose stan- 
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darda On environmental pollutants as a meafle of optimleing 

the interrelationa between nature and aociety. 
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BIOINb1CATION OF )JthSH WAThR POLLUTION 

M.M. Telitchenko 

The XXXY UN General Aeembly declared 1981-1990 "The Inter-

national Drinking-Water Supply and Sanitation Decade". This was 

preceeded by the UN Conference on Water Resources (Mar isi Plate, 

Argentine, 1977) which stated that about one billion people suffer 

from the deficit of pure water on the Earth, which takes, the dai-

ly toll of 25 thousands human lives. Even in such a highly indu-

trialized country an the USA twenty five major epidemics of aqua-

tic etiology - gastroenteritia, dysentery, infectious hepatitis 

and lambiasia - involved thousands of human casualties within 

the period from 1971 to 1975. That in why, a reliable Information 

about sanitary-hygienic state of natural waters is of a great im-

portance. In his studies Soviet Academician V.I. Vernadeky consi-

dera water to be a bioinhabited body 1  i.e. its qualities are formed 

by hydroblonte. In this case biological adequacy of water should 

obviouely be regarded as the main quality of the water being a pro-

duct and an inhabited medium (18). Organisms onlr can supply re-

liable information about the biological adequacy of water. 
C 

A.Muller and F. Kohn in 1869-1870 published their works in 

Germany showing conclusively the major role of aquatic organisms 

(hydiobionte) in the transformation of pollutants. In 1875 FerdI-

nand Kobn, a botanist, was the first to subdivide waters into 

three groups according to the degree of their pollution and desc-

ribed the organisms characteristic for them. Since then the con-

cepts of the involvement of hydrobionta in water purification 
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and the assessment of wa'er quality have acquired a firm scienti- 

ftc foundation. idajor contributions to this were made by Metz 

and the research performed by the Royal Institute for Bvaluation 

of 1rinking and Sewage Waters, founded in Berlin in 1901. Its lea-

ders, botanist R. Kolwitz and zoologist M. Maxmson designated the 

organiBm5 living in polluted waters as eaprobionts (from the 

Greek eapros - rotten and bios - life). They found three ditinot 

phases to exist in the self-purification of a river - contamina-

tion zones inhabited by three groups of organisms. 

Polysaprobic (p) - the zone of mic.robiological reduction 

of organic pollutants, inhabited by polysaprobic organisms. 

Jdesosaprobic (ci) - the zone of starting oxidization, inha-

bited by mesosaprobic organisms. Finally, the third zone, where 

the oxidation of organic matter is completed. Called oligosapro-

bic (o), it is inhabited by oligoesprobic organisms. The purest 

waters of mountain lakes, springs, etc. inhabited by katharobi-

onts (from the Greek }(athax'os - pure) are often distinguished 

as a separate class. 

The authors of the system understood eaprobity as the abi-

lity of organisms to live in water contaciinated by organis sub-

stances x) 

ollowing the publication by Kolkwitz and Mareson in 1908 

of an extensive list of vegetative and in 1909 - of animal mdi- 

At the International Symposium in Praque in 1966 the concept of 

saprobity was transformed. It was redefined to mean the sum of 

metabolic processes opposite to the formation of primary pro-

ducts, that is the sum of the processes involving a loss of 

v tential energy of the water system (38) 
1. 

t 

2?- I 
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cater organisms, the sanitary-biological analysis of water quality 

found wide application in the national economies of European coun-

trje (1). 

Sanitary-biological studies of water bodies acquired an espe-

cially great scope after the 1917 Great October Socialist Revolu-

tion when scores of institutes and universities joined in the 

effort (19, 20). 

hapid industrial and urban development coupled with a wide 

use of chemicals in agriculture and everyday life intensified the 

pollution of natural water8 by not only domeiio but also indus-

trial sewage. In this new context the deficiencies of the Kolk-

wita-Mareson system, widely accepted in European countries, be-

came particularly obvious. 

A prominent So'det hydrobiologiet, Professor V.I.Zhadin 

repeatedly noted that the Kclkwitz-Mareson system doea not work 

anymore beyond the Urala" (5). Therefore, there is a need in 

a univOrsal system of saprobity that would permit evaluation 

of natural water pollution beth by domestic and industrial eff-

luent8 (6). In this connection, the Czech researcher V. Slade-

'ek (15) proposed a "universal" system for water quality evalu-

ation, consisting of the following zones: 

Katharobic (K) - pure ground, mineral or artificially 

prepared drinking water. 

Ly=osaprobic (L) - the quality of these waters can be 

estimated in terms of the Kolkwit-!v1ar6on eaprobity scale (the 

major portion of natural waters). 

Eusaprobic (K) - sewage waters containing biochemically 

decomposed organic substances. TheSe are subdivided into isosap- 
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robic (i), the habitat of infusoriane; wetaaprobic (m), of color-

less flagellates hypersaprobic (h), of bacteria and fungi; and 

u.ltrasaproblc (u), abtobic. 

4. Trans-eaproblO (T) - aewage or aurface waters that do 

not undergo hiochemical decomposition. These include waters of 

three types of quality: a - antisaprobic, with toxic eubstances 

r - with radioactive substances; and c - cryptosaprobic, artifi-

cially heated or cooled, containing suspensions, etc. 

The scheme doee indeed seam to be a truly universal one, 

but it does not solve the main problem ot how to simplify qua-

liy assessment for the bulk of natural watera (L), how to de-

cide on the state of their biological adequacy. This is because, 

for this one purpose, the author still adheres to the Kolkwitz-

-Mareson system, while all living scales used to evaluate the 

state of the environment are much too cumbersome. This is exem-

plified by the biological system to evaluate the state of farm-

tng lands, proposed by L.G. Rameneky (34) or of fresh waters, 

by O.P. Okniyuk and V.N. Zhukineky (7). Besides, the results of 

evaluating the water quality as well as the quality of agricul-

tural lCnds have to be numerically or graphically represented, 

otherwise they cannot be used in national economy. 

In order to obtain morpho-taxonomic information on water 

purity ueing the Kolkwitz-Marsson scale in numerical and gra-

phic form the following concepts were introduced: indicatory 

significance (eaprobity index) - S - for indicator organisms in 

accordance with the degrees of their saprobity (0 	1; fi 	2, 

3 and p 	4); and the relative number of specimens of 

each idicatcr species - h (from 1 to 9). 

272 
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Number of specimens of one 	Value of the frequency 
indicator species in 	of 	of occurrence - Ii 

the total number of all 

specimens 

	

1 	 1 

	

1-3 	 2 

	

4-10 	 3 

	

10-20 	 5 

	

20-40 	 7 

	

40-100 	 9 

UBing these values. Pantle and Bukk in Czechoslovakia proposed 

that !ater quality should be assessed in terms of saprobity in-

dex-B: 
Sh 

We see that 8 is a simple arithmetic mean of the occurr-

ence frequency rates and eaprobity values (0-4) of the indica-

tor epociea belonging to a certain ecological group - benthos, 

plankton periphyton, or nekton. The overall aaprobity index 

is the arithmetic mean of eaprobity index values for aeveral 

ecological groups (29). 

G. Liebmann (27) proposed that water quality in a source 

should be represented graphically (in plan). 

Water quality evaluation with the help of saprobity Index 

has a disadvantage in that it fails to account for the ability 

of many organisms to live in waters belonging to different zo-

nea (stages) of saprobity (x, e, b, a, p),  as well as the die-

similar deee of saprobity in individuals of even the same 

species, but found at different points of their range. To fill 

the gap Zelinka and Marvan (33) introduced the concepts of sap- 
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robic valency of an indicator and the species indicator weight 

Saprobic valency of an indicator shows the saprobity stage 

in which it occurra. Saprobic valency values for differeht sap-

robity stages are calculated on the assumption that 100% of the 

indicator species organisms are equal to 10 and that its value 

in each stage will be a fraction of 10. "j" is estimated in pa-

ints from one to five. If a species occurs in one saprobity 

stage it j 	5; in up to two stages, j - 4; in up to three 

stages, j • 3; in up to four stages, j - 2 and in up to five 

stages, j 	1. The number of specimens of the indicator species, 

h, is also tt. an into account. It is expressed as an absolute 

number or the percentage of specimens in an assay. In , 'actice, 

the computation eequenàe is: 	- 

ii . 'ii 

x/o,ft,J, p/ A 	orA - 	
h1  j 

The degree of water pollutior is determined from the greater 

numerical value - of the corresponding saprobity stage ( 0 , 18  , 
F). The Zelinka-Marvan method is the most advanced modification 

of the Kollcwitz-Marsson system. Its application is, however, 

limited by the fact that the eaprobic valencies" and "indicator 

weight" (I) of representative organisms are not the same in diff-

erent geographical zones. Moreover, the method is laborous and 

requires a good knowledge of flora and fauna. For a more detailed 

account of the morpho-tm-  monomfo methods one can recommend, the 

review given in the lecture made by Pereun and de Pau (30). 

With a yiew to a faster and simpler biologicax evaluation 

of water quality, ecological-physiological indices were proposed. 
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It is well known, for example, that the number of byth'obiont pro-

ducere Increases and that ofeonsumers and reducers decreases 

with progressing self-purification of water. 

Based on that, Gabriel (25) proposed to use the pollution 

index in estimating water quality: 

2p 	- 

where: 

p - is the biomass of producers; 

R - is the biomsee of reducers and 

o - is the biomass of consumers 

For a crude estimation of water quality large taxa are often used 

as its bioindicators. Goodnight and Uttlay (26), e.g., euggeet 

determining the sanitary condition of rivers by the number of 

oligooheets present in them. 

I - good sanitary condition of a river, with the o].Igocha-

eta accounting for less than 60A of the total number 

of benthic organisms; 

II - questionable condition of water, with oligochaeta from 

60 to 80 per cent; 

III - a pølluted river, oligooheeta in excess of 8Ot 

Y.V. Balushkina found that river pollutants change the numerical 

ratio between the chironomid larvae of the Ohironominee, Ortho-

cladiinaa, and Tanypodinse subfamiliee, with the orthocladil.nae 

larvae dominant in pure water and the tanypodinae - in contami-

mated water. For water purity indication Y.V. Balushkina propo-

sod the following index: 
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K • a + 0.5 aoh 

or 

where: 

a, eli and  ar - are the numbers of larvae of each sub-

family (4). 

Since the species diversity of a hydroecósystem declines 

with an increase in its pollution, some investigators suggest 

that speclea divereity index should be used to estimate the wa-

ter quality. Margalef (28), ó.g., in the belief that the total 

number of species is proportional to the logarithm of the area 

they live in, proposed the following equation as a measure of 

species diversity and, thereby, of water purity evaluation: 

A 	8I_ 
LnN 

where: 

8 - is the number of species and 

Ln N - is the, natural logaritl -L of the number of individuals. 

Index d acquires its maximum value when all specimens in an sea-

ay belong to different opecien (8 - fl) and equals zero when they 

all are of the same species (8 - I). Methods have been proposed 

based on information theory. lor example, sequential comparison 

index (8.0.1.). The method is based on a modification of the 

principle of test assays and on the group theory (24). The ana-

lyst is required to be able to recognize c].early the color, 

shape and size of the oject. He has to compare the observed 

organisms against the conventional criteria (images) from the 

table. The observed organiere resembling the conventional image 

is indicated by a plus, if there in no resemblance - a minus. 

In this way the number of groups and of individuala in them is 

assessed. 
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The number of species of the organisms similar and dissimilar to 

the conventional images is then determined, and the index is 

found from the formulas 

N groups 	N tests 
N individuala 

It is easily seen that with a decrease in species diversity, e.g., 

the effect of pollutants, the value of the index will be lees 

than uiity. 

The hypothetical nature of these methods should, however, 

be stressed. It is known, e.g. that species diversity is mini-

mal in pure spring and heavily contaminated waters. Besides, the 

method yields data on the magnitude of pollution but says moth-

1mg about its specificity. 

Evidently, in order to increase the accuracy of water qua-

lit7 indication 1  the merits of all the methods described above 
should be integrated within a single indicator system. Woodywis' 

system, from the Prent River inspection in England (32), should 

be regarded as the best attempt of this kind. The system postu-

latea that, with increasing water pollution, the diversity of 

bydrobionts will decrease and the only surviving indicator or-

ganisms will be the ones beet-adapted to pollution. 

The determinative system of Woodywiss characterizes the 

extent of water pollution with large taxa - families, orders 

and classee of benthos named "groups". This extends the geogra-

phical boundaries of its application. But, in order to enhance 

the table's indicator capability for specific regiona, its 

etructure also Incorporates the region - specific indicator 

specie8. As a result, such indicator species as Baetie rodani, 
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Lesilue aquaticum, Chii nomuu thuwai have to be locally eubetitu- 

ted by equiecu1uglcaP' ldicator epeciew, i.e., thome occupying 

a eiuiilai' ecological niche in the region etudied. This ehould 

etiulate iee.aroh aluied at mucertaining and deacribing the app-

ropriate l,idcutor apuclea in different geographical regione. 

The W Uywlua biotlo irLdea valuem fall from 10 to 1 as water 

pollution increawee. liegrattably, the ayatew im primarily demign-

ed to eatimats the purity of wetera polluted by durneetlo aewage. 

by way,  of liluetratlon we ahall now prement Woodywlem' table 

and give examples of Its application. 

Table 

Aaaeamaent or Water Purity by Blo tic Index 

biuindicatoru 	Iridloew 	No. of groupe preeent 

0-1 2-5 6-10 11-15 16 and over 

Stone fly larvae 	snore than I 
preeent 	apache 	- 	7 	8 	9 	10 

only I ape- 
clew 	- 	6 	7 	8 	9 

ay fly Larvae 	more than I 

present 	epeclea 	- 	6 	7 	 9 
only 1 epa- 
clew 	- 	5 	6 	7 	8 

Caddie fly larvae more than 1 

prement 	 speclea XX) 	- 	5 	6 	7 	a 
only 1 ape- 
clea 	4 	4 	5 	6 	7 

Aaellue prewent 	all the above 

epeciem abaent3 	4 	5 	6 	7 

28-I 
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Table (continued) 

Btoindicatora 	Indicee 	No. ofroupe present 
0-1 2-5 6-10 11-15 16 and over 

Oammaru, present 	all the above 
species absent 2 3 	4 	5 	6 

Tubtflcids or 	all the above 
(red) chironomoid species absent 1 	2 	3 	4 	- 
larvae preaent 

All the above ape- some species 
cies abeent 	not demanding 

oxygen may be 
present, a,g. 
grietalis te- 
flex 

x) ixoluding Baetin rodant 

Including Baetie rodani (May fly) 

With 2 to 5 hydrobiont "groups" and more than one atone fly 

species found in the benthos earnplee taken at the control station, 

the biotic index is 7. With 2-5 "groups" present in the samples, 

all of the foregoing organisms absent, but with tubificidan or 

chironomida present, the biotic index is 2, i.e. the water is 

highly polluted. To expand the geographical range of the Woody-

i,ima eyeteia for it to be applicable in aeseseing the purity of 

isters polluted by industrial effluents, the equiecological in-

dicator speciescharactrletic of the region in question ahouid 

be incorporated into the table used to estimate the bictic in-

dex 
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Vor example, we have adjuated the Woodywioe eyatem for water in-

dication in Western Siberia. 

It Is to be borne in mind, however 1  that the impact of po-

ilution may induce in the indicator epeoiee latent changee capa-

ble of cauelng their døath. Meanwhile, the indicator organiama 

may be preuent in quite aufficient nwabez'm  at the time of water 

purity saaaeurement, thua leading the inveetigator to wrong con-

cluelona about the water quality (10). in hie well-known monog-

raph V. Sladeek (31) hate 33 comementa made by the experta with 

regard to he varioua water quality bioindicatioA techniquee. 

G.R. Vinberg with co-workere compared the indicator capabilitlee 

of aifrerent methoda applied under identical conditlone (4). 

Unable to dwell on this queetion at length here, I conaider it 

neoeeeary to etrema that all the nwneroua methoda for hioindi-

cation of water quality are founded on common umorpho-taxonomio 

and ecologioal-phyaiological principlea. So there is no need to 

multiply "national" aystema and methoda of water quality aeaeae-

ment - it aufficee to adapt the more feltcitoua of them in the 

regional aepect. In doing eo it is rational to effect the method 

euggented by Pantle and Bukk in the Sladecek'e modification 

(16, 31) as a etandard method, For a more detailed diecuaaion 

of the water quality bloindication techniquem with a particular 

reference to their practical apphicatione, we recommend the foll-

owing literature (Ii, 12, 21 and 22). 

in concluaion, let ue note that the water quality bioindi-

cation methode are receiving an ever growing attention in dirt-

eent oountriea. Thue, the Coainieaion of european Oommanitiea 

brought together on three occasiona ezperte from different coun- 

28-2 
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triec for them to evaluate wator quality in epecifio water bodIes, 

using their own national nithod ()0). Scientist from the member 

countries of the Council for Mutual Economic Aealntnnce meet re-

gularly to diacusm bloindication of water quality. The USSR Hyd-

rometeorological Service (13) Sponsored recently a National Confe-

Fence and two USSk-UK and IJSS1I-USA Symposia (4, 8, 17) on the 

scientific fundamentals of water quality monitoring by hydroblo-

lpglcel Indicee and on the mathematical modela for water quality 

management (9). An examination of their proceedings leads to the 

conclusion that at the current stage in the development of enl.enoi 

the elaboration of biological methods for water quality analyses 

is a top priority task becauae it would take a long time and 

a great effort to create a quantitative data bank on the function-

ing of ecosystems (2,3). It remains to add that organisms alone, 

and not toathereatica calculations, can supply reliable information 

about the biological adequaoj of water and the processes that 

effect it. 

It is thud seen that an effective biological monitorin 

service for eater quality asmeasment should be based on natural 

systems of water quality biolndicatlon which refl.eot objectively 

the laws of nature. 0therwie, as V.I.Lenin wrotel !Human Pro-. 

jeote disregarding the greet laws of nature bring only misfor-

tunes! 

C ) V.I. Lenin. Synopsis of correspondence between K. Marx and 
P. KngTh. Moco, POlitidnt. 1959 p 378 (in Iusaian) 
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POLLUTION OF MARINE 1OSTST3S 

S. A. Patin 

It has now become quite obvioue that man dieturba the 

natural ecological equilibrium in the aaae and ocean not only 

through connercial exploitation of marine biological remourcea, 

but alFo by polluting the marine environment. Indeed, most of 

the pollutanta, once they have got out of man's control, ecee-

how find their way into the marine anvironment, giving n.e to 

local, regional or global pollution. Owing to lerge-ecala air-

.3ulation and the integrity of the biological etruoture of the 

World Ocean, regional snornallea in any of its parta affect, in 

the final &na1y.i., the adjoining regione and the eymtea as a 

whol•. 

This is wby the pollution of the seam and ocean@ has now 

become a major international concera, as borne out by the ma-

teriala of numeroum ecientific forums, joint remeareh progriee., 

intergovernmental agreements and the aotiviti,s of .eny Tm 

work:ing groups and bodies, among then 7*0, WRO, UNESCO, etc. 

In the decielone of the lilY Session of the tIN Qeneral A.sombly 

and of the Special UN Conference held in Stockholm in 1972, 

among priority ecological problias, the mankind prerently faces, 

.peoinl empbaeir was laid on the pollution of the world Ocean, 

A sp.oil eyatem for monitoring the pollution of the .&rine en-

vironaent has been set up and is now operative within the frame-

work of the UN Environment Prograa.e. 

e ecope of reae&rch ectivities on the proble. concerned 

1. unprecedented. Effiee it to may that more than 2000 ar- 
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tides and books deallxig with this proble&a are published an-

nually. Bone of the authors think that time is ripe for a new 

1UdSpeLdeIt science on aarine pollution to be set up, which 

aust not only study sea pollution as a now ecoiogical factor 

for the seas and oceans, but also be engaged in w,rng out 

.fftcient wethoda for its oontrola 

A particularly violent upsurge of research activities 

was observed in the 1960s  ihich is associated with the nuclear 

bests in the ateoepbere in 1958-1963,  when the biosphere was 

contaitinated with the products of nuclear •xploaions. The to-

cults of thesO researches had a great iapaot on the world pub-

lie opinion and furnished a scientific rationale for signing 

the 1963 foacow Treaty on banning nuclear tests in the tb.ree 

aedia. A. similar process takes place at preEent in the field 

of chewical pl1luVions the alaraing reeults of inveatigetions 

into the pollution of the World Ocean urge large-scale national 

and international efforts for control and prevention of dotri- 

.aiatnl antthropogenic iipacs on She isaripe enyironisent and 

biological resources. The difference lieu in the fact that 

the flows of tox:ic chewicals into the World Ocean cannot be 

stopped at once and everLyE1ere, as was the case with the halt-

ing of nuclear teats. 

In the overall ecological research of the &rld Ocean 

pollution we can identify two basic trends. One of then is of 

the biogeochenical nature and is aiaed at obtaining infora.a-

tion on the sources and inflow pathways of pollutants into 

cc the World Ocean, their content in both biotic and abiotie 
0 

coaponents of the ecosysteeLs, ferns of occurrence in sea wa- 

tsr, their distribution and nigration in the seas and oceans, 
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etc. In a word 1  this branch of reeeerch etudlee the origin 

and behaviour of anthropogerile lapuritlea in the crld Ocean. 

The other trend deala with the eti4y of biological ef-

fecte and implicatione of the aarine and ocean pollotion. 

Peacarchea of thin kind are based on the realta of either 

toxicological experimente with aalocttvo epeoiea of marine 

organinmo or field obeervationa over the ntruotura end func-

tional cheracteriatica of arina aooiyatewa in a pollutai 

environment. In either caae we obtain information anablin.g 

evaluation or prediction of biological implicationa of aen-

induced dieturbancea in the ohamical compoaltion of the marine 

biotopee. 

Neither biogeochelLicel nor ecological toxicologic re-

eearches are, of course, an end in theacelvee, though the 

knowledge of the ohareober, scope, and biolo fcai conaeuencpg 

of pollution are relevant to foraing a correct judgeicent on 

the potential danger of pollution and w.y• to oontrol it. 

These researchea can and muet directly contribute to the 

prevention of •.a pollution, for instance, by .peoifying per-

miauible levels for the discharges of noxiouc substances into 

the marine •nvironiceiit by •x.rolaing biological control in-

yoUng biological teeta of eate-wat.ra and thrir individual 

oo.poti.nti, ito. 

It is to be eapheelsed that the trends of research, 

briefly di.oueeed above 1  s upplemGnt each other and provide 

an overaU picture of the Norld Ocean pollution. Blogeoche-. 

atc*1 inveatigntioo study 	the nffectt of hydroblont 

on the 1i rtr lbuittøri, mrnt ton ni trmfururt inn of poiiu- 
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tents in the marine environnent, whoroas marine ecological 

toxicology deals with a reveras probles, naxnely, the effect 

of thesis impurities on marine organisms, their populations, 

communities and the biotic cycle ir the ecosystems. Thue, these 

two trends of research study two aspects of a single process 

of marine organism interiotion with their nan-infringed biotope 

and constitute in effect, the basis of ecoloioel knowle&ge 

without which efficient national and international efforts for 

protection of seas against pollution would prove impossible. 

ui.te recently an opinion was current; that in view of the 

grand volume of the World Ocean (namely, 1..109  km3  at an aver-

age depth of 3,800 it) no concern should be aroused about the 

purity of its waters, the problem itself falling, in fact, into 

the solution of a number of loo*l tasks which do not surpass 

the confines of individual maritime states. Furthermore, it was 

proposed that seas and oceans by virtue of their great depths 

may be used for dumping different kinde of wastes, including 

radioactive on5. Thdsy these concepts have been subject to 

a radical revision on the basis of abundant factual material 

asssed by the researchers in many countries of the world. 

In analysing the present situation in the pollution of 

the World Ocean we have to admit, above all, the fact of the 

ubijuitoua radioactive and chemical contamination of the marine 

environment. Modern sensitive methods of analysis, applied to 

the samples of sea water and organisms taken practicall.y at 

any point of the ocean (from the Arotto the intarctic), 

enable ue discover numerous traces of man's activtie, in-

cluding man-made radicisotopee (strontI.um-O, cee1um.-137,ot.), 

organochiorine cubatencas (T3D, polychiorhiphenyls, etc.), 
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oil and oil products, heavy metals. Some of these eubstencea 

(metals, oil) have over exieted in nature and man has amply 

changed their natural concentration and the form of presence 

in the war ins environment, whereas others (for a zamp le, U)T, 

etrontium-.90) are endobted for their appearance in nature to 

man alone. 

A copositO U.et and Certain CLeractsDiatios of the most 

widespread pollutanta are given in Table 1. A common and Ohs-

racteriatic feature of all these eubstancea is a eignifl.cant 

air-borne share of pollutants (up to 80-90%)  in their total in-

put into the marine environment, thus indicating the presence 

of an atmospheric reservoir for each of these. Crude oil is 

the only exception, its input to the World Ocean is practically 

independent of the atmospheric transfer. Nonetheless, oil is 

indisputably one of the most characteristic pollutsnta for the 

marine environment, since more than half of Its total input, 

to the hydrosphere is associated with ass transport and shelf 

oil mining, creating long-living fields of oil pollution in 

the open sea ani ocean. The highest levels of p.etroleum hydro-

oarbone are found in inland seas, coastal and shelf zones, es-

tuaries and river deltas, as well as In the sea areas travers-

ed by traditional oil-transportation routes and emergins as 

centers of oil mining at present and in the future. 

The most widespread pollutants in the group of heavy ne-

gala are usually mercury, lead s  and cadmium. It is these ele-

ment (particularly mercury and lead) that on account of their 

physical properties are emitted into the atmosphere in the 

course of burning up of all kinds of fossil fuel. Thus, at burn-

ing the crushed coal as much as 90% of merèury is cnnverted 
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?able I 

Most coaaon toxic conetituente of large-eoei.e pollution of 
the World Ocean 

Groupe and conati- 	Priority Degree of bl.o- a r button tuenta of pollutenta 	(a) logical hazard 
(b) 

Radionucljdeaj 
Strontiun-80 I global 
Caeniu-137 I global 
Plutontun-.238 - global 
fritiwi - gio6al 
Oeriva - global 

Ch1oror$n1c toxicant at  
DDT and its martabolites 2 +-i global 
Polychlortnated bipher 2 ++ global 
AJ.arin 2 ++ global 
Dildrin 2 ++ local 
Linden. 2 ++ local 

Ms tel t 
Methyl-aercury I ++ global 
Oadaiva 3 (+) global 
Mercury 4 ++ global 
Lead 4 (+) global 
Zinc - + local 
Copp.r - + regional 
Arsenic 6 (4-) regtonal 
ahroaiu - (+) local 
Iron - - local 
Magnanaee - - looal 
Cii and oilgts 5 + global 
Detergents - 7 regional 

YiOTL (a) Priority indices from the viewpoint of involved 
hetards for aen are given in accordance with 
recoaniandation.a of the UN jDavironment Prograa 
(U1F2, 1974). 

(b) The degree of biological hazard for aarine orga-
ci en 
++ great; + aigaificant (+) lit.te; ?• inefnite; 

- inalgnificant (GAMP, 1973). 



into the gsa phuae. Significant quentitiea of sercury vapoura 

go over into the etnosphere also as a reault of the increueed 

degusaing of the ujipr layere of the eurth a cr,st due to lend 

cultivation, open-caat mining of iainerels and other kindu of 

mae activitlee involving disturbance of the ourth'a k3urface, 

All the other fairly numerous industrial and agricultural 

applioationB of heavy metals (i'or instance, uei'cury in vte 

paper and pulp industry, in the chlorine an(l eodlun produCtiofl 

in the production of orgenoweroury fangicidea for aed treatuerit1 

use of lead in the point and varriiuh industry, etc.) b*ipper4 to 

be the sources of local or regional pollution. 

The forecasts perta .111ilhr to chorgea in the amiuuIcn of 

heavy metals into the utLnorphure and ocean are unknown. iowever, 

If we adedt that the iiecharge of nez'cury and land thcreue 

in proportion to the quantity of ash in the atnoephere (lzrael, 

everovekii, 1971), then by 2000 the global uaiaaion of heavy 

metals into the atuuaphere and ocean will bacose at leaut six 

times more. Theee figures are believed to be on the lower aido, 

since this estinatlon fails to take acccunt of the rant of the 

input pathways of pollution unrelated to the utilization 

the energy derived from fossil fuels. 

Among the particularly widespread toxic chemicale the 

group of ohiorineted hydrocarbons takes special place which, 

unlike oil and heavy metals, have no natural analogues. This 

group primarily ooapriaee pesticides (DDT, aidrin, benzyl-

hexachioride) and polychiorinated biphenyle (F-(B), i.e., sub-

etaree which are enjoying today an ectremely wide and diver-

aified application both in industry and agriculture. All of 

the*,ara sufficiently persistent and at the same time volatile 

and peas into the atmosphere as vepours and aeroaola with 
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the ensuing falling out onto the land aurface and hyd..roephere. 

There is abundant evidence on the presence of organochiorinea 

in uarine fauna, in all latitudes from the Artic to the Antarc-

tic. 

The hitherto eynthetizud organoeblorinee in agricultural 

use total over 3.5 ala tone, 1.5 mln tone having already found 

their way into aquatic and terrestrial biogeocoenoaea. Some 

developed couaLriea are known to have either stopped or sharply 

reduced the production and application of DDT. However, since 

no sufficiently aa.fe and cheap substitutes for this penticide 

are yet avail.able and it continues to be used in a nusber of 

countrise, the risk of pollution of the sarine environsent with 

persistent and toxic organochlorine conpounde is as greut to-

day as ever before. Particularly alarning is the growing input 

into the iaarine environment of polychiorinated biphenyla, the 

aubetances with a very wide range of diverse comuaercial appli-

Catione. Their toxicity and cunulativø buildup in living orga-

nise are Close to those of DD. However, in contrast to peti-

aides, placing of biphenyls under control, nationally or inter- 

nationally, provee far more difficult. Suffice it to recall that 

aJ.ree&y today there are more than a hundred industries where 

these sbstai is re widely used and where no acceptable and 

ecologically aafe substitutes for theme are available. 

Thug, there is every reason to conclude that today a large-

scale (global) field of pollutants in the Morld Ocean exists. 

A characterintic feature of this field is the existence of the 

gradient of tncvaasing concentrations of omajor pollutants in 

transition from mid-ocean towards the neritic zone, inland 

seas and coastal waters. A aimeilar gradient is observed while 

30-I 
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moving from the seabed towards surface waters. This tendency 

evolves as a result of different processes and phenomena in-

cluding the terrigenous input of pollutants into the marine 

environment, their dibeharge with river runoff and the localiza-

tion of different kinds of man's- ectivities causing pollution 

in coastal areas (navigation, off-shore oil and gas mining, 

a to.). 

There has also been recorded a latitudinal effect, i.e., 

an overall decline in the pollution level from north to south 

and the confinement of maximum conbentrations of radjoactive 

and ohaiical impurities to mid-latitudes of the northern hacnj-

sphere, where major industrial and urbanized zones on our 

planet are found. As is knoisa, about 90% of all tec)inogenio 

substances come into the biosphere precisely in this latitu-

dinal band, i.e., 30-700  N.L. 

There have been identified certain miorostructural features 

of pollutant fields in the marina environment, 4uch an the mo-

sate pattern in the distribution of toxicanbs in sea water and 

their localization within the thin surface film at the inter-. 

lace between sea water and the atmosphere. The accumulation of 

all mioroimpurities In this film, which happens to be the bio-

tope of neustonto marina communities and is playing an import-

ant role in aquatic ecosyateiiia, are hundreds and even thousands 

of times as high as in the underlying water tnaspes. 

A highly important specificity of the overall pattern 

of pollution of the World Ocean is the overlap (mutual Inter- 
section) of the maximum pollution and bioproductivity fields. 

It should be, finally, atreed that the flows and levels 

of major pollutants In the World C)CSao are rol.itively stable. 
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In contrast to single, but heavy 1QCB1 pollution, for instance, 

in accidents, when the toxicity, having reached its saxinum, 

gradually dinintahes, the global pollution not only fails to. 

decline in intensity over a long period of tine, but, with res-

plot to certain ingred.ient., displays an aecending tendency. 

Thisie easy to understand by considering the relative stability 

in time (or even a tendency for increase) sboi by the charac-

teristice of the world industrial production with which the iii-

puts and levels of pollution of hydro.pberia waters are direct-

ly cotrelated. Another reason behind the relative stability 

(or growth) of pollution levels in the earino environnent and 

uutrine orgunisms is aesociated with a continuous geochenloal 

redistribution of toxioants betws.c the land and the sea, as 

a result of the terrigenous discharge of inpurities into Sea 

water. 

The main difficulty that is apt to arise in the analysis 

of the afteriestha due to nan-induced changes in the chesical 

coiepo5i5ion of the narine oavlronimnt origl.netes in the fact 

that the sarine population is liable to reapoad to the presence 

of a toxic or any other contaninating agent si.ulateneously in 

all life-forns in the sea - from the subcellular to the supra-

organianal one and further to the ecoa)eten leveL. There arises 

a higb:Ly coisplex noasic of d.irect and indirect eftecta of the 

toxic ifapact againet the background of the natural dynaisica of 

biological processea in the sea under the influence of natural 

fact ors, 

Different classifications of biological and ecological ef- 
Ca 

sects and conaequences of iaarthe pollutiona may be found. In 

the first approxination it seems practicable to distinguish two 
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gro(ips of eoological-toxicological situations doponding on the 

nature and inteneity of the operating, factor and its confine-

went, correspondingly, to the zones of lethal or tolerant doses. 

The first of such aituetions involve direct toxic effecta pro-

luced on individual populations and coraiiunitia and accompanied 

by the damage on principal phyeilogical-biocheailcal systems of 

the organisms and their eubseuent deeth, elimination of some 

species and populotions or pronounced pathological changes at 

ho level of an organism, population and 1  occaeionelly, of the  

ecosystem as a whole. Very impressive end, occasionally, tragic 

instances of such aitugtions arising uuslly as a result of 

disasters or single discharges of induttrial and other watee 

are sufficientLy well.-known and have been repeatedly described 

in literature. The areas of irtensive pollution are, an a rule, 

localized within lialced zones and their consequences do not 

spread out over vast water areas. 

The second group of effects 1  which ore not as apparent 

and have been such less exonined, Involves the impact of rela-

tivoly low pollutant concentrations on marine orgonians, cosmu-

nitlee and ecoeyatmee in the conditions of chronic contamina-

tion. Owizig to differences in the resistance level of hydro-

bionta of various ola88ea different stages of onthogenesia 

and physiological state an intricate chain of biological reac-

tions and responses arises in the xmnunities, the integral 

and most essential manifestations of which appear to be ohan-

gee effecting the stability and homecatasis of the ecosystems. 

The specific indices of such variations include the dec].ning 

diversity of species, disturbed rates and relationship between 

the intensity of the procesces of organic matter bioproduction 
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and destruction, in anomalies affecting the dynamics of dissolved 

oxygen and in other ecological variations whose description and., 

particularly 1  prediction at low chronic pollution levels are 

very difficult and not always possible to carry out. 

The •'ooncealed" nature of Euch COflSqUenCes compared to 

acute intoxication (for instance, large-scale fish death) by 

no Seens detracts from their seriousness or significance. Rather 

on the contrary, taking acCount of the scope and ubiquity of 

global pollution, as well as of other aforementioned features 

of the overall distribution pattern of toxicants (confinenent 

of the increased pollution levels to the ones with naxiceal bio-

mass and producttvty, relative persistence of global toxicant 

concentrations, eto.), we may aseucue the existence of large-

scale anthropogenic ecological, anomalies in the ocean. This 

&speot has not yet been sufficiently studied by reuearcbera, 

though its importance for the entire problem of pollution 15 

quite evident. 

One of the possible ways in searching for the answer to the 

above question is a Joint anal,yis and pooling of biogeochoini-

cal and toxicological data, i.e., information on the content 

of the globally occurring pollutante in sea water in various 

regions and on the experimentally determined minimal concntro-

tions of these substances, which give rise to the appearance 

of their unfavourable effects on the marine fauna and flora 

(interference with the photosynthesis and respiration rate, 

with growth rate, survivability, reproduction, etc.). 

Summarized data of this kind are to be found in Table 2 

which was cospiled cawing upon 4wrlier publications (latin, 
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1979 Pa.tin,  1982).  It may be •aeily seen that the actual poi-

lution levels in coastal areas and in inland seaa, I.e., ,.jiere 

the bulk of living matter in the World Ocean is produced 1  are 

always overlapped ranges of Minimal effective concentrations 

ceuaing adverse effects of toxicants on aquatic organiaAs. 

Rough estimations indicate that a ninimal sustained reduction 

of the bloproduction rate in the narine ecosystems under obtain-

ing conditions of large-scale pollution amounts to at leant 10% 

of the biouiasees and produce that would have been obtained in 

the absence of the nan-made background of toxtcanta (Patin, 

1979). This conc].uaion should be extended to auaculture,ftrat-

ly, beoauae the marine farming is concentrated in the coastal 

zone thioh is subject to relatively high pollution and, second-

ly, because toxicological evidence used in Thble 2 is largely 

based on the results of experiments with aquacultural objects 

(fish, waseele, ortataoean, alga.). Eboalid we extend this con-

clusion also to the fresh-water aqunoulture, then for the pre-

aent world aquacultural output of about 8 win tons annually 

the bioumasa losses in cultivated hydrobionte due to the pollu-

tion of the water bodies would amount to over 800 thou.tona/year, 

of which more than 200 thou..tona/year would be given by marine 

organi am 6. 

The overall pattern of distribution and biological effect 

of particularly widespread toxicants in marine ecoaystecs can 

be represented as follows. Pollutants entering the World Ocean 

are irregularly distributed in It, forming areas of increased 

pollution levels in ecological zones and biotopes with max14t 

bioaasses and productivity rates (euphotic layer, neritic zone, 

inland seas, contact zones and estuaries, water-seabed and 
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Thble 2 

The lowest biologically effective concentrationa and typical 
levels of certain substances in surface waters of the World 

Ocean 

Løøgt bto— Concentration levela, mg/i 
Substance logically 

effective Oceanic Neritic Local pollu- 
concentra- 
tion, ag/i 

pelagic Zone tion monea 

011andoil 
products 2 	1 10 	—10 3 	2 10 	—io io 2  —io 1  i0 1—i0 2  

Organochloric 
toxicante 	10 '-10- 3 —6 	k 10 	—13—  10-  - 

Detergenta io_i. 10r2  10r3-1 1-10 

I&eroury io- icr3  10r 5— io io- icr3  107 3— icr2  
Lead io—icr 10-5-10-3  10-2-1071  io 

10510-4 10 3-10-2  10-2  

Copper 10 3-10-2  10-3-10 2  10 -3-10-1  io 

Zinc 10 2 10-1  16r 3—i0 10r2-10 1  io 

water—air interfaces). tinder long—term chronic effect of low 

toxicant concentrations the differences in biological roatione 

and reeponsea of marine orgaAtaInl3, for which their systematic 

place is responsible, are manifest not mc clearly as in casee 

of short—term aoute pollution. Therefore, a sustained large-

scale pollution of seas and oceans at the existing toxicant 

levels interferes with the vital activity and bioproductivity 

of simultaneously all principal groups of sarine population. 

Against this bockgrowld 	a tendency is observed for 

higher intensity of toxic and threshold effrcte with smeller 

organisms, thus reflecting the metabolic and reproduc tion spe-

cifics in the cane of manlier Fpecles end fnts of 1.'. uhicntu. 
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As a result, the aaririe biotic conponents particul&rlj vulner-. 

able to global pollution predoiainantly caprise acnall-eize or-

gaaisras, including phytoplankton (by the indices of infringed 

production properties), aicrozooplanktonio filtrators and the 

early ontogenetic stages of necton and benthos population. 

The scientific-technological progress which has triggered 

off the ecological crisis will be indisputably able to find, 

and in already finding, effective technical solutions for lisit- 

ing the flow of noxious substances into the environinent Mqwever, 

the search for and large-scala iwplesontation of such solutions, 

including waste-free technologies, etc., renain to be costly 

and give no realistic expectations for a significant overall 

reduction of global, pollution of the narine environeent in the 

coining decades. For this reason alone the urgency of ecological 

and biological researches into the pollution of the marine en-

vironnent and organiama, being pursued today throughout the 

world, is bound to beconme even greater in 	future. These re- 

searches can and should ieake a scientific contribution to solv-. 

ing Lulnerous practical probleas of protecting the purity of 

inarine water bodies. 
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EVSSIBLE ADAPTATION OP HYTOBIONTS TO TOXIC 

POLLU TAN TB 

L. D. Gapoohka 

PDat organiama i.e. one-cll.d beotria and algae, 

appeared on our planet about 3.5 billion yearn ago. The long 

evolution of life which began at that ancient time gave rise 

to a oultitude of living beinge. Their nuwbar on the Earth ii 

aany nillione and they astoniah not only by their aultiplioity, 

but also by their wonderful diversity varying from n.icro-

organieai.e to giant whales and ooquioae. 

During the evolution [:roOeaa the living beinge invaded 

all the eajor habitate which are very different in their peoi-

ha oond,ttiona. Aquatic habitat (iiore exactly - warn oceanic 

water.) was the first one where life originated and epread. 

Then U-fe pervaded laud and air. 

Every living organian can oxiet only in coritinuou and in-

tliaate assoalation with its anbient habitat whose oonatituents 

are very diveree and variable. Coaplexity and variability of 

the erivironnent compels organisms to adept themselves and cont- 

rol continuously their vital activities according to such vans-

tion.. The ability to adjust thenaelven to the environnent in 

k,nov= as adaptation. The adaptive ability is one of the banjo 

properties of life in general since it allows life to exist, 

organism, to survive and propagate. The organisai and the envi-

roneent in their interaction constitute an integral system a 

disturbance of which will eventQn1lr result in the organism's 

death. 
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During the evolution process the living organiena have 

isproved the regulation and adaptation proceasos and adapted 

tbenaelves to the ecological factors of the environnient whith 

have surrounded then. Various representatives of the plant or 

aninal kingdoe occur both in hot springs having a tesperature 

over $900  and in cold waters of the Arctic Ocean, in fresh 

waters and in salt lakes. Inhabitants of the aquatic environ-

isent are called hyd.robionts, They populate the World Ocean, 

various continental water bodies and underground waters. It is 

poanile to give a great nunber of exasplea showing adaptation 

of plants and animals to VarioUs environnental factors. 

We shall diSCUSS here the adaptation of aninale to low 

toniperaturea. The subcutaneous tissue layer of marine maannals 

such as seals and whales which live in cmld waters of the Arotic 

Ocean is distributed over the entire body. The subcutaneous 

fatty tiasue in several epecies of eeala is up to 7-9 cam thick 

and its total weight accounte for 40-50 per cent of the body 

weight. The beat insulation of this layer is •o high that the 

snos under seals resting for hou.rs does not melt although the 

body temaperabure of the aniamale is 38 0 . 

doat ecological factors such as teaperature, light 1  wind, 

precipitation, etc, vary in space and tine. However, all the 

living beings have adapted themaselves in the process of long 

evolution to such variations and created adaptive nechanisams 

ensuring their nornal development in the conditions of changing 

habitual ecological factors. 

Any organisn can live in the environnb *ose conditions 

only vary within a certain range. The environmental factors, 

especially abiotic ones, are characterized by ainiwum and caxi- 

31- 2 
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nun values beyond which the organism is apt to die. Rcth the 

totel absence or insufficient amount of the factor neceaaary 

for a biologloal aystelR, and an exceed1n, dose of this factor 

are equally fatal to the organism. Between mqxlmtim and athimus 

there is an optimal range of the exposure to the feotor within 

which the vital funotjorjs are realized in the most active mode 

and the population is the largeet in number. The minimum and 

maximum values of factors (threshold levels) at which the life 

of a given species is still poesibla constitute the lower and 

upper limits for Its tolerance zone, its stability to vans-

tioia zone, its stability to variations of the factor whoae 

levela rather often go beyond the optimal rene. Within the 

tolerance zone the variations of the factor do not threaten 

to cause the organisms death. 

"It Is remarkable that In the process of the biological 

evolution bhe nature is able Co find a "cae&n7 intensity or the 

broadly varying environmental factor and to generate the adapta-

tiona juet to that intensity" (Aleksandrov, 1975) 	The toler- 

ance zone limits are determined by the genetics of species. How-

evar 1  normally the organism never uses all its potential poeai-

bilities and operates, therefore, within a narrower zone than 

it is feible for that genotype.. These narrowed limits may be 

broadened up to marginal values, which depends largely on the 

4eçree of adaptation to the given feotor, on the physiological 

state and developciient stage of the organism or population, as 

well as on the influence of other environmental factors. 

Beyond the tolerance zone there Is the so-called resist-

..nos zone, i.e. the zone of lethal concentration exposure. 

Aleksandrov 1.Te. Cell8 macromolecules and temperature. 
Lnthrai, Nauka PubI., 1975, p. 256. 
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Thus, in ecological and physiological studies one differen-

bistee between the tolerance of the organism and its resist-

ence to environmental fectore. Accordingly, the adaptation to 

moderate exposure, i.e, the tolerance zone (capacity adaptation) 

and the adaptation to ertrecne doses, i.e. the resistance zone 

(resistance adaptation) are distinguished (Prosser at al., 1967). 
Partial or complete reconstitution of the metabolic aebi.-

vibies at different levels of the organization occurs within 

the tolerance zone, while no such normalization is noted within 

the resistance zone. 

The organism's ability for reproduotion shows that it pee-

sessee a certain combination of features ensuring its survival 

in one of the variety of existing media, hence demonstrating 

the organism's suitability to that medium. 

Adaptation is intimately associated with such a concept 

as a stability of biological systems. This stability is usually 

interpreted as the ability to overcome the environmental changes 

and return to the initial functional state after some shifts of 

the homeostasis. The concept of "stability" is generaLly apple-

able to the action of individual factors. The stability of the 

organism to nterous environmental factors creates its total. 

stability system and its total viability. The better the orga-

sims has adapted itself to the given factor, the higher is its 

stability to the factor variations. 

The most important stability mechanism for the population 

is its heterogeneity (polymorphiat) that arises from a mutant 

spectrums present in the population (this spectrum is often 

called a mutation burden since under the conditions favourable 

for the population development the presence of such mutants is 
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undeeira.ble). However, when the external conditions deviate 

from the normal reaction, it is the existence of such autants 

that allows the population to survive in the changed conditions. 

In this case the dominant forts either is •Ijajnated from the 

population or reuiains at sose level and the mutant aiitablo for 

the population becotnes t be doutiflant. In Other words, a change 

in the environmental factor leads to the reconstitution of the 

population towards a more stable form. 

Man has greatly changed the nature of our planet. Initially 

it was hunting and then agriculture, industry, transportation. 

Thus, new environmental factors have appeared known as anthro-

pogenic and constituting all forces of social &otivities that 

change the nature as a habitat for other species or exert an 

irzczned.iate influence upon their lives. The importance of the 

anthropogenic icicpaqt on the entire living wrld of the Earth 

increasee rapidly since the scale and diversity of force of 

the human productive activities are growing. All the Organia 

world faces the problem of adaptation to these new factors, 

many of which becoSe truly ecological. Among the it is pea-. 

sible to cite hundreds of new synthetic SLibstancas entering the 

aquatic resei'voira or atmosphere. 

The living organisms are far from always possee4ng the 

mechanisms providing adaptation to current chemical composi-. 

tion of the environment which is rapidly changing qualitatively 

and quantitatively. 

Adaptability to pollutanta could be defined as the abi-

lity of the organism to tolerate exposure to these substances 

without pathological effects. Therefore, the main task in 

studying the adaptation of the oxgarilams or the populetion to 
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toxic compounds is primarily in the clarification of the adap-

tsbtlity units for the object under study to a given substance, 

i.e. to determine the maximum amount of the substance to which 

a complete adaptation of the organism is possible. 

Those chemical cospounds and their concentrations to xhioh 

the orgeniams adapt quickly are likely to be less dangerous 

to the organism than substances to which their adaptation deve-

lops slowly. However, it is important not only to know the majcl-

sum allowable concentrations of some substances for adaptation, 

but it is necessary to identify the compounds to which no adap-

tation is possible Xe.g. mutaenoe). 

Different specieS of hydrobionts which are ver:y close in 

their systematic poeition possess different resistance to the 

toxic factor. Therefore 1  the preaenoe of toxic Bubstances in 

the environment results in the preferential growth of the most 

resistant species and in the suppression of the most sensitive 

forias. This redistribution of species may cause structural Va-

nation within the aquatic community and eventually change the 

total productivity of an aquatic rseervôir. This production an-

peit alone shows the importance and necessity to study the hyd-

robiont's adaptation to various pollutants of aquatic reser-

voirs. 

The other aspect of the problem is connected with study-

ing the adaptation mechanisms developed by individul hyd.ro-

bionts species to the toxic factor since tkiee mechanisms are 

responsible for different resistance of these saciee to pollu-

tante. 

The adaptation degree of hydrobionta should be taken into 

considerat ion in design-trw measures for control of enviroi- 
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asutal pollution. As is known, one of such asasureB is to ie-

ternine the inaxiaua allowable cncantrati.ons (MADs)for certain 

pollutantai this has already been done for aany hundreds of 

toxic substances. MAC iv the eucetance amount in inilligrs.ma 

contained in Cale liter of the fieh*iy reservoir causing no 

evident pathologic changes in the hydro hesis1 regisen or 

the vitiai activities of hydrobionte at various trophie levels. 

2hue, the MAC for crude oil is etusl to about 0.01 ag/I., and 

for phenol this value is 0.1 ag/i. 

if we oonel4erthe naximum allowable concentrations from 

the viewpoint of the organ.iaa adaptation to the habitat then 

the MAC can be defined as the saximum amount of substance to 

which a aonplete adaptation of the organism and its population 

is possible. This maximum amount can be designated (Stepanslcy, 

1973) as "measure of the biological adaptation liait (MBAL). 

A sufficient number of experimental and natural evidencee 

'Mich suggest a possibility of the hydro blont adjustment to in-

creased concentrations of pollutants is available in the lite-

rature. Thue, populations of the organisms resistant to bea'ry 

metals occur in the nature where such metals are contained in 

increased amounts, e.g. in sites of po,yee*alltc ore outcrops. 

A number of fnnas of bacteria and algae resistant to those 

metals were isolated from aquatic reservoirs with an increased 

content of copper, nickel, molybdenum and vanadium (Lyalikova, 

1959 and others). 

8uccessful adjustment of hydroblonts to toxic compounds 

depends on a number of points. One of the reasons for different 

adaptation of organisms resides in different mechanisms under-

lying the actions of the compounds involved. The greater 
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the spec ificity of the polluGant8 action (selective reaction 

with one or several iutabo1ite, anayisas or structural proteins), 

the greater its toxicity and the less nunber of chances the or-

ganien has for a successful adapt&tion to its action. 

VariouA toxicity of substances and different degree of the 

adaptation tsreto are also ascribed to the degree of the "ac-

qua1ntance of living organiens with such coapouwis since during 

the process of long evolution all living beings have adjusted 

thelasQlves and elaborated their relation to the denioal oocapo-

altec of their auzbient nedia. 

!roxioity of eleaienta which abound in the earth Crust (a. g. 

oil) is usually lower than that of eleisente which rarely or 

never occur in it (e.g. d.iapersanta used for renoval of oil 

fi]ia). 

There is a viewpoint that at a population level hydrobionta 

adjust theiaaelvea to exposure to toxic substances entering the 

aqu8t40 reservöiri only by selection and naintenance of exist-

ing resistant species and by el.inination of low-resictant por-

tion of the population. This way (selection of such ready re-

sietant ferns within the genetically nonuniforia, heterogeneous 

population of algae) Is the basic adaptation uechsulaa for cer-

tain blue-green algae. 

At the level of ecological systeiss the heterogeneity ..a.ni-

fasts itself in diversity of species that pxov1ies the so-called 

nonspecific t?uffering, i.e. the ability of an ecological systea 

to resist to alternating or danaging iepact of the environ-

nent. 7he experinents showed a clear correlation, between phenol 

CM 
degradation rate and the species diversity of sicrocenosis. 

It was found that initial biocenoses oonsistin of varlouc en- 

32-1 
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bodimenta of water thyaie, duckweed, inollucos, ollgotheetae 

and microscopic organisms introduced with natural water and ape-

ifically On!1t to degrade phenol are gradually substituted by 

biocenoseo which are capable for Its degradation, and the pro-

perty to degrade phenol in this pise appears as the property 

of a newly emerged eyeta. IhIB is proved by the fact that on 

ceasing the Introduction of phenol into the microcenosen which 

are adapted to degrade this toicant they ices quickly enou1 

their acquired ability. A deadaptatiok of biocenoses 000ure. 

Therefore, when the toxioant introduction is resumed the micro-

organisms are no longl3r able to degrade the toxioant. it took 

about 50 maya to develop new efficient ecological systems. 

I'horcfore, the buffering of the system is determined by 

its ability for a rapid reconstitution in acoordance with chang_ 

log conditions rnther than by its invoriebility. The wider the 

species diversity of the systea, the higher Is the probability 

of the presence of those species wriich, having become the main 

constituents of the reconstituted ecological system, will in-

crease its stability to certain changes in the habitat. 

Tb obtain the effect of adaptation to the toxio action 

it is necessary for the tox&csnt to be contained in an amount 

bufVioj.Cnt to induce an adjusting response, but low enough 

not to damage the organism. 

Seal], concentrations of boxicants promote the develop-

sent of specific stability to a certain compound in the orga-

niem, population or ecological system, while larger dea can 

destroy even the nonspecific stability systems. Therefore, 

adqpt&tIOn to the toxic or polluting factor is often taken to 

scan an increase in the livir.g system's adaptability under 
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prolonged expobure to a anall anount of the substance or under 

gredual rise of that amount. The sane biological system can copo 

with coneiderably higher c000entratiorLe of the toxicant whed 

the latter its added gradually as compared with the case when 

the sasse toxicait is introduced in a significant quantity at 

once. Thus, aquarium microcenoses into which phenol was intro- 

duced for one year by snail increasing doee (from I to 10 ag/i) 

processed rather successfully and quickly the phenol in a con-

centration of 236b ag/I. When the lxicant was introduced at a 

considerably lower dosage (1000 mg/i) at one time the aquarium 

•OosyBteLa was destroyed (amehilov, 1973). 
All the above mentioned facts evidence that the adapta-

tion of byLirobionte to the toxic notion of a pollutant is essen-

tially feasible, but it deerds on a number of factors and pri.-

manly on the epeciee and physiological etate of the organiam 

on dosage, time and mode of action of toxin compounds, as well 

as on environmental factors (e.g. tasperature). 

The adaptation to toxic action is intimately associated 

with such concepts as harmfulness or harmlessneee of changes 

under the action of chemicals on the organism or its popula-

tion. Therefore, it is important to reveal the differences be-

tween physiological adjustasot response (to the action of hams-

leBa concentrations of chemicals) and the compensatory reac-

tions of the energed pathological process (to the action of 

harmful concentrations), i.e. to ascertain the region lying 

between the norm and pathology. 20 assess the margin netween 

true physiological adaptation and compensation for the patho-

logical process is very difficult. For example, such a region 

can be established by determining the size of the species po- 

32-2 
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pulation, studying the integrity of the organism as a unified 

biological system and the unity of the organism end its habitat. 

I'he survival of species and an increose in its opuloticn 

in concrete conditions or existence can be considered as a 

sign of normal atats of the orgen.twn or its popuintion which in 

intimately associated with the ability of apecios to F14JUSt 

themselves to the habitat. Conversely, a decrease in its lopu-

lotion is tue evidence of disturbances in the adaptation process 

Desulting in pathology. 

For many YearB the adjuoting reserves have been assessed 

by placing the organism in extremnal physiological conditions 

(tecapereture, trophic ones, etc.). Use is made of various other 

functional or Oxtreinal loads of chemical, physiological or blo-

logical nature wiich are usualLy integral. This sakes it pos-

sible to reveal a bidden decrease in the adaptive (to func-

tional loads) or compensatory abilitl 	(to extremoal lOd) of 

the organisms. In other words, the adaptation to toxicants can 

be acoomanied either by preservation of and even increase in 

the general nonspecific etebility of the organism, or by its 

decrease.The attaptation of the organian is said to be cosplete 

if it is accompanied by a full-scale preservation (or increaeø) 

of the adaptation abilities inreletion to various effects and 

if the argaism or its population maintains the ability to 

reproduce the posterity which is adequate in every respect. 

Incomplete (defective) adaptation of the organian isparte a 

were semblance of well-being in new conditions since such adap-

tetion is uccoapan.ied by a decreese in its general stability. 
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A study on the completeness of the adaptation of certain 

blue-green algae to toxicants by the method of functional loads 

showed that the algae stable to the toxic action of crude oil 

grew on the nitrogen-free nlediuin better and died off consider-

ably slower than pure oulture controls. It points not only to 

the invariability of the gerarel Stability of cells during 

their edeptot ion to cride oil, but also to some increase in the 

adaptation abilities in relation to nonexistent nitrogen. A si-

suer effect was also noted in etudis of the completeness 

of algae adaptation to the toxic action of disperemnt. However, 

the ease blue-green algae edated to sublethal phenol concon-

tration on the nitrogen-free medium died off more rapidly than 

those in the control. 

The problen relating to the limits of true adaptation and 

temporary compensation has not been solved as yet and requires 

edditional experimental studien. The limits of the organism's 

abilities during adaptation, in the narrow aense of the wont, 

may be considered e±austed when irreversible damages arise 

and ithen the quality of control changes. Although studies for 

ieteraining limits of usual adjustment responses differing 

from the harmful action symptoms are not completed, nevertheless 

definition (Sanotsky, 1971) is available for the so-called 

threshold of harmful effect and this definition is apparently 

suitable for every environmentt the threshold of banuful effect 

of a pubetaie is Its minimum concentration the environmental 

object which causeS changes to epear in the organism which 

are outside the limite of the physiological adaptive reactions, 

or causes the latent pethology (tesporaril compensated) to 

eppear. In other words, the adaptation of hydrobionts to pol-. 
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lutants is only possible at such concentrations of these pollu-

twite which provide or stisulate the organisie's iaetaboli&u 

and evoke physiological process responses, i.e. to w.axlnui* allow-. 

able ooncentration, although in these cases certain hydrobionto 

ooit.ld oecouie harnful for their consumers. 

The organism's adaptation to toxic effects results in 

an increased resistance to pollutants. Thus, in response to the 

application of pesticides the races of crop pests emuerge which 

are resistant to then. Wide application of antibiotic has re-

suited in the emuergeace of antibiotio resistant strains of pa-

tihogena and of the so-celled secondary infections induced by 

fungi which have been previously nonpethogenic. There are also 

other facts Which swgest, on the one band, a serious risk of 

losing a great number of species thereby leading to a less 

v..r1ed and poorer genofond of the biosphere, and, on the other 

hand, an increase in the number of organisms heraful to man. 

it should be esmphaaizad that genofond depletion under the 

action of pollutants proceeds primarily at the expense of long-

cycle highly-organized hyd.robionts since their species perish 

before natural selection begins to operate. 8pecies adaptabi-

lity range varies rather rapidly only in lower-organized short-

cycle species (v.ruses, bacteria, algae, etc.). It is believed 

that in the distant future a process of gradual disappearance 

of long lived species and those having a scanty posterity (stur-

geons and other fishes) and the prevalence of short-cycle or-

ganismus seems to be possible, i.e. a return to the living beings 

of the initial stages of life on the Earth is Likely to occur. 

The emergence of the organisma' 5  increased resistance to 

pollutants has a further objectionable conseuencem it usually 
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leads to a rise in the oontent of theee subatancea in hydro-

bionte. Therefore, certain hydrobionta although they have fully 

adjusted themselves to toxicante might be dangerous to their 

consumers including people. L'nua, edible mollusca, particularly 

oysters, in a number of cases contain carcinogenic hydrocarbon 

benzprrene. Pollution of all waters of our planet with waste 

products of nuclear indistry, products of radioactive decay 

as a result of nuclear explosions, as well an with pesticides 

is increasing. Pbr exampi, the pesticide DVT was detected in 

tiasuas of polar bears, in penguin liver, in whale fat. Cer-

tain aubetanoee entering the humi orgeniam from aquatic eco-

logical systems possess carcinogenic aotion mentioned abova 

nd influence the heredity. The action of many substances on 

the physiologic functions of the organism is still merely Un-

known. 

T&is, in spite of great limitations and reservations, 

the answer to the question concerning possible adaptation of 

iydrobionts to the toxic action is ossentially positive. How-

ever, the very feet of the nd.juetnent df certain species to 

the pretence of pollutants is far from having only favorable 

consequences. 
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ADVSE EFFECTs OP MIR014MENTAL POLUJTION A1D 

THE TRFThIAL PAUNA 

A.V. Dniov& 

Ecosystems possess a broad spectrum of adaptive capabilities. 

The more complicated the stem, the broader the spectrum. Pes-

ponses of individual biotic components to the random introduc-

tion of anthropogenic factors are, however, nonuniform and can 

result in far-reaching destructive changes in the eoDs'stem 

(biogeocenosia). This phenomenon manifests itself most prominent-

ly as adverse side effects of heavy metals, i.ndustrial wasteS 

pesticides, and even fertilizers. 

Pesticides occupy one of the leading places among the va-

riety of such substances. Having a very broad range of biocid.al 

action and being systematically disseminated on open terrain, 

they have become globally distributed in all natural zones. At 

present, the fauna of ecosystems, including terrestrial animals, 

needs protection from the unfavourable effects of pesticides. 

It is important to note that all the principal aspects of 

toxicologically and hygienically safe application of pesticides 

are now sufficiently well defined and successfully dealt with. 

Bide effects of pesticides on man and domestic animals are pre-

vented by observing the so-celled "waiting this" (period between 

the last treatment and the harvesting), timely withdraws), of 

people, cattle, beehives from the affected area, the use of app-

ropriate methods for storing and processing raw materials and 

food stuffs, observing the prescribed sanitary and other norms 

Co and standards. 
CD 

1 0 

	Other aproaohes are, however, required to preve:it the ha- 

pect of pesbicideB on wild animals that are not the object of 

33I 
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chemical control. The reason for this lies in the interconnec-

tion and interdependence of complex biocenotic relations in na-

ture, different types of pollution (impact and background), eta., 

rather than in the mechanten of pesticide action on the indivi-

dual organism. As long as they persist in the environment, pee-. 

ticidea and their metabolitee constantly gain entry into the 

organism of wild animals with the feed, through the respiratory 

tract and skin. ?eeidee causing direct intoxication they modify 

the conditions of existence, of the species and quantitative 

composition of teed organisms, predators, parasites, competitors, 

for food, etc. Iild Ani—Is differ appreciably from the labora-

tory end domestic epeci. s in their ssneiti'rity to pesticides. 

The significance of all these factors varies for different na-

tural. zones (3, 12, 13). 

A number of consequences of the penetration of pesticides 

into living organisms have been well studied. Actuation of cer-

tain defenc• reactions to pesticides has been ascertained for 

both an Lidividuel animal and the popultion as a whole, along 

with the rnobilir.ation of the organism to neutralize and elimina-

te the toxia agent from tissuel. Some authore, however, regard 

the so-called "habituation" to a pesticide as taking place at 

the latest stage of pathological processes. To reduce the toxic 

effect of impact pollution, animals tend to withdraw, tempora-

rily or permanently, from highly contaminated areas, to change 

their feeding habits and population ructure, eta. 

Tot very little is known about the specific defence reac'-'. 

tione to a particular pesticide. Mainly thvol-ved in the polula-

tion mechanisms regulating the animal numbers and aimed at the 

preservation of species are the means developed during the poe- 
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ceding evolution. 

The response of the biogeocenosis to a particular pestici-

de can change if other pollutants (both of pesticidal or other 

type) are present in the environment, so that its effect may be 

additive, antagonistic, or synergetic. A combination of various 

pollutants in the environment is now a very cosmon phenomenon. 

For example, high concentrations of chlorinated hydrocarbons 

(DDF, and other stable pesticides of this type, as well as po-

lyoblorinated biphenyle-PO)) are often recorded concomitantly 

with equally high levels of heavy metals in the organisms of 

wild animals (24). This can complicate the aide effects since 

the trace metals and all hints of industrial wast.s are also 

known to exert a negative influenoe on the biota. 

Mercury, in particular, has an adverse impact on the repro-
ductive function in warm-blooded animals (17)'. In concentrations 

equal to or lower than those found in the tissues of wild. birds 

(mallards) It reduces the number of eggs and increases the fre-

quency of egg-laying outside the nest in some industrially do-
valop'ad countries. The fledglings of these birds erp more sefl-

aiti-ve to threat stimuli, and less responsive to mother's call 

(20). 6oil contamination with arsenic inhibits its microbial so-

tivity and causes death of soil-forming .*rtb-worws and other 

invertabrates (25). The main danger of lead pollution for wild 

manunala lies in the gradual accumulation of the metal in srdmW 

tissues and chronic intoxication. Lath is known to replace oal-. 

cium in the bones of young animals, iihich is of great consequen- 

CO 
	in view of the possible lead transfer through placenta (25). 

S Cadn_ in can change the growth rate in terrestrial mammals (23). 
(0 Heavy mete] s acwnulation dynamics differs in the tissues of 
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different animal species but, on the whole, their concentrations 

grow with age (16, 19, 22). 

There 1.s a correlation between the levels of mercury, lead, 

and cadmium in the internal organs and their content in hair, 

feathers, and clawa, which makes it possible to iaonitor trace 

metals in animals without diseecting thorn.. The monitoring of 

these chemical ageffto is warranted by their entry into the na-

tural ecosystems. Universal occurenee of arsenic and mercury in 

excessive concentrations is a reoult of industrial and farming 

sotivitise (15). Elevated lead levels in wild animal tisause 

are predominantly associated with the development of the motor-

road network, while oadmiurn pollution is mainly a consequence 

of land cultivation (18). POB pollution is found in highly in-

dustrialized areas and out aide them at high levels of accwiiula-

tion in animal tissues. 

Fertilizers applied on a large ucale are reported to pro-. 

duce negative effects on terrestrial fauna, though this happens 

mostly when the regulations of their production, storage, and 

application are not observed. With an average run-off from agri-

cultural lands, fertilizers containing nitrogen, phosphorus, 

and potassium (elements involved in the natural turnover) are 

even capable of improving the feed resources for wild animals 

in terrestrial ecosystems. This is, however, not always bene-

ficial for phytocenoaes (9). 

The adverse effects of alan-made aubstances on plants and 

animals in terrestrial ecosyatems can be significantly limited 
a 

provided that regulations on the application of ferilizers are 

strictly observed, agricultural and industrial technologies in-

proved, their by-products completely utilized, and all kinds of 
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environmental pollution greatly reduced. The use of pesticides 

is, however, quite a different matter because they are manufac-

tured to be applied directly on cultivated lands, forests and 

pasturee as inherently toxic substances with the main purporse 

of destroying the living organisms harmful to the economy 

and hmaan health. 

Pundamental and applied problems raised by the necessity 

to limit the hsmful effects of non-selective pesticides On na-

tural ecosystems are being solved by means of integrated 

research. 

Diverse consequences of the impact pollution of ecosystems 

by pesticides, in the conditions of the interaction between va-

rious factors of natural and anthropoenic origin, are aoseased 

by studying the persimtence and distribution of the chemical in 

different biotic.(vegetation cover, invertebrates, birds, male, 

and other animale inhabiting the contsinixated territory) ana 

abiotic components, its tranafer along animal trophic chains, 

diatribution in organs and tieues. The assesament also includes 

studies of the behavimural response disorders, functiomal and 

morphological abnormalities, changes in the population struc- 

ture dneinics (numbers, srnc and age composition) caused by botm 

the acute (mostly diruct) and the chronic (direct and indirect) 

effects of the pesticide (2) 

The direot acute tozic action of pesticides on various ta-

xonomic or ecologic groups of animals in nature has been meni..-

fested in their death, reported to acquire in some cases a mans 

character in many countries following the application of highly 

toxic seed disinfectants, rodenticides, and insecticides (5). 

Owing to the measures taken all over the world, cases of mass 
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poisonir.t of 1.irde and mammalo are now much less frequent. 

It is important to asoess the significance of the acute 

toxic effect of a pesticide and animal mortality bearing in 

mind the restorative capabilities of the population and the 

ecological role of the aZf3cted. species. Laboratory experiments 

with &evin, an insecticide, revealed its high toxicity to spring-

tails (Oollemboja). The number of these inSects in natural con-

ditiona was also diminished after exposure to SeYifl. However, 

the population was completely restored a month later because of 

a abort life cycle of sprthgtaile and their high resettlement 

capability. In addition to that, the insecticide totally elimi-

nated their enemies spiders, predatory mites and other. But 

on the whole its acute effect on soil organisms is extremely 

unlavourable, and in natural conditions prolonged. In the 

tundra, taiga, mixed forest and steppe areas treated with Sevin 

the numbers of invertebrates (earth-worms, ground beetles, herb 

story insects, eto) decreased by 60-90% within one or tw months 
and remained low for several years. 

The degree of istlation of the treated territory is of 

great importance for the peaticidal effect to be manifested. 

During a trial of sevin as an acaricide on a narrow 200 a wide 

strip of forest the number of moles (Talpa europsea) was obser-

ved, to decrease sharply. This stenophagous animal has an abili-

ty to move quickly over a territory in search of food (earth-

worms). Three weeks after treatment the mole population began 

to be restored rapidly. This can obviously be accounted for by 

their ability to emigrate from the polluted strip and subsequent 

immigration from the adjoining unpolluted territories. 

The ecological situation on isolated territories is quite 
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&if:ferent. Sevin was tested on a small plateau of an alpine 

steppe to oontrol burrow ectoparasitee of Mongolian pika (Ocho-

tona pricei), the animal playing the main trophic, topical and 

lenocape-fomning role in this biogeocenoate. it the end of the 

season the numbers of these animals decreased but slightly. How-

ever, the reduction continued during the following years, since 

the isolation of the plateau surrounded by mountains has practi-

cally excluded the possibility of the population being replenish-

ed by migrants from the untreated territories.. Progresalve p0-

pulation depression of Mongolian pikas was also maintained by 

the disturb& eo in its self-regulation mechanism, because Be-

win has gonado- and embryotoxic properties. 

Chronic exposure to such compounds is especially dangerous 

for wild mammals. Sev'in, for example, is a low-toxic and, accord-

1mg to laboratory test findings, non-cumulative preparation. But 

its negative effect on the populations of mammals (bank vole, 

great gerbil, Mongolian pika) becos especially pronounced one 

year after application, in the absence of lend cultivation, a 

more or lesa stable pesticide (Bevin persists no losS than two 

years under natural conditions) is distributed among practically 

all the components of terrestrial biogeocenosie, irrespective 

of the mode of treatment (aerial spraying, application onto the 

soil surface, treatment of vegetation cover, insertion into 

burrows). Pesticides contaminate soil, turning it into a source 

of the secondary polluton of the biota. They penetrate into 

plants, including the feedst%fffs for pbytophagoua animals, and 

beasts of prey. This provides the basis for the entire range of 

direct and indirect changes in the biocenosis. 

Hawing been introduced into a bi.ogeocenosis, Sevin enterei 
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muscle tiauee of animals, their spleen, liver, lungs, and accu-

mulated in largest amounts in reproductive organs and the emb-

ryons (11, 12, 14). Since Sevin specifically affects the mamma-

lien reproductive function (in various rodents, Mongolian pikes, 

etc.), the number of males and females Which did not participa-

te in the reproductive process was observed to increase in the 

treated areas in many natural zones. There was a simultaneous 

rise in the uccurence of embryon resorbtion, which is a rare 

phenomenon in rodents under natural conditions. The percentage 

of young animals having decreased, the population structure 

changed. Destructive changes on the above-mentioned alpine 

steppe plateau were observed for a period of severs]. yeai. Pro-

gressive reductioia of the pike population resulted in a gradual 

destruction of empty burrows giving shelter to a number of warw-

blooded animals and thvertebratea, and their being ovarrown 

with grass. Cessation or animal digging activity interrupted soil 
transfer 	onto the surface fx'om its lower layers, resulting 

in a gradual modification of the phytocenosia. 

Side effect of pesticides in nature manifesta itself in 

the secondary intoxication of wild animals, caused by feeding 

on aniaaLs whose organism is polluted with toxic agents. In this 

respect some rodenticides are especially dangerous for carnivo-

rea. This applies in particular to griftor - on the whole a good 

substitute for zinc phoaphide, ) mown in asny countries to be 

harmful to wild animals, including game. Unlike zinc phosphide, 

glitter is but slightly toxic for birds in case of either direct 

or saondery en ry into the organism1. It is highly toxic for 

leporids. But pikes, for instance, are known to feed on leaven 

and stems. Therefore, grain treated with this txicant presents 
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no danger either for then or for the carnivores that prey on 

then. At the same tine, the presence of large amounts of easily 

accessible gliftor-containing baits in the habitats of granivoro-

rous birds 1.s fraught with the risk of their consuming lethal 

doses of this chemical (6). 

Secondary poisoning of animals inhabiting terrestrial coo-

systems has been also reported for insecticides, including orga-

nophoephorus cempunds a  lodofenphoe, for example, is poisonous 

for predatory invertebrates and neatlings of Lnaectivoroua birds. 

The rick of intoxication and total decrebse in the numbers of 

invertebrates, the manor feed of theae birds during the nesting 

period, are the most dangerous factors interfering with brood 

raising. 

Another characteristic aspect of peeticl.dal activity in 

the effect on anisal behayioa'. The abnormal behavior of Glif-

tar-affected mansals accounts for their being selectively prey-

ed on by carnivores that are, therefore, rtnth4-ng a greater risk 

getting 	jtoxicat.d. Birds effected by di.ldrin stop 

feeding, which causes their death fren exhaustion if not from 
direct potoni.ng. The general physiological stat. of nestUngs 

being worasned under the influence of XodofaipIio., the female's 

bshaiour changes. Having to stay in the nest for longer periods 
to wom the nestlings she almost stops fetching food to tbem 

although bohaykural stereotype patterns in the nesting period is 

quite stable even in the conditions of peaticidel poisoning (7Y. 
P.. PolLuted territories scare the birds avay. Thus, mass wig-. 
rations of nesting birds from the lbrest areas treated with 

ch1.. .nated hydrocarbons and orgenophosphérias insecticides have 

been reported (8). Individual attempts at nesting again a few 

34-I 
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days after the treatment (e.g., Kwitli ffCCH) are not very effeo-

tive. More often, birds returning to the traditional nesting 

sites avoid settling there if the territory had been treated 

with HCCH or some other pesticides. 

The outcome of birds intoxication in nature depends to a 
great extent on their ecology patterns, including neat location, 

the size of individual nesting areas, etc. freatment of neta 

of three wheatear species with Iodofenphos in a highland steppe 

habitat resulted in the death of broods and adult birds only 

in Oenanthe isabellina that nests in aimsl burrows. The powier 

was readily blows out by the wind from the nests of the two 

other species (0. oenanthe and 0. pleachan:ica) without any ham-. 

ful impact on them (4). 

Bide effects of varioua chemical claosee of pestioide8 are 

usually determined by the 'sods of their direct biological ac-

tion. Rodenticiden are primarily dangerous for carnivorous mem-

ms.ls, inectioideo - for predatory invertebratesi etc. 

The aide effects may be of consequence for other classes 

of living organisms as well • Some herbicides (triasines, DM00, 

eto) cause significant and long-lasting changes in the composi-

tion and component ratio of ail biota. Motor activity of some 

species of ground beetles is diari,hed by arboricide 2,4-D. 

Chlorinated hydrocerbons (DX)T, HOOK and others) can influence 

the clutch and egg size, hatchability,end other indicators of 

the bird population state. Many orgerophospborua insecticides 

are also toxic for birds. Carbophos, for example, kills fledg-

lings in forest habitatB, although its sl.de effect on the in-

vertebrates is much lower than that of other compounds (1). 

There exist carbamate insecticides extremely dangerous for man- 
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male, while Seyin causes the shedding of tree fruit ovaries. 

Ohlorophoa is dangerous for a number of tree and bush species, 

etc. That is why in predicting the consequences of pesticide 

application it is necessary to proceed from the data on its ha-

sard for different classes of living organisms, irrespective 

of the immediate function of the preparation. 

The response of animal populations to a toxioant is prado-

tormined primarily by the mechanism of Its action. Neurotoxic 

compounds must be, therefore, assessed primarily for their po-

esible aide effects on the behaviour of animals in natural con-

ditions. Godadotoxic agents have to be characterised by their 

effeets on reproductive processes, embz7otoxio agents - by their 

influence 	on embryogenesis in more then one generation, etc. 

Current (background), as well as recosmencing environmental 

pollution with pesticides, nec.eaitatsa their monitoring to pre-

dict and control the state of the environment for the purpose 

of nature conservation and the maintenance and enrichment of 

the earth 'a faunal resources. monitoring involves both the an-

cortainment of pestioidal pollution and the assessment of the 

significance of the detected pesticides ooncentration levels 

(3, 1O). 
The combination of practical measures for the prevention of 

adverse cide effects of pestióido5 on ecosystems and their bio-

tic components should include at least the following* 

- use of a pesticide (whenever ohoice is possible) exert-

ing the least noxious effect on the wildlife; 

- use of the lowest pesticide concentration effective in 

eontx ].Iing the pest; 

- planrüng and performing pesticide treatments in coopera- 

34-2 
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tion with local game and fishing inspection bodies, and environ-

ment protection organizations; 

- keeping the soil surface free from treated seeds that 

can be used as feed by wild animal. 

These are of ocuse general measures that by no means exhaust 

the 	whole range of problems associated with the regulation 

of pesticide application. Each partioular case requires teking 

into account the specificity of pesticide aetion method of ap-

plication and potential danger for the components of ecosystems 

under local naturel conditions and the existing pollution level. 

To diminish the adverse effects of peticidee on the animal 

kingdom it is expedient to giie attention to the renewal of thefr 

assortment, 	reduction of the use of most toxic chemicals, the 

training of personnel engaged in pesticide treatment, the col-

lection and dissemination of information on Individual agents, 

and the furnishing of commercial preparations with more informa-

tive lebls containing data on their hazardous effects on the 

most vu1utable oomponants of biog.ocenosee. 
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ORCANXSH-BASED WATER POLLUTION MONITOR ING 

E.S. Burdin 

Bound planning of industrial and egricultural development 

and environmental management implies minimum detrimental effect 

of man 'a economic activity on the natural environment. Pollution 

monitoring services, having pronounced chemical or biologloal 

orientation, were set up in many developed oountries to appra-

ise the water media state /Xsrael, 1979/.  The former carry out 

observations over the pollution of the abiotic component (water, 

bottom sediments, etc.), and the latter are mainly engaged in 

observations over water organisms The data available on the 

excessive pollutant content in the abiotic component usually 

stimulate laboratory studies of the toxicity of these pollutants 

for the biota in order to predict the environmentsl implications 

of the enhanced pollutant content in water /Filehko, Khobotyev, 

1976/. The degree of water pollution can be determined only af-

ter the chemical analysis of all the environment components 

(water, suspension, bottom sediments and biota) is completed. 

The present paper provides a critics], analysis of the literatu-

re on the metal-based pollution of water, suspension, bottom 

sediments, and organisms inhabiting the World Ocean. 

Practice has shown that regular analysis of water, soil 

and suspension samples is costly and labour-consuming. And the 

data obtained fail to meet the requirements, because disposing 

but only of a few samples it is impossible to avoid the effect 

of secondary factors - seasonal factors, water salinity, our- 
CD 
cD rent s  tidal activity, sedimentation rate, organic matter con-

tent, etc. The analysis of sea water samples with low metal Is- 

35-I 
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vole requires large quantities of water. 

Metals are cIabnad as those dlsolved in water and those 

adsorbed on suspension particles quite conditionally, according 

to the mesh sizes used. The mesh siea applied for the purpose 

vary greatly and make the comparison of the results & &ifficult 

matter, 

The metal concentration levels are uully high in water 

and suspension samples taken in the polluted river deltas 0  As 

fresh and saline water mix up, metals may precipitate orbecom. 

adsorbed on phytoplankton cells. Purther on this process may 

result in the eedimonation of metals adsorbed on inorganic 

particles. Thus the amount of dissolved metals diminishes due 

to their adsorption on inorganic particles in fresh water and 

organic particles (mostly phytoplan.kton) in saline water. 

Little is known so far on the toxicity of various metals 

and their pathways into marine organisms. Much of the researoh 

on environmental pollution with metals is meant to estimate 

their effect on human health or the eco-syatem'e integrity. From 

this viewpoint a great disadvantage inherent in the data on me- 

tal concentrations in water samples in that they are difficult 

to be used in predicting hazardous effect on the biota, let alo- 

ne food cb.eth and human health. There are still other probleme 

pertaining to the collation of data on metal concentrations in 

watsr samples from different water areas. Seasons, time of the 

day, salinity, sampling depth, industrial effluents, hydrologi- 

cal rectors (tidel proceosea, currents) cause discrepancies in 

the data, and these are the greater, the wider the variations 

of the above parameters. Therefore the nu&er of canples should 

be much greatlr to obtain reliable diferences in average values 
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of izteJ. levels. 

The researchers interpreting the data obtained from bottom 

sediments face three major problems. ?irat, the metal concentra-

tion reflects not only the ratio of the precipitated metal to 

the total sedimentation for a given period. Second, the metal 

concentration in bottom sediments depend on the organic matter 

content, and this dependence is linear. Attempts were made to 

take account of this factor and to analyze metal concentration 

only in relation to the available carbon percentage. Third, even 

the most accurate and comprehensive analysis of the bottom so-

diment pollution is of no or little use for assessing the amount 

of 	metals available to the blots. even with a high level of 

metals in bottom sediments, only part of these will affect the 

biota found in the upper water layers. This ezplaizie why many 

researchers failed to trace correlation between metal lecrela in  

water and the blots with those in bottom sediments. 

Criteria for the Selection of Organisms for Monitortp 

The criteria for the selection of organisms depend on the 

premises used in biological monitoring programmes. 

Prograsunee of biological monitoring of mnri.ne pollution 

are drawa up with a view to using such organisms as may be help-

ful in tackling the following problems 

what potentially hazardous eubstancea accumulate in the 

biota and what 	the rate of this accumulation is; 

whether there is any proof of persiatant changes in 

the marine environment. 

In the first case the criterion for selection will be the 

ability of the organisms to accumulate the aubtances under 

study and to survive under environmental pollution. 

3T  2 
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The aeoond criterion presupposes the necessity to measure 

the rates of pollutant concentrations in organisms as well as 

to assess. Their seasonal changes and changes in the place they 

occupy in the food chain. 

The system of biological monitoring of the marine environ-

ment pollution should comprise organisms sensitive not only to 

a polluUon level and factors contributing to changes in the 

marine environment, but also to the presence or absence of spe-

cific pollutants. As to their specific employment, the marine 

organisms can be o].asetfiad into indicator organisms, teat or-

ganiams and monitor organteme. 

Monitor organians are those which cen bç used in a quanti-

tative assessment of relative pollution levels of the marine 

environment by measuring a pollutent 'a content in their tissues. 

To use the organisms for monitoring purposes, one should know 

their biology, most vulnerable life phases, position in a food 

chain and responses to nom-.anthropogenic changes in the environ-

ment. 

The monitor organisms are to meet the following require-

mentss 

I • The accumulation of pollutants to a certain level should 

not result in the orgaidsas death. 

Organisms should follow a settled node of life. 

The species population in the region studied should be 

large enough not to diminish after sniipling. 

4 0  For long—tern observations perennial organisms should 

be selected.. 

5. Organisms should be large enough to allow analysis of 

their tissues. 
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An organism should be to).erant to sea water desalting. 

Organisms should be easy for sampling and resistant 

enough to allow laboratory experiments to be conducted for a 

certain period. 

OrganIsms should possess a high metal concentration 

factor so that they could be directly analyzed without pro-con-

centrat I on. 

9 Correlation should exist between the mete], content in 

an organism and the average metal concentration level In the 

ambient water. 

10. Witi 'n a certain concentration range of pollu.tanto the 

organism used for monitoring purposee sust react unaab4  guously 

to the presence of metals so that a correlation between the me-

tal concentration levels in organisms and in the ambient water 

Is observable regardless of the place of sampling or habitat. 

Thus, the above requirements should warrant metal accumu-

lation in on organism irrespective of the natural environment. 

If organisms, living near river deltas, have a de:finite metal 

concentration level, then the higher metal content in organisms 

living upstream may be attributed to either the effect of sail-

nity or the excessive amount of metals, Tkieref ore, one should 

refrain from final conclusions until the effect of salinity on  

the metal intake by organisms, selected for monitoring, is es-

tablished. Apart from hydrological variables (water sslinitiy 

and temperature) other ffects, such as seasons), changes, the 

growth rate of the organism, sex, weight, size and point of 

sampling should be studied. 

Using living organisms for pollution monitoring makes it 

possible to evaluate the effedt of metal pollutants on the bio- 
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ta of the area. The selection of organisms for monitoring is 

& highly important procedure because of its th.fluence on the 

eubsequent evaluation of metal pollution norms. 

An organism may take in metals in three independent ways 

directly from solution, With food, and with suspended particles. 

Naturally, the organisms capable of •ffective metal intake by 

all three pathways and concurrently meeting the above require-

santa are bard to be found. In most publications on the aubjeot, 

it was assumed a priori that the selected organisms meet all 

the requirements, and hence no special lnvestlgation.s were car.-

Tied out. 

Some examples of utilizing various apecies for biological 

monitoring of the marine environment pollution with metals are 

given below. 

5hells as Monitor Organisma 

Eacent years have seen an increase in publications on the 

use of ark shells for metal monitoring as well as on national 

and international projects of surveillance over muasel. 

The ark shells have a metal concentration factor ranging 

from103to 106,  depending on the organism species and the me-

tel. type. Metals enter organisms not only with food and from 

a solution, but also with inorganic particles. 

Despite numerous publications on this problem, littlu lb 

so far known on the effect of various physiological and ecolo-

gical factors on the shells' ability to accumulate metals. So-

me data are available on the effect of the organism's age, 

weight, aize and sex; seasons; place of sampling; water salini-

ty and temperature, and the combined effect of several metals 

on th, general metal intake or in the final metal content in 
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&rk shells. 	 - 

ReOent years have neen nwacrous publications describing 

mainly metal levels in shells, collected in various regions of 

the World Ocean. Their major aim is to identify clean and po].lu-. 

ted water areas. 

Soviet researchers have collated the levels of Ps, Pb, Zn, 

Cu, Mn, Cd, Ni and Co in mussels in the Black, Barents and White 

Bess, and found the highest levels of all metals (except Fe) 

in mussels of the Black Bea /Bur&in et al., 1979/ 9  while in the 
White Sea these were higher than in the Barents Osa. 

The promise offered by mussels as monitors has been uonftrm-

ed in a number of publications that studied musuels' response 

to their transplantation from unpolluted areas to polluted ones. 

The experiment was made in the Triest Gulf 14(ajori at al.,, 1978/. 

Their transplantation to a polluted area resulted is increased 

metal content in Mytilus galoproincialin, while a return to 

clearwnter areas led to a slower lowering of the same. 

Macroalga. as Monitors 

Ilacroalgee were Also proposed for monitoring metal-based 

pollution. The species used for thin purpose most often were 

Pucus vesiculosun, Pucus nerrstna and haminaria digitata, us. 

well an Pucus aptralJ.a, Ascophyllum nodosum, tilva lactuca to 

name but a few. 

Algae are asaumud to accumulate mainly metals dissolved in 

water, while remaining practically indifferent to metals adsorb-

ad on suspended particlea, organic or inorganic. A'gaa are ca-

pable of retaining metals in the thallus tissues for long duo 

to a relatively prolonged period of seal-excretion of metals 

bound, 
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The ability of nacrophytes to accumu:Late mainly water-so-

lithie metala and to retain these for a long time in their tis-

sues allowed many researchers to recommend thbnt as monitor or-

ganisms. However, it should be borne in mind that it is the na-

tural environment that governs whether meta3.e are dissolved or 

absorbed on suspended particles. Thus, zinc and cadmium are 

usually found in a dissolved state, while iron and lead - ad-

sorbed on suspended nacroparticlee. 

Some factors btown to affect the metal concentration is-

vole in lnacroslgae are the species place in a texonomic group, 

and the part of thallus sampled. 

Inspite of a number of difficulties, which are due to the 

time difference in water and algae sampling data collation has 

demonstrated a correlation between concentiatibns of the disso-

luble ferns of some Letals and their concentration levels In 

brown algae. Such an approach to the assôsoment of concentra-

tion rates of water soluble metals from metal cobcentration ra-

tes observed in algae is an important part of monitoring pro-

grammes provided that account is taken of the secondary effects 
involved in water sampling and of the environmental factors. 

So far researchers have practically ignored the problem 

of the combined effect exerted by several metals on the accumu-

lation of one of them in the algae. 

Recent publications report on the use of benthic algae, 

falling within different systematic groups, for evaluating the 

pollutant rate of the marine environment near river deltas, in 

fiorda and in the tidal zones o7 open-sea areas /Guearova, Khri-

stoforova, 1978/. 

Soviet researchers btudied the possibilities of using the 
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widely spread bro1 algae Cyatoseira crinita for monitoring Fe, 

Mn, Zn, Ni, Cu and Pb pollution of the Black sea /Buzdin et al 

1980/. They have found out that the use of a whole layer for 

this purpose is hardly appropriate since the results obtained, 

particularly in oases of slight variations of netal concentra-

tiou levels in water, would fail to be authentic because of the 

enormous season-related changes in the specific mass of stems 

and branches. In this cane the metal concentration levels in 

samples reflect the varying contributions of individual elements 

of the layer, but not changed of metal concentration levels in 

water. After analyzing the experimental data it was proposed to 

use for the purpose nOt the whole of the plant, but only a part 

of it, e.g., the stem of a thallu, 3 to 4 years old. 
The analyais of samples provided data whose interpretation 

was impeded by the lack of information on the rate of accumula-

tion and excretion of metale studied and the eoological and 

physiological characteristics of monitor organisms used.. flow-

ever, monitors have been mostly used only to ascess the rates 

of their pollution with *eta1, 

A wide application of macrophyten in the programmes of bio-

logical monitoring, whith include observation, assessment and 

prediction of the marina environment's pollution with metals, 

necessitates a detailed study of the algae's ability to accumu-

late metals depending on their age, individual, elements of the 

layer, season, water temperature and salinity, and on the pre-

sence of other metals. 

Fish as Monitors 

Metals enter fish with food or from a solution and accus 

'.0 late in its organs and tissues. Metals can be absorbed direct- 
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 from s solution through the entire surface of the body of 

the fish, through its gills or 'via the gastric-intestinal (all.- 

isentary) canal after swallowing water. The relative contribution 

of each pathway has not been deterathed exactly although metal 

intake with food seems to be the greatest. According to some 

researchers this hinges on the fish species and metal types 

/Polikarpov, 1964/. !inh in river deltas may be affected by 

higher metal oonoentration levels than in the off-shore areas. 

The changes in metel concentrations are a function of changes 

in the metal concentration factor of pbytopla]]kton, zooplankton 

and fith, which serve as food for the monitor fii, as well as 

of the ratio between metals dissolved and those adsorbed on sue-

pended particles. Plab are probably Indifferent to the presence 

of metals adsorbed on suspended inorganic particles. However, 

they may react to this fraction Indirectly by eating filtering 

organisms which extract metals from this fraction. 

The use of fish to monitor other metals has been hindered 

by numerous problems that are still unresolved. 

No publication has so far appeared describing with adeu-

ate credibility the relation between metal concentration levels 

(including mercury) In 5 me fish organs and the average metal 

content in a water medium. resides, the data on pelagic fish. 

might well be average indicators of the previous metal impacts 

fish suffered along its migration route. In some cases, however, 

the use of fith can be expedient, e.g, the rates of pollution 

of some very distant areas are to be compared or when it is 

necessary to outline polluted areas occupied by certain eco-

systems. 

To sun up, one can say thai nowadays the use of fi&i or its 
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tissues for monitoring metal pollution is premature because no 

correlation has been as yet established between metel concent-

ration levels in fish organs and those in & water aelium. Ac-

tually nothing is knoen on the impacts of such important vaxi-

ablea as fish species, age, size or weight, nutrition, water 

salinity and temperature, season or combined effect of several 

metal. 

MaIg  Conclusions on the use of ggpflisms fop,llution 
monitorb AK 

Inadequate attention to sampling methods results in the 

depreciation of many data on metal concentration levels in or-

giisma. Therefore, 'uhat is required at the present research 

stage is to uTkiertake an inter-laboratory etendardization of 

the field sampling methods and of the analytical methods of 

sample analysts. The study of the biotic and abiotic effctø 

on metal accumulation in organisms, planned for use as monitors, 

is equally important. 

Comparison of eata on the effect of such factors as season, 

species age, weight and size, on the one hand, and the sampling 

place, enter temperature and aijinity, and the Combined effect 

of metals, on the other, has demonstrated that natural environ-

ment factors can have a pronounced effect on metal accumulation 

or concentration in organisms. laboratory studies have proved 

that water salinity and temperature affect tim overall accumula-

tion of metals in marine organisms and their toxicity. 

Before attempting observations with the use of monitor 

orgsriisms, the effects of the natural environment on total me- 

tal 4ccwflulat ion should be assessed., since these may vary gregg- 

ly in their influence on organisms and the comparison of remilts 

?i 
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may cause a researcher to ard.ve at erroneona concluBiona. The-

se difficulties are •aLiy •li1iibd if the sanpling procedure 

is striotly controlled. This means that sampled monitor orga- 

n tame are of the same age, size axid weight, and sampling is do-

ne in the sane season and in the same place. Discrepancies due 
to water salinity and temperature are removed if sampling at a 

reference station in done concurrently. But even in this cane 
laboratory studies seen add sable in order to ascertain the 

qualitative and r4uniititatl.ve aspects of the effects which, if 

not bioan, hamper the interpretation of the results obtained 

from monitor organisms. 

Go far ark shells and aacroalgae prove to have been studied 

best. Among the former Mytilun edulls are used most often as 

its physiology is better studied and itis widely distributed 
in moderate temperature waters. The selection of nacroalgae with 

similar features presents difficulb', although some of the green 
benthos plants (Chiorophycea) can be alassed as cosmopolitan, 

but the iact that they are not perrenial is a constraint for 

their use. However, only the conjunctive use of nollus and 

macrophytea for monitoring purposes can provide comprehensive 

information about the overall metal load on the marine ecosystem. 
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EARL( DIAGNOSIS, PREVENTION ANt PREATMENT OP 000UPATIORAL SKIN 

DISEASES CAUSED BY EXPOSURE TO CHICLS 

B.A. SOMOY 

The eystem of measures state-sponsored in the USSR to im-

prove working condittono beneficially affects the health and 

prolongs the working life of people. Comprehensive mechanize-. 

tion and automation of production processes, the elimination of 

arduous manual labour changed in considerable measure the natu-

re of the effects produced on the organisms of working people by 

factors of the production environment; this helped to consider-

ably reduce the incidence of acute forms of skin &taeanes. At 

the same time, the intensive deweloent of the chemical induct-

ry and the chemization of various sectors of the national econo-

my, including agriculture, may crests preconditions for the de-

velopment of occupational skim diseases reau].ting from the imme-

diate contact of the skin not only with widely used in industry 

low-molecular compoundS - the saite of chromium, cobalt, nickel, 

eto., but also with new subetancea and compounds - polymers, 

phenol-formaldehyde and epoxy resins, medicinal preparations, 

insecticides, etc. The specific features of dermatological mor-

bidity among the populations of Asian, African and I.atin Ameri-

can countriee are dependent on a whole number of factora. Here, 

apart from social and ec'onomic factors, its structure has been 

largely influenced of late by industrial factors in areas of 

new industrial development, oil extraction, etc. In industrializ-

ed countries an increasing number of employees suffer from la-

tent hypersensitivity to industrial allergens and preclinical 

(pre-morbid) states of the organism. Factors conducive to the 
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devstoat of these early manifestations of skin diseases have 

been studied poorly, which hinders the elaboration of effective 

preventive measures and methods of therapy. 

Assuming special iinportanos for the successful control of 

occupational skin diaea..e'ts their early diagnosis in the ini-

tial or even subclinical (pi'e-morbid) period of their develop-

ment, when the timely removal of the harmful effects or induct-
rtsl factors and implementation of other medico-prophylactic 

measures may result in complete recovery or prevent the further 

development of a skin dileese. In this oonn.ction special at-

tention should be given to the correct organication of prophy-

lactic and pr.liainery screenings and also to the detailed dsp-

astologicel •xamination of wozksrs at the early stages in the 

development of a skin disease with the use of oiinico-Jaygienic 

and functional methods of early diagnoal,s, including the staging 

of autaneous t.sts and in vitro ieunologioel reactions. 

The dermatologist examining workers muSt well known their 

working conditions and work route. He must study in detail the 

specific production technology concerned and be aware of new 

chemical, whenever they are being introduced into productioni 

For this purpose it Is necessary to enlist the services of hy-

gienists, sanitary physicians, safety-engineering and other spe-

cialists. 

When examining dermatological patients at industrial enter-

priess, special attention must be given not only to the state 

of the skin but also to the state of the internal organs and 

the nervous system. The presence of relevant background diseases 

(foci of chronic Infections, functional disorders of the nervous 

system, helminthiasee) may have an important influence on the 
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course and outcome of allergodermatoeia of chemioal etiology. 

For the early diagnosis of oocupational skin diseases it is we-

ry important to familiarize physicians with the main groups of 

ohamicale, since known at present are 350,000 organic eubetanc-

es, several thousand chemical compounds and plants causing al-

lergic and other reactions in the organism of working people. 

Description of Chemicals Caueing Occupational 

Ler,natoees 

All chemicals used in industry may. be  conditionally subdi-

ided according to their effect on the skin as followet 

Substances with a predoniinantly primary irritativ, ef-

fect on the skin, obligate irritants - concentrated in organic 

acids and alkalis, the salts of alkaline and heavy metale, Sub-

Stances possessing a dermatovesical action, capable of causing 

burns and ulceration on contact with the skin. 

Pacultative primary irritants -. cause diseases of the skin 

In only some of the persons ezposed to them. Belonging to them 

are weak concentrations of Inorganic acids and alkalis, the 

products of processing petroleum, oo&l, ehales, 

Substances possessing a pre eminently sensitizing ef-

fect on the akini artificial and natural polymers (resins, rub-

bers, colophony, shellac), medicinal prepamttons, dyee, the 

compounds of the metals-chromiui,i, nickel and cobalt. 

It should be borne in mind that freuently taking place 
under industrial conditions may be the combined effects on the 

skin of primary (obligate) irritants and sensitizers, which lemd 

CO 	to tY intensifiention of the latter's sensitizing effect. 

CO ' 	Another thjn that has to be borne in mind, is that during 

the workinq poe 	workerg h3ve to endure exposure to the ef- 
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feat of a number of occupational hazarda, including unfavour-

eble weather conditiona (high temperature and air humidity). A 

certain effeot on the course and outcome of akin diseasee is 

rendered also by mechanical factors, such as friction against 

moist or rough eurfaoea, etc. 

Some of the chief agents causing at present occupational 

allergodermatoaes (dermatitis, eczema) are at present polymer 

and polymer-containing compounds. Because of their valuable pro-

parties polymers are widely used for the manufacture of plast-

ice, vrniehee, glues and enamele. Polymers, the products of 

polymerization and polycondeneation of organic compounds by no-

nomers, are used in most diverse branchee of the economy - ohs-

miomi, radio-engineering and electrical-engineering, rubber, 

woodworking and furniture making, textile, and many other in-

due tries. 

The following chemicals are used in the individual in-

dustriest 

I. fextile Industry 

Used here are fibres produced synthetically (dacron, cap-

rofle, nylon, etc.); to prevent them from untwisting and from 

static electricity, artificial yarn threads are covered by va-

rious oiling agents, which comprise triethanolamine, a substance 

possessing a pronounced sensitizing effect. 

Also used are various dyes and r4tergents. 

2. Radio Engineering and Electrical Engineering 

Used in these industries are phenol-formaldehyde, epoxy 

and polyester resins, press powders based on them, glass fibres 

(AG-4), dyes which include compounds of chromium, nickel, cobalt, 
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glusa based on phenci-TOrmaiCteflyde resins, formalin, rubbers 

and other substances. 

3. Rubber Industry 

Used are natural and synthetic rubbers, lead, calolum, 

magnesium oxides; antideteriorants - neozone D; rubber accelera-

tors captax, thiurem; plasticizers - the products of processing 

oil, coal, etc.; fillers - oot5, zinc oxide, copper, kaolin, 

formaldehyde and epoxy resins; rubber cement. 

A. Woodworking Industry 

Occupational dermatoses may be caused by varnishes based 

on shellac resins, colophony, glue, bakelite, phenolformeldehyde, 

ureaformaldehyde and polyester reetn, nitro dyes, nitrolacquers 

and various solvents (turpentine). 

engineering and Metalworking Industries 

occupational dermatosso may be caused by the salts of 

chromium, nickel, cobalt, by cutting fluids, turpentine, synthetic 

resins and dyes. In electroplating works occupational diseases of 

the ekin may be caused by the compounds of nickel, chromium, gold 

and platinum. 

Printing Industry 

Occupational dermatoses may be caused by contact with corn-

pounds of metals for the electroplating of formee  Used for etch-

ing the formee are compounds of chromium - chrompic. The pigments 

of printing inks containing the compounds of chromium, nickel, 
Ca 

cobait and solvents (turpentine) have a sensitizing effect. tJid 

for the develpnent of black-and-white photo-cine-roentgen films 

P-2 
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are menthol and hydroquinone, and for developing colour film. - 

diethylparaphenyl formalin eulphete, possesaing a pronounced 

aenettizing effect. 

Conatruotion Induatry 

Used here are cement mortarS containing the compounde of 

chromium, nickel, cobalt and unslaked lime, aebeatocement, lime. 

In the production of ferroconcrete slabs an additional eeneitiz-

er may be glue containing formalin, phenol-formaldehyde and epo-

xy resin in combination with liquid glasa, oil and nitro dyes 

with a sharp alkaline reaction, whoas pigments contain the oom-

pounds of chromium, nickel, oobalt, dye fixer. (epoxy and poiy-

eater reetne), various solvent. - turpentine, white spirit, 

maotice based on various resins. 

Chemo-Pharzadeutical Industry 

The cause of occupational dermatoaea in the chemopharma-

ceutical induatry and among medical workara may be the semipro-

ducts and prepared forms of vitamine B1 , B6 B12'  e.ntibiotici 
(penicillin, streptomycin, chioremphenicol, chiorpromazine 

hydrochloride and other preparations of the phenothiazine aeri-

.5), PAS, novocain, mercury, furecin, bichloride of mercury, 

chloremine, rivanol. 

Agriculture 

The cause of the onset of akin diseases among farm machine 

operators are chemicals (gasoline, keroeine,lubrloanta, diesel 

fuel), contact with the metal parts of machines and implements, 

and also with mineral fertilizers and poisonous chemicals; among 

those working in animal husbandry: fungi, including yient fungi, 
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cooci, viruses, bacilli, and also antibiotics and diøiMscte.nt. 

aaong plant growers and hay-makoras tell buttercup, primrose, 

poison sumac, parsnip, cow parsnip, tomstoeø, citrus pltnts, 

figs, celery, garlic, tooco, meadow and river-bank plants and 

grasses - sedge, milk-goven s  moonseed, and also flow.rs* narcis-

sue, hyacinths, nasturtium, oleander, ernios, chrysanthemum end 

other flowers. 

In order to substantiate the diagno.is of an occupational 

disease, the following informetton is sesentielt 

A study of working conditions and the operator's work-

ing movementb. 

A detailed description of irritants (a000rdin6 to 

their effect on the skin) to which the worker is exposed in the 

process of production. 

A history of the dices.e with an indication of the time 

of its onset when perforwing duties in contact with chemicals 

and a documentary: confirmation that the disease was not observed 

before the performance of this particular work. In case of the 

further development of the dise*ee or its exacerbation an ex-

cerpt from the case history of the medical institution at the 

place of residence or at the place of woDk must he requested. 

Treatment of the disease without any contact with the 

occupational factor. 

Clinical diagnosis and the location of the process. 

Functional investigation methods aimed at confirming 

the occupational nature of the disease (skin teete, in vitro 

immunological tests, etc.). 

Inquiries must be made as to whether analogous diseas-

es had occurred in other workers of the sane occupation. 
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It must be stressed that neither of the aforementioned 

criteria is absolutely valid when taken separately for oubstan-

tiating the diagnoals, for which their totality only may be Huf-

ficient. Special attention should be given to the time and pa-

culiarities in the early manifestations of the skin diseases. 

Dia&aoais of the Clinical Mnifeetatione of Ocouational 

Skin Diseases Caused by Chemicals 

When detecting the pathology the physician describes 

clinical eymptomai location of rashes, nature of the primary 

elements (spots, pepules, blabs, vesiolee, etc.) and secondary 

elements (erosions, crusts, scaling 1  cracks, pigmentation, etc.), 

eymmetry, borderithes, etc. Subjective sensations. 

The highest incidence of occupational skin diseases of 

chemical origin among workers of industrial enterprises rails on 

dermatitis and eczema. Registered such more seldom are toxider-

ma, ulcerations, lesions of the folliculr apparatus, toxic me-

lanodarma and some others. 

By their morphological symptoms occupational dermatitis and 

eczema hardly differ from similar non-occupational diseases. 

Dermatitis - isanaouteinfjammationofthe 

skin appearing at the site of contact with a chemical substance 

(or other occupational irritant). From the viewpoint of early 

diagnosis it is necessary to take into account that usually in 

the early period changes on the skin are only mildly pronounced 

and are characterized by dryness of the skin of the hands and 

forearms, its scaling and roughness, the presence of erythenia-

tous spots, cracks on the fingers and areas exposed to the 

greatest contact with the allergen and symptoms of hyperkersto- 
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ate. Early changes on the akin precede the appearance of occu-

pational dermatosis. Characteristic of this o upetional skin 

disease is the affection of open areas (hands, forearms, the 

face). 

Dermatitis is subdivided Into contact (non-allergic) and 

allergic (eozematoua) dermatitis. 

Contact non-allergic dermatitis appears on the site expos 

ed to an irritant and has no tendency to spread to the periphery 

of the affected area. Termination of exposure results in recove-

ry, ually without relapses. Contact non-allergic dermatitis 

appears on the skin with unchanging reactivity, and the response 

inflaimnatory reaction corresponds to the strength of the irri-

tant. 

Not infrequently occupational dermatitis is accompanied 

with the development of hypersensitivity to industrial irritants 

(allergic occupational dermatitis) and should be regarded an the 

early or transitional stage to eczema. 

Occupational allergic dermatitis is a akin disease of 

allergic origin based on hypersensitivity to production aller-

gens; however, since this disease is an early stage of eczema 1  

these patients sensitivity is much leSe pronounced. Occupation-

a]. allergic dermatitis is caused most frequently by the salts 

of chromium, nickel, cobalt, polymers, formeline, antibiotics 

end a number of other substances. 

As a rule, occupational allergic dermatitis develops at 

the place of the skin contact with the chemicals - on the back 

of the hands, forearms, on the face, etc. Observed in the foci 

of dermatitis are erythema, nodular and vesicular rashes of Va-

rLOus intensity. Prirnry elementS appear alacY outside the area 



of direct exposure to the allergen. Upon the termination of the 

worker's exposure to the allergen the symptoms of allergic occu-

pational dermatitis rapidly disappear. In a number of patients, 

particularly during lasting exposure to occupational allergens, 

allergic dermatitis undergoes transformation into eczema (Occu-

pational). Occupational allergic dermatitis muSt be differenti-

ated from oontact dermatitis and occupational eczema. It differs 

from contact dermatitis in that it is cued by the effect of 

chemicals possessing the properties of allergens and not of 

primary irritants (acids, alkalis, etc.). A].lergl.o akin tents 

in patients with allergic dermatitis are positive in the naori-

ty of eases. Differential diagnosis from eczema is carried out 

on the basis of clinical allergic and imaunological examina-

tions. 

Occupational eczema cl1nicalaymptoms 

are the seie as of true eczema. The distinctive features are 

the primary location of the eczematoue process on the open 

areme of akin - hands, forearms, face, neck, more seldom on the 

feet and shins. Characteristic of occupational eczema is that 

the dieeaee is caused by repeated exposure to an industrial al-

lergen. 

Inflaimeatory symptoms usually abate when exposure to the 

irritant is diminished (during days off or vacation) and reap-

pear with the reeumption of work. 

In distinction from dermatitis, characteristic of eczema 

is a lasting course with relapses and exacerbations. Termination 

of exposure to the irritant not always eneuree recovery. When 

work involving exposure to chemical irritants is Continued, e 

transition from monovalent to polyvalent sensitization is ob- 
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served, and not only to industrial, but also to household irri-

tant. 

Oooupational 	toxicodarma jackie- 

racterized by an eruption on the skin of erythematoae, erythe-

matous-vesiOular. and erythematous-bullous or urticeriel ele-

ments frequentl.y situated on an edematous foufldation. Occupa-

tional toxicoderma is caused by chemicals used in industry, by 

medicinal preparations, mineral fertilizers, insecticides and 

a number of other agents. 

The disease develops acutely, the intensity of the in-

flammatory reaction usually doeS not correspond to the etrengti 

of the irritant. The inflammatory process abates soon after the 

termination of contact with the causative chemical. 

0 c o u p a t i o n a 1 u 1 o e r a t i o n a (anabro-

sie) develop in workers handling salts, alkalis, in workers to-

volved with the salts of alkaline metals, calcium carbide, cya-

nide compounds, sodium nitrite, compounds of chromium, nickel 

and others. AnabrOsie appears on the hands, forearms, the upper 

surface of the foot, on the shins (at the site of micro-injui-iee)., 

Usually superficial tiny ulcers ("birdeeyes") appear, sometimes 

covered by bloody crusts with infiltrated raised edges. when 

chronic anhydride is involved, in addition to multiple ulcers 

on the skin, uleeration of the mucous membrane is possible, fol-

lowed by perforation of the cartilage of the nasal septum t'uring 

healing atrophic scars are formed. Exposure to petroleum and its 

products may be followed by the develoinent of circumscribed by-

perkeratoeea and ph.otodermatoses. 

35- I 
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Gontempy Methode of Jagno8jnouoajopej 

Skin Lineaaea 

The methode of allergologioal tecting and laboratory cia-

inlnatlona are importa,t for eubetantiating the diagnocic of an 

occupational akin diaeasc. For determining hypercenoitivity to 

chemical irritanta in the dernmtologiat'e daily routine the 

method of drop and compreac ekin teets is of the greatest iii-

portance. Of diagnoctic cignificance is an inoreace of the coat-

nopkzil count in the blood of more than 3-4 per cent 1  the presen-
ce of baeophilio leukocyte degrenulation, agglomeration of leu-

kocytes and erytbrocytec, mast cell destruction 1  the staging of 

other in vitro iiunological tests. 

Treatment 

The treatment of occupational akin diseases of chemical 

etiology follows the general principles practiced in dermatology. 

The most important condition for successful therapy in the ftll-

ect possible removal of the factors causing the dei'elopaent of 

allergy. It is important to terminate contact not only with pro-

duction but also with household irritanta, particularly cubstanc-

se with a censitizing effect. The treatment of occupational der-

matocis patients ehould include general hyposenniticing therapy 

and remediec aimed at Improving the patient's general statue. Of 

great importance in the treatment of occupational allergic der-

rnatoaee is a rational external therapy. 

It is advisable to use preparations of calcium, sodtttm 

thiosulphate, autohemotherapy, etc. Allergic dermatitis and ec-

zema patients are prescribed antihistamine preparations: chic- 
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ropyraaine, pronethazine hydrochloride (Phenergan), diphenyl-

hydrweioe hydrochloride, diezoline. Also recommended is hieta-

globulin therapy with 5-injection courseal several courses (5-6) 

are given over one-month intervals. The histaglobulin is injected 

subcutaneously into the external surface of the shoulder, the 

first iijeotton is I ml, followed by four 2 ml injeetions over 

4-day Jntervals Vitamin therapy is indioated vitamins A, B, 

B6, E, C, folio acid, niootinic acid, calcium pantothenate. Pre-

soribed for sleep disordere are the preparations of valerien, 

bromides, glutethimide, pentobarbital, barbital sodium and others. 

Prescribed according to indications are diazepam, chlordiazepoxi-

as hydrochloride, trioxain, meprobammte. 
The diet should exclude extractives, spicy and salty dish-

ee and include a sufficient quantity of vegetables and fruit. 

The intake of chlorides and hydrocarbons with the food should be 

restricted. 

In case of Coexistent "background" diseases (focal infec-

tions, diseases of the gastrointestinal tract, helminthiasis, 

disorders of the nervous and endocrine systems, mycoses of the 

f set) appropriate therapy should be given. Treatment with Short 

courses of steroid hormones in mild doses (15-20 mg of predninolo-

ne daily) is indicated for severe and persistently relapsing pro-

cessee only. 

External therapy is individualized depending on the clinical 

picture, the stage of the process, etc., and is conducted accord-

ing to general dermatological principles. The antiinflammatory 

remedies includet lead water and 2% boric acid lotion, 0.25% sil-

ver nitrate lotion, zinc-in-water suspensions, then creams, past-

es and ointments containing ACD, naphthaline, tar, sulfur. Oint- 
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meats and creams are used containing corticoeterotde prednt-

solone ointment, flumethasone pivate dexamethasone cream, 

fluorocort and the like. In most patients these preparations 

alleviate the acute inflammatory symptomS. 

In case of complications caused by pyococoal infection it 

is advisable to prescribe corticosteroid ointments with antibio-

tics and other antimicrobial preparations: oxycort, fluicinolone 

acetonida, flumethasone pivate, hioxysone, and others; when in-

dicated, oxytetramycin ointment may be prescribed for pyoderma 

foci. In patients with occupational allergic dermatosea accompa-

nied with non-occupational and occupational diseases of the in-

ternal organs, the dermatosia frequently takee a torpid couree 

which necessitates the administration of a number of effective 

therapies. 

Following clinical recovery of patients with occupational 

allergic dermatosee measures ehould be taken for their proper 

employment, and suitable occupations should be recommended. As 

a rule, e'ch patients should be transferred to jobs excluding 
exposure to sensitizing skin irritants. During the remission 

period health reSort treatment at Sochi-Matsesta with the pre.. 

scription of hydrogen sulphate baths is of benefit. 

In cases where a permanent transfer to another job involv-

es considerable lose of skill ratings, the patient is referred 

to a medical lebour examination board for determining the group 

of incapacity due to occupational diaaae. 

Prophylaxi e 

The prevention of occupational dermatitea of chemical 

etiology involves a number of technological, aanitary-enineer- 
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ing, sanitary-hygienic measures, as well as measures or persu-

nal protection (special olothing, proteCtive creams, pastes 

and ointments, detergents). 

Taking care of the skin before work, during work and after 

work is of great importance for the prevention of occupational 

deiivat oses. 

The skin may be protected against the effect of various 

chemicals by different kinds of special clothing (gloves and 

mittens, special foot-wear, gowns and aprons). In order to. in-

crease the strength and resistance to different unfavourable 

effects the f-brics used for nnufacturing special clothing are 

appropriately impregnated with special compounde or coered by 

a film coating entirel'. 

Protective paetes and creeme also play a certain role in 

the prevention of skin disessee of chemical etiology. Such pro-

tective ointments and pastes are subdivided into hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic, according to theL action. 

Hydrophilic ointments and pastes contain substances readi-

ly wettable and soluble in water. They protect the skin against 

fate, oils, petroleum products, solvents, hydrocarbons, for handl-

ing such substances are the protective pastes of the IR-1 and 

"biological glove" type. 

Hydrophobic ointments and pastes include ingredients which 

are not wettable by water, nor soluble in it (water-repellants). 

They protect the skin a. dnst water, coolant emulsiona, aqueous 

olutione of acids, alkalis, salts and other substance. Most 

frequently used for protection against these solutions is sili-

con cream. 

All protective ointments and pastes are usually applied tr 
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the skin twice (before starting work and after the lunch break) 

and are twice washed off (before lunch and after work). 

The DNS-AK datergent, manufactured by the 8hebekino ohs-

siicaJ enterprise 1  is the best means of removing industrial pci-

lutants from the skin. 

When handling poisonous chemicals and mineral fertilisera 

the beet protective measures include careful observance of sa-

fety-engineering ruleS, of instruotioas for their storage. Only 

persons who have passed a medical examination are admitted to 

the handling of these substances. Medical eraminations are held 

periodically once every eix monthn Orgenophoephoroas compounds 

are rendered harmless on the akin with a 5 per cent ammonia 

spirits solution and are thoroughly washed off with waters the 

eyes should be washed with a 2 per cent sodium bicarbonate solu-

tion. All handlers of poisonous chemicals muSt be instructed in 

the use of "G" and "A" brand oax'trigen, silicon cream, must know 

the fules of industrial and personal hygiene and the preventive 

treatment of minor inuris. 

The entire range of medicoprophylectic measures towarde 

controlling occupational dermatosee ehould be implemented under 

the guidance and supervision of specialized occupational ders-

tological rooms attached to the regional dermatologiosi diepen-

series, in touch with the sanitary-epidemiologloal stations, the 

labour-protection and safety-engineering services and trade-

anion orgenirations of industrial enterprises. 

Of great importance for the prevention of dermatosee to 

the organization of preliminary and periodical screenings of 

workers. Pereons who had once had eczema, bronchial asthma, al-

l.rgio dermatitis, toxiderma, uricarie (bives), neurodernistjtjs, 



prurigo, allergic rhinitia 1  the serum sickness, Quimoke's edema 

and other allergic diseaSeS must not be admitted to joba involv-. 

jug the handling of chemical irritants. Periodical screeninge 

ehould be conducted according to established schedules, follow-

.d by an analysis of their results, which should be used in the 

practical activitiesof the respective production unite. 

Of gr.at importance for suoceseful control of occupational 

skin diseases are regular medical check-upS of detected patients 

with their subsequent rational treatment and Job placement. 



CURB{T CLINICAL PROBL8 OF CHRONIC OCCITPATIONAL 

INTOXICATIONS 

A. M. Monayenkova 

Chemical substances with diverse structures and physico-

chemical properties are being increasingly used in the national 

econoay. Under industrial oondit&ona toxic substances enter 

the human organism through the respiratory ways and the akin 

as well as via the gastrointestinal tract. 

Upon  the entry of gases, fuee and aerosols of toxic sub-

stances into the lungs they are reeorbwi in the blood. Follow-

ing thefr resorption in the blood and distribution in the or-

gans, the poisons undergo transformations, or bi.otransfortna-

tions, and then dep)sition. Nearly all inorganic poisons, as 

well as many organic substances, are retained in the body for 

a long tine, accumulating in different tissues. Metals are ac- 

Cumulated m.ainIy  in the tissues which contain then as trace ele-

ments, and also in the organs with intensive metabolism (liver, 

kidneys, endocrine glands). Thus, the predominant deposit ion 

of lead, beryllium, uzaxiiuja in bone tieue is closely associat-

ed with their ability to form stable, poorly soluble compounds 

with phoeriorus and with their accumulation in bone tissue in 

the form of phoaphates. 

The transformation of exogenous substances (xeno bioties) 

in the body takes place mainly by oxidation and reduction of 

the itibial aubatanoes. OxLdation as a rule, results in the 

decrease of the toxic properties of xenootics. The oxidation 
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products of some organic substances however nay be more toxic 

than the initial aubstaaoe thenselvee. Thus, Isany orgwophos-

phorous ineecticides undergo oxidation in the body with the 

forantion of more toxic astabolites. 

The toxic substances that have entered one body are elicai-

nated via 4ijffereAts paths - lungs, kidneys, gusbrointesixial 

tract, akin. Volatile substances (benzone, toluene, acetone, 

chiorofors) or volatile utabolites forued bry the biotransforina-

tion of poisons are ehaiud with air via the lungs. Poisons 

resorbed and circulating in the blood, at well as their aetabo-

lites, are eliminated through the kideye. A nuaber of toxic 

substances (eroury, arsenic) are excreted through the eeat 

glands of the skin as well as by the salivary glands. Many 

poisons and their inetebolites forcing in the liver are excret- 

ed in bile into the intestine. 

The structure of toxic substances, their physicochemical 

properties responsible for the poisons' behviour in the body, 

their circulation and elisinabion, determine also the basic 

nanifeabatjons of their action on the organism. 

Depending on their properties and exposure conditions 

(concentration, duration), toxic substances may cause acute 

and chronic intoxicatione. 

Acute occupational poisoning occurs suddenly, following a 

single exposure (lesting not longer than one working shift) to 

a relatively high concentration of cbeui.toala contained in the 

air of the working zone. 

chronic occupational intoxication arises as a result of 
Co 

lasting and regular exposure to small concentrations of toxic 

nbotnnues. !Ij should be noted that for many industrial poisons 

39-4 
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(for exacle, lead, manganese, metallic nsrcury, insoluble 

C011IpOUfldB of beryllium and other wetala) only chronic intoxica-

tiO45 0011 practically develop. 

Improved working conditions in the leading industries have 

resulted in a considerable drop both in the incidence and se-

verity of occupational intoxicatione. Lower concentrations of 

chealcals at industrial enterprises have brought about nearly 

complete elimination of acute casee of occupational poisoning 

and sevexe forms of chronic intoxication. Typioal forms both 

of acute and chronic intoxications characteristic of the action 

of toxic substances' high concentrations either completely dis-

appeared or became rare. llrgent at present are investigations 

into the long—terca effects of relatively low concentrations of 

toxic substances. 

Industrial poisons, by exerting a toxic effect on the orga-

nism, 'ney cauSe any of the known pathological processes - inflaca-

icatione, dytrophic changes, allergic states, fibrous chsngee 

in organs, damage to the hereditary apparatus at cellular level, 

disorders of embryogenesie, the developnt of tumoral processes, 

etc. 

Moreover, each toxic substance may produce a combination 

of effects characteristic of the given poison. 

epending on the character of poisonous effects and the 

systecn of the organims mostly affected 1  poisons may be united 

into the following groups; (1)  irritative substances; (2) neuro-

tropic poisons; (3) hepatotropic agents; () blood poiNons; 

(5) renal poisons. 

ibis rather tentative division accordirL7 to the systemic 

prineiple dces not rule out the polytropic charecter of toxic 



effects. 

Based on the systemic &pproach to the effeøts of oheioal 

several groups may be singled out among the occupational disea-

ses of chemical origini 

Occupational diseases chiefly,  affecting the respiratory 

or gene. 

Occupational diseases chiefly affeotiig the blood system. 

Occupational diseases of the hepatobiliery system. 

(Zl) Occupational diseases chiefly affecting the nervous 

system. 

(5) Occupational diseases of the kidneys and urinary tract. 

Toxicoctheisical lesions of the respiratory organs are caused 

by inhaling toxic substances With an irritative effect. They 

are chlorine and its compounds, compounds of sulfur, nitrogen, 

fluorine, chromium, carbonyl compounds of metals, soluble co-

pounds of berylUum In acute intoxication the severity of the 

lesion of the respiratory ways will depend on the water-solu-

bility of the poison. Poxic substances readily soluble in water 

(chlorine, sulfur dioxide, ammonia) predominantly affect the 

mucosa of the upper respiratory ways, the trechea and bronchi. 

Their effect supervenes without any latent period. Substances 

that are poorly soluble in water (nitric oxides, phoagene) pre-

dominantly affect the deep portions of the respiratory tract. 

The first clinical symptoms develop, as a rule, after a latent 

period of various duration. The followin clinical symptoms may 

develop upon scute intoxication: 

acute lesions of the upper respiratory ways - acute toxic 

n laryngopharyrigotrecheitis. 
9 

Acute toxic bronchitis characterized by diffuse lesions 

of large snd edium-cslibre bronchi. 
39-2 
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3. Acute toxic bronohiolibis characterized by lesions of 

sanli bronchi end bronchioli. 

. Acute toxic puluinnary edema. 

5. Acute toxic pneumonia. 

A speoi1 featw'e of toxic bronchltio is a rather deep 

aifection of the bronchiul tree with the development not only 

of endobrorichitia, but also of peribronohitie, tich induces 

an early occurrence of pnounuosclerosi a. The aenocLate infection 

conaiderably oggravaten the course of the process, with a rather 

frequent result that even after a single intoxication with the 

development of bronchitis, pulmonary edema, bronchiolitis or 

pneumonia the disease assumes a chronic course. Chronic lesions 

of the respiratory organs may develop as a result of lasting 

exposure to comparatively low concentrations of irritative sub-

etances. 

Some substanoec belonging to the group of irritants may ma-

nifest a special effect peculiar to them alone. This is true 

of the compounds of obromiusi, fluorine, etc. Chroalusi compounds 

have sensitizing and carcinogenic effects. Among workers exposed 

to chromium compounds there are cases of bronchial asthma, aller-

gic dermatjtes and cancer of the upper respiratory ways and of 

the lungs. 

Exposure to fluorine compounds may result in the develop-

sent of chronic intoxication known as fluorisis, whereby speci-

fic changes develop in the locomotor system in the form of pe-

riostal induration in the long tubular bones. 

According to their main pathogenetic mechanisms and clinical 

manifestations, lesions of the blood system under the action 
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of chemical eubstancee may be divided into 14  groups. 

Atfeotioxi of henopoiesiB. rho main pathogenetic feotor 

in toxic effection of hemopolesie is depression of prolifernton 

of differentiated blood cells. The toxirants which may cause 

depression of henapoieeio inclide benzene, chiorobenene, heica-

wethylene dia,nine, hexachlorocycichexane, styrene and other 

substances. 

The olinicel picture of intoicication by substances capable 

of depressing hemopoiesie combines hernatological symptoms with 

disorders in cLifferent organs and systems in accordance with 

the typical effect of the eubotanca concerned. 

When the clinical picture is dominated by the anemic syndrome, 

syapboiea typical of many types of anemia are predoci.than t. 

When depression of thrombocytopoiesis is prevalent, various 

manifestations of the heimrrhegic syndrome may develop. 

Disorders of the synthesis of prphyrins and bene (en-

tynatic effect). Disorders of porphyrin metabolism are oboerved 

during intoxication with benene, carbon dioxide, acrylates 

and phocpilore. However, lead causes the most pronounced ills-

orders of porphyrin and betne synthesis, for wider its effect 

they become the primary, determining pathogenetic mechanism of 

the affection and intoxictiou. At the earijeet atae lead a!-

facts the activity of dekdratase of delta-aminolevulenic acid 

(D-A.LA) - an enzyme regulating the initial etages of heme yn-

thesis in the erytbrocytea. A decrease In its activity is the 

esrliest and highly senaitive indicator of exposure to lead.. 

An increase in the content of the setabolites of porphyrin 

metabolism, delta-ainimolevulinic acid and ooproporpbyri.n in the 

urine, and of protoporphyrin of the erythrocytes in the blood 
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are among the early, reliable and specific indicators of lead 

intoxication. Anemia in eaturniers refers to the group of bypo-

Chromic hypersidereiiic ("eideroacthrestic") anersta8. 

3) Changes in blood pigisentation. The group of blood poisons 

forming pathological pigments comprtaes aromatic amid,- and 

nitro-coapounda of the benzene series, some medicinal agents 

whose isolecule contains amidof-NH2-/ or nitrv/-NO 2/ 

patassium ferricyanide and also carbon monoxide. 

Under the toxic effect of aromatic emido-. and nitro-

compounds hemoglobin Is oxidized into pathologic pigments - 

aethemoglobin (Mtb) and sulfheaoglobin (Hfffb) which are unable 

to eoabine with o-gen thue reatiting in the development of 

hypoxia and cyanosis. The action of metbemog].obin-forruing agents 

leads to the appearance of degeneratively altered erythrocytee 

containing pathological inclusions such as Heinz bodies. The 

presence of Heinz bodies Is responsible for increased destruc-

tion of erythrocytes and the developant of hemolyals. 

a clinical picture of acute intoxication and its severity 

are determined by the level of MtHb accumulation and resultant 

hypoxemia. 

In chronic intoxication with methernoglobin-forming agente 

the changes in the blood are manifested as mild anemia of a 

regenerative character accompanied, as a rule, with compensatory 

5ticulocytoaia. 

In addition to changes in the blood, the clinical picture 

of chronic inioxication reveals a nlitUer of characteristic 

syndromeat lesions of the liver, nervous aysten, eyes and urinary 

tract. Here, severity of one or another syndrome and peculie-

rities of the clinical course of intoxication lepend on the 
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the chemical sbruotui'e of the poison concerned and the nature 

of the group comprised in the benmone nuoleu.s. ibus, dinitro.-

bensene mostly affects the blood, trinitrotoluene causes the 

development & cataract and toxic hepatitis, while binuclear 

acflido cOmpounds affect the urinary tract. 

Carboxyhenoglobineinia. Carbon monoxide (CO), when reaching 

the blood, is absorbed by erythrooytes where it interacts with 

hemoglobin iron, forming a atable cotejound - earboytiewoglo-

bin (HbCO). The presence of ibCO slows down oxybemoglooiu dis-

sociation due to which oxygen deficiency develops. Moreover 1  

00 affects biochemical tissue systems containing iron -  myo- 

glooin, oytochrone, oytocbroiae oxi4ase, peroxidase and cata-

las8. almultaneously disorders of porphyrin aetanolisat take 

place, indicating the possibility of a direct notion by CO omth 

enzyme systems involved in the biosynthesis of porphyrins. 

Chronic intoxication may be due to repeated acute short-

term exposures or lasting exposure to 10* Co concentrations. 

Most characteristic of chronic exposure are functional disorders 

of the central nervous system manifested in vegeiative dysfune-

tion and the angiodystonic syndrome with a tendency towards 

ngiospamms. Of diagnostic sinificanoe is an increseed content 

of non-hemoglobin iron in the blood pla which bss a higher 

affinity with carbon monoxide than hemoglobin Iron, and changes 

in porphyrin metabolism (increased excretion of delta-smino-

levulinic acid and coproporphyrin in the uxine). The blood 

content of carboxyhereoglobin Ia slightly above th 	hvsiologi- 

al norn (10%  and more, the morn he!n. up to 
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4. Heaolytic action. Hydrogen arsenide (AH3 ), phenyihyare-

tine - C6H-NBNH2 , toluysne diamine 0 6H 3(H 3 /N}1272  and other 

compounds cause acute intravescular hemolysis and such sUb-

stances as aside- and nitro-coapounds of benzeno may cause 

chronic cocuponsated heuiolysia ue to the shortening of the life 

cycle of erythrocytee. 

itt. Occupational diseases of the hpatobiliary aatem 

arise under the effect of hepatotropic poisons which thludei 

chlorinated hydrocarbons (chiorofons - CHC1 31  methyl chloride - 

C113C1, cuethylene chloride - CH 3012 , carbon tetrachioride 

dlchlorethane - CH2C1CH2C12 , trichioreothylene - CHOl Cd 2), 

nitro compounds of benzene and its hosologues, styrene, tn-

ri,itrotoluene, compounds of arsenic, phosphorus, phosphorous 

and organochiorous pesticides, chlorinated naphvhalinea, ete. 

Also pOBsible is the development of toxico-allergic or allergic 

hepatitis' upon epo8uro to substances with a eansitisin effect 

(ursol, antibiotics, toluylene dlleocyanate, eto.). 

Of decisive importance in the pathogenesis of toxic damage 
to the liver is the &trect chemical effect on the liver cell, 

namely its endoplasato netioulus and the membranes of the endo-

plSBSiC reticulum of the hepatocytea. 

By-  their action mechanism on the liver chemicals may be 

divided into hepatotoxic, toxicoallergic and those affecting 

metabolic proceSS081 and by the nature of the damage inflicted 

on the liver - into cytotoxic, choleatatic and mixed. Under 

the existing classifications of chronic liver diaeees tox1 

hepatitis stands for its clinical morphological features and 

course closer to chronic persisting hepatitla and the o-

called "non-specific" (reactive) hepatitis. 
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According to the course they uake, 	cuptional liver di- 

seases may be acute and chronic. Chronic toxicocheaiical hepa-

titie is a benignly proceedin3 lasting disease, usually w:Ltbout 

a tendency to progress. Hepatitis aggravated by disordered con-

tractile capacity of the biliary ducts takes, as a rule, a long 

course. 

Characteristic of chronic toxic hepatitis is the gradual 

development of the diseasé beginning with dyspeptic complaints 

shortly accompanied with the pain syndrome due to the presence 

of dyskinesia of the bilisry tract. The earliest indication 

that the liver is affected by toxic substances is the increased 

activity of enzymes organospecific to the liver; fructose mono-

phosphate and aldo lass (P-i-PA), uroemninase, ornithine cerba-

uioyltransferaee (OCT), alenine aminotranaferase (AliT), lactate 

dehycirogenase (LDH 5). The earliest sign of functional liver 

cell insufficiency is the disruption of the cell excretory ca-

pcity as manifested in the retarded excretion from the liver 

of radioactive Bengal-rose stain labelled With 1311 

Chemicals affecting the urinary system may be divided into 

two groups. The first group includes compounds vihich affect 

predominantly the renal parenchyma and cause ao-oalled toxic 

nephropathiea. They are heavy metals and their compounds (cad-

alum, bismuth, lead, mercury, etc.), compounds of arenio, or-

ganic solvents (carbon tetrachloride, diehlorethane, ethylene 

glycol, etc.), various poisonous chemicals (organomercurial, 

organoobloric and orgenofluoric compounds), beta-naphtol and 

others. 

Iwo basic pathogenetic mechanisms of toxic renal ff actions 

are sin1ed Out. The first one relates to a direct action by 

40- I 
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neplirotropic poisons on the renal tissue. Mainly affected are 

the proximal portions of the nephron, where the reabsorption 

of toxic substances filtered through the gloinerules mainly 

takes place. Dystrophic-degenerative changes of the tubular 

epitheliuoi develop even to the stage of necrosis (excretive 

necroneph.rosie). The second one relates to disorders of renal 

hemodynamios following the disturbance of systemic circulation 

in response to chemical trauma. Disturbance of renal circula-

tion leads to kidney ischesia which results in damage to the 

tubular apparantus. In chronic poisoning with nephro tropic 

poisons transient proteinaia, cylindruria and imicrohematuria 

are observed. As a rule, the excretory and concentrating func-

tions of the kidneys do not suffer, or change insign.tficantly. 

Belonging to the second, group are mainly binuelear aroma-

tie amino compounds (benmidine, dianisidine, alpha and beta-. 

naphtylnmine), used in the production of organic dyes. The entry 

of these copounds into the organism over a long time may cause 

diseases if  the urinary tracts. These disorders can be mani-

feted in the form of chronic irritation of the sucosa of 

the urinary bladder, hesorrhagic oyetiti, benign (papilloma) 

and malignant (cancer) tumours of the bladder. 

The poisons predominantly affecting the nervous system 

are metallic mercury, manganese, arsenic compounds, carbon 

disulfide, tetraethyl lead, many narcotic substances. 

Under exposure to low concentratirns of chemicals the for.-

nation of the pathologic process is associate with the deve-

lopment of compensatory-adaptive reactions of the organism. 

This process is formed gradually against the background of 

the exhausting adaptation mechanisms. Clinical syiaprns of the 
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proc'ss are tew, cne process takes a torpid course and shows 

poor reversibility even many years after discontinuation of the 

contact with toxic substanoes. 

The clinical picture and the degree of intôxications depend 

on the toxicological properties and concentretions of the aub-

stanceB j  their tropism to certain structures of the central and 

peripheral nervous cyatoras. The severest poisonings are caused 

by the substances easily porating through the blood-brain bar-. 

rier by blocking the enzymatic processes so essential in the 

regulation of horseostatic functions. 

In chronic intoxteations the min clinical syndrones mdi-

catini the involvement of the nervous system are the syndrome 

of vagetovascular dyafunction, the aethenovegetative or astheno-

neurotic syndrome, frequently complicated by neurotic reactions. 

As far as toxic encephalopathy 18 concerned(organic lesion 

of the brain), it occurs at present predominantly in blurred 

forna described as the asthenoorganic syndrome, when against 

the background of toxic aethenia neurological microorganic 

symptoms are revealed. Mostly affected in enoephalopathy are 

the stem portions of the braini stero-vestibular, oerebellove&. 

tibular and hypothalamus-stem structurea extrepyraraidal for-

aiations, and thia is why in toxio enoephalopathy a number of 

basic syndromes may be singled out pertaining to the predominant 

lesions of the nervous system or their conibinatioris, including 

the cerebellovestibular, hypothalamic and extrapyramidal syndro-

me s. 

The hypothalamic syndrome occurs rather frequently in toxic 

s1fecions of the nervous system. The axtrapyramidal syndrome 

develops as a sequance of a lesion of the striopallidal system 

40-2 
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and it is first or aif typical of chronic manganese intoxica-

tion. 

Rather steadily observed in pronounced forms of chronic 

neurointoxicabions, against the background of the enumerated 

neurological syndromes, are various psychopathological disorders 

whose isolated development, however, in most known neurointoxica-

tiona is hardly probable. 

Isolated disorders of the peripheral nervous system in the 

form of polyneuropathies in chronic intoxications occur rarely. 

Many current forms of chronic neurointoxicattons are charac-

terized by a vegetosensitive form of polyneuritis (vegetative 

and vegetosensitive polyneuritis) with the clinical picture 

dominated by vegetotrophic disorders, with a diffuse decrease 

of pain sensitivity, frequently following the polyneuritic 

type. - 

At exposure to Jow concentrations of toxic substances the 

clinical symptoms of intoxicattona are known to lose their rela-

tive spec.ficity, tuacrosymptoms disappear, atypical forms are 

often observed, thus making timely detection of chronic into-

xieations very difficult. In this connection a study of contem-

porary forms of intoxicatlons, their clinical features, patho-

genesis, early diagnosis is an urgent task of occupational patho-

logy. Various teste have been proposed in recent years aimed at 

early detection of occupational intoxications. Great importance 

here is attached to certain changes it the activity of various 

enzymes, changes in the concentration of serum proteins and 

their composition, to chromosomal aberrations, morphological 

and physico-chenical changes of blood cells and neurorhysiolo-

gical shifts in the activities of the central nervous system 
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and various analyzers. (reat attention is gLven to psycho-

physiological investigations. The proposed indices and tests 

are however often non-specific with regard to the intoxicatione 

concerned. At the same time the quantitative characteristics 

of the established changes may be relatively specific provided 

the values of these or other indices were established before 

exposure to the toxic substance. The diaostic value of these 

0 other deviations may be significant only on the condition 

that the data obtained are compared with the results of exa-

mining adequate control groups and with regard to the entire 

range of inf enOes in the development of these deviations. 

An increasing rate of the development of chemical Industry, 

a continuous rise of ploduetion, the use and synthesis of new 

chemical substances and also the development microbiological 

industry accompanied by an increase of incidence of allergic 

diseases determius an urgent character of studying occupa-

tional a1leroses including bronchial asthma. 

At present as a result of the studies using up-to-date 

immunological and aUergologtcal methods, value.ble data were 

obtained on etiology, pathogenesis, clinical features, diagno-

sis and prevention of occupational allergoses (skin diseases, 

allergoses of the upper respiratory tracts and bronchial asthma). 

However the task of finding specific diagnostic tests in this 

problem requires improvement of methods of allergological diag-

nosi, a search for the nost safe and informative diagnostic 

techniques with the introduction of new immunological and bio-

chenical methods and an increase of the number of chemical ml-

lergens used for diagnosis. 

One of the inportant tasks is to elucidate the role of in- 
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dustrial chemic&L suostances in the development of the most 

comuon diseates. 1his concerns first of all functional d.iaturb-. 

ancee of the nervous systes, arterial hypertension, ischemic 

heart discase, etc. observed under a long exposure to the action 

of chemicals. 

Only lon-terui prospective epidetsiological exawinatlons of 

the orgrnized population by using standard methods of investiga-

tion and uniiied criteria of their evaluation make It possible 

to deteraine the role and involvement of this or that effect in 

the developntent ox these diseases and to reveal peculiar features 

of their course. 

Of great importance is the problem of occurrence of tumours 

following exposure to toxic substances and their prevention. 

The study of remote effects of toxic action is a promising 

trend. These studies will make it possible to reveal certain re-

gularitien in the course of occupational diseases, to evaluate 

whether therapeutic tactics at different stages of the disease 

is right, to improve disability exeznination and social-Ocupa-

tional rehabilitation. 

Prevalence at present of the so-oalled rIsinorl  forms of 

occupational intoxicationa determines urgency and need for 

elaboration of new methodological approadhes during exajoination 

of the working capacity of patients with occupational diseases 

and eolrixig the problems of medical and occupational rehabili.. 

tation. 

At the present stage the problems of increasing the quality 

and optimization of medical exeizinations as well as the prob.-

Isias of scientific substantiation of the syetem for organl.z-

1mg dispensary screening of industrial workers and patIents 
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with occupational diseases acquire great importance. The main 

goal of this trend is to create a scientifically based system 

of occupational selection for work in certain professions, with 

regard to diverse factors of pro duction conditions and indiv±- 

dual peculiarities of the organism. The search for Caere economi-

cal and efficient methods of periodical examinations is neces-

sary. 

The studlea of recent years showed expediency of atepwise 

organization of examinatione that permits one to simplify and 

wake initial stages of examination cheaper and owing to this 

to extent the methodical complex of examining persons suspected 

of having occupational diseases. 

Solving the above-Daantioned tasks will undoubtedly contri-. 

huts to a further decrease in the incidence of occupational 

and other cosmon diseases, more active social and occupational 

rehabilitation and improvement of health of induatrisi workers. 
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THE PROBLEI4 OF ACUTE POISONING IN CLINICAl TOXICOLOGY 

S. A. LuzhnlJcov 

In the modern world acute poisoning accounts for at leust 

10 per cent of all emergency cases admitted to hospital 1  and 

for some 25 per cent of the vary high accidents rate whose 

total number of victims comes third after cardiovascular and 

onoological diseases (J.p. Winchester at a)., 1978). In the 

1970s the number of patients admitted to hospital for acute 

poisoning in Western Burope caine to about 2 per 1000 of the 

population a year, as oompared to I per 1000 in the 1960s 

(WHO Chronicle, 1966; S. Noesoblin, 1979).  Thus, for the 

number of hospitalised patients acute poisoning, is on a par 

with such a widespread affliction as inyocardial infarction, 

and the nuber of its victims 15 greater than the number of 

those killed in road traffic accidents. 

The incidence of acute poisoning is growing in all count-

rica exceptionally due to domestic poisoning, wbich aocounta 

for more than 95 per cent of oases, and thin makes it neces-

sary to study the causes of the prevailing wtoxic situation', 

which we subdivide into two basic categories 'objective" 

ones, not depending on the victim's actions, and 'subjeotive", 

direolly dependent on them. An Important place among the former 

is steady growth of the total amount of chemicals used in pro-

duction and in the home which at present exceed 6 million 

designations. Among them are numerous medicinal preparations 

and cosine-tic substance, household chemicals, insecticides, 

industrial, vegetable and animal poisonS. The "subjective" 
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causes are connected with the lnt&nive rhythm of contemporary 

life which compels many people to ocristantly use soporifics and 

sedatives which present a factor of riske of possible into-

xicatton. Also included are such factors as widespread chro-

rile diseaees, eudb as alcoholism and drug addiction, which 

have long become a veritable scourge among the youth in capita-

list countries. 

In the Soviet Union in recent years the population has 

summoned emarency aid because of acute poisonings at the rate 

of 1.0-2.8 per 1000 people (an average of 2.0 per 1000). It has 

been established that from 44 to 60 per cent of these patients 

are hopita1ized, while the number of hospital admissions 

varies from 0.5 to 1.6 per 1000 population (an average of 1.1) 

(M.A. Rogovol et al., 1982). 

The difference in the two cited indices shows that the 

incidence of acute poisoning depends to a certain degree on 

local conditiahs - the exient to which chemicals are used for 

domestic needs, the availability of medicinal preparations, 

the prevalence of harnfll habits, etc. such conditions usually 

prevail In large cities with populations in excess of half a 

million, where the number of calls for medical aid and of 

hospital admissions because of poisoning is always higher then 

the average. 

The mean lethality rate In acute poisoning is 8 per cent 1  

iut it vareo considerably in different towns and hoapitals 

leponding on the crevuiling type and severity of poisoning, 

the ege compositton of the victims. In specialized eenter and 

'uttat ion wardo, whore the concentration of patiertS with 

eveTe oioning is wch hilier, tie fatality rate reaches 10-15 

1r 
41- I 
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The most widespread type of acute poisoning in this country 

is poisoning with medicinal drugs (mainly psychotropic), burn-

ing fluids (acids and alkalis) 1  organophosphorous insecticides 

(Dipterex, alathion), alcohol and its substitutes. These 

kinds of poisoning accothit for more than 75 pr cent of this 

afflict ion. 

The number of hospital beds required for treating patients 

with acute poisoning is 2.5 per 100,000 population. Thus, 

a city with a millicn population should have a specialized ward 

with 25-30  beds (8-10 for resuscitation and intensive therapy 

and the rest for rehabilitation) (M.A. Rogovol et al., 1982). 

The many-year experience of specialized departments 

(poison control centers) that were organized in many ecuntriea 

of iurope and America in the 1960s demonstrated their unquestion-

able advantages in providing high-quality aid to victims 

(1.I. Chazov, 1982 IiS. aclntire, 19830. 

The further development in this country of a system of 

specialized medical aid for acute poisoning (authorized by the 

appropriate regulations of the Ministries of Health of the USSR 

and the RusSian Pederation) envisages the following measures: 

- the establishment In all cities with a population over 

500,000 of specialized departments (centers) for the treatment 

of poisoning in the city concerned and for carrying out preven-

tive mea8uzeB and also consultative, organizational and metho-

dological work in their respective area (region or territory); 

- in towns and cities with a smaller population and in 

the countryside patients with poisoning should be hospitalized, 
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depending on the severity of their oondjtlon, into reBuscita-

tion and intensive care wards manued by personnel purposely 

trained in clinical toxicology, or to somatic (pediatric) 

wards maintaining permanent contacts with the regional center. 

The specialized poison control department (center) in-

corporates resuscitation and intensive care wards, an operating 

theatre for carrying out artificial detoxification (dialysis, 

sorption), general rehabilitation wards and a laboratory. 

A specific feature in the diagnosis of acute poisoning is 

the need for urgent detection of toxic e.ibstancee in the bio-

environments of the organism for whioh special laboratory 

examinations are undertaken with the aid of rapid instrumental 

methods (gas-liguid chromatography, BpactrophOtotLetry, etc.). 

This allows to determine, firstly, the kind of toxic agent 

present and its concentration in the bloód, which directly 

correlates with the symptoms and the prognosis of the poisoning; 

secondly, time stage of the poisoning, largely determining the 

scope and kind of treatment given the patient. 

Our studies of recent years, based an clinical and labora-

tory observations of more than 1,000 patients with various 

kinds of poisoning have made it possible, with time aid of com- 

puters and eyntemnsanalysis, to determine the threshold, critical 

and irreversible blood content levels for many toxic substances 

that were identif led on the patients' admission to hospital 

2-3 hours after poisoning had taken place (see Table 1). At 

the threshold level a variety of clinical symptoms is observed, 

but their outcome is usually favorable, since the intensity 

of th cliemical damage' dose not exceed the organism's compensa-

tory potentials. At the critical level the prognosis is uncertain, 

41-2 
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since it largely depends on other factora, above all, on the 

time and scope of medical aid, the pstient's age, etc. At the 

irreversible level of poison concentration In the blood the 

poisoning usually has a fatal outcome due to the Intensity of 

the chemlcal dawage being incompatible with life. The clini-

cal picture of poisoning and quantitative indices of homeostetie 

disorders changed In accordance with these levels. 

Table 2 presents the correlation between the content of 

l4alathion In the blood and the main cuantitatIve Indices of 

the body's response. 

At a "threshold level of acute poisoning" changes occur 

in the indices reflecting the selective toxicity of the poison 

(diminished activity of blood cholinesterase). No substantial 

changes are observed In systemic hemodynamics and the acid-base 

equi:Ubrlum in this group of patients. 

When the blood poison oonterit reaches a critical level 

the outcome of the poisoning becomes uncertain, while the 

indices of the organism's overall response al±esdy differ consi-

derably from the norm. The most pronounced disorders of homeo-

stasis too) place at the irreversible level of Nalathi.on con-

centration in the blood. This transition from the primary 

toxic effect to irreversibility should be regarded as a number 

of successive stages in the disruption of the adaptation procesa, 

one of whose stages is the failure of the adaptive mechanism 

and development of a "critical state". 

Therefore,an analysis of the "poison concentration --

toxic effect" correlation allows to objectively assess the 

quantitative aspect of th4 relationships between the poison 
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and the organism, which is of tren,enttoun practical importance 

for timely diagnosing wcritioal  states and selecting adequMe 

treatment. 

There are certain specific features in the nature of the 

critical states in different kindS of acute poisoning, reflect-

ing the agent's selective toxteity. For exaniple. in OPI poison-

ing the fatal outcome is related to manifestations of its 

muacarice-like effect (bronchorrhea, bradycardia), nicotinic 

effect (hypertension and respiratory paralysis), the poison's 

central action (coma, respiratory paralysis, convulsions). 

Aggravating t e unfavourable outcome in acetic acid poisoning 

are symptoms reflecting the poison's destructive actior (cheni-. 

cal corrosion of the stomach, intestine, Upper respiratory 

ways), the resorptive action of the poiSon (intravascular herno-

lysin) and the neural-pain factor (exotoxic shock). 

In barbiturates poisoning the onset of death is related 

mostly to the narcotic effect on the central nervoua system 

(comatoge condition) and its vital centers (respiratory pars-

lysis). 

In addition to the aforementioned symptoms of poisoning, 

reflecting the selectiveness in the toxic action of the poisonS, 

a critical state may arise also due to the development of Va-

riouc nonspecific complications (e.g. tracheobronchitis, ate-

lectases, pneumonlaa, etc). 

One should note thc the eigniftcance of all this variety 

of clinieni manifestations of jntoxjcatione for an unfavorable 

outcome is not the same. A comparison of correlation coeffi-

cieris indicated that a decisive element in the onset of irre-

versibility in dichioroethane poisoning is exotoxic shock, in 
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0111 poisoning -- respiratory disorders (in the form of respira-

tory paralysis and bronchorrhsa), in barbiturate poisoning --

narcotic coma, and in acetic acid poisorhing -- chemical cor-

rosion of the stomach followed by the development of shock, 

gastroesophageal hemorrhages and intravascular boniolysis. 

There exists therefore, the kind of critical state 

specific to each type of toxic substances which is of certain 

importance for the practical activities of physicians, since 

it allows to concentrate attention on the priority detection 

and therapy of theae most dangerous manifestations of the 

intoxication. 

If the specific olinical features of poisoning are studied 

in relationship to the kinetics of the poisons concerned, one 

may note that osrtajn periods of poisoning substantially differ 

in the nature and combination of symptoms contributing to the 

formation of an untavourable outcome. ThoBe differences are 

quite clearly observed when comparing the first and fourth daye 

of the disease. For example, in dichioroethane poisoning the 

symptoms which determine the development of the death prooese 

during the first 6 hours of intoxication (narcotic coma, respira-

tory disordere, exotoxic ahock) are no longer involved in the 

thanatogenesie on the fourth day and, on the contrary, the 

symptoms which by this time revealed a connection with the 

development of an unfavourable outcome (toxic nepbropathy, 

pneumonia, toxic psychosis) have not yet taken shape in the 

early period of intoxication. 

The data outained made it possible to single out two basic 

stages (pbaees) in the course of the toxic process: the toxico-

genie and somatogenic ones. 
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The toxicogenic el- age corresponds in time to the period 

when the poison is present in the organism; it is characterized 

by the appearance of those symptoms of intoxication which 

reflect the selective toxicity" in the poisons effect on 

nertain organs or 5rStem8 

During the toxicogenic stage of acute poisoning methods 

of "early" diagnosis, which are of the nature of an etiological 

influence, are of the greatest importance. This influence is 

most effective when the poison's toxicokinetic features are 

taken into account. Its success often depends on vigorous 

therapy of exQtoxic shock. 

The somatogenie stage sets in when the poison has jeen 

actually completely eliminated. In this period the severity 

of the patients' condition is due to the consequences of the 

chemical injury sustained, which most frequently include 

pneunioniae, toxic hepatopathies and nephropathies,biophio dis-

orders, toxic psychoses, sosatogenic collapse, etc. 

During the somatogenic stage non-specific therapy assumes 

pre-eminent importance. Aimed at coping with developed borneo-

static disorders, it proved more effeotive when the po1son' 

toxieodynamic features are taken into account. Often quite 

essential in the complex of therapeutic measures are methods 

of late detoxification for controlling endogenous toxicosis, 

developed because of functional insufficiency of the liver and 

kidneys, burns, severe bypoxia and infectious complications 

(pneumonia, sepsis). 

When treating exotoxic shock it is important to bear in 

mind its pronounced oligemic character, and also the possible 
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development of a hyperdynamlo or hypodynamic statø of the 

circulation which may alternate in one and the same patient 

(for example, in hea'y-y soporific or OH poisoning). The oor- 

reotion of steep drops in peripheral vascular resistance observed 

during this kind of poisoning requires, after restoring the 

lost plasma, laeting administration (for 10-12 b) of presser 

amlnee -- norepinep}irine and dopwnine. 

Among detoxification methods indicated in the toxicogenic 

phase only, mainly used at the threshold level of 1ntoxicat1on 

is forced diuresis, and at the critical level - hemosorption 

conducted in intermittent sessions of 25-30 min until the con-

oentration drops below the critical, and also hemodialysis. 

Our experience in the clinical applioation of hemosorption 

for the treatment of acute intoxioatione is represented in 

Table 4. At irreversible levels of poisoning when symptoms 

of deoompeneated shook developed one may use peritoneal dia-

lysis øince hemoeorptlon and hemodlalyais are contralodicated 

at low arterial pressures. 

Pharmacological detoxification methods include the admi-

nistration of antidotes which help to protect vital s ys tems of 

the body for the time neoeeeary for the removal of the poicons 

by methods of artificial detoxification. Unfortunately, there 

are very few effective specific medicinal aentn, whtle their 

administration is limited to the toxicogenic phase of intxi-

cation. Most frequently used as antidotes are cholno1ytics 

(atr"ine) and eholinesterase reactivatore (dipyrnxinie) in 

oases of OH poisoning. 
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In the last 5 to 10 years olinical practice has encountered 

new types of acute poisoning whose clinical sapeote and methods 

of treatment are still very little known to the practicing 

physioian. Concerning medicinal agents there has been an 

increase of poisoning with amitryptylino which possesses a 

pronounced cardlotoxio action manifested in disorders of rhythm 

and heart conductivity of the type of intraventrioular block 

and fibrillation. Also on the increase in the number of intozi-

cat tons with a mixture of various drugs, part ioularly psycho- 

tropic, potentiating each others toxic offects. Numerous 

oases of grave toxic nephropathy have been caused by incorrect 

administration of blue (diluted mercurial) ointment. 

In the group of organophoephorous insecticides (0P1) 

Malathion came to occupy the first place; oral poisoning with 

it prooeede rather severely with early development of exotoxic 

Shook. 

Also on the increase ban been the number of poisonings 

with automobile exhaust fumes causing the development of toxic 

enoephalopatby and the myorenal syndrome. In the group of 

alcohol substitutes there is an inorease in poisoning with 

acetone and higher alcohols causing severe metabolic acidosia. 

Besides, with the elaboration and introduction into olinical 

practice of new diagnostic and therapeutic teobniiues, the 

ordinary clinical course of acute intoxications and the nature 

of their compliant ionS have notably obanged.1 this. may be desig.. 

nated by the term No]inioal pathomorphosis', which reflects 

0 'morphological pathosorphosis', noted by the pathoanatomiats 
C 

'

R (i.K. Permyakov, 1979). 
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The overall pathogene-bic cause of cllnicai pa1homorphosie' 

of chemical diseases is the definite ahortening 0.5-2 times) 

of the toxicogenic period of intoxicationa owing to the broad 

appUcat ion of such artificial detoxification methods as 

beirodialysie and hemosorption. 

Table 1. Blood Poison Content as Criterion of $everity 

of Poisoning 

Toxic ant 
Threehold 

level, 	pg/mi 

Critical 

level, 	pg/mi 

Irrevereible 

level, 	pg/mi 

4aiathion 0.01-0.17 0.2-1.5 	- over 1.55 
Dipterex 0.02-0.8 0.9-9.0 over 12.0 

Methyl parathion 0.05-0.29 0.33-1.1 over 1.2 

Phenobarbital 21. 0-49.0 50.0-102.0 over 102.0 

Dichioroel- hane traces 0.14-0.86 over 1.0 

Acetic acid (free 

hemoglobin conoen- 

tration in plasma) 5.0-5.6 5.8-20.6 over 21.00 

Patients surviving outcome fatal outcome 
uncertain 
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Table 2. Correlation between Blood Poiaoir content and Body 

Response Values in Malathion Poisoning 

Physiological indices Threshold Critical Irreversible 
(units) level level level 

Blood poison content 
(,ug/ml) 0.01-0.17 0.2-1.5 1.55-1.9 

Cholinesterase aotivity 

in whole blood ( 	to 

norm) 57.08±3.8 31.48±1.55 3.89±1.3 

Increase of HOG syetlio 
index (%) 4.26±0,95 10.0±2.4 16.6±1.9 

Mean arterial pressure 
(mm Hg) normal 68.45±4.12 47.56±12.62 

Stroke volume of blood 

(ml) normal 51,18±3.41 31.0±4.75 
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Table 3. The Use of Hemosorpt ion in Exogenic Poieoning 

(N.Y. Sklifoaovaky Scientific-Reaearoh Institute 

of Hmergency Care) 

Procedure 	Poisoning agent 	Clinical
effect 	C1earanoe 

intense 	ni/mm 
++ - 

moderwte 
- mild 

1. llemosorption 1. 2ychotropic (48-283.5) 
(Sorbents drugs 	+++ 3±5 
SKT- Ga 
SKN, BAU) 2 4  cit 	 +++ (35-116. 2) 

42.4±12) 

 Alkaloids 	+i-+ (44±7) 66±2 

 Salicylaten 	+++ 66±2 

 fllchioroethane 	-+p (78-121.6) 
38±12 

 Heavy me1al 	+ - 

 Amitrytyline 	++ 49±3 

 Ethylene glyco]. 

2. Plasmosorp-  Medicinal (66-83) 78±5 
tion (Sor- agents 	+4+ 
bents 
SKT-6a)  021 	+4+ (35-54) 44.5±4 

 Diohioroethane 	+4 - 

3. Hemosorption 1. Soporifics 	+4+ 	- 
at pre- 
hospital 	2. 021 	4+4 
stage (Sor 
bents KT-6a, 3. Dichioroethane 	++ 	- 

4. Amitrytyline 	4+4 	- 
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'Nig U SE OF COMJ-1JTT?S IN COLLW.flNG MD F}OC)SS1NG INRRMAi!fON 
ON TOXICIpy AND HkZAiD3 POD IY CHEMICALS 

A. V. Buriwenko 

Coputeriued Lnforuiation processing baeed on preent-
d&y he.x'd*nro, eoftwnL'e and inforwitton switching facilities 
has found wido use in the petit few years. Specifically, the 
latest developutants in the field include the use of on—line 
ooputer eyeteae and conputer networice provid.ing access of uiy 
users to each system and of each user to teeny eyeteuis. Inl'or-
uuation iroceasing is usuall.y d.ivlded into two types computa-
tione, including cnlclaton of vailoue scenarios uainp aiaiulu-

tion moduls, an thtoriuition searching in uata banks. The com-
puier network tructurs  covering both coisputer—based services 
sin the oorrespon"ing communication network is schematically 
øhown in rig. 1. 

Lt us consider two types of reaourcesi the resuroee 

unid by the network, and the basic and secondary resources 

WhiCh are of the principal interest for users. The aecondaL7 
resources are necessary for the integration of the basic re-
sources represented by the data cOisW1fl108tiQI2 network. 

The resources of the first type (primsary resources) in-
dude s 

coraputer resources - processors and working mcry; 
mass utonory - disks and tapeeg 
input—output devices - pTtflters, displays, plotters, 

etc. 
data packages; 

applied. software; 

computer personnel. 
Secondary resources providing access to 55C01d517 re-

sources etebracat 
communication lines and modems; 
switching nodes and concentrators; 
network 86ft8re or the network operational systela; 

and (+) 
	network managerial personnel. 

43-I 
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n - 8 4,tthin id.s 	 Li - Readers 

- 	 - - 	- Display 

/ 	- Terminal con ntratoi8 	 Li - Printer 

?ig. 1. A  diagram of t1ia cøpter metwoi± atrucWxe 
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Teienciee in d.€reloping those to types of resources are 

considered storting with the network rosoulcea. 

Integration and sharing of resources including øomm.in1cB, 

tion computer rosourcos, and skilled personnel is the main 
factor ccauu for all computer networks. 

Integration and sharing of resources is not a new pheno-

senon neither for communication where time and frequency coin-

prassian, group fonantion, enlargement of bunchea, etc, are a 

common practice, nor for computer technology ,kiere the more 

aftect&ve use of computer resources by their shored use in the 
multiprogram and time-sharing mode. 

The initial advances in expanding computer networks were 
based on the integration within one syaten or computer network 
two principles of resource shnrtng packet switching, and time-
sharing. }'ackeb switching improves considerably the communica-

tion recources efficiency dna to the use of fast communication 
channels (as compared with the division of a wide band i&o 

several Ice-grade telephone channels) and also due to quaueing 

informiition packets. queueing, in principle, delays information 
4elivery which occasionally may reduce the system efficiency, 
opoctnly when long ssmages are to be transmitted. At the 
seine tire, the time-sharing mode whose part in the total amount 
of ants processing is growing atadily, leads, however, to ex-
change of relatively short resoages requiring the same delay 
tire for all weseagem. 

Computers are uunlly divided by thbir cost into three 
olaeaea 	wall. medium, and large. 

Two facts - retention of the share of large computers at 
a 5% love 1 and a dre t 10 incre ace in the share of mini. computers 

are of special Interest here. Statistical data ahow th&t in 
1978 minicomputers amount to 60% of all corapuberm.lt is quite 

possible that their share would increase up to 80%. 
The unchanged share of large computers may be &xplained 

by a considerable and constantly growing number of problecas 
requiring for their solution la'ge, often extreme, computer 
capabilities. The fst that minicomputers became cheaper and 
much more effective, and especially the advent of operational 
syStems where cithi,tcocmputers can be used in the time-ahuring 
mode, have contrixited to the drunatie increase of their share 
in the total number of computers. A relatively low host of 

W minicomputer aorvioe explains to a large extent their success 

on the market. 
43-2 
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Minicoinputere are widely ur4ed also because they can per.-
form new operations, e8pocially those connocted with hanUjin 
obeervition results and setting up amnll-ecale infonution eye-. 
tena. Thus, the chau.sod share of computers on the wacket 18 
not only indicative of new cnpabilitieo of computers thUffk3Olve5 

but also a consequence of the chozuud ftwctone porf:riuod by 
coeputers. 

Availability of cOmn,orctai minicomputers increased the 
number of ueere having direct cocoon to coSputers. At firet 
sight the tendency appeare to be opponite to the development 
or coaiputor networke. Actually, however, epaneion of computer 

networks and the wide flee of minicomputers are "1w0 sides of 
the Satan medal". 

Computer facilities are developing towards Ineuririg the 
more effective "man-maoltine' J.ntoraction and the direct data 
input into computer. In this development tread the contribution 
of host computers to overall infarntion handling effort is 
declining. Thun, in the mid-1970' a the share of exrenditiires on 
hoet computers amounted to 30% whereas for the past decade it 
has dropped to 23% mainly due to wider use of coseunloation 
equipment. 

Let US 000Bider development trends for individual compo-
nents of the hardware and its cost. The amount of direct data 
input from dinpley keyboards has inOreeBod markedly. 

Already now many computer centres have no punch tape and 
pu.mch eard readers. In this cojttext it is worth noting that 
amount of input data from sources and outside computers has 
increased oonaiclerably. 

The role of both aoftware and hardware in computer opera-
tion has changed radically. howactays coot of software for users 
ears often than not exceedo coot of hurduare. Thus, for example, 
expenditures for the software meant for manned tliits within 

the fratcuork of the NASA proamme omounted to one bilUon 

dollars in the period from 1960  to 1970. 
Xxamplee are found in the changed share of hardware cost 

in the overall computer expenditures of the US Defence Depart-
ment, where they dropped from 50% in 196t  to 20% in 1974. 

eat sums of ianey are alotted for devising opertttion&l 
systems and ap>lietl software. For example, the operational syB-

tee for IE-360'computer coot 200,000,000 dollars of which 
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half was spent on debarging and tent, R&D cost proper was 33 
and prowming coat - 17%. 

tleyelopment coat of the operational system for the computer 
oetwork iteLf, as far an the AIRPA eystoui is concerned, exceeded 
20 Luilllon dollars. 

t)eapite the growing expenditures on commercially available 
software a greater share of it, especially applied software, 
continues to be devised at computer centres to seat their own  
needs. 

Analysis of programming policies pursued t7 state organ.i-
sations in the United 8tatea showed. that 65% of all programs had 
been prepared by the centres themselves, 9% - received from ooaz-
puter mariufactuxere, 11% - from independent software generators 1  
1i 	from the eysteni suppliers, and 	- from other suroee. 

Despite the constant growth of software cost, its increase 
is uneven for computers of different classes. 

- 	- 	-. 
J 	- 	•1 

rl rfjj1M 	LARGE 

Jig. 2. Coat of hardware, software and ser'icee for the three 
types of compu.te.rS 
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Pig. 2 ShOWS expenditures on hardware, software and ser-
vice of conpuLoro of three clasees. Wiortsge of skilled wanpower, 

the size of YIilch is itself a rather impressive rOioUfCo, is  
one of the crucial factors holding back the use of coniiuter 
technology. Table 1 i3hows number or ayatom prograinsera and In-
stalled COaPUtOFB in the United 3tates. The data show that In 
spite or the sharp decrease in the shore of systsz pr'upramn1ere 
as Cospared to nwaber of Intulled computera, the numrica 
strength of system progrwonora continue to iricresee because 
the rate of ooaputer k'owth exceeds the pace of 'rationoiiea-
ti-on" of systea prograiniaera efficiency. Moreover, the marked 

decUne in the numbor of system programmers for one computer, 
which took place during 1970-1975, was followed by the seine 
rate of decrease this is almost t-fold for 1975-19d0. During 
the next five-year period thic rate of decrease is expected 
to low down considerably, the programmer/computer ratio will 
change only slightly while the nwabor of compu tsr will continie 

to grow at the ecsme pace. 
£3oe kOO man of cervico personnel were Cmployed In the 

YRG computer centrea in 1978. 

Table 1. Number of progruanera in the USA 

Oomputer Programmers Prog, per 
a os'ut.er 

1955 1,000(7) 10,000(7) 10(7) 

1960 5,500 30,000 5.5 

1965 22,500 80,000 3.6 

1970 70,000 165,000 2. 

1975 225,000  220,000 0.98 

1900 700,000 275,000 0.39 

1985 1,1000,000 330,000 0.30 

ocIal attention should be drawn to cost of workforc 
since the optimal 000 of ski.11ed personnel Is particilarly 
important and not only because this resource is costly but 
also because it is depletable. Thus, about 1.5 million mso 

are current .y employed in oosjuter manufacturing and servic-
ing companies inthe LISA. 
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According to M. Rakovaky eatimatea (I) the figure for the 
USM is 600,000 of vibich almoet haLf is viorkinsc in cntmutwr 
centree and another half - In tue conputer reenuiacturing intluatry. 

It Ia Importn.nt here to keep in mind that a relationship 
between the number of computer pereonnel and the number of con-
putere in operation is deteruiined by the intensive use of con-  - 
puters in the national economy. The need to ewploy such a big 
resource 88 ooputer service personnel 1-s one of the factors 
wuich limits tue wide une of oowputers and tieterrainea to a great 

eteat their uue efficiency. 
ihe nLre of pa.yroll coot alre4y now has reached 46% and 

will continue to grow to eceed before long 50% of the total 

expeadituree of computer Centre maintenance. 
It Ia posaible to aecort, therefore, that the present- 

day computer centre is a complex and rapidly expanding reoouroe 

in wieh manpower in moat costly, then comes software and than 
hardware. In the hardware itceif the role of hoot cocnputero 
is decreaning and the role of input.-output devices - incroas.-

ing. 
Let us now discuss in brief some of the specific features 

in the clevslopnexit of secondary renourcee directly involved in 

the use of basic or priiuory resources. 

To show their development rate and importance it is auf-
ficient to any that in 1978 near expenditures on data tranonie-
ion exceeded in the USA expendi-turen on data processing eid in 

1980 income received by the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company (TIC) from data tranamiesi-on overcame income from con-
ventional telephone aervicea. The  existing 5.5 billion doller 
market will grow up to 12 billion dollars in 1985. The a.rket 
is repreaeated by three sectors: tranamiesion of digital irifor-
macion proper through communication channels; procosoing of in.-
formation prior to its transfer, this is data trs.naniaelon and 
storoe in coeuaunicatiom nodes; and conversion of meBaaZa trans-
fer speed converniom of information formats, conversion of 

data traAefer means, conversion of discrete signal flow into 
a form convenient for reading and, vice versa, comyersiCC 

of texts into a flow of signals. 
The rapid expaooion of the data transmission aarket 18 

accompanied by even swifter growth of expenditiea on conver-
sion of formats, transfer speed, etc. 11is is especially true 
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of oonveaelofl of priaary infornation into a forut eiitable for 
data transmission through Oommunic6tion ohanr*i is and • vice versa 

into a forpi convenient for users. It is expected that in 1985 
øonvereion coste will be equal to coeta of ira.forui.ation trans.-
IaLSBIOJi and infoimation processing taken together. 

71g. 3 shows engineering p0BBitzilitie or attaining various 
speeds of data transmission depending on tyee of cosnunica-
tion channels, as well as message speed-quality relationsiip. 

Transmission 
rates 	

7 

	

Gbit/a 	
Opti5k 

asek ines 

	

Mbit/a 
	net 

kbit/e 

kbit/i 

8 kbltjs 	- 

ear .4  

	

1965 
Kbit/a 	

1970 	1980 

Ji on 

Pig. 3. Technical capabilities of increasing data transmission 
speeds. 

Nowadays data are usually tranafered thro ugh cab lee, 
though significant progress has been made in the use of radio- 
channels provided by sate LLiles. In the next few years rud.io 
ccrtinicaticn cZan.nela for paeket iaforntion switching sill, 
apparently, be used on a wider scale. However, hardware alone 
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cannot ennui's the nderuate 8tan1rd of uper oerv&ce. 

As we already mentioned above, the use of o-'Cnlled packet 
ewitchir, w}iicii helped to rothce both cost and time of inIor-. 
motion delivery, has opened up now vista for CompUtox' notwork. 

loIrLfrt ion trannniinion  cost in aesSige owltcllixk; net-
sorke is deterntried by two fact'ei the comuuuiicntion channelfi 
used sad pockot switching with the help of minicoaputera. Effect 
of these two foctora on i foruotion delivery coot hen been atu-
tied in detail with special reference to the AJUA netwoik. The 
analysis showed that proceuning of 10 information packeta cost 
0.16 dolisi' in 1970  as compared with 0.22 duller spent for 

trsnamisnion of the name amoun of information. In 1974 trans.-. 

iion coat reduced to 0.12 dollar whereus processing cost 
decreased to 0.026 dollar. The comparison shows that greater 
efficacy of computers in information wwitcLtng networks was 
the sairi factor of lowering infrL1&tion trrjtinniealon coats. 

The rapid ecponoion of computer networks both at national 
and international levels has moved to foreground differences 
between the existing legislation and practical experience in 
uning new data processing and infomation switching faoilitioe. 

The developrit and operation of computer networks have 
made it n'ceonary to devise a new organiaational and tethnical 
structure of mnagennb, including 

technical ntenderdiaatrion to ensure compat.thtllty be.-
tween the computer and information awitchfl eaabilities, co-
ordination of "protocola", compatibility of terminals uaod, 
eto 

finanoial control, including pricing of different 
services and drafting tariffs for data switching operations; 

legiatative regulation of information collection, 
use and transmission on both national, and international 
scales. 

since first computer networks were pilot type, technolo- 
gical progreon in the field has by far overtaken the eatab- 
lishinent of the adequate economic and legislative aachinery. 

to At the same time, discussion and adaption of bech.aical stan-
Ij dards regulating data transmission have revealed wide diD-' 
n agreents between two groups of companies - sanu.factis'ers 

44-. I 
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of comnunication equipment and nanu1ecturera of computer ts-
cilitien. Communication departments were also actIve in dralt-. 
tag and adopting standards. In 1976 standard X.2,5, vaich is in 
fact a eat of ntaridarde 1  was adopted. It proved to be more ad-
vantageoun for communication departments since the computer 
facilities in users' hands and the data transmission networks 
under the cominanication deporllnonts' Jurisdiction hays been di-

vided so that most ftrnctione are supposed to be fuUillod by 
the ritwork whereas the users have relatively limited rights. 
As a result greater part of computer network equip!flent is 

referred to as connun.ication facilities. 

heveral big companies, including ljjjj. had been triad for 

a long time to ignore efi'ort to adopt standard in the communi-
cation field. Nevertheless, by the early 1977  most inanufaotu-
rare of computer faciUtlea and cocinunication equipat had 

wared the need and usefulness of adopting such atenthirds, I( 
also declared that it had adopted international standard L25. 

In contrast to the introduction of technical reguletion 

that required a relatively short period of time for its 

realination, the economic and legislative cont'ol in still far 
from ite pr4ctical implementation, flare we observe a &rainati 
tangle of interests of the national security, and national 

concerns in dev,lopent and protection of national industry. 

The US laws regulating the use of data tressniesion and 
computer networks differ greatly from respective lawS in nest 

iropean countries. The United States policy in the field has 
been expounded at tour crucial meetings of the Federal Com-
unicntionø Coóinnion. In the First Computer Incui.ry (1966-

-1971) government-controlled telecommunication a ervices were 

separated from 5uncontrolled" data noceasing viewrices. In com-

pliance with this division "Iseosage ewitching became a res-

ponsibility of puLuio net,orcs beoauae their basic function was 
inIormjton transfer. Connequont,y, information procesaing Cos-

paniez were not supposed to offer message communication services. 

This requtracient caused great concern among eevral coapaniOs 

As a re&dy the deciaion on "publio service" adopted in 1969 
and amended in 1971 permitted companies specialiatiag in iiffor-
mation proossaing to provide comuenieation services in coispeti-
tion with "aditionaf' public Tcstwjrka, such as inerican 

Telephone and Teegraji Company ( Ar.' ) and estern Union. 
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In this decision "public networks' have been expanded to inclu4e 
such syeto.-is as TYMIWLr and TFaXTEN which have no prImary net-
work of thutr own. The dscieion on "reselling and taek-sharin" 
aloptect by tue US i.ederal Conuiu.nicatione Commission introduced 
a new cLtviion between the information proceaning service8 ops-
rating a data transmission system as their integral part, and 
comaunication services engaged in reselling basic consunic&-
tion services represented by the couanies which buy busic 
communication resources from owners of primary public networks 

and then recoil their services. Besides the decision has 6pø-
cified the services which should be provided by major public 

networks of the ATf type for the primary communication network. 
The n*tworka of the new type became known as "value aided 

tworke" unlike the uaual services offered by traditional 
communication networks, value 4d1ied. networks, scic as T119iEf, 
provide for the adaptive multiplexing of channels 1  asarchiag, 
and establishing coanectiona with computer services or iaor-
aetion trsnntcisaion through the optimum channels, error detec-

tion emil ccrrect1on convarsionof message transuiieaion speeds 
and codes, joining different computers and terminal to the net- 
e 0r cc. 

The ec1eraI immmnicattons Cowmni.ssion explained ala that 
were taken to Wert the companies 

oparstiu pridry coaunmnication networks amid companies rasel-. 
hg oowi&un lcutlori services. Eiowever, no eatiafectory defini-
lon ol the toru "data processing" has been suggested. "The 

Esconci Computer Inqolry 1  which appeared in 1976, contained 
a wider definition of the term "i2lforuuition processing' eabrac-
ing also Information transmission at whiahi 

inforciutiou content or input inforaation meaning has  
been somehow modified, or 

output tafonnatton is an answer to input information 

obtained with the help of a program.  
Ln Westarn hm.rope the laws regulating the use of computer 

natworks and data trananission neVwrks differ from respective 
laws in the United States matxily by the fact that in moat 

o West European counries the networks belong to the state and 
CD 

are controlled by óowmauaication departnanta which directly 
receive income trom information tranemission services prVidd. 

No typical resn000es of such couicu.nicetion departsiente can b 

44-2 
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zoted here. ItL1y, tbs introiuction of jAdLatiuiial 0ontrijl 
over the thturnuti,oia1 	iput -uibtth1 iru 	ti u LLow. 
Thu8 irenth, 1itieh Auutriat Luii Wt.,bt Griw poit olilcee 
ruquiru that acceou to U-uwoud 2iLV tin.t VfMaIET ujould b* 
provi dud only if thu couiunicat tono dupo.rtaont uqul 	nti Ic 
uiuh for w1ch a h1i tax noudu to be puiu 	oorI ty popot, - 
tionally to tho amount of intorntion to b trW3forj. 	i- 
condly, moet cou.ntrieu havo upoolul regulaL Lou f bldUi a 
turwirial-to-tarinina I iir&uut Ion tron&in I eulca, and thie may 
et inu1ate competition for the telce nun1cf t;I on which is also 

under authorIty 01 the cowain1cution dpuiLweat. 
Notionai, conaunloution 	1ontu P1t.Ye(1 an lwjortitnt 

roLe in eett1n up hidh tariffb fo all 6y 1Mu of iiernutIouI 
aervicee, 1ncluI10 iLtroct couw'unlcutiou oaoul. ftie lu 
pu.rticultir.Ly uvituot wioi wo c,uupure coat ci Loaued l.tjou in 
the UUA with leaued line a betwuen lltrope and I tiü Jul t eu 	ea. 

uu, for uxamplo, the diject luaued line between Now 
York. and Ie Anteleu coet,u iIY)U dollai8 per UWnIh ne cumjuwed 
with the New York - London lilAc WhJ.Oh coete tMdJ doll ave. 

eroam the lecue toid utie of cc unlca 	foci. iltleu lu 
controlled by hietoricall,y tablinhd barriara anO mache-

aIljioLl protectthç oatlonal Intereatu with veryIn cIecreu of 

euccese, the legal pro teutlon of thu ruuVe ana eapuclally 

IUflALLtIQILIA1 U&IO ct computere hea nUIULar Gila hiuini L cal bu-

clu nor uuuloy a.ud Is now tAt the iIa8CeLLI etude. 

In 1976-19711 LUOUL ItVUat I x'upvafl COUntriVa adOpu1 ruUle-

t10112 or lewa upuc1IyiJLg Inu use or 	e aLlI maugt 

cwitchIilç pruoeduroa. DoujilLe thie the lugialatlon In he 

field 1  as the uxiatlli r, experience end cowpax'leon 	of national 

legl.ulationa have ahown, is etill far from cocijruhensiva and 
adequate. 

National lete1Akt1one are drafted tekinç into account 
aeveral ruquirumoaL a and liptiCifiC condit baa dl otated by the 

following cQuutderutioLlug 

national aeourity1 
eouoai.c inturecte 
oiuervutioa of pereoJIal riJjttu and o-lawe of IzI1VI-

JLLi orx4etioiia. 
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the nud fur new fors of wtional security prot..sction 
caL se tjxp l Ldtha by tho tuct that the growing cowputoriLiution 
haS ose1 iiaiauL , ae Uifficuitte for infonoation pro toctlon tor 

unfui.r or cinlnsk use. InTOI'W~A tiOn 1e41age is 13ZOW- 

balllii6 	 are lad6lng behind the cola- 

puturiastion drive. (ireat aiunts of inforuwtion are coenbra-

tei In a 1.tutitud nurabur or dslia bnsel3. It should be kept in 
aixld thut all this inioLLlIution way be used for piu'pouo iit-. 

ferest frow toss for which it huj been isgaiiy gathered end 

processed. 
Hoiipctiv ctruit lbet8hAiQns are L5Sa1)t to L'ululate the 

ooileotioii and storage of data the diucloauru or destruction 
of which may be detriasntal for national security. E,ecifice1-
1y art from protecting inforiantion from adverse eftects, 
a leIs1ntivu ayetea should secure data buses from prouuuru 
of a posIb1e scononic blockade or boycott which may disrupt 
the naooth operation of infollation centres. 

"evoral internat loiwl organications, including tIN F1O 

and I131 pay much utteation to these problonmu Moreover virk 

is uiaher way to assure accesu of all sountrisa, upcially de-

velopin ones, to world knowledgo major part of vi i ich is now-

athjs stored in data bunks and conputer centres. 

lbs expansion sinl Llio wlsqsuts .a'otectlos of th i s nactor 
are 4LI O  anCsr oX gruwl. sg 13 001LOMiO concern of respect! vs co uLLt-

ries. binue the mtd-1960 1 s, the provision of r€inots, ic.cludin 

imternsticnaI, data prucessini and storage services in ucidi-

tioxu to selling end epouit oi conuputere bus iuucreabsd drusti-

cally. Vst hAaopean countries have over 10 reacts uccouc 

systeLas. According to EUMODATA, the amount of inl'onuuutlon tru.nu-

aisiion in Western 14rupo will increase 12-fold by 1905 as 

compared to 1977. 
NeverUielesa, posuuiug, storing and rucate access con-

tinue to be regulated inadequately. 

1le absence of natiOnul regulation in West Murupeun cou.at-

new for a rulativuly long ties becauue an objective ttnuluu 

for thie rapid mono polioution of such sorvtcoa by US eowunios. 

11ue, todoy such 113 oy u teuio US TgLJ1t!, 	Mdhr, UkIhK3 and 

CtI(N specialleirig in coiling inforulation and cüaputer re-

sources huvo thot r brunclise in Vontern lurope. Froft to of these 

coani cc fron so r scrvt cos abroad eceoc!ed 1 . 2  bi l-

1 iun Julius. 
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J. Jaulner, Canadian Minister of Science and cbnoloy, 
said that the probloc of international data flow had areated 
1 potential for growing dapenience rather than interdepend-
ence which entails a danger of loosing the legal access to 
vital infar4ati-on and a danger that industrial and social do- 
v4opiaarit would be determined mainly by decisions and iriteresto 
of groups situated I.E. a foreign country. 

He asserted also that in i976 Canada lost 150,3 00 nil-
lion dollars of revenue by importing computer servcea from 
the USA in adcil.tion of loss of about 30-40,000 w)rkir€ places 
in the data procesaixa sector a1oxa. 

In cbia consection, it should be noted that export of 
in.foraatioii and computer services is a new trend in the inter-
national division of labour and in foreign trade since market-
ing of goods (information, data processing) dOeS not result 
in their depletion in the country and roairea practically no 
renewable national resources. In this area interests of West 
Lu?opean countries, the United States and devalopinr countries 
are clashing vigorously. 

The d.ifferencea in national intezeets, which manifest 
thena e lye a in ado ti ng national la6islativacte u 
use of data in a machine-readable fox, can be boiled doWn to 

the following; compulsory ragiBtrathoLi of data Lores, band, for 

the collection and storage of certain typo or iorsation, pro-

tection 	unauthorised access, and guarantee of access of a 
legal person to personal infornation stored in a data bank. 

National data registration niles differ widely especially 
as regard private and public data banks. Thus, for example, 
In Austria it is sufficient to notify corresponding state uth.o-. 
rities that a data bank has been set up, whereas in Norway, 
Spain and Sweden it is generally re,uired (depending on a type 
or inforsation) that a state license should be granted. In 
Austria, Belgiwa, trance, the FRG the Netherlands, Norway and 
Eveden the respective legislation requires that physical so-
curity of data should be guaranteed. In Au.etria, Seigiurs, the 
3KG, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the USA violation of 
laws concerning the use and storage of data is punished as a 
criminal act. 

Most legislative acts in force forbid any transfer, 
storage or processing of personal data abroad. 
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As we have already noted, the advent of computer networks 
has been ptedeterrnined meinly by eppearance of eo-called, packet 
switching which paved the way for coaiuter centre networking. 

Below we shnil give a brief description of packet switch-
Ing and its &iIforexice from channel and menoage switching. 

The rapid chanxal switching usIzig as a rule 1  a telephone 
line Is the situution when two subscribers are connected with 
each ether through a compound channel comprised, of neveral 
transit sections aseigned to the subscribers for the period 
of their contaot. Upon completion of the contact each transit 
section of the comprnlnd channel begins functioning thdeiendont-
ly and can be used in fotiting other compound channels. A con-
sideroble dinedvantago of this type of switching Is that the 
sectionn asnigned to a definite oonxction cannot be used for 
commujiloatton between another couple of subscribers even if 
the channel romaine idle. This type of data switching is, 
apparently 1  especially ineffeotive during work in the dialo-
gue mode which is chnracterised by relatively short dipatche 
of iufornatioa with considerable intervals between tw sucoes-
cive dtsptchea 

ihe message switching method is used in telegraphy and 
belongs to the clans of eo-called relay or store_and_fOrWard 
method,. 

Packet and masage switching methods belong to the same 
daBs. During macsage switching oomplebe text reaches its des-
tination after Its successive transmissions from one node to 
another. With this method a measage at each period of time 
is occupying one section of the channel connecting the sqnce 
and the receiver or is stored q,ueueing at the outgoing seotton 
of one of the 

This method has the disadvantage that a messago is switch-
ad as an integral whole and in stage-wise manner. Beau$e of 
this reliability of received information is relatively low and 
no Information upgrading prooed.ure in stipulated. 

I)uring packet switching, which is also based on the 
relsy method, a message is divided into blo'cks of etaMerd 
length packete) each having its oi address and is treated 
by the network as an independent message. The stenard length 
of each block is chosen taking into account the optimal reUa-
bility which is attained by the Use of codes and repeated awitch-
iug of damaged blocks. 
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since a mwae ehould be tran'mitted from the nource to 

the receiver without arrore, additional oheckin In accompliahod 
at the receiving node. Moenage compilation of individual hloke 
is caUed Rojetably and enoae frapeotatina in tcracii diooa-
aembly. 

The reliable inform tion a itching between t 	sibecribera 
Is regulated by a met of apecial rulee or protc'coIc 

To aUnt up all said above, it Jo n000snary to •oint out that 
the use of pucLet switching ham made it poceibio to hi1d a  com-
munioution eyotew featuring a high, roliability and aiithentlity 
of switched information and this in its turn 1  enablod creating 
an information and computer system for storing, proceecing and 
transmitting inforiuntion in the forai of Jnt;oXconnected and cc-
ord.inatnd processea. 

Vork of users with data bnke in the interactive (dialogue) 
soda is one of the basic type of cosiputer network uti].iaatiori. 
it is necessary to enzphastee here that; the interactive node is 
charactMrised by relatively short dispatches of information 
(request-answer) is very convenient for packet ewitchin. Data 
banka depending on information they contain are uially divided 
into three types. 

mbliograpbic data bankS oDntain refarencen to a publica-
tion (article, book, report, etc.) uelly complete with its 
abatract. 

Documentary data bankø contain complete docunenta, e.g. 
epecllicationa, preprinta, etc. 

Pactographic data banks contain mt cram ti on in the ibm 
of digits and often tabulea. 

Let xe now dwell on data bank tariffs. 
Customer's expenditures on the use of a data bank xithin 

the computer network consist of several cosponents. Most ex-
penditures are associated with data switching in the computer 
network. Prior to access to a computer network, this Is to 
telecommunication facility, the user ahou3.d have a pnission 
for access to the systea in the form of a special password. 
One-time access to a network generally costs not more than 
1.0 dollar. Payment for a co .nicatlon session incluths: coat 
of the uaer terminal connection to the network and the cocunt 
of tnformntion to be transferred in terms characters (leters 
or cUgJ.ts). Tariffs differ slightly for different ne ta:jrks, but 
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on the wb10 we iiiy say that one ntnute connection to a net-
work coiita approxiantely 2D cents end iWO characters traiw-
*ibted throuth the network coats 0.5 dollar. franuaitted ch-
raaGeLe include both characters transcaitted by the natark 
uaer and characters received tp the user from a reacte on-
put er,  

Costs invol,thg direct use of data banks inclwlo cost 
of time required for access to a renote conputer, and coat of 
work with a particular data bank. This casana that the exist-

Ing tariffs are not generally corweniant especially fxr unex-

periencad uaera who cannot woxic with the systee effLientiy. 
A nuner of centres today has begun using a different tariff 
eyeteta more responsive to the real account of infoneation ob-. 
t&ined by users. To Bun up we may say that one-hour access to 
a coaipute.r network costs froca 30 to 120 dollara depending on 
the data bEuika and netwurk used. 

&tany of each data banks contain direct or indirect infer-
nation on toxic oheacloals and their effects on both environ-
neat and buccan beings. One of the problens in gathering and 
ana:lysing thforiaatlon on toxic obenicals and their environ-
aental inpacte is aseccicted with the abeence of specialised 
data oenke for this type of infornution. The only exception 

Ia several national data banks containing Information on housø-
hold oheccicale, their toxicity, and the corresponding safety.  

neasun-es. To glean such infornation it is generally necessary 
to acan aeverul data banks differing one troca another hy query 
languages and thesauri. 

In this conneVion it becacus neceesary to set up a epa-
clalised centre with the adequate capabilities for storing 
infornation gathered from other data banks, with the nacaseary 
software facilitating query stetersent with cabsequent query re-
writing in one of the wrking query languages. The typical i-n-
fraatructure in one of the working query languages. me typi-
cal infrastructure of ouch a centre may oouipriae a caini-cola-
putej with external roewory on disks and the nacesesry inter-
face for aace to the network. 

&lcn oquipnnM will also nake it possible to redoce eost 

3 due to pielicctnary reparation of reuesta and their editiDg.  
From the snJ_neering point of view the couter citre 

equipaent SLuld provide for the followingi 

45=- 1 
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•niy aocear to coinputern and data bnaej In the inter-

active and proforablj' packet nodes, using intelligent te[linals 
and AOJIl and EBDCDIO Oodee 

regulor recording, stock-taking and reporting on all 
ooauter acceonbe, prevention of unathorised iccer,a to external 

r•,ou.rces (nunputirs, conputer networks, data ba,s, informs-
tion ,ystemnn) by using a eyateci of electromechanIcal and prog-
rantupd keys and efficient control by a monitor over the state 

of the eofbwnre and inlormnnt&on tranomitted throngh any physical 
channel, in case of time divialon of coru,nioabion channels 
(when sultiplexers of a tine-division channel is used) or var-

usl oh.nnelm when packet switching is used; and 

(o) establishing a local library of programs and data bssi 

designod by users for remote coaputers and computer rietwoz'ku. 
Orgnniantionall.y the following administrativ, function 

perfrnod by the centre can be mingled outi 
providing legal and financial bases for acoece to ax-

t.rnal resources, including aigntng of contracts, agreeconts, 

ooaaeroil contreota, control over payment writing of sur-
v.yi, ito. 

consulting unere on how to gain access to external 

resources and briefing them on specific features of their 

effective utilteation; studying users with the atm of expanding 

the aentro and types of services offered; 
(o) eecuttng adminietriitive control over aOcesa and its 

wonitmorin, including organleation of operator's work with 
r.ts computers in the pokot node, recording, checking and 
storing of prot000la (keeping the archives) 

(4) setting up a locol Library of technical doamentatton, 

spaniricetione and maanuls on the use of external resources and 

operating instructions for the contra's •quipnt, and alw er-

snding the library of programs and data bases designed by 

u.er. 
(a) provi&txig for the smooth operation of terminals and 

switching equipment (modeas, multiplexer), establishment and 

development of the packet switching system and control over 

effectivc operation of the oominicet1on lines 
truo.urally the centre can be divided intU two OgUd 5 

tionally different parts; 
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(e) cou&uuziiot1on tart reonible for oiLu cion pz-

yieiou and (5) tfaial iext jrov1d1nç .uy 800ees 1  ueo.r ear-
viae ud ountrol over the oorrflct uoO of rewots rou.roee in 
ooslitnce with signed Weeawnto and oontrsots 

All the above teobnical fumtions of autceated 5005.5 

aentrs.s can be executed in two principally different versions 
irrespective of eq4paeat used (Fis 4 end 5). 

Pig. 4. Minor configuration of the co.pubsr aecCus ctre 

bend.ttures on j.urchatng .qipaeat acooriing to ttLe 
tirat configuration will wake it possibL, to provide t.rwin.j 
aCCSC8, cOunication control and the initial switching ache..e 
which will be further • xpandad vLon the configuration shown in 

5 in introthicJ.. The configuration shown in Pig. 	is aare 
powerful and flexible1 it can rovids controlled access to 
foreign resouJ'ces (capuvers data bewes, etc.) trcu4 U. 
o er. tr e. 
45-2 
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Pig. 5. Major oonliguratior* of the oompttor ncoaee centrei 

Thuu 1  the ctrrent analysie of the tochnicai 1ga1 and 
organisiona1 problems of uaing reaote acceeo to data banks 
allows as to aecert that preaent—day cownication facilitLe 
coputere and the corresponding juridical norms have nade 
it poonible to undertake feasibility StUdieS antocicted with 
eatablisbinr an autonited distributed syatent of national 
centers for the collection and atora, of into x-nation on 
noxious thsic41s. 
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TIlE INT1flNAT1ONAL }EGISTR OF P(Y1EWIIALLY TOXIC 

cH4ICLS (IRPTC)i ITS iswr ACTIVITIES AND FUTURE PLANS 

J.. E1UISMANS 

The deterioration of environmental quality, which began when 

an first bocerna aggregated into villages and used fire, has  

existed as a serious problem under the ever-increasing impacts 

or exponentially-increasing population and the ravages of the 

induetrialired society. 

The Middle of the Twentieth Century witnessed a rapid ex-

pension of the chemical industry and, with it, the intrusion 

of chemical technology into practically all branches of the eco-

nomy and into every-day life. Poday, Man is synthesizing new 

chemicals which do not occur in Nature, and is using them in 

industry and agriculture as well as for medicines and a wide 

ran,e of domeetio purposes. Indeed, their proper use has enhanc-

ed the quality of l.Lto of milliona of people. 

At the same time, pollution of the environment by chemio-

ale has resulted in serious impairment of human health and in 

considerable ecological and environmental damage. Some of thee, 

potential hazards to Man and his environment are recognized, but 

Others may only appear after a considerable time lapse. It is 

therefore of the utmost importance that, if the hazards outweigh 

the beneiit whiob chemicals bring, then their use has to be  

critically and chjectively assessed. Many cpuntriee have passed 

laws and regulations rag rdlng evaluation and control of chemic-  

ls in the env tronment, sm.1 reruira information to be eubmt 
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to uatidal authovltiea before chemicele can be wanuractured 

or uued. Some of this information has been coniiied to crteth 

inatitutione in a limited number of countriee aiid Is riot eaall.j 

aveJ.lebla to otherl. 

The need for adequate ir4oraation to aeueee tue iotuziIial 

haardw pod by cheniicaJ. to Man 1 a houlth and the arivironaarit 

has become clearly reoonted very widely in the world. Yurther 

Lowlede about the amounta of particular chemicals produced in 

the world, the pattern of their uee, and their propertilee and 

effecta on Man, living organierni, and the environment, as well 

as their diatribution ano tranefornatlori in the environment, ii 

required. Impro'wed ecceae to information on national lace and 

regui.atione to control the use of chemicale is aleo nocaceary. 

There exiet, all over the world, varloua inrormation ejs-

tame on chemi.cala which are not alweye at all readily ecceeaible 

to the exparta and authoritiea who are reuponeiLile for reula-

tory decleloria. Frequently the information contained In ouch 

ayetenie In not adequately wuited to the needa of decielon la(-

era. Until lately, there has bean no international inetitiution 

to collect and diwauninate this inrormation on a hlQLi.l level 

for all thoae who deel with the control of hazsrda poaed by che-

aioa].t to human health and the environment. 

ITS OBJLCTIYU *1W STRATEG 

At the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, 

bald in 1972 in Stocthola, it was recoamiended that plana be de-

veloped for an International Ieiuter of Data on Cr*amicala in 

the Environment, beaed on collection of available acientiric 

data. Following this recommendation, the GoverDing Coui.ctl of 
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the United Nations Environment Programme (UNP) decided, at 

its reconn Gejicion in 1974, that urgent stepe should be taken 

for the eetabii;bment of both a chemical regieter and an irfor-

cation exchange network. As a result of this deieion, two meet-

inge of experts were convened in 1975 at which guidelinee, ob-

Jeotivee, and  a set of etrategies for such a register were 

formula bed, 

lnce Its establishment ae a Progremmo Activity Centre 

(PAC) of wEP in 197, the International Register of Potential-

ly Toio Chemicals (1!W20) has been guided by the Decisione 

of the Governing Council and the recommendations of both those 

muetirigo. The following objectives for the IRP']C were approVed 

by the Governing Council at its Sixth Session, in 19701 

(1) to facilitate access to exieting data on the effects 

of chemicals on Men and his environment 1  and thereby contribute 

to a more efficient use of national and international resources 

that are available for the evaluation of effects of chemicals 

and their control 

on the basis of informetion in the Regieter, to iden-

tify the important gaps in exitin$ knowledge on the effect, of 

chemicals, and cal). attention to the need for research to fill 

thoce gapsj 

to identify, or help identify, potential hazards from 

chemicals, and improve the awareness of such hezardá; 

to provide information about national, regional, and 

global policies, as well am regulsory neesures, standards, and 

racoinmendetlona, for the control of potenti1ly toxic chemicala. 

To achieve these objectives, the followth 1  aotivitie,i heve 

been for 	ri by the ,;ovt!ri,jr)6 Council. 
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To render the IJPTC Programzne Activity Centre capable of 

handling data and anewering qution. 

To involve correspondents designated at the national, re-

glonal, and aectoral levels in the operations of l}W'lC. 

To build a network of participating data ejutems, which 

may make their filea available to the ih.Prc Prtgranune 

Activity Centre for incorporation in its central dats 

files, or may respond directly to ucera' queries. 

To develop and continually update computerized cextrai 

data filee. 

To publish selected information on chemicals. 

The Governing Council of WEP also requested the Mamuer 

States to aaeist the Executive Director in eatabliuhing the 

network by appointing National Correspondents and to improve 

their national mshaniams in terms of personnel, racilities, 

and organization in order to enhance the caf)uhility of JRIfC 

to fuliji its zaalf, efficiently and e1VdctivoLy. 

NETWQRK 13ARTWUS  

The International Register of Potentially Toxic Chemicals 

(IRpfC) has been designed to operate on the basis uf netwo 

arrangements for information exchange, and on development of 

central files on chemicals which are called data profiles. Fromu 

the beginning of its activities, the lUentlilcationof network 

partners and the implementation of eifective collaboration, Luve 

been priority taka for IRP1'C. 

The potential partners in the cetwora can be identified aa 

(i) The Central Unit, or Programme Activity Centre 
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The 1JLPLC National Correepondentd 

Enme nntiooaj and international intitutione and 

jrduatrius and external contractors. 

1e Central Jnit 1  aaeieted by a 6airjtific Advisory Corn-

nit tee and ad hoc expert consultants for special tasa, Operat-

ee the networa sets the procedures for exchange of information, 

and cornmantcates with countries and institutions. In accordance 

with the m&nuats given to IRPlC as a component of UNEP it will 

try to imjirove the coordination of international gotivities in 

the field of information exchane, or to initiate new activiti-

es where there is a gap causing deficiencies and/or inadequate 

action. IRPlC is also actively participating within the U.N. 

uyatem in implementing General Assembly Resolutions 36/166 ("Ex-

chance of Information on Banned Hazardous Chemicals and Unsafe 

Pharmaceutical Procucts") and 37/137 ("Protection Against Pro- 	- 	- 	-- 

ducts Harmful to health and the Environment"). 

IBFLC a!jjaiet6 in establiu4ing national registers, provid- 
6 

irig special training and assistance (where necessary) to ensure 

effective participation of all interested national intitution 

and to improve understanaing of lRPPCs data presentation. For 

this reason, a usries of regional workshops was organized in 

1979, 1980 and 1901, for National Correspondents of the Asia 
and Pacific Region, the Africa and lest Asia Regions, and the 

Latin Lmerica Region, respectively. 

In the oparutlon of IRPTC'a Central Unit, National Cor-

respondents play an important role by providings information on 

new or planned legislation to control chemicals 	newly-prepared 

regu1atinn and rebommendatjons regarding chemical 	new tudi- 

en on chemicals causing concern in respect to human haaltb and 

46-I 
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the environnent; and reporta on accidents and incidente involy-

ing ohemic*la that have led to official enquirlea. They also 

give advice on expertlee relevant to IHPTC, and dietritiute in-

formation processed by 1RPTC. 

Working relationehipa have also been (end are atilL being) 

•utabliehad with other network partnore - such an international 

organistions, national governmental inatitutions, iclentilic 

recearob inetitutee, and industry - with a common interest in 

chemical eafety. These include, inter ella, the International 

Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS), the International Occupa-

tional Safety and Reelth Hazard Alert Syatem of the Internablon-

.1 Labour Offio (ILO), the Joint Group of Xxperta on Scientific 

Aspects or Marine Pollution (cThBAMP), the Environiz.ntal Chemic-

•li Data and Information Network (ECD1N) of the European Econom-

Ic Community, the State Committee for Science und Technology 

(Gvr) of the USSR, the National Toxicology Programme (Nil') of 

the USA, the International Group of National Aceociatione of 

Manufacturere of Agroohemnical Product. (GIFAP), and the Japan 

Chemical Induetry Ecology-Tozicology and lnCormation Center 

(roc) 
Several meohantam* for collaborative production of data 

profuse for chemicals can be snvt.ugad, and various level, of 

sacietance to IRPTC can be suggested. ThUe there could be as 

slitance from network partnare to IRPTC in carrying out uteri-

ture ..aroh., and collection of relevant documeote, an well as 

in the preparation of data profilee for chemicals, using the 

mscbthe-rudable workibestu currently used by IRPTC staff. 

The study and review of data profiles prepared by IPDC 

could he helpful, and a poauibility to coaparn IRPTC'a chemical- 
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ly-reiatd auurcea of information with each network partner'i 

bib1iaptl data baSs could also be moat useful and mutual-

ly bansf1ci1. 

P4I FQ1'1 

The d.velopcnent of central files containing information 

ade.uate for an und uriltanding of health and environmental hazards 

cuivd by toxic chumical eubetances, has been constantly given 

priorty attent ion by IRPTC. The tentative list of attributes 

(charactui.tic*) of absaicela, prepared for IBPTC in 1975 was 

further developed and better defined during a subsequent study 

which was carried out with the participation of an international 

group of expert cousultante. This study formed the foundation 

for atoras and retrisvai of data in the IRPTC central data eye-

tern 1  and has been initially employed in the preparation of data  

profiles for cbmica1 substances. Data profiles for some 60 ohe-

micals wore preareQ and pi.b1ished in 1979 as illustrative exemp-

1w. of typical IRPTC output (IEPTC - 1979)/1/.. With the asaist-

ance of subcontractors, National Correapondanti, and other con-

tributing network partnare (including chemical manufacturers), 

IPWTC staff are now prepsrin6  data profiles for approximately 40 

chemicals. 

The data profiles enable the expert user, worldwide, to 

identify what in .nowa about a particular 5uLstance in teru*.s of 

its chemical, physical, environmental, and toxicological charac- 

terietics relevant for hazard aseesement. In addition, they pro- 

vine information on proauction and consumption 1  use, spilL, treat- 

mont of poisening, ,  am waste iaa.nagnent - as well as on recommen- 

datioris ann 1eal mechanisms for control of hazard, posed by cb- 

micale. All inforiation in a data profile In presented in  ex- 
46-2 
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tre - ted and condeneed form together with the aou.rcea from 

whic.i It was obtained. At present, an IRPTC data profile con- 

elsie of aeventeen ettributes or flle. Jj.eoh of these filee can 

be divided into eubtilea, with presentation or ra)evarit data 

recorda iflVOlviflt,  a complete itmn of information. The main con-
tent of an IBPIC data prorile iaebowri in Table 1 

Detailed instructions for the selection and presentation 

of data for the Register were developed and published in 1979 

end, after recent extension and modification, they are now being  

widely used for date profilea development by the IRPTC Progranne 

Activity Centre (lR}fC - 1979 and 1982) /21 The instructions 

allow for uniform data input and correct description of the 

particular propertiea or affeote of ohemicala 1, as well as of 

any legal or regulatory information available. 

Another airi of the instructions is to provide 	sistance 

to users of data profiles towards understanding fully the in-

formation contained in them. in order to provid, reliable, 

relevant and eufficiently detailed information to easeas che-

mical hazards in the environment 1  the correaponding IRPTC files 

and subllles may need further improvement regarding their con-

tent and structure. Coneaquently, iRl'TC is continuously monitor-

ing national arA international developments in these fields. 

OF DATA 

The identifivition of all relevant sources of information 

on chemicals, organised in one 1  aeveral or all date fields, 

and the secertitning or their quality, are necessary for the 

Register. The importance or the reliability of data entered into 

the 1RPI'C data bank cajinot be over- emphasized, eo preference is 
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Table I. IflPTC Data Profil. 8tructuze 

1. Identifiers and Properties . Excretion 

2. Prouuotlon/Trade 10. Mammalian Toxicity 

3. Production Processes 11. Special Toxicity Studlee 

4. Use • Biochemical 1nteraotion 

5. Pathsays into the Environment . Carcinoea1city 

6. Concentrations . Mutagenicity 

Loss/Persistence • teuxotoxidlty 

Concentrations • Behaviour 

Hwnan InVe(e • Sensitization 

7. Environmental Pete Tests • 1nteractin 	Agents 

• Bioderadation/BiotransforTaa- • Primary Irritation 
tion 

• Photodegradation • Iminunatoxicity 

• Hydrolysla • Beproduction 

Sorption . Teratogenicity 

• Evaporation 12. Effects on Oranisme in 
the Environment 

• Oxidation 
• Aquatic Toxicity 

• Model Ecosystem Studies 
• Terrestrial Toxicity 

8. Environmental Fate 
13. Samplin/Preparetion/ 

9. Chemobiokinetics Analyeis 

• Absorption  BpiJ.ls 

• Distribution  Treatment of Poieonin 

• Bioconoentration FactOr  Waste MancRement 

• Metabolism  Recommandationu/Legal 
Mechanisms 



given to .thforniation which hai been evaluated by international 

and national eroupa of expertu. 

IRFfC has in its filea a faat-6rowlng collection of neti-

onal and international criteria docuneotu, monobraphu, and doe-

sieu on chewi.a1a, as well as nation reulationu and iflterEia-

tional convent j.ona md guidelines concornin chemicale. In cauca 

where uecundary documenta containing evaluated information do not 

exiat, IRPIC utaff and network pa.rtnere carefully aelect and re-

view primary aourcea of data - alwaye accorcin to the inatruo-

tiona for the data aelection and preuentetion. In addition, IRPTC 

jeeka advice, as appropriate, from individual conaultantu, pa-

nelu of experta, and international oranizationa. 

LIST OP 1ECTED CILEMICALS 

Clearly, in building up an information ayuturii such as an 

environmental cbemicala data bank, it would not be poauible to 

coneider all chewicalu at once or, thdeed, to devote equal at-

tention to each of them. However, it In extremely. difficult to 

select chemicals for priortty conuideration and the preparation 

of comprebenuive data profilee. selection criteria can be used 

for each chemical, auch as production quantity and main uaea, 

toxicity to &an, eootoxicity 1  and pereistence and bioaccutnula-

tion. Another approach for the preparation of a priority lint, 

in fact the one followed by IRPTC, in to identify chemicals for 

which ooncern has been expreuaed by competent authoritiea at the 

iiational and/or international level. This inciudee liatu of che-

micala that are widely used, poieona, cbeeicala to which wide 

aectora 01 the population or workara are expdsed, pesticidea, 

wtc. 
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In preparing an intagrated list of chemicals which will 

lredually grow, IPTC has tried to identify the largest posaib-

le number of chemicals of international significance. The IRPTC 

working Liot of Selected Chemical Substances at present include. 

approximately 40 chemicals, of which 160 are agroohemicels; but 

it is by derinition open-ended, and will undergo considerable 

expansion on the baia of proposala made by lational Correepon-

denta, the International Programme on Chemical Safety, and IRPTC 

network partners. 

LJGAL DATA FROFl!iQR  çHitUCAL 

On several 000aeions during seeeione of the Governing Coun-

oil of UNEP and the General Assembly of the ITh, as well as at 

other international forums, concern has been expressed about the 

possible aerious adverse etfectt of the increasing number of 

chemicals entering the environment. Information exchange among 

governments on chemicals and theic likely effects and measures 

taken to eliminate or control such effects was considered to be 

of prime Importance. International organizations were requested 

to assist governments in establishing information exchange pro-

cedures. The Governing Council of JNEP 1  in its Deosion 6'3 B 

(1970) requested that priority be given to providing countries 

with information on legal and administrative limitation, banm 

and regulations placed on potentially toxic chemiosla in the 

producing countries. Iloreover, theGenere1 Assembly of the Ul, 

in its ResolutiOn 37/137 (1982) and previous Resolutions on the 

urns aubjuct, requested the preparation of a list of products 

(includin chemicals) whose consumption ama/or sale. have been 

banned, withdrawn, or severely restricted by governments. 
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In repOfl8e to theee requetI 1ea1 data profilea contain- 

ing data on R ornmendationa/Legal Mac Lni8me" (axle of the 17 broad 

groups of ettriUutee mentioned above) are being developed as a 

priority, although they form part of the data profile series. 

National (eight selected countries) and thttrnational recominen-

dationa and regulations for the control of about 200 chemicals 

in air, water, wastes, soil, food beverages and consumer goods 

were collected and published (111PTCt lJata Profile Series Number 

Two - Legal DaL6 Profiles for Selected Cbemicls, 1980) 131 

The chemicals were selected from the IRPTC Wor1ng List of Se-

leoted Chemical Substances based on existing national and inter-

national lists. The updated ar,.i expanded IRPTC legal data file, 

which now contains data on approximately 450 chemicals from 12 

countries and 6 International Organizations, will be published 

in 1983. Further updates including more chemicals are planned 

for the future and will be published at regular lnrvala 

USERS MD QU~VY-RFSPQNSR §LRVlC 

The most important uaer group of IRP]C is represented by 

national authorities that are responsible for protection of hunian 

health and the environment. Decisions to regulate or control abe-

micala must be based on 'beinformad' judgemeat. IRPTC aims at 

providing its readers with a reliable, up-to--date and comp.rehen-

sive presentation of information necessary to assess the risK 

caused by chemicals to Man and his environment. 

The scientiata involved in experimental research can hardly 

expect from a computerized data bank such as that of IRPTC the 

detailed information that would obviate for tLem the nocexxjiy 

of reading the original sources of data. Uowevur, tity c&j- 	e 
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the Register to identify priority chemical substances Whoh may 

have the potential for being harardous, and on which little or 

no pertinent research has been performed to eJ.ucidate this po- 

tential. International bodies, such as the International Program-

me on Chemical Safety 1  could use information from the Register 

as a basis for production of evaluation documents, as well as 

for identification of gape in knosleoge and for the planning of 

fuuXe st.a1ies. 

Information contained in the Register is also of interest 

to both government and industry in the development of guidelines 

and r ecommend at ions on chemicals control, or in the determination 

of likely effects when planning chemical research. 

A Query-Response Service is now in Operation and provides, 

on request, information on specific chemicals. Questions may be 

answered by the Central Unit, using information contained in its 

data profiles and library system, through searches of on-line 

data bases, or with the assistance of partners in the network 

when relevant information is not available in the Register. Other 

international bodies Or expert consultants may help in answering 

questions. 

DATA MANA!NT AND IRPTV PU]3LICATION 

Growth of documentation received from many aouroes necessi-

tates optimal access to the relevant data which it contains. Alec, 

data profiles have to be processed and stored in a computer, using 

an adequate software package allowing easy updating and retrieval 

of information. The terminals now in use in the IRPTC Central 

Unit are connected to the International Computing Centre (ICC), 

Geneva. Access to relevant on-line information Systems has been 

41-I 
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eaab1iahed. 

Uavig roched t.Le uae of computerization 01 the data 

compiled on chemicals, anu taking into Consideration several 

criteria, IRP'fC has deciaed to implement its information bank 

iroogh the Data Base Manehemon Syntea 'ADABAS' whAch is flow 

beirAG adapted to provide tLe serVices reuired by the Register. 

Some data bases have already been organized and stored. 

Forereot aitionG these is the Register Inaex. published every four 

months, Which oon.9ists of the IRPTC Working List of Selected 

Chemical Sulistancea, accompanied by pointers showing on which 

data fields IRPTC has information in its files. Another import-

ant data base contains the IRPTC library records. Over 3,000 

publications have been indexed up to now, according to a format 

and a thesaurus developed by IRPTC. 

In adOition to production of data profiles, IRPTC also pub-

liahea a BULL1LN which contains information on IRPTC activities, 

other activities of UNEP, international and national organizations 

related to chemicel safety, but the main emphasis is on current 

intelligence information on chemicals. This includes information 

on new or proposed legislation and regulations for the control 

of chemicale in the various environmental media, international 

risk evaluations, newly-discovered hazards, accident reports 

and safe use instructions for chemicals. National Correspondents 

actively participate in providing Information for the BULLETIN 

and distributing it within their respective countries. Other net-

work partners also provide new information for inclusion in the 

PULLTtTID which is published in four languages (iglioh, French, 

Russian and Spanish) and issued three times a year to over 6,000 

addresses. A joint project with the Centre of International 
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Projects of the Commission for UNHP, State Committee for Science 

and Technology of the USSR, provides for, inter alia, Scientific 

ReViews of Soviet Literature on Toxicity and Hazards of Chemic-

als and other scientific publications and monographs related to 

chemical safety as well as training courses and meetings on 

specific topics. 

Further scientific publications and data compilations are 

foreseen in the near future. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAE ON CHEMICAL SAFETY (IPCS) 

M.Moroier. LGounar 

In 1977, the World Health Aseembly, concerned about the 

enormoue developinante in the use of chemicale in a wide range 

of human aotivitiea, and recognizing the inadequacy of exiat-

lag national and international efforts to deal with the long-

term aspecte of human exposure to potentially dangeroue che-

micala, requeeted the Director-General of the World Health 

Organization (WHO) to study the problem of long-term strate-

gtee to control and limit the impact of chemicals on human 

health and the environment. 

The problem clearly has internationel dimeneions, not 

Only because of the international trade in chemicals, but 

also because a collaborative approech is needed for a sou.nd 

and thorough evaluation of their effects. 1oreover, an inter- 

national collaborative approach is the only way to avoid cost-

ly duplication of national efforts to test and assess chemic-

ale, and to put our scarce and valueble resources in toxicolo-

gical expertise to the beet possible use. 

t.oreover, because of the many activities 1  principally 
among the more technologically advanced nations 1  concerning 

the control of toxic chemicals, it became clear that, unless 

a concerned and collaborative effort was made, many govern-

ments, particularly tiioee from the developing world, could 

fall further and further behind in th4 development of both 

the Ineana and the expertise to tacide the increasingly comp-

lex health and environmental problems caused by the use of 

chernicule. 
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The World Health Aueembly therefore invited the l'irect-

or-General to examine, in collaboration with eppropriete na-

tional inatitutiona and international organiantiona, the 

poeeible optione for international cooperation, including the 

financial and organizational implications, bearinC in mind 

the activitiee being carried out by the International Aency 

for heeearoh on Cancer (IARC) and the JNP International Re-

gieter of Potentially Toxic Chemionle (IRPTC). The xeoiitive 

Board, at its 1979 eeeeion, endoreed the Lirector-Uonercl'e 

propo8ed content, etrtzcture and meaeureri for implementation 

of the International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS) 

which, after its endoreement by the THA, came into being in 

1980, though the eetabliehment of a Central Unit (CU) at VIHO 

Headquartere in Geneva, to plan and coordinate the work which 

is carried out by a network of national and international 

inetitutione. 

Although the IltS was initially conceived as a Wr10 acti-

vity, it has now become a cooperative venture of the Interna-

tional labour Organieetion (ILO), the United Iatione Environ-

merit Programme (1JlEP), and WHO. 

Obiectivee or the IPCS 

The preaent and future objectivee of the IPOS can be earn-

mmrized as followingi 

to carry out and diseeminate eveluationo of the effecta of 

chemicalo on human health and on the quality of the envi-

ronment; 

to develop guiding principlea on expoaure unite (each as 

acceptable daily intakee, and maximum permissible or de- 
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sirable levels in air, water 1  food and the working environ-
inent), for several classes of chemicals including household 

products, contaminants, cosmetics, food additives, industrial 

chemicals, toxic substances of natural origin, plastics, pack-

aging materials, and pesticides; 

to encourage the use and improvement, and in some cases, 

the validation of methods that could produce international-

ly comparable results, particularly as regards methodS for 

exposure measurement and assessment, toxicity testing, 

epidemiological studies, and risk assessment and hazard 

evaluation 

to coordinate laboratory testing and epideiuiological stu-

dies, when an international apprnaoh is appropriate, and 

to promote research in thoSe areas; 

5, to develop know-how for coping with chemical accidents, and 

to promote effective international cooperation in this 

field; 

to promote technical cooperation with respect to specific 

issueS concerning control of toxic eubstances in Member 

Stat..; 

to promote training and developsent of manpower in the 

field of toxicology. 

These are indisputably ambitious objectives, but it must 

be emphasised that the IPCS is not an entirely de move acti-

it7. The 3 Cooperating Orgenisetions (CO.), I... UIEP, 1W 

and WHO, have sirsady a distinguished record of results in 

evaluating the safety of chemicals; the IPCS alas at strength-

enl.ng the existing activities and initiating new one.. 

To achieve these objectives, the necessary resources, 

financial and burn, ar. provided by the Member States of the 
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COe. The reeponee eo far is encouraging, 15 oou.ntriae having 

provided vary eubatantial voluntary contributione to the 

Prograema. 

Struotre of IPCS 

The following elements ieake up the organinationa]. -truc-

ture of the IPOS. 

1. The Central Unit (CU) is reeponaible for the overall ffiifl8 

gement, cohesion and implementation of the progrnrme on be-

half of the cooperating organizations. 

Its main functione ere 

to develop plane and programmes of work; 

to coordinate the programme componento located at 

national and other Lead Inetitutiona (Lie) and at 

Regional Offices, and to ensure liaison with other 

international organizations; 

o. to provide technical and scientific eupport for the 

programme. 

The ]nter-ramional Research Unite (IRRU) are eztended areas 

of the CU which operate under the g neral direction of the 

Manager. CU and nesume the responsibility for the planning, 

develonent and implementation of specific projects and acti-

vitiee and maintain liaison with national collaborating insti-

tutione. The first establiphed IRRU is located at the Pational 

Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) in the 

United States. 

2. The Inter-Secretariat Coordinating Comaittee (ICC) comprie-

ing representatives of the Executive Heads of the COs, re-

viewe and decides on proposals and workplane for IPCS. It 
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eleo nd-iee on, and keepe under review, the etaffing of 

the CU and the IRRUe. 

The Programme Adyinory COeittee (PAC) connieto of 20 men-

here appointed by the tirector-General of WHO in coneulta-

tion with the Executive Heade of the other QOe. It advieee 

the Executive Hende of the COe on policy nattere and in 

aetting the overall goale and global prioritiee of the 

programme. 

The TeckinjcalComiujttee (TC) ooneieta of the djrectora of 

the LIe and in the operative organ with multidiecipilnary 

ectentific and technical capacity. The TO preparee the An-

nual workplann and nate operational prioritten in order to 

achieve the policy goale net by the PAC. 

The Lead and Participetiug Inetjtutione (LIe and PIe) 

The working mechanimn of the IPCS Is a net work of LIe 

and Irtictpating Inatitution (PIn), deaigned to achieve 

an organized dietribution of work among the oountriea act 1-

vely participating in the IPCS. The LIz are dezigneted by 

the Executive Heade of the 3 COe after negotiation with 

the reepective goernzientn, to eneure that IPCS coeattt-

aenta are eat, and that eupport (including auffictent na-

tionel etaff) in provided. In denignating an LI, interna-

tionally recognized competence in a apecific field in the 

criterion of choice. At prenent, there are 20 LIe located 

In 14 different oountriee. Subnetworke, made up of Fin and 

deeigned for epecific prograe areae, are eatablislied to 

work with the LIe and are guided and coordinated by the 

LIe. 



The International Lead Inetitjon8 

Two international LIe have been deeignated. The Interna-

tiona]. Agency for fleaeeroh on Cancer (IAnC) is the LI for 

chemical ce.rcinogeneeie. The International Regieter of 

Toxic Cbemica].8 (IRPTC) of UNEP in operating as LI for 

the collection, retrieval and dteeeminetion of information. 

Intern8tioInter-CoLwtry and HRo-GoverimeAtal. Orgeni-

zatlone (NGOe) 

The IPCS is cooperating with a number of international and 

inter-country organizattone, including the Food and Agri-

culture Organization (FAG), the Conieeion of the European 

Conmrnnitiee (dc), the Council for Mutual Economic Aeeiet-

ance (CEA) and the Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and tevelopment (OECD). 

Cloae cooperation has also been eatabliehed with non-go-

vernmentsl organizattona actively working in the field such 

as the Monitoring and Aaeeeement Reeeerch Centre (MARC), 

the Scientific Group on Methodologiez for the Safety Eva-

luation of Chemicale (SQOMSEC), the European Chemical In-. 

duetry, Ecology and Toxicology Centre (ECETOC), the Inter-

national Commiesion for Protection Againat Environmental 

Mutagene And Carcinogene (ICPEMC), the International Petro-

lenin Induetry Environmental Coneervation Aeaooiation 

(IPIECA), the International Erain Reeearch Organi.ation 

(IBRO), the Aeeociation of Flaetic Manufacturere of Europe 

(A1E), the Mend Federation of Aoeociatione of Clinical 

Toxicology Centere end Poiaon Control Centere, the Toxico-

logy Forum, the Chemical Induetry Inetitute of Toxicology 

(CIFT), the International Life Science Inetitute (ILSI), 

etc. 
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The oxk of the IPCS 

The reaponeibilitiee envieaged for the XPOS in the field 

of chemical eafety are exteneive and tar-reaching and it will 

obviously take time to develop the fleces8ary integrated pro-

grammes and obtain the level of support to make a aignificent 

contribution to this challenging global ie.ue It was recog-

nized that there were many aotivtties both in WHO and other 

United Nations organizations, that were relevant to some 

aspects of chemical safety and that thue, there was a need 

for the IPCS to be concerned with liaiaon and coordination 

efforte. Some eiiating aotivities could be incorporated into 

the IPC8. The most important of these were the WHO Side of 

the joint efforte of WHO and FAQ in the areas of food additi- 

yes and pesticide contamination and the WHO/UWEP environmental 

health criteria progranuse. To these have been added in the 

first phase of the development of the IPOS programme, two new 

activitiess the first is the promotion of new developments in 

methodologies for the detection and study of the health of-

feats of chemicals, the eeoond the adaptation, for interna-

tional needs of the various guidelines currently in uce, or 

proposed, for testing the toxic propertiee for legielative 

purposes. The WHO Regional Office Z or Europe (EURO) has 

undertaken important work in the area of manpower development 

in toxic chemicale control and response to emergencies result-

ing from major accidents involving chemicals; EURO is now aS-

euring a lead role with regard to those two activities within 

the framework of the IPCS. 



1. The  Jqtnt PAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additivee (JECFA) 

had  the Joint FAOJWHO Meeting on Feeticide Reniduen (JLIPR) 

J!CPA was firet convened in 1956 following the Initiative 

of the 6th World Health Aenembly in 1953. At that time, concern 

was expreneed that the increaning use of varioun chemical nub-

etanoen by the food induntry during the peat few decaden had 

created a new public health problem that might unefully be in-

veetigated. It was eubeequently reoomended by the WHO Executi-

ve Board that, In cooperation with FAO, information nhould be 

collected and diseeminated on nelected groupe of chemical ad-

ditivee used In food including tenting techniquen and relevant 

legielatlon. Following thin, In 1963, in a nomewhat nimilar 

manner, the problem of toxicologically evaluating pentici.de 

reniduen in food was dealt with by netting up a Joint FAOIWHO 

?leeting on Penticide Reniduen (JMPR). Both bodien have produc-

ed a large number of reporte and monographe of great value to 

the reaponelbie authoritien in the Member Staten. Of connider-

able importance for the regulatory authoritlea in the develop-

ment of the concept of an acceptable daily intake (ADI) within 

the toxicological evaluation of the food additiven. The ADI 

providee an indication of eafety in the use of the food addi-

tivee in quention and enablee authoritlee to take adequate 

legislative meanuree for their control. In conniderIng conta-

minanta each an heavy metals, the JEC?A esteblinhed a further 

important concept - that of the provisional tolerable weekly 

intake. 

a 2. The Environmental Health Criteria 

The purpose of these criteria in to nummariwe, review, 

48-2 
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and evaj.uate the available information on the effects of a 

specific chemical or a group of chemicals that may influence 

human health and the environment, and to provide a scientific 

basis for policy decisions aimed at protecting human hea]th 

and the environment from the adverse consequences of exposure 

to such chemicals. The production of such authoritative docu-

ments, is a careful and meticulous process, the final risk 

evaluation being made by a task group of independent interna-

tional experts covering a wide spectrum of aspects of the 

subject, relevant to human health and the environment. 

In addition to these doouments, a series of short doc-

meets is planned so that important information can be made 

available to those responsible for chemical safety with a 

minimum of delay. In this work, the IPCS will be collaborating 

not only with Lead Institutions but with tINEP's International 

Register of Potentially Toxic Chemicals (XRPTO). 

3. 1mprovement of Methods for the Detection of klealth Effects 

of Chemicals and the Asessment of Reajth Risks 

This third component of the IPCS is concerned with ef.-

forts to encourage the development of relia ble methods for 

detecting the toxic properties of chemicals, particularly in 

relation to effects that may not be manifest for months, years, 

or even generations. 

Monographs on Principles and Methods for Evaluating the 

toxicity of Chemicals and on Guidelines or studies in environ-

mental epidemiology are already published or in an advanced 

stage of preparation. 

For several selected areas, special working groups have 

been established with the tasks of reviewing in detail the 
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present methods and their predictive value, identifying the 

needs for cooperative methods, assisting in the Coordination 

of these studisa, and finally, aerving as more permanent ad-

visory bodies on the relevant problems with the IPOS. Several 

working groups have commenced their work dealing with import-

ant fields such as the aseesement of genotoxicity, reproducti-

ve toxicology, naurotoxicity, particularly neitro-behavioural 

toxicity, immunotoxicology and on the effects of chemicale on 

the cardiovasouler and endocrine eyetem. Other topics of in-

tereet include the methodology of asseesing the effecte of 

multiple exposure to chemicala the extrapolation of experi-

mental data to effects on human subjects and the qualitative 

estimation of risk to human health from chemicals. 

However, it is not only essential to develop new methods 

in testing, but that it is also necessary to Consolidate 

methods already generally agreed to be useful. A number of 

national and international agencies from the industrialized 

nations have developed principles of good laboratory practice 

and guidelines for the testing of chemicals for a number of 

important toxic properties. The problem to how theaC procedu-

res and their consequences should be made known to the lees 

developed parts of the world. The adaptation and dissemination 

of such guidelines for the information of, and possible use 

by, hesith authorities and others in countries thet lack ax- - 

pertise in these matter is a high priority objective of theIPCH. 

4. Manpower tevelopment in the Field of Toxic Chemicals Control 

The capacity of most countries, especialli the developing 

ones, to regulate the sefe use of chemicals or to adept to t1e 
country the results of risk evaluation made elsewhere has 

been largely limited by a shortage of appropriate experts. 



IPCS has therefore given high priority to manpower training 

and has developed a programme which includee 

Compilation of occupational profiles with a basic 

forecast of the needs in the various categories. 

Analysis of existing national training programmes and 

development of complementary curricula. 

Development of manuals and other teaching Bids for 

training activities in toxicologicel expertise. 

Organization of workshops, training courses and Semi- 

mars adapted to the needs of the Member States. 

The WHO Regional office for Europe (EURO) is assuming a 

inaor role on behalf of the IPCS for that component. 

Management of ChemicaZ Emergencies 

Finally any progrsmae on toxic chemicals control must 

deal with the ever present posuibility, indeed tragic reality, 

that, in the daily production 1  transport, storage, use and dis-
psBl of millions of tone of chemicals, accidents will occur 

and some of these accidents will involve the release of dam-

gerous materials into the environment. Such release may have 

extremely serious coneequencee. Within the frame of the IPCS, 

the European Regional Office of WHO is developing systems and 

strategies for managing chemical emergencies, so that the 

combined resources of local, national and international servi-

cee can be coordinated f or an appropriate response. 

A more, stringent evaluation of the chemicals to which 

we are exposed is needed by all Member States, and there is 

no doubt that 1  for countries unable to make such evaluations, 
an international eeessment is more acceptable than one car-

ried out by another national authority.. Coniøtency in test-

ing will facilitate comparability and acceptance of the data 

obtained in different countries, and will promote both inter- 
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national trade in ohsiaicale and the atandardiantion of cont-

rol meneurGa. 

The incrsaee in the number of acoidente involving toxic 

ohemicale makee it imperative to ahere our expertiae and ax-

penance, and the IPCS providea an international infreetructu-

re for doing ao. 

6. Partictation of Eeve1optn Countrianjthe International 

Prograrnme on Cemjoa1 Safeti 

The IPCS feel that a epecific component within the Pro-

gramme'e activitiee ahould be devoted to the neede of the de-

vsloptng ooiuitriea. And there are a lot of reeeona for that. 

Some of them are the followingi 

- 	Abou,t aeventy percent of the wonld'e population ).ivee in 

developing oountniee. The large human populationm living 

in theee oountniew are eubeot to rieke of expoeure to  

ohemicale wi!nilar to or even higher than popui.etion in 

developed oountriee. 

- 	Illiteraor, endemic dieeaeee and expoaure to environment- 

al chemicale are common in developing oountniae. On the 

other hand, atomic energy p].anta and eopbiaticated re-

eearch centree are also found in aeveral developing oou.nt-

niee. It ahould be empheaized that all developing count-

niee are not alike either in the atage of development or 

in the availability of natural reeourcee. Some of them 

are well developed in certain areae while othere are in 

an early atage of develonment in all areae. 

Baeed on Working Paper for an IPCS Coneultation, Kiev, 2 
June 1982, held in conjunction with the 3rd Seeaion of the 
1PCS Programme Advieory Coanittee, Kiev, 23-28 June 1982. 
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The availability of natural resources in some developing 

countries helps in their rapid economic development (in-

cluding their chemical industry) with adequate attention 

being paid to the preeervation of health and environment. 

Most of the developing countries are in the hot and humid 

tropics and their economy is mostly dependent on agricul-

ture. As a reeu].t, they have to use large quantities of 

agricultural chemicale including pesticides. But these 

chemicals are often used indiscriminately. Very often 

these countries do not know where and what kind of che-

mical substances are in their environment. In consequen-

ce, the degree and extent of exposure of the population 

to chemicals of not known. 
Several developing countries are also becoming a dumping 

ground for highly toxic and pollutant substances and 

wastes produced in developed countriee. Ha5ardoue chemic-

als which are not sold in the country of menufacture be-

cause of stringent national legislation are nevertheless 

exported to developing countries which do not have such 

protective legislation. During the last three years, the 

UN General Assembly has noted this practice with regret 

and has urged Member States to exchange information on 

hazardous chemicals and urged them to discourage such export. 

Evaluated inforwation on safe use of chemical substances 

is frequently not available. 

Unfortunately, most of the information received from in-

ternational organizations by the contact point in the 

country is not reproduced and distributed to the re-

sponsible persons and institutions in the country. 
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zany developing countries do not have appropriate regu- 

latory and control measures for toxic chemicals. This 

has led to indiscriminate manufacture, import g  transport 

and use of these chemicals resulting in 'unknown' expo-

sure to them. 

And finally, the capacity of developing countries to 

regulate the safe use of chemicals or to adapt to the 

country the results of risk evaluations made elsewhere 

has been limited mainly by a) shortage of appropriate 

experts and Institutions; b) decision makera not sensiti-

ve to these problems; c) pressure exerted by commercial 

firms and interested industries. 

However, despite these shortcomings 1  there is a good poten-

tial in some institutions in developing countries. With the 

experts and facilities available, these institutions could, form 

a nucleus to participate actively in the International Program.-

me on Chemical Safety. 

By now a few developing countries, India, Brasil, etc., 

are already deeply involved in activities similar to those of 

the IPCS indicating that the concern about the impact of che-

micals on the human health and environment is not confined to 

the developed countries. 
At present, WHO provides aesietance and/or information 

on request from Hember States; however, some decision makers 

do not often realize the importance of chemical esfety and 

environment protection and are unable to identify the exposure 

of the population to hazardous chemicals. Often these decision 

makers are not aware of the environmental hel±h problems ca-

used by chenilcale; aomettheg their attention is diverted from 

49.4 
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theee probleme by the literature eupplied by commercial firma 

and menufacturera. Zeoieion mkez'e therefore ehould be made 

ewaze of the eeeietance which IPOS could give them in the form 

of evaluated information on ohemioale. 

I would like to underline that the Regional Officee of 

WHO which hove long experience and expertiae ehould be more 

actively involved in IPCS by providing eeeietanoe 

for the co-ordination of rcs activitjee both with 

countriee and within the region and 

for the periodical vieita of IPOS ataff and conault-

ante in the region. 

Scientific inatitutione and univereities in developing 

countriee poeneeaing the neconeary facilitfea and expextiee 

to undertake varioue aepeote of IPCS are being identifted now. 

Once they have been identified and epeotfic task deigned to 

them ectentiete in other developing oountriee themselvea. Some 

of theee institutiona and univerettiee could in courme of time 

be upgraded into regional or eubr.gional laboratorieC with ai-

aietance from IPCS. When neoeaeary, the Central Unit would pro-

vide reaourcee for the inetitutiono in developing countrice to 

carry out their teeka in IPC3, including menpower training and 

development. 
It aliould be emphasized that chemicale pervade all ele-

mente of ma.&a environment and Sffot hie health and environ-

ment. Therefore, the etepe taken to ameliorate their ettecta 
in the developing oountriee have to be taken in Conjunction 
with the primary health care progree of WHO with the over-

all objective of Health for all by 2000. 
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HAZARDOUS EFFECT OF PARTICULATES AND ClIEMICALS ON 

UJMAN ORGANISM AND METHODS OF THE STUDY OF PARTI-

CULATE AND FIBROUS INDUSTRIAL TOZXCANTS 

S.H.Zeidi 

£an has been exposed to partiouletee end chemicale since 

antiquity when work place operetione were the same all over 

the world. 

This is the inside of Ajanta Temple in India executed out 

of one solid grenite rock. This one-piece sculpture-temple is 

the world's greatest rock poem. The monks and the stone-cut-

tare who worked here and inhaled duet broke down and died 

young. Verses and Legends tell the Story quot. "the lives are 

almost a constant round of painful toil, their almost naked 

body is quickly broken down and they conenonly die at the age 

of 35 and 40 yesre". And at the same time in Europe, Hippocrat-

es emphasized the study of pollution of environment, nature of 

winds, hot or cold and their influence on health. 

Today in the developing world rapid industrial and tech-

nological advancement is in many ways a ContraSt to the pat-

tern of industrial development which occurred in highly in-

duetrlalieed countries where there was a gradual transforma-

tion from agrarian to industrial environment. Industnialies-

tion has brought infinite benefits to us but is also giving 

riSe to a hoSt of problems and one of the major problems is 

pollution. 

There are two kinds of substances which are directly or 

indirectly responsible for pollution. The first category in- 

'2 eludes the substances that already exist in nature. The eeoocd 

category i 	e whole rnge of new men made e4. 01 mt Rncss like 
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polymers, •yathetio chemicals, over 9000 in number which en-

tsr the biosphere through deliberat, or careless action. There 

is a ready-made laboratory in nature to deal with the first 

category of substances. As for the esoond category, the prob-

lea in very complex. 

The ohemiosle that cause pollution can be in the form of 

gaees and particulate materiel. 

The term 'gee' is usually applied to any material that 

is in the gaseous state at 35 °C and 760 ma of mercury, while 

'vapour' is the gaseous phase of the substance which is liquid 

or eolid at 25°0 and 760 ma mercury. The distinction between 

the two is not sharp, for example, hydrogen cyenide, which 

boilS at 26 0C, is referred to as gas, but hydrogen chloride, 

which boils at 63.7 °0, is often referred to as an acid Tepour. 

Particulate matter may be in the form of aerosol which in 

disperelon of solid or liquid particles of microscopic aise in 

a gaseous medium. The examples are the smoke, fog and mist. 

Smoke has particles from incomplete combusion predominantly 

carbon. Fog is visible aerosol in whiob the dispersed phase 

is liquid. 

Solid particles generated by condensation from the gase-

ous etete accompanied by chemical reaction such as oxidation 

are fumes. 

These chemicals may enter the human system through inha-

lation, injection or through skin absorption. 

SKIN ABSORPTION 

Contact dermatitis is cnown since the time of Celsus who 

described it in his book De Re Medicine. Today primary irri- 

tent contact dermatitis occurs in 70% of all occupntionai 
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dermatoeea. It Is du* to direct notion of irritante on ezpoe-

ed aurface of the akin. There is acute erythatna, oedema, pa-
pulee and veelolee, bul].ae, oruetizig and acaling of tieeuee. 

Lace coon are neopinettc indolent uloere, pignent ohangea 

and hat? bee. 

Cutaneoue reaponee to irritants is dependent on etrength 

and length of contact of irritant. Strong acida produce albu-

natse and this affect resembles a thermal. injur3'. Strong 81-

kahn cobjne with fate and dienolve karatin. Metallic ealts 

of Ac, Hg, Cr, combine with skin proteina and cause ubcera-

tion. Acne formation oocure by chlorinated naphtbylanee and 

cutting oils. Oarcinogen if present in irritants produc tu-

aours. 

Aergjo dermti tle conatitutee 15-20% of all occupetiotiel 
dermatosee. Reepone to allergen is delayed for week or more. 

It is usually due to one agent. EOzen* is a delayed type of 

hypersensitivity reaction. CommOn sensitising agente ape 

aniline deriati'vea, antibiotice, dyea, painta, inks, coame- 

tics, metals like As, Cr, lU, Co, resins epoxy and formalde- 

hyde resine, venyla and acrylice. Rubber chemical accelerators, 

vulcanizers and anti-oxidante, plants like daffodil, cbxyean-

themum, ttUip, tress bike African mahogany, iroko, red cedar 

and pharmaceuticals like procatnee, to1butenide cauca allerg-

ic dermatitis. 

Physical agents may csuee frictional dermatitis. 

Outaneoaa manifestation of ayetemlc poisoning are with Ac, 

Pb, Cr. Ag, aniline, &tnitroptienol and alopeciev due to As or 

thallium, may be noted. 

kjn tumours were first described 200 years ago by Pott 

who obeerved that Chimnay Sweepers had ecrotal cancer. babe- 



oil workers, mule spinners and other occupational group who 

came in contact with mineral oil develop pre-malignent pepil-

lone or frank eqqamous cell. carcinoma. Ultra -violet radia-

tion may cause tumoure, radioisotope handlers may also deve-

lop squamous cell carcinoma. Areenic and arsenical also 

cause the growth of epetlielioma in exposed workers. Prognoeie 

of &in cancer is better than for many other aitee. 

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 

The toxic ect.oA of a chemical to mervoua ayetea may be 

peripheral or central. In toxic peripheral neuropathy, both 

the motor and aeneory fanctiona are affected. Glove an 

Stocking type of aeneory loss and pere-aesthesia is seen. 

Thai'e is symmetrical muscle weakness and wasting. Axon are 

usually affected more than Schwann cells. If expoeure stops 

the nerve fibres may regenerate. 

Chemicals which Induced behavioural changes are CO, 0820 

inorganic mercury, Halothane, niethylene chloride, Trichiorethy-

lane, toluene methyl chloroform, atyrene and white Spirit. 

Other side effects of chemicals on ONS are Pi'kineoa 

like eyodrontee. 

Toxic organic psychosis is the result of toxic damage to 

brain. There is disruption of normal brain function. The 

symptoms are constant. The patient develope ideas of dellusi-

on reference persecution, memory is impaired and bailucina-

tione occur. Chemicals which produce toxic psychosis are As, 

Pb, Mn, Hg, C82• 

In this country it has long been the practice to eate.b-

lieb hygiene standards on the basiS of behavioural chances. 

This etudy has bean done since the time of Pavlov. 
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Conduction velocity is impaired and in severe demyelloat.-

ing neuropatb.ies it may be clew by 30%. Some workera may not 

chow overt signs or eyaptoma but may have electro-phyaio].ogjc-

al abnormalities in the form of Blowing of motor conduction 

velocity like in Pb worker.. 

Some of the chemical that cauSe peripheral neuropethy are 

Triorthooreyci phoephate (TOCP), acrylanide, CS2 , Hg compounds 

both inorganic and organic, diotbyl thiocarbamate, n-hexane, 

methyl, butyl ketone, Ac, inorganic lead, thallium and anti-

mony. 

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTU 

In recent years there is evidence that environmental pol-

lution or Work exposure may lead to involvement of cardiovas-

cular system and some metals and organic compounds have been 

aSsociated with it. Pb has been attributed to osueS onrdio- 

yopthy, nephropethy and hypertension. As smelting has a 

higher riSk to heart diseace than general population, Cd cane-

cc Corpulmonale and Cobalt Cardiomyopathy. Other me -tale linked 

with heart dia.aee are Antimony, Chromium, Mn, Hg, Niobime, 

Vanadium and Zirconium. 

Among organic compound., Nitroglycerens and Nitroglycci 

workers have shown higher mortality from acute myocardial in-

farction than normal population, although nitroglycerene in 

therapeutic doses is used for angina peotoria. C8 2  causes 

atheroma is well established. Organochiorine pesticides like 
ohiordane and bepatochior have been linked with childhood tu-

noun. 



BLOOD 

Red cell damage can occur by ohe bale which may be tri-

vial or eeverc leading to death. Most chernbcale act at one 

etage of maturation but some act on more than one atage of 

maturation like lead. Bone narrow damage is reported and 

eplactic anaemia occure with beneen. trinitrotoluene (TMT) and 

irradiation. Laat known expoaure in unuell$ about 10 yeare. 

Apperattie devIeed by Pol].ey- (1963) for duet inhalation 

experirnente is In use in eeveral pneunoconioeio raeeeroh cent-

rca In Europe. It coneleta of an animal chamber with canslo in 

which the charge of air can be controlled to 0.3 meter/eec. 

The duet is generated by two duet generatore and the cloud 

meacured by Tyndalloacope. 

ROCHESTER GAS CHAKW has a pyramidal top and bottom made 

of etainlaee eteel and elide of polymethyl methacryllte. It 

has been used in Statee for the leet 25 jeare and during this 

t1ie it has undergone varioun modificatione. It is used both 

for gaaee and particulate matter. It can accommodate 16 man-

keye, 32 beaglee or 160 rate. 

There are other ampler and quick ziethode boaidea duet 

inhalation chambera for the atudy of toxicity of duete and 

fibree. Intratracheal Injection, intrapleural, intracutanecue, 

eub-cute.neoua, Intra-popliteal, anterior chamber of eye-intra-

venone, Mecaneec chamber, RBC heemolycie, Roewell method, 

Sely. Pouch method. 

For the etudy of the pathogeniotty of aebeatos fibrea, 

intrapleural injection of duet is also ueed. Wright (1974) 

has deacribed a three way eyrtnge for such injectiane. 
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The study of the toxicity of dust requires a proper 

choice of animal, the knowledge of the nature of &iet, mode 

of administration, quantity and period of sdministration to 

the animal. Species specificity exists. There are genetic 

differences minor variations in the anatomy of pulmonary tie-

sue as well as endocrine inflaence and enzymatic differenc.- 

Cs. 

The reaction of du.at in different species under similar 

experimental conditions also show variations. Per exeinpie, 

siliotic nodules in guinea pigs and rabbits are not compact 
as in the human, but in the albino rate there is compact no-

dule formation similar to that seen in man. 

There is a close relationship between animal experiments 

and epidemiology. This relationship has provided a useful hy-

pothesis to design not only apidemiological survey but also 

appropriate animal experimentation in relation to occupation-

al diseases. 

EXTRAPOLATION OP DATA FROM ANIMAL 

EXPERIMENTS AND EPIDEMIOLOGY 

There has been discovery of industrial carcinogene after 

epidemiological survey. Some of them ara 

COAL TAR 	SOOT 

CR105 OTE 	AROMATIC AMINES 

MINERAL OILS 	PETROLEUM WAXES 

RESIDUES OP PETROLEUM 	TOBACCO 

IONIZING RADIATIONS 	ULTRAVIOLET RAYS 

BURNS 	HEAYY METALS AND ASBESTOS 
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EXTRAPOLATION OP DATA FROM ANIW.L 

EXPERIHENTS AND EPIDEMIOLOGY 

There has also been disc Dvery of induetrial carcinogen 

after animal experimentation. 

4 -AMINO-BI-PREYi 
	

VINYL CIU,ORIDE 

AFLAT GUNS 
	

MtJSTARD GAS 

tIETH(L-STILBESTROL 
	

ACET AMIDO FLtJORETE 

BIS CHLOR-O-METIIYL ETHER 
	

CHROMIUM PIGHENTS 

Toxic effects are modulated by geography, race, age, 

sex, nutrition, immunity status, infections, degenerative 

diseases and overall interaction of the macro-environment 

with the micro-environment. These factors should, therefore, 

be taken into consideration when results of epidemiological 

studies are being correlated or extrapolated with the data 

obtained by animal experiments. The best example of the close 

relationship between animal experiments and epidemiology has 

been studied in relation to cancer in aebestosis. 

ASSESTOSIS AND CANCER 

Toxicological Methods 

Proof of Causation 

Effect of Pure Exposures 

Importance of Size, 

Shape and Composition 

of Fibree 

Epidemioloical Methods 

Proof of Jssociation 

Estimates Excess Risks 

Dose Response Relationship 

AsseSsment 

of 

Future Risks 
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Today, in industry asbestos is a mineral of a thousand 

uses, from heat resistance to clothing and brake lining. It 

is now established that asbestos dust is harmful per se and 

causes a high morbidity and mortality. Recently chemical, 

phyalo-chemical and biological properties of asbestos have 

been reviewed by Synder and pathology described by Meyer. 

Regarding pathogenesis of asbestosis typical are aebee-

toe bodies. The formation of asbestos bodies has been reviewed 

by lies and his colleagues. 

It is now possible to characterise and differentiate 

asbestos fibres from other bodies by electron micro-probe 

analysis. 

In oases of aebestosia plaques are seen in pleura. This 

thickening of pleura which often gets calcified and occasion-

ally hayalinised has been attributed to asbestos inhalation 

or previous pleural dieease 

For increase in lung cancer among asbestos workers, pre-

disposing factors have been suggeo ted which are inheritance 

race and co-factors like cigarette smoking. All these are 

under investigation. 

llerington demonstreted that tumou.re developed both with 

untreated asbestos and with the samples from which hydrocarbons 

were extracted and Cralley suggested that trace metal are 

cause of lung cancer in rats. The importance of waxes and oils 

or trace elements in the production of mesothelioma have not 

received support. 

According to Gross lung cancer develops only in those 

asbestos workers who are heavily exposed to this duet. 

Regarding Gastrointestinal and Laryngeal twnours: Asbes-

toe has been suspected to cause an increase in the incidence 

50-2 



of tLunouxa. A relationehip between emoking and laryngeal can-

cer oaueed by duet inhalation has been described. 

Wagner at el. reported nesothelioma in asbestos workers. 

It occurs with orocidolite variety or to a mixture of differ-

ml varieties of asbestos duets. Only a few fatal cases in 

emosite and none in anthophillite mining have been reported. 
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RISK ASSF=M~T  AND THE YANAGE[tMiT OF TOXIC 

CHEMICALS 

Ot R.P. 

INTRODUCIlLN 

You have now had two nontha of toxicology, eome of it vez-y 

general, some of it very detailed information. And while toxicology 

data are extremely important in making decisions about the uae, 

tmneport or diepoemi of a particular chemical, thoe data are 

only one of eaveral factore which muat be coneidezed. 

The deoiaiona I an referring to includej 

total prohibition. 

limited use within aet etandarde 

use with coapeneation 

uj,limtted use 

And if toxicology information is not the only benie for 

imaking such decicione, what are the other kinda of information? 

tmnaport and fate of the chemical 

availability of control aiternativea 

o} the economice 

ci) legieletive toole and lgal remedlee 

e) the perceptione of various publics 

I have been aeked to speak to you primarily about the indtit-

rial environment, the workplace. I have purpoeefujly choesa to 

use a broad definition which encompasses the importation or ex-

traction, traneportation, processing or manufacture, the end use 

and the diSposal, all of which have an•industrial or occupational 

ccmponent. It is only by thinking broadly that we are going to 
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manage toxic chemicals thereby ensurin7, that we get maximum bene-

fits and minimum costs. What I want to do is to put toxicology 

and then risk assessment into a context, a decision-makin.g context. 

THE SCOPE OF THE PROM 

I'd like to begin by reminding you of the major industrial sources 

of chemicals. They are: 

Pulp and paper 

ase metal mining and smelting 

Wood preserving 

Metal plating 

Steel manufacturing 

Petroleum refinering 

Tire manufacturing 

Coal mining 

Textiles 

Petrochemical industries 

Peotiide manufacturing 

Thermal electricity generating 

Shipping 

Offshore exploration 

Aio ui t ure 

In other worda, just about every industrial activity uses 

or releases chemicals. And while we seem to be continually surpris-

ed by findings that chemical 1I  causes cancer or chemical "Y" 

causes liver damage, history is replete with exanples. The hasarcie 

of asbestos were known as early as 1 A.D. in the Roman Empire; 

chimney sweeps in England developed scrotal cancer in the late 

1700 1 s; workers in the felt hat industry developed "Mad Hatters" 
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eyndrome in the 1800's and German workers in aniline dye manufac-

turing plante were linked to bladder cancer around 1895. And we 

can add a large number of more recent events involving kepone, 

polyurethane foam, lead, dibromo chloropropane, 2,3,7,8, tetreohlo-

ro &tbenzo-p-dioxin and benzene. That there are events of serious 

consequences associated with the many elemente of the industrial 

environment in further exemplified by each unlikely but credible 

accidents as: 

- Destruction of factories and their neighboarhoode in Cleve-

land, U.S. in 1944 resulting from an LNG tank failure or 

the dioxin release in Seveso, Italy, in 1976. 

- Injury or death to hundreds of people along the transporta-

tion route of vehicles carrying highly toxic or flammable 

compressed gases as occurred near the Lee Alfaques camp-

ground in Spain in 1978 involving a propylene tanker acci-

dent and fire. 

- Injury or death to people or animals, one or a few at a 

time, because of a defect or oontemination of a product 

as for example, the poor location and protection of fuel 

tanks of certain oar models resulting in frequent firee 

during rear collision and polybronrLnated biphenyle in eat-

tie feed resulting in the destruction of several thousand 

cattle in Michigan, U.S. Minimata disease in Japan is 

another good example. 

HAZARD IDENTIPICATICW  

By making an inventory of the sources, you have begun a 

process of identifying the hazards. 
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I will define hazard as a statement which addresseE the in-

herent toxioo1oioa7L properties of a chemical and knowledge of its 

transport and transformation properties. Dictionaries define it 

as a source of danger. Some authore such as Somers (1950); Whyte 

and Barton (1950) refer to this as risk identification. 

The toxicity of a oompound can be determined in several 

ways. Where time is of the eosence a qun].itative struoture-

activity relationship could be developed with compounds known to 

be of similar composition and structure. Another commonly used 

method is the 96 hour bioaasay with rainbow trout, Selmo gairdneri 

or the bluegill sunfish Lepornis meorochirue. 

The information derived here cannot be considered as deft-

nittve and could lead one to erroneous conclusions without addi-

tional evaluation. As examples, I have only to mention that 

2 9 3 9 7,8 TCtD is more toxic than either the trichloro or pentachla-

ro isomers. Also a-nepthylamine is not carcinogenic while b-

nnpth.ylsrnine has been shown to be. 

On the other hand, where the chemical is used extensively 

and transported widely, a full series of tests can be implemented 

to provide reasonably conclusive data. I used the word reasonably 

coneuetve because there is no absolute safety. Such a series 

has been called a tiered hazard evaluation and involves; 

3crepninff studies such an acute toxicity tests use one to 

three spc1.es preferably at different trophic levels or 

in different media. These are generally of short dura-

tion And involve minimum expense. 

Piedlnttve teats of a chronic osture which could involve 

eto1MF over one or two venerationg with edditional test-

i n for esrel nofeutnitf, tere toenictty, skin aenaitiza. 



tiOn and neuroloic dame. 'fhee teata are more rigornue 

but require a greater involvement of time and money. 

Confirmative tests often involving field studies or micro-

coem studies which are used to confirm some of the labora-

tory data generated. such tests will also encble the In-

vestigator to assess the ecotoxioo1otcal 1mp1icntion 

of the chemical. 

Pinelly, monitoring studies often conducted after corn-

mercielizatl.on to vetidate the safety of a material 

under actual use conditions. 1pidemiological testing 

is an example, and environmental monitoring using indi-

cator species is another. 

Durtn the acreenin7 stage, several chemical parameters 

muet also be measured to obtain an understanding of the trnprt 

and fate of the chemical in question. Such information 15 as 

important as the toxicity data. While not entirely aperopriate, 

a diegram of the fete of 01l spilled at sea dernonetratee the 

complexity of a transport and fete model Mackay has however 

attempted to simplify this analysis by developing a fugacity 

approach, based on the escaping tendency of the chemical. 

At the end of the hazard identification etage some recom-

mendation can be madem 

a) The hczard is verjigh 	the toxicity Is so high as to 

warrant discontinuation of developmental testing of 

the chemical. This recommendatIon is made when there Is 

no safety mnrIn becaua the exposure concentration 

(estimated) exceeds the toxic effect concentration. 

Very few chemloale fall int ,,  tbl.F' retecory. In coma ncs 

es, an nitered version of the chermioa! r'1nht he deve)op-

ad and tested. This occurs with drugs end pec'tlntde icr- 
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mulRtion. 

Hazard is low - no further testing is needed because 

the margin of safety is judE'ed more than adequate. 

Hazard is withinhlmita.but - the mergin of safeir is 

not se large as would be desired and either additlonail 

data are required or management practices must be de-

signed to prevent or reduce exposure. 

Obviously the scope of a hezerd evaluation should vary de-

pending on the expected use of a compound. An eienipie of the 

procese Is found in Figure 3.  A chemical of high or tctermediMte 

concern would undergo more comprehensive testing. Questions such 

as these can be asked to define the scope of the problenu 

Are there chemicals in the plant that have not been 

eubjected to a hazard evaluation? 

Have medical records of employees epoced to these end 

other chemicals been checked for abnormal trends? 

What hazardous chemicals are transported to and from 

the plant? 

Could they be accidentally released resulting in dana-

ge to people, the environment and property? 

What are the normal disch-rges of the facility and 

where do they go? 

What wastes are generated at the plent and how are they 

disposed of? 

Are there any potenti"l 1on' or short tern hnnrda to 

plant employees, the public or the environment diri.ng 

the storage, transport, procesairi or dspoaaJ rf these 

west es? 
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that nre the compeny'a product13 that eventially reach 

the public? 

Which of theea producta could become the eubject of 

Liability litigation? 

Are there adequate warninge on the labele? 

Have all humon related accidente been conaidered in 

the layout, siting and deeign of the plant? 

With regard to that las't queetion, one very ueeful tech-

nf'e for evalueting the potential for accidenta aaeocimted with 

technology is fault-tree or failure mode and effect enelycie. 

One of the biggeat dangere is overlookin a major hazard becauce 

one has become too farriliar with operatione in a plant. A cimpie 

earnple involvee the consequencec of a preeaure relief valve fai-

lure ac in rig. 4. 

The identification of the eouroe of a toxic chemical both 

natural and anthropogenic is obviouely very important. Sourcee 

abould not be diecoiinted until the traneport and traneformatton 

propertiee are evaluated in terme of each enurce and the poten-

tial expocure is quantified. There will, of coure., be eituetionc 

in the workplace when a amall number of people may be affected 

but their expoatire may be direct and more inteneive. Such inatano-

ec m'y receive a higher priority ranking for protective or reme-

dial action. 

The compleI.ty of the exposure evaluation is highlighted 

here in the caee of mercury. There are at leact twelve coarcea 

(see Table 1) tht one can readiiy list. The number of people 

notentirlly exponer to the different courcee, their sueceptihili-

LieF, - r rnitip1e exporrures can he eettr'v'ted. An e<amüle of an 

expcne natri in - iven in rPable 1. 
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Table 1. SOURCES OF 1,5 ROURY 

Natural geochemipal ao.cee 

Combuetion of foeetl fnel 

Ftingicidee used in agriculture 

Fungiotdee used in pulp and loper Induetry 

i.ercury al,ectrcidee in the chior-alkali tndutry 

Electrical equipment such an owitchee and batten., 

Ueee in medicine and dentintry 

B. Refining of mercury from oree 

Ueem in recovering other metale from ininerele 

Antifouling or mildew reeietent painte 

Ontalyate in production of ecetaldehyde end vinyl ehlorie 

Therrometere 

5K QIIAWrIFICATION 

Once the hazerde have been identified and expomuree etim'te6 1  

the next step in the dsclelon-makin7 procees is to quantify the 

rink apeociated with each chemical or event. This In called niek 

eetmntton by some euthore. Two parameters are Important herei 

the frequencies (uuel1y annual) of an event and the correspond-

Inp sverity of the neeldent that one can predict occurring with-

In or outside the p]ent perimeter. The product of these pereme-

¶erp is a 1T!eePore nt' the risk from that heprd. 

SFVFRTTY FRFQ'ENCY RISK 

(Averere (Exrected (Expected 
Loon par Number of 	- !,os per 
vent) Fvente pr Year) 

year) 
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FAILUkE PCOC AND EFFECT ANALYSIS 

Pressure relief 
valve fails to 

operate 

Remains 	 Stays 
Shut 	I 	 I Open 

Pressure Fanymable 
Buflds lip Gas 

Released 
to Air 

Tank 
Ruptures I 

Fle,meable  
(toxic) 	 IT9nites 'DoesNot 

Gas te 
Released 

rn1tesJ 	Does Not 	 Torch Disperses 
Ignite 	 Fire No Hazard) 

Tank 

Drops 

annot 
upply 
roce 55 
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The numbers derived are in probabi].ities. 

Others have calculuted risk in the following manner, 

HAZARD 	PHOaAMLIP 	HISK 

Ulagnitude 	(Likelihood 	(Pbs averae expect-. 
of the 	X 	of the Oc- 	ed total henri for a 
Health Harm) 	enTrance) 	stated population 

for a etated period 
of time) 

The major problems in risk quelificetton today are those 

aecidenta aesoclated with toxic chemicals. One aspect is that 

although the annual frequencies of theSe occurrences are very 

small, their consequences or seventies may be extremely large. 

Also there may be a email number of individuals effected at each 

location but there may be many such plants over the world. The 

etatjsttcs then become the problem. ith the exception of a rela-

tively few cases (ooneiderinC that there are approximately 

60,000 chemicals in commercial use today) historical data on such 

occurrences are too few to be able to predict frequenciea or pro-

babilitlee with any degree of confidence. What we are doing is 
etrspolating data. 

The scope or extent of the risk aseesement will depend on 

a number of items ineludingi 

Is there a suspected or a known cause or effect? 

How is the problem distributed geographically (localized, 

regional, nationel, international, urban, rural)? 

How much information in availeble (fast or slow causes, 

acute or chronic effects)? 

Where do effects show themselves (which parte of the 

Ca 
	 environment, which demographic population)? 

Is the tarpet population normal or particularly ens-

capt t hie? 

52-I 
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Are the effects reversible or irreversible based on 

the limited hazard information available (experiments 

or extrapolation)? 

Do the risks arise through a technological process, 

an environmental process or through human bio1or and 

behaviour? 

Are risks from all sources included when the management 

of a particular chejaical is being considered? 

1) What are the smallest effects to be included (death, 

acute disease, behavioural changes)? 

1) What are the longest term effects to be included (im- 

mediate damage, one life cycle, several generations)? 

You should remember that risk aeeeemects are dynamic, and 

tated rieka may change with new information. The production of 

toxic chemicals is technology-based and is ever changing. Analy-

tical equipment is more sensitive and acourate than it was ten 

years agot safety equipment is more efficient and control techno-. 

logy is more effective. 

An over-confidence in current scientific knowledge or those 

peddling it Is one of the limitatione of riek aesesement. Others 

era 

- a failure to consider the ways in which human errors can 

affect technological systems (e.g. Brown's Ferry Nuclear 

Plant fire In the United States); 

- insensitivity of how a technological or ecological system 

functions as a whole (e.g. recognition of respiratory 

problems aeociated with coal fired power plants but not 

acid rain); 
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- a failure to anticipate human response to safety measur-

es (e.g. better highways may decrease death toll per 

vehicle mile but increase total number of deethe because 

the better highwaym increase the number of miles driven). 

(Environment 1979). 

At this stage, mnnagement alternatives have been identified. 

A simplistic but effective eamp1e is shown in Fig. 6 relating 

to the use of peeticidee for crop protection. There are of course 

risks associated with each element in the cause-effect chain. An 

managera, we have to determine the point at which the risks will 

be reduced to an acceptable level. 

THE ACCEPTABILITY OF THE RISK 

Recognizing that absolute safety or zero risk is impossible 

to achieve, one now faces the need to determine which of the 

chemicals or events presents an acceptable rink to society and 

the environment and which doeS not. I should add that this in not 

the task of the toxicologiet; his role is to define the hazard. 

This is the end point of the analysis that began with the statement 

that "the hazard is within limits, but. a.".  Because there are se-

veral mnagement practices and levels of control (e.g. best prac-

ticable technology, an low as reasonably achievable) one has to 

consider their implications. "Risk cannot be spoken of as accept-

able or not in ieolation, but only in combination with the costs 

and benefits that are attendant to that riekP' (Kaplan & Garriok, 

19B1). OptionS facing the manager might include the ability to 

g obtain the same benefit in another way with less risk; accepting 

a larger risk because it brings a aubetantially reduced Coat or 

increased benefits. 
52-2 
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It in not unexpected thpt the risk level that may be ec-

ceptehie to a corporation is not acceptable to other sectors of 

society such as the public, the unions, regulatory authorities 

of lnaitrance cnlprnlcs. Tht is because these groups perceive riek 

differently and that is so it should be. 

Whet methods are available for determining the acceptabili-

ty of the risk? 

Risk aversions T.aximws reduction orf risk possible with 

little or no consideration of other rinks or benefits. 

This is the cane with the concept of zero tolerance and 

the Delaney clause in the u.S. Food end Drug Act. 

Rink balnc1ng: Assumes some level of rink above zero 

is acceptable and defines that level by comparison with 

appropriate reference canes such as similar technologiee 

natural background levels or risks previously determined. 

Pig. 7 BalancIng of rik 

Alternative 

Chemicals, linen 

Other 	- RISK 	Benefits 
Rieke 

Natural 

Leve in 
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Risk can be measured by inquiring into the additional ha-

zard a new chemical, a new formulation, or a new use presents 

over what already exiats or what has been tolerated for long 

periods of time without apparent ill effects. For example, this 

is often used to compare radiation from different sources and 

particularly the natural environment. 

Another way to make a risk level meanincful is to describe 

the alternatives. This workO well when the alternatives can be 

subuIiited to provide the same good or benefit. As an example, 

I e!Jgeet fiberglass instead of asbestos insulation or red phos-. 

phOrue instead of yellow phosphorus. 

Comparing a risk with other risks by reducing the conee-

quencen to a common denominator such as deaths per million per.-

acne or death by million passenger miles is another means of 

balancin risks. This is often used for comparing accident in 

different typee of industrise. 

Finally one could compare risks with the benefits the che-

micals will bring thus greater risks are often accepted where 

there are greater benefits. The following table illuatrates 

this point (Table 2). 

3. 	Coat effectiveness: This approach seeks to maximize the 

reduction of risk for each dollar expenditure for safety. Thus 

if you only have a certain amount of funds, you allocate them to 

control the various hazards for maximum reduction control. For 

example, if 100,000 dollars expenditure would save one additional 

life in one type of accident and 10,000 dollare would be requir- 

ed to save an additional life in a second type of accident, an 

expenditure of 1,000,000 dollars would be better spent to save 

100 lives which could be affected by the second type of accident. 
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Table 2. PACTORS LEP.PINC TO INCREASEi 11RCEITEID hISK 

1. tmmedite (obeervability of demae) rather than latent 

(e.g. acid rain); 

dread (e.g. cancer) vereus common (e.g. influenza); 

large number of people affect simultaneously (e.g. plane 

crash) rather than facilities scattered over space and 

time (e.g. automobile accidents); 

a mechaniam or process not well uMeratood (e.g. nuclear 

power); 

involuntary exposure (e.g. many chemicals in foodstuffs); 

children at riek 

threat to future generations (e.g. mutagene and terato-

gene); 

personal threat (e.g. Nimby syndrome); 

lack of belief in authority or competence of source 

of information; 

benefits not shared by those Who bear risks. 

Obviously, risk comparisons do not tell the whole story 

of social acceptability of the risk or the complete spectrum of 

the social cost. Care need to be taken that estimates of relative 

health or environmental risk do not conceal value judgersente. For 

example, by lumping together fatalities and injury-days into a 

single index of health derange. 

As I indicated at the beginning of my leoture 1  monaing 

chemicals or more accLlrately managing the acceptability of the 

risks of chemicals, involves other factors than the scientific 
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and technioftl nerectB of toxIcolcy and tranoport and fpte. The 

te&c reqoireo a multi-diuciplinery epproech And In the end 1  p po-

liticel decision which has its basin in the philosophy of the 

government of the day. 

The economic aspects have been mentioned In a limited sense 

and there are different perspectives to consider here both from 

the micro-economic (the checiiical in question and direct effects) 

end the macro-economic scale involving broeder societal issues 

of commerce, compensation, wees, etc. Legal end letlstive re-

medics must also be considered in any comprehensive msneement 

pohme. Cn prineiplee of common law Such SO nuiaenee end negligen-

ce be used to protect the innoCent, if the level of risk ecoepted 

is greater then is eapeble of protecting those at high risk, i.e. 

the sensitive groupa in the population? Whet about current legisla-

tion? Whet about the etendarda? Can they be monitored effectively? 

LPst, but not least, the perceptions of the public and of 

particular claimants of the public, muot be considered. beveral 

authors (Slovic at al., 1931j  Pohin, 178;  Fiechoff at Al., 1970) 

h-va investigated and analyzed the factors involved in public 

risk perception, factors that munt be taken into account in de-

veloping a mancgement strategy. Simply put, elected officials 

put a significant amount of weight on these perceptiona. Though 

the technocrats view them as very eubeCtive, they are in fact le-

gitimate views. 

The acceptability of risk can be modified by the ability 

of Induatry and government in particular, to reduce thet risk. 

Any management strategy should be developed to optimize that 

reduction in terms of risk measured in one or more ways, doller 
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lose per year, deaths per person-year, Injury per person-year, 

etc. Government reaction to a risk problem is also modified by 

its own philosophies and policies and will often be linked to a 

concern for the impact of a decision on ftitre regulatory policy. 

As stated earlier, one obvious solution to the problem 

caused by a toxic chemical is the total elimination of the Ecurce 

of the hazard. To achieve this, e corporation must be willing to 

divest itself of the hazardous product or operation or to recall 

the hazardous product If it is already on the market. If the chosen 

approach is to lower the risk to an acceptable level, this could 

be achieved by altering the chemical and physical properties of 

the compound or by altering the unsafe practices and procedures 

in its manufacture, transportation or disposal. 

Care must be taken when such solutions are offered, to er-

sure that the new risk level Is Indeed lower than the previous 

risk and that no new hazards are created when the change i made. 

For example, if a children's nightware material is flammable, ac-

dittves may be proposed to retard the flammability. That additive 

could be a skin irritant or cause cancer. If the risk of transport-

ing a toxic liquid waste between two points by tank truck is Un-

acceptable because of traffic congestion and a high population 

density, the risk might be reduced by using another route, differ-

ent time schedules or an alternative means of transportation. 

However, you will have to evaluate the expected frequency of 

accidents along the new route due to poorer road surfaces, poor 

lighting at night to ensure that it is slower than in the pre- 

cu 	case. Response times may also be a factor. 

8 
C,, 

53.-I 
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OONTROL ALTEEiUTIVES A1D STRATEGIES 

Whether it be in the workplace, on the farm, in the home, 

a simple approach can be employed in the design of preventive or 

remedial measures& 

I. identify the chracteristics of the problem, i.e. what 

Is happening versus what Should happen; 

ii. go an far back into the SyStem as possible to solve 

parts of the problem; 

- process modifications 

- etibstituting less hazardoun chemicals; 

UI. after all is done that is feasible, e waste may remain. 

The cost of handling that waate may necessitate a further 

review of the materials or process creating that waetet 

- increasing the purity of raw materials (e.g. 2,3,7,8 

TODD in 2,4,5-T); 

- recovery of materials for sale or exchange; 

an attempt should be made to reduce and simplify that 

whioh must be treated and that which must be disposed of; 

- waSte segregation 

- recycle waste water for secondary use 

- recycle process solutione or materials 

- wSste concentration; 

design for that which remains; 

waste stabilization 

- oneite treatment and dl.sposal 

- offeite treatment and disposal 

There are several quentions that must be answered In deter-

mining what available technology is nppropriate to control the 
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chemicale in queetion. I would identify the following xor your 

coneideration 

State of development - has the teahnoloy been teeted 

extensively in ainflar conditiono? 

Iange of technology appli.oation - can it be used to 

control various toxic ohemicale? 

o. Effectiveness - does it control the chemical in question? 

d. Procse relisbility - how much variation In effluent 

quality and quantity can be treated? 

a. Efficiency - does it reduce the chemical by 75%, 90%, 99% 

on a continuing basis? 

f. Environmental acceptability - are you creating a water 

pollution problem when e'iminating an air pollution 

problem? What kind of residue is created? 

From an occupational health and safety perspective, there are 

a number of protection measures that can be Included in the de-

aign of new facilities or retrofitted into existing factories. 

Passive measures include. 

].. Layout and siting of the plant to segregate parte of 

the plant. 

Automation to separate hezardous concentrations and ope-

rations from personnel. 

Design of tanks, structures and foundations to withstand 

the worst credible natural events. 

Use of explosion-proof electrical equipment. 

Reulnr preventive maintenance of process equipnent and 

transportation vehicles. 

Praininr of employees in standard, operating procedures 

as veil as emergency response nctton. 

53- 2 



7. Re.ilar comprehensive meOicai examinations. 

C. Preparation of contingency plane. 

Quality control. 

Corrosion protection of equipment, perticularly piping. 

Depending on the hazard and potential exposure, several ac-

tive protection measures can also be included in the design of 

plants: 

Detection and alarm systems for release of toxic che-

micBls, abnormal temperature, pressure excursions. 

Automatic fire suppression and control equipment. 

Resoonse to ffree, explosions and chemical releeses by 

trained and properly outfitted crews. 

Automatic shut down of key operations under certain elrm 

oondition. 

5 1Jj]j5jfl of automatic shut off valves when certain 

abnormal conditions are noted (Atallah, 1980). 

COUCLUSIQN 

I have attempted to outline a means of intergx'ating the in-

formation, whether they be facts or assumptions, into a rational 

process allowing us to make lifformed decisions about chemicals or 

operations involving toxic chemicals. That process and on example 

are described graphically in Fings. B and 9. I have also identified 

several questions that should be asked at the various stages of 

the procedure. (henever you have a toxic chemical problem at hand, 

I would coimsel the followingt 

Clearly identify the problem or lasue 

Determine what your objective is 

List the known facts 
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Iist the assumptions you can mcke and the confidence 

limits for the assumptions 

Identify alternate solutions 

Define the envi'onmental and public health significance 

Define the economic significance 

hi. Define the social significance (perceotiona) 

i.. Identify the access to the decision-making process 

j. Calculate the likelihood of success - if the likelihood 

is very low, don't waste your time, there are another 

59,999 chemicals to worry about. 

In concluding, I want to emphasize that if the objective is 

to manage chemicals and their attendant risks, then you cannot 

completely separate the indtistrial from the communal from the agri-

cultural from the ecological environments. Due to their physical 

and chemical properties, many Chenhicals move from one category 

to another, from one medium to another. This reinforces the 

need for government departments to work together particularly 

departments of health, envlrcnment, agriculture, consumer protec-

tion, fisheries, labour and transportation. Obviouely, we shouldn't 

stop there, national governments must cooperate especially in the 

development of compatible and acceptable data bases such as the 

IRPTC. 

Some would say that toxicologists and toxic chemical mana-

gers have an impossible task ahead of them. I'm optimistic, how-

ever, that we can put the decieion-nking processes into place 

to ensure that we manage the risks effectively. 

A famous cartoon character namedpogo once said: 

"We have met the enemy and he is us." 
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When we oiin truly eny that, in reintion to the probler!rn Onue-

ed by toxic chemicale, we will be on our way to eueceee. Until 

then, perhape the Wi7ard of Id pointe our the current etate-of-.the--

-art (Pi. 8). 
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SOME REGULATORY APPECACHES TO CHEMICAL 3AFT 

E. Smith 

Chemical Safety can be attained by 

l Use of toxicologically inert or low toxicity ohemicale. 

2. Detailed knowledge of the propertiec of toxic ch.inioala. 

. Control of really hazardouc cheinicale. 

Chmioal Safety in the practical certainty that injury will not 

røeult from expoeure to a chemical when it in used in the correct 

manner. 

Rick and hazard aneenenient are baeed on a range of data. 

RISK 	- The mathematiosi probability of an event occurring. In 

toxicology thene will be done-related edveree effecte 

on an individual or a proportion of a population. WHO 

definen rink as the expected frequency of undecirabie 

effeote arming from exponure to a chemical. 

Rink may be abeolute or relative. Abeolute rick in the 

axe cnn rink due to •zponure. Reletive rick in the ratio 

between rink in expoeed population and rink in an 
unexpoced population. 

HAZARD - The likelihood that a chemical, will caune an adveree 
health effect under the conditione of exponure. 

Ansecement involvee data on 

- Thyaical Chemical Propertien 

- Toxicological and Ecotoxicological data 

- Type of une(e), extent and quantittee 

- Mixturen and formulationc 

4-2 
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Aeeeeement may need to be repeated in the light of new to-

xicologioal data, new useD, inoree.eed quantitiee or new formLlla-

tione. 

EUROPEAN CA ~MITY OQU14JL DIRECTI V ON DAN GRJ 

SUBSTANCL 

Puipooe 

The approximation of the laws, regulatione and administrative 

provisions of the Member States relating to the classification, 

packaging and labelling of dangerous eubetances (67/546/EEC). 

Legal  Instrument 

,tlsixthAjasndmentfl of 1967 Directive, 16th September 1979. Administe-

red by national competent authorities. 

Scope 

Applies to new ebstanese. 

Does not apply to preparations, drugs, coSmetics, food chemiDals, 

peettoidse, radioactive nateriel, transport of ohemicale or che-

mioal5 covered in other Directives. 

- To protect man and the environment against potential rieke, 

whioh could arise from the p1a2jpjn the ketof new sub-

stances. 

- Adequate classification, packaging ard labelling of dangerous 

aubetancee protects the population particularly the workers. 



Implementation 

- Prescribed data notific3ttOn def1iid quantity thresholds for 

data requirements. 

- A new substance is to be subjected to a prior study by the 

menufaoturror importer and a notifl-cati9n made to the Cmpt 

authorities at least 45 days before being placed on the market. 

- To apply the Lirective an inventory of substances on the market 

at 18th September 1981 Is being compiled. An initial core in-

ventory listing 33,000 chemical substances was circulated in 

1982 to be checked aainet substances, produced or imported, 

on the European Community market over the period 1971-1981. Any 

substance not listed on the final inventory will be treated as 

a new substance for notiftction purposes. The final inventory 

will be known as the European Inventory of Existing Cosmrcia1 

Chemical Substances (EINECS). 

- Notification in one kember State is valid for the Community. 

Tho notification is Oopied to the Iuropean Commission which 

then copleE it to the other Member States. 

Clnssifictton 

- Classification is basically on mamms1isn 1,D 50/L050  but other 

significent effects may modify this (e.g. sub-acute or chronic 

toxicity, carolnogenicity). 

Category 	Oral LID50 	Percutaneous LI Q  rat 	Inhalation LC50  

rat, mg/kg or rabbit, mg/kg 	4 hours, rat, mg,4cg 
co 

Very toxic - 	25 	50 	 40.5 
Toxic 	25 	200 	50 - 400 	0.5 	2.0 

Fsrmful 	200 - 2000 	400 -2000 	2.0 -20.0 

1)4  3 



- 

butiftoatiori 	ta 

I'uiic Notifiiation 

- A ltqnttfication (bevel ) muat he made when a manufacturer or 

importer proposes to place on tIi rnnrhet 1 tonne of a ohemicel 

(bevel 0). There are ecepttona for polymers with less than 2% 

monomer and research chemicals for laboratory uI3e or teetin 

purposes. 

- There is provision for a Limited Announcement for lesser quant-

tiee but related to total quantity on the whole EEC market. Thia 

comprises chemical identity, Inbelling data and quantity. Note 

that the provision of labelling data requires at least acute 

toxicity teattng. For substances classified as very toxic or 

toR1c 1  safe hsndl&ng information and precautions must be provided. 

A notifier aubmita to the netionel competent suthority 

- technical dossier; 

- declaration of unfovourable effects; 

proposed clesificstion and labelling; 

- recommendation for safe use and precautions. 

Further Notification 

Addttjon1 information and tests may be required where: 

the quantity placed on the market by a notifier reaches 10 

tonnes per year or if there is a total of 50 tonries (Level 1), 

and 

the quantity placed on the market by a notifier reaches 1,000 

tonnee per year or a totol or 5000 tnne (bevel. 2). 
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The add.ttonl tepto Rre epecified by the competent authoritieo. 

Teto ore to he conôticted on the oubctance to be rnoretd ec 

cnrdtn to 	op1oed methode and in compliance with the orin- 

Olpiec of Lqod loborutornroetice. If c teet ic technicolly 

not poschle or in not coneidered neceecery the re.nnonc inttet he 

etcted. 

Confidentto ii t 

The pcseibtjittee for keeping data confidentiel nrc limited end 

oCnnot npply to the phycicel and chemicel data, the interprete- 

tion of the tOxicologicet teete nor to the hozerde end efety 

preceutione. 

Data to be notified in the Level 0 "Baee Set'T 

Technical ]ocier 

Idenjy_of t h e Subo tonce 

- nPme 

- emnirice) and etruoturni formula; 

- purity- , inipuritiee, additivee; 

- analytical nethode; 

Information on use and ctantit 

- propoeed unee; 

- fLinOtione, effecte; 

- eloeed or open eyetem; 

production or importP for aech use (tonnen/y&nr) 
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- recommended proceduree for hendling, 	ora&, transport, fire 

precautionu, nocidental spillage, human poisoning. 

l'hyeio a 1 Chemical Proert lee 

- melting point; 

- boiling point; 

- reletive density; 

- vapour pressure; 

eurfaoe tension; 

- water solubility; 

- fat eolubility; 

- partition coefficient, n-octanolfweter; 

flash point; 

- fl.ammobility; 

- explosive proçiertiee; 

- auto-flanima'bility; 

- oxidisin properties. 

To,4coIogical_Peete 

- acute toxicity (rat) ' oral 

• ±nhlation 

• percutaneous 

• eubetances other than geese to be edmi-

nietered by the oral route and et least 

oral route and at least one other route 

appropriate to human eiposure (e.. vo1nti 

is liquid might require administration by 

the ora1 percutaneous end tnh'letion 

routes); 
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- skin jrrjtFtion (rat); 

- eye irritation (rabbit); 

- skin seneitisution (uinoa pig); 

- sub-acute tocicity (rat, 28 days); 

- mutai -onicity and caroinogenicity pre-soreen (bacterial and non-

bacterial tests); 

Ecotoxicolorical teats 

- acute toxicity for fish; 

acute toxicity for Laphnta; 

- biotic and abiotic degradation. 

Waste Dtssai Information 

recovery; 

- neutralisetion; 

- controlled discharge; 

- incineration; 

- #ater purification. 

Additional Information 

The competent authority can require further infoisatiOn and test-

ing to evaluate hazard. 

Possible testin for Level 1 

Toxicological Pest8 

- fertility; one species, one or two generationn apDropriate 

rou.e of adrilnistration; 
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- teratology; one apeciea, appropriate route of adminiatration; 

- mh-ChroniC and/or chronic tociclty; one apeoiee, appropriate 

route of adrninie'trati.on to examine findinge in Level 0 eub-acute 

teat; 

mutagenicity taste, to verify results obtained in Level 0, if 

positive further teeting is required. 

Ecotoxioologjr Tgete 

- algae, one species; 

- prolonged toxicity in tphnia; 

- higher plant; 

- earthworm; 

- prolonged toxicity in fish, 14 days; 

- bioeccomulation, in fish; 

- prolonged biodegradation study. 

Poesible teeting for Level 2 

Toxico1o4ca1 Tests 

- chronic matmealian toxicity; 

- carcinogenicity; 

- fertility, up to 3 generations if an effect is found in Level 1; 

- acute and sub-acute toxicity in a second mammalian species if 

Indicated by findings in Level 1; 

- toxiookinetics. 

Ecotozicological Pests 

- accumulation, degradation, mobility; 

- prolonged toxicity, repro]uction, fiah; 
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-. acute and aub-acute, birde; 

- abaorptlon/deeorptlon for non-biodegradable eubetancee. 

USA TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL ACT 

Purpoa 

To regulate commerce and protect human health and the environment 

by requiring tetin. and neceaoery use reatrictiona on certain 

chemical aubetancee and for other purpoaee. 

Legal Inatrwnnt 

TSCA, let January 1977. Adminietered by the Environmental -otec-

tion Agency. 

Scope 

Appliee to old end new chemical eubatancee. 

Doee not apply to drtige, coemetica food chemicela, peaticidee 

tobacco or radioactive material. 

Object ivea 

- humane and the environment are being expoeed to a large number 

of chemical aubatanoea and mixturee and thepe may be haaerdoue4 

- acme chemical subatancee and nixturea may preeent an unreaeonabl 

rjek of injury to human health or the environment in their menu-

facture proceaeing, dietribution, use or diepoael and require 

control. 
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I nple men tat ton 

- The preacribed notification doee not autoiitica11y include tent 

data. 

- For a new eubetance pr.-manufaoture or - import notification aunt 

be made at leant 90 dnye ahead. 

- An inventory of ohemionle manufactured in or imported for com-

mercial purponee into the UA in the period 1974-1977 was pub-

lishad in 1979. Thin numbered 65,000 chemical aubstancea. Any 

eubatance not lieted in nubject to pre-manufacture or import 

notification. There is a procedure for revining and updating the 

inventory. 

Important Sec tjone 

Section 4 - Tenting of Chemiosi Subntancen 

Section 5 - Pre-manufacture Notification 

Section 6 - Regulation of Hazardoue Chemicale 

Section Ba - General Reporting 

Section Sb - Chemical Inventory 

Section Bc - Recordo of Adveree Reaottona 

Section Sd - 	 eelth and Safety Studiee 

Section Be - Subatantia). Riek Reporting 

Section 4 

To require test data the Adminiatrator of EPA mont find aitheri 

(1) that the manufacture, dietribtation, use or dieponal of a che-

aical eiabntance or mixture may prenent an unreanonable rink of 

injury to human health or the environmont, or 
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(ii) that there are igsufficilat dat or exparionoe to determine 

or predict hazard. 

If tieting is required it mu.-t include the chemical Id-entity and 

muet follow atanderd teat procedures. There are etandard procedu-

rae fortoxioologloal $.ete. 

Unreaaone.b].e rigN is not defined but r.pr.e.nte a judgemant baeed 

on the probability, aeverity and eztent of poSsible hertz to the 

human population and the environment taking into account the poe-

aible benefita to •oci.ty. 

If the date are already available the notifier may ehere the . 

pens. with the first and other notifiers and need not do ectuel 

teating. 

lotified tent date are published including chemical identity, 

us.o and other teat results. 

A Priority List of chemical subetanoes or mixtures requiring test-

ing can be compiled by the Ada1nIetrtor. 

Where the Adminh.trstor receive, date or oth.r information that 

there is a significant risk of seriou, or widespread harm to humans 

from cancer 1  gene mutations or birth defect& action must be taken 
within 180-270 daia. 

A premanufacture notification (PEN) muSt be submitted to EPA at 

° least 90 daye before manufacture or input. A PA is also required 

ro for a significant new use of an existing chemical eubatanoe. 
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- A I'MN muat contain reazonobly azoertaineble information about 

chemical identity 1  phyalcal chemical propertiea, manufacturing 

proceea, annual production volume, uaee, health and environmental 

affeote. 

- EPA muet review the IN,.make a riek aeeeaement and inform the 

notifier within 90 daye if there is evidence of unreaBonable 

riak to health or the environment. 

Section 6 

- EPA can regulate manufacture 1  prooeaeing, diatribution, use or 
diapoaal of anychemical eubetance or mixture which presente 

an unreawonable riek to health or the environment. 

- Regulatory control meaeuree include banning, limited manufacture, 

reduced worker expoeure, limited uaee, hazard labelling and 

reetricted diapoeal. 

Section 

Be. Manufacturere or prooeeeore of chemical muet maintain recorda 

and eubmit reporte. 

Bb. Manufaoturere or importere muet report the identity and site 

of manufacture of chemicale. An inventory was publiahed in 

1979 and is updated as new chemicale come through the F?A1 

procedure. 

Be. Companiea muet keep recorda of aignificant adveree reactiona 

from expoaure to a chemical. 

Rd. Chemical manufacturers, processors, di.stributors and others 

can be required to etibmit health and safety data to EPA for 

asceasment purposes (e.g. industrial hygiene studjee, measure-

mentP of exposure to a chemical). 



Be. Any information supporting a conclusion that a ohemical sub- 

stance or mixture presents a substantial risk of injury to 

health or the environment must be reported (e.g. new evidence 

of carcinogenicity or birth effects). 

Confj.dentialtt2y 

In general the notified information is freely available. Notifiers 

may request that ' 1 trade secz'ets (e.g. method of production, oom-

poeltion) are kept confidential but the Administrator of EPA may 

disolose such information if it is neoesary to protect health or 

the environment against an unreasonable risk. Health and Safety 

information cannot be kept confidential. 

ORGANISATION FOR EOQIWMIC COOPERATION AND DEELO4ENT 

(OECD) 

Chemical Safety Aspect9 

OECD Is an advieory not a regulatory body. 

De,sloient of a Chemical Safety Proprs.znme 

1974 	RecommendatIon on the assessment of the potential environ- 

mental effects of chemicals. 

Prior to the marketing of chemicals and chemical products 

the potential effecte on huns and the environment ahould 

be assessed. 

1977 	Recommendation establishing guidelines in respect of pro- 

oednre and requirements for anticipating the effects of 

chemicals on man and the environment. 



- Jlartnonieed epprOoh to teeting. 

1978 	Decieton on a Special Pro ramme on the oontrol of ohe- 

micale. 

- Agreed teat metLode. 

- Agreed Good Laboratory Practice. 

- Inter aooeptebl.lity of date. 

- Agreed approach to interpretation. 

1981 	OECD Guideline methods for teeting chemicale. 

1982 	Deoteion on the minimum pre-marketing eat of data for 

the ee.eeement of chemicela. 

- An agreed eat of teeta for the use or guidance (flexible 

application) of member countrice. 

Obotivea 

- To protect man and the environment from expoaure to hazardoue 

chemice.le. 

- To eneure the most effective teating of chemicale taking into 

a000unt the available facilittee and apeotaliet manpower reeouro- 

::avoid

U.  
- 	unneoeeeary duplication of teeting. 

Minim Pre-Marke tLng Set of Data (MPD) 

Intended an a firet etep in a aequenoad or tiered teeting eyntem. 

In theory this to the most effective approach beceuee only necee-

eary teetthg is performed. In practice the difficulty of obtain-

ing agreement on the ecieion or trigger pointe involved in moving 

from one teat or one tier to another has elowed progreen. 

1. The firet tier comprinee ecreening teets and locke for effecte. 
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2, Subsequent tiers comprise test@ to confirm or extend the r.-

suite of previous tests. 

3. MPI provides data for a meaningful first assessment bf the 

potential hazard of a chemical to health and the environment 

before a decision is taken to place it on the market. 

Hazard !iseessment for Chemicale 

OECD defines the hazard of a chemical as a function of two broad 

considerationet 

the potential of a chemical to harm biological systems (or 

damage other systems), and 

its potential for eposure such that harm or damage can occur. 

Isolated partial hazard assessments oould be made on the data 

from individual tests but it is better to make a broader assessment 

on data from a number of teats. 

Data çonente for OECD MPP 

- Chemical identificatiom 

Same 

Structural formula 

CAS - number 

Spectra (pure and technical grade) 

Purity (technical grade) 

Impurities (% age by weight) 

dditjves and Stabilisers (% age by weight) 

- Productioqj Use / I)ipossl Data 

Estimated production, tonnes/year 
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Intended ueee 

Suggeeted diepoeel mothode 

Expected mode of tmneport 

- Recoend.d preoautone and emeX'genoy memauree 

-. A alytical met.hode 

- 	yeiaaLJCherntcal data 

Melting point 

Boiling point 

banal t7 

VaPOL12 praaeure 

Water eclubility 

Partition coefioient 

Spectre 

Dleeociation oon.tant 

Screening fore 

* Hydrolyeia 

* Adeorption/Deeorptton 

• Particle aize 

- Toxjqjty Data 

i) Acute toxicity: 

or*l 

derl 

inhalation 

Skin irritation 

Skin uenaitiaatjon 

Eye Irritation 
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Repeated dose, 14-28 dayst 

Appropriate route 

Mutagenicity: 

tlinimum of two tests for gene and chromosome effects 

- EcotoiCity data 

Fish LC 	(at least 96 hours expooure) 

taphnia reprodoction (14 days) 

Algae growth inhibitiOn (4 days) 

- Deadation / Acrumalation data 

3iodegradatton (screening phase) 

Bloacoumulation (screening phase datai 

n-octanol/water partition 

fat solubility 

water aolubiUty 

biodegradability) 

Updatjn.g Prooedur 

- to take account of new developments in science end experience 

of chemical notification schemes; 

- to modify test methods or introduce new methods. 

Existing Chemicals Prpgremme 

- To exchange informction 

- To identify chemicals which preaent hazards to men and the 

environment 

- To identify testin needs. 
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